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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CHARLESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
69A HAGOOD AVENUE 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403-5107 
 
 
REPLY TO  
ATTENTION OF 
 

August 15, 2008 
 
Planning Branch  
Environmental Section 
 
 
Mr. Leo Henry, Chief 
Tuscarora Nation 
2006 Mount Hope Road 
Lewiston, NY 14092 
 
 
Dear Mr. Leo Henry, 

The US Army Corps of Engineers is working with the Town of Edisto on a 
feasibility study to examine alternatives for the reduction of hurricane and storm 
damages.  In addition, we are also evaluating the potential for environmental benefits 
associated with providing protection of the beach, maritime forest and unique marsh 
habitats that exist along the Edisto Beach State Park area.   

All Corps feasibility studies go through six basic steps before completion.  Those 
steps are listed below as well as a short description of what the Corps’ Project Delivery 
Team (PDT) is currently working on regarding each step. 

1. Identify Problems & Opportunities- Identified high erosion rates for all 
beachfront Edisto Island- southwest of Highway 174 to the end of the island 
(beachfront).  Beach nourishment would assist in reducing storm damages to 
structures and would have recreational & long-term T&E (sea turtle & piping 
plover) and environmental benefits. 

2. Inventory and Forcast Conditions- A potential borrow source has been 
identified; however further analysis will be conducted to identify any other 
potential sites.  Structures are being inventoried to determine damage potential.  
In addition, models will be used to determine the impacts associated with storm 
events. 

3. Formulate alternative plans- Some alternatives that have been identified 
include nearshore placement, groin construction/manipulation, offshore 
breakwater, and beach nourishment.  

4. Evaluate alternative plans- Once a complete list of alternatives is compiled, an 
evaluation of each individual alternative will be completed.  Evaluation will 
consist of measuring or estimating the economic, environmental, and social 



effects of each plan, and determining the difference between the without- and 
with-project conditions. Feasible plans will be carried forward for comparison 
against one another. 

5. Compare alternative plans- Alternative plans will be compared, focusing on the 
differences among the plans identified in the evaluation phase including public 
comment. Differences in environmental and economic benefits produced by the 
alternatives are assessed.  

6. Select a plan- A recommended plan will be identified for permitting and 
construction. 

Enclosed you will find maps of the project areas as well as the type of benefit we 
believe will be derived from beach nourishment.  Also enclosed is a map of the initial 
vibracore areas which help identify the potential borrow site.  Please note this is 
preliminary and the area will more than likely be expanded or another borrow location 
may be identified.  We are in the initial phases of this study.  Some alternatives plans 
that will be considered include: 

• Structure Relocation 
• Groin Lengthening 
• New Groin Construction 
• Sand-Fencing/ Grassing 
• Offshore Breakwater 

During and after Step 5, “Selecting a Plan”, we will be seeking the appropriate 
authorizations required to move forward with construction.  However, we will be 
coordinating throughout the process in order to identify the plan that is economically 
justified and is environmentally sustainable. 

Please provide any information you may have regarding alternatives for beach 
nourishment, potential economic or environmental benefits, information on existing site 
conditions, or any questions or concerns regarding this project.  Please forward your 
responses to Elizabeth Jackson at 843-329-8099, by mail or e-mail her at 
elizabeth.g.jackson@usace.army.mil.  It would be appreciated if you could provide your 
comments, concerns or information by September 19, 2008.   

Thank you for your cooperation and participation in the Edisto Island Project. 

 
 
 
 Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 Joseph A. Jones 
 Chief, Planning Branch 
encls. 

mailto:elizabeth.g.jackson@usace.army.mil
































 

 

  
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CHARLESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
69A HAGOOD AVENUE 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403-5107 

 

    REPLY  TO  
    ATTENTION OF 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

June 4, 2010 
 
Planning and Environmental Branch 
 
 
Ms. Caroline Wilson 
Review and Compliance Coordinator 
SC Department of Archives and History 
8301 Parklane Rd. 
Columbia, SC 29223 
 
Dear Ms. Wilson, 
 

The US Army Corps of Engineers is working with the Town of Edisto on a feasibility 
study to examine alternatives for the reduction of hurricane and storm damages.  In addition, we 
are also evaluating the potential for environmental benefits associated with providing protection 
of the beach, maritime forest and unique marsh habitats that exist along the Edisto Beach State 
Park area.   

We would like to initiate consultation for Section 7 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act. We are in the planning phase for this project and just want to ensure that we include your 
office early on. Enclosed are the initial documents required by your office except for the existing 
and proposed site drawings. This will be supplied as we finalize the scope of the project. Please 
let us know if your office has any materials and/or data that would be applicable to this project. 
If you have any questions please contact Mark Messersmith at 843-329-8162, by phone or email 
him at mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil.  
 
 
       Respectfully, 
 
 
       Patrick E. O’Donnell 
       Chief, Planning and Environmental Branch 
Encls.  

USGS topographic map  
Map of Area of Potential Effects 
ArchSite search 
Photographs 

mailto:mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil




1321 Pendleton Street Columbia, SC  29208-0071 (803) 576-6566  FAX (803) 254-1338 
 

 
 
 
12 April 2013 
 
 
Alisha N. Means 
Biologist 
Planning & Environmental Branch 
US Army Corps of Engineers-Charleston District 
69A Hagood Avenue 
Charleston SC 29403-5107 
 
Re: Review of Edisto Beach Renourishment Project report. 
 
Dear Ms. Means, 
 
 Our office has reviewed the draft report of the Hardbottom and Cultural Resource 
Surveys, Edisto Beach Offshore Borrow Site, Edisto Beach, South Carolina, prepared by 
Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. for the Edisto Beach hurricane and storm damage 
protection project.  Our review is focused on the submerged cultural resources aspects of 
the project.  The report is a solid discussion of the scope, methods, research, and findings, 
especially in its awareness of inundated paleolandscapes bearing the potential of 
prehistoric cultural materials along the South Carolina coast.  
 
 We concur with the contractor’s recommendations to place a 1,500 ft. buffer zone 
around the two arbitrary center points: Site 1—E2213373, N232446; and Site 2--
E2218203, N227338 (NAD83 South Carolina State Plane East U.S. Survey Feet) as 
potential paleolandscape features.  We also agree that no additional inspections of the 
magnetic, acoustic, or sub-bottom reflectors is warranted in the designated borrow site.  
We do, however, request that any inadvertent discovery of potential archaeological 
materials, i.e., wood structure, prehistoric lithics, ceramics, etc. during dredging 
operations cease from that area until inspections may reveal the source of this material.  
Please contact my office or the SHPO for further guidance in this instance.  Our office 
has no objections from a submerged cultural resources viewpoint for dredging operations 
to occur in this borrow site.  If plans change, please consult with our office for additional 
guidance.   
 
 We do though offer several editorial comments to improve the graphics for the 
final report:  
  

1. Fig. 34, p. 47—please choose a color scheme to more fully reveal the trackline 
points, as well as to bring out the contours. 

2. The above recommendation would also go for the Appendix B contour maps. 
3. Please ensure the PDF images are of good quality in 100% zoom. 



 
Thank you for this opportunity to review the report and your support of preserving the 
submerged archeological legacy in South Carolina waters.  If you have any questions, 
comments, etc. about this matter please contact me.    
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
James D. Spirek 
State Underwater Archaeologist 
Maritime Research Division 
 
 
Cc:  Rebekah Dobrasko, SC SHPO 





























Pros Cons Caveats Pros Cons Caveats

Discussion during 
meeting 0n 

January 20, 2010

Town - beach in good shape from 
GROIN 15 and south - GROIN 15 
and north is more of a problem - 
CSE - Groin 1-6 is a hotspot) - 

DNR - borrow site positioning on a 
shoal on south end is ideal vs. 
north end - would be a positive 

benefit for EBSP

Town - migrating 
sand around the 

inlet to the mouth of 
big bay creek - 

DNR and USFWS - make sure it's done at appropriate times for turtles - suitable 
materials from borrow site - if construct dunes, plant vegetation - impacts to nesting 

shorebirds more on north end Dec - March. For turtles - work with DNR to figure 
something out - trade-offs with hopper vs. pipeline cutterhead dredge - NMFS - 

guidelines for how much to borrow and the natural filling rate of the borrow site.   - 
Will possible causeway project affect creek flows and alter sedimentation? Derk - 

talk to Bud Bader and David Whitaker at SCDNR Hydrology.  Susan Hornsby- rock 
piles in borrow area are highly used by fisherman.  Can South Edisto River 

accretion be used as sand source for renourishing Atlantic reaches?

DNR/USFWS/NMFS are opposed. 
already have 34 existing groins - might 

be enough - EBSP would not prefer 
them 

Discussion during 
meeting 0n 

January 20, 2010

USFWS - letter 
dated 09/11/2008

Effective protection - minimal harm 
to flora/fauna - beneficial to turtle 

nesting success

Short term - 
dredging window 

Nov-Apr dredging window, compatible sediments, inlets not appropriate for large 
borrow areas, CBRA unit None

Potential to cause more impacts to fish 
and wildlife resources - limited 

protection benefit - increase erosion 
downdrift - not aesthetically pleasing - 

safety hazard

USFWS - letter 
dated 09/11/2008

SCDNR - letter 
dated 09/08/2008

Preferred method of shore 
protection

Use appropriate materials, dredging windows Nov-Apr, only use Hopper from Dec-
Mar, avoid mining of sands from active beach areas

Discouraged - not 
opposed to 

maintenance of 
existing groins

Significant direct impacts to nesting sea 
turtle females and nesting success - 

heavy machinery is detrimental - 
degrades nesting habitat

SCDNR - letter 
dated 09/08/2008

SCDNR - Dubose 
Griffin - email 

dated 09/03/2008

Should occur from Nov-Apr (outside of turtle nesting season, Hopper dredge only 
used from Dec-Mar when sea turtles not present

SCDNR - Dubose 
Griffin - email 

dated 09/03/2008

SCDHEC - OCRM - 
letter dated 
10/14/2008

A means of beach preservation 
and restoration SC policy to promote carefully planned nourishment projects If improperly designed - they are 

harmful to adjacent beaches

Only constructed after thorough analysis 
demonstrates that the groin will not impact 
downdrift - only allowed on beach with high 
erosion rates threatening development or 

parks - can only be constructed in 
furtherance of on-going beach 

renourishment - must have binding 
commitment to remove if causes adverse 

impacts

SCDHEC - OCRM - 
letter dated 
10/14/2008

NRCS - email 
dated 08/27/2008

Beach vitex - make sure a professional eradicates any of this nuisance species NRCS - email 
dated 08/27/2008

Catawba- letter 
dated 09/09/2008

No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns Catawba- letter 
dated 09/09/2008

Renourishment New Groins



Pros Cons Caveats Pros Cons Caveats Pros Cons Caveats
CSE -not looking at increasing 

height. lengthening would provide 
some toe protection and stabilize 
the underwater portion [assume to 

mean of the beach], create a 
platform for beach to build on and to 
create and maintain dunes - OCRM - 
groins are protecting the houses - 

without them the first row of houses 
would not likely be present

CSE - removing/notching would not be 
recommended 

NMFS - removal or notching them would 
be recommended (NMFS - wants to see 
the notching of groins modeled - at least 

pick one option) - CSE - depends on wave 
climate to determine the position of the 
fillets - USFWS - need to determine if 

existing groin is exacerbating the problem 
and model whether lengthening will cause 

downdrift impacts

USFWS - eco tourism? 
(state park has record of 

day use)

Town - it would negatively 
impact tourism and 

impact town revenue  - 
CSE - it would revert to 

an eroding beach, dunes 
would erode away - all - 

expensive

traffic counts for recreational 
use - would also have to 

remove infrastructure - all 
houses on septic - 

Town - sand fencing 
has worked in 

portions of Atlantic 
Reach S and N - 

CSE - Need wide dry portion of beach to be 
effective

None

Potential to cause more impacts to fish 
and wildlife resources - limited protection 
benefit - increase erosion downdrift - not 

aesthetically pleasing - safety hazard

Highest and best 
economic and 

environmental benefits - 
artificial erosion control 
structures would not be 

necessary - coastal area 
of Edisto would revert to 
more natural beach/dune 

system - increased 
t i

None

Dunes and 
vegetation are an 

effetive 
enhancement 

measure - sand 
investment 

protection - allows 
use of beach/dune 

system to turtles and 
bli

Only use native vegetation

Discouraged

Significant direct impacts to nesting sea 
turtle females and nesting success - 

heavy machinery is detrimental - 
degrades nesting habitat

Use sand fencing 
and grassing to 
accomplish this

Performed in accordance with OCRM regulations - 
only use native vegetation

Only constructed after thorough analysis 
demonstrates that the groin will not 

impact downdrift - only allowed on beach 
with high erosion rates threatening 
development or parks - can only be 

constructed in furtherance of on-going 
beach renourishment - must have 

binding commitment to remove if causes 
adverse impacts

Encouraged Will not stop beach 
erosion

Installed in a manner that will not interfere with sea 
turtle nesting - should only be used in conjunction 

with other beach restoration measures

No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns

Modified Groins Structure Relocation/Elevation Dune Stabilization (sand fencing and 
grassing)



Pros Cons Caveats Pros Cons Caveats Pros Cons Caveats

Discussion during 
meeting 0n January 20, 

2010

generally regarded as a negative 
impact to the project

NMFS has supported piles of 
sand used for reef construction 
(talk to SAM and SAS - doug 

clark at ERDC) - DNR - at folly 
pier the reefs caused accretion 
near the pier (anecdotal) - sand 

will fill in the holes in the reef 
balls - economic plus - edisto 

push for eco tourism. DNR 
(Martore) - The holes in reef balls 
are not big enough for a turtle to 

t t k i

USFWS - impediments 
to sea turtles accessing 
the beach for nesting - 
navigational problems - 

DNR - could change 
the beach profile and 
cause it to become 
flatter and extend 

outward more.  

Town - shrimpers have 
1/2 mile limit from 

pavilion north to inlet - 
extends out to 1 mile at 

the pavilion south. - 

could provide 
protection to second 

row houses

OCRM - illegal - 
unlawful on ocean 

side of 40 year 
setback line - Town 

- town ordinance 
that says no 

seawalls 

town provision for 
allowing revetments - 
OCRM - state does 

not distinguish 
(includes bulkheads, 

revetments, and 
seawalls)

USFWS - letter dated 
09/11/2008

May reduce wave 
energy

More risk than benefit to beach/dune 
system - may prevent turtles from 

accessing beachfront - navigational 
hazard - and recreational hazard

None Discouraged

SCDNR - letter dated 
09/08/2008

Not well known in this state - 
interferes with aquatic life movement - 

recreational impacts - navigational 
hazard

None Discouraged

SCDNR - Dubose Griffin 
- email dated 09/03/2008

SCDHEC - OCRM - letter 
dated 10/14/2008

SC has limited experience - interferes 
with natural transport of sediment

NRCS - email dated 
08/27/2008

Catawba- letter dated 
09/09/2008

No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns No concerns

Artificial Reefs SeawallOffshore Breakwaters









From: Allan Strand
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: RE: Sea beach amaranth
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009 4:59:37 PM

Hi Mark,

If you talk to most botanists in the state (at least the loudly vocal
ones), they will say that seabeach amaranth has never been found
southwest of Charleston Harbor.  Of course that's wrong, there are
herbarium records from Kiawah in the University of Georgia Herbarium.
I have not seen, however, any records of plants found naturally below
Kiawah.

We did introduce some plants to Seabrook in 03, I think.  They did not
do well, and I suspect did not export any meaningful number of seeds.

cheers,
a.

On Thu, 2009-10-29 at 13:32 -0400, Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC wrote:
> We are looking into a shore protection project on Edisto Beach. I am looking
> for information documenting the extent of Seabeach Amaranth's range. It's not
> listed on the USFWS T&E list for Colleton Co, so I assume it must not quite
> reach down that far south. I remember you gave a talk once on the seed
> dispersal of this plant, and I was curious if you had data or any lit on its'
> range. Also what do you think of the plants' ability to be introduced on
> Edisto Island? If it's not found there naturally, are there any adverse
> impacts that could be anticipated from introducing it? Also, if it's not
> found there, what are the contributing factors to it not germinating on that
> beach (i.e., currents, temperature, grain size, etc.)?
>
> Thanks for your time. - Mark
>
> 
>
>
> Mark J. Messersmith
> Biologist
> US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
> (843) 329-8162
> mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Allan Strand [mailto:stranda@cofc.edu]
> Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 1:25 PM
> To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
> Subject: Re: Sea beach amaranth
>
> Hi Mark,
>
> Sad to say, I don't.  I might be able to answer some questions though.
> cheers,
> Allan
>
> On Thu, 2009-10-29 at 13:11 -0400, Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC wrote:

mailto:stranda@cofc.edu
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:stranda@cofc.edu


> > Dr. Strand,
> >
> > I came across the attached draft of a seabeach amaranth survey from
> > 2003. Do you have a final publication on this research that you can
> > send to me?
> >
> >
> > <<South Carolina Sea Beach Amaranth Survey - 2003.pdf>>
> >
> > Thanks -
> >
> > Mark J. Messersmith
> > Biologist
> > US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
> > (843) 329-8162
> > mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil
> >
> >
>
>



From: Andrea J Grabman
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: FW: Artifical reef deployment
Date: Friday, January 15, 2010 4:08:25 PM

...and one more comment with some additional input- this time from FL.  I still think that it's a good
idea to try to combat erosion, but maybe a reef could be constructed with a Turtle Excluder Device
(TED) similar to the ones on shrimp nets?
Still planning to send you the erosion photos...

Andrea Grabman
Interpretive Program Manager
Edisto Beach State Park
8377 State Cabin Rd.
Edisto Island, SC  29438

Ph: 843.869.4426

Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina
At Tax Time, "Check Off" for SC State Parks!<http://www.checkoff4scparks.com/>

________________________________
From: Sea Turtle Biology and Conservation [CTURTLE@LISTS.UFL.EDU] On Behalf Of Michael Barnette
[Michael.Barnette@NOAA.GOV]
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 5:43 PM
To: CTURTLE@LISTS.UFL.EDU
Subject: Re: Artifical reef deployment

I don't believe there is any literature to date (due to inherent difficulty in evaluating the issue, lack of
monitoring/reporting, and the limited time span the "evidence" exists to document the issue at any
given site), however there may be potential issues depending on the type of material and the location.

Typically, rock or rubble material is not expected to introduce any issues.

There have been several instances of turtles entrapped in modules. Sally mentioned one from off SC in
October 1995, which was from a metal "pup tent" or "lean-to" module, which had a large circular
opening on each of the panels. The sides of this module are open, but the turtle (I remember it being
larger than a juvenile) wedged itself firmly into the round opening and was found freshly dead. There
has also been a documented turtle mortality in another metal module off Pensacola, and a suspected
entrapment of a turtle in a concrete tetrahedron (also off FL), which had an open bottom that
apparently allowed the turtle to wiggle under, gain entrance, and drown.

Then there are potential issues with vessels, many of which are associated with entanglements in lost
anchor lines and monofilament.  I have images of several examples of this interaction, which were
forwarded on to the STSSN.

Cheers,
Mike

Michael C. Barnette

On Jan 14, 2010, at 10:14 AM, "Stetzar Edna (DNREC)"
<Edna.Stetzar@STATE.DE.US<mailto:Edna.Stetzar@STATE.DE.US>> wrote:

All-

Are you aware of any literature pertaining to injury of sea turtles from the deployment of artificial reef

mailto:agrabman@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.checkoff4scparks.com/
mailto:Edna.Stetzar@STATE.DE.US


materials on existing artificial reefs?  I’ve conducted a literature search but have found limited
information. It  may be possible that it is a non-issue?

Any information would be greatly appreciated,
Sincerely,
Edna
_______________________________________
Edna J. Stetzar
Biologist/Environmental Review Coordinator
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program
Division of Fish and Wildlife
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
4876 Hay Point Landing Rd
Smyrna, DE 19977
(302) 653-2880 ext. 101
<mailto:Edna.Stetzar@state.de.us>Edna.Stetzar@state.de.us<mailto:Edna.Stetzar@state.de.us>

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> To leave the CTURTLE
list, send a message to: listserv@LISTS.UFL.EDU<mailto:listserv@LISTS.UFL.EDU> with the message:
signoff CTURTLE

If you experience difficulty, send an email to: CTURTLE-request@LISTS.UFL.EDU<mailto:CTURTLE-
request@LISTS.UFL.EDU>
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> To leave the CTURTLE
list, send a message to: listserv@LISTS.UFL.EDU with the message: signoff CTURTLE

If you experience difficulty, send an email to: CTURTLE-request@LISTS.UFL.EDU
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

mailto:Edna.Stetzar@state.de.us
mailto:Edna.Stetzar@state.de.us
mailto:listserv@LISTS.UFL.EDU
mailto:CTURTLE-request@LISTS.UFL.EDU
mailto:CTURTLE-request@LISTS.UFL.EDU


From: Andrea J Grabman
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: photos3- overwash from Hurricane Bill
Date: Saturday, January 16, 2010 3:35:26 PM
Attachments: Hurrican Bill erosion 2.jpg

Hurrican Bill erosion 9.jpg
Hurrican Bill erosion 7.jpg
Hurrican Bill erosion 6.jpg

Erosion in action!  Attached photos show the extreme overwash from the Hurricane Bill storm tides. 
First two photos show the overwash on the boardwalk at the ranger station.  Normally the steps are
exposed.  In the second photo, you can really see how far the tide came in!  (The main road in the
town flooded.)  Also attached are photos of the sand fencing that was pulled down by the storm tides. 
This sand fencing is on the high area of the beach.  We normally have this area roped off to keep the
public from trampling the primary dune line.

Andrea Grabman
Interpretive Program Manager
Edisto Beach State Park
8377 State Cabin Rd.
Edisto Island, SC  29438

Ph: 843.869.4426

Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina
At Tax Time, "Check Off" for SC State Parks!<http://www.checkoff4scparks.com/>

mailto:agrabman@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.checkoff4scparks.com/






From: Bill Post
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Moran, Joseph SAC
Subject: RE: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, May 02, 2013 3:45:25 PM

Mark,
Through the ongoing multi-state telemetry study, we've documented 13 Atlantic sturgeon and 2
shortnose sturgeon passing thru the borrow pit area.
The Atlantic sturgeon were observed during February-May and again October-November.  The
shortnose were observed in March.
In addition, through the same telemetry study, there have been 32 Atlantic sturgeon and 4 shortnose
sturgeon that more than likely passed through that same area during north/south
migrations along the coast.  Remember, these are only fish with transmitters that have been detected,
there are no doubt others in the vicinity.
Hope this answers your question.

Bill

Bill Post
S.C. Department of Natural Resources
Diadromous Fishes Coordinator
217 Fort Johnson Rd.
Charleston, SC 29412
Office:  (843)953-9821
Cell:    (843)209-1644
Fax:     (843)953-9820

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 10:21 AM
To: Bill Post
Subject: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Bill - attached is a map of the project area. The orange box is the proposed borrow site. the red line is
the extent of the project. Do you have any numbers and/or literature for sturgeon in this area (both
species)?

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Joseph.E.Moran@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From: Bill Post
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:18:24 AM

Mark,

If you are citing the what's reflected in the text below, yes I'm fine with that.

Bill

Bill Post

S.C. Department of Natural Resources

Diadromous Fishes Coordinator

217 Fort Johnson Rd.

Charleston, SC 29412

Office:  (843)953-9821

Cell:    (843)209-1644

Fax:     (843)953-9820

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 8:42 AM
To: Bill Post
Subject: RE: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

Thanks Bill. I'd like to use this information in our Biological Assessment, with a "may affect, not likely to
adversely affect" determination. Are you comfortable with me citing this via "personal communication"?

Mark

mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


-----Original Message-----

From: Bill Post [mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov <mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov> ]

Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 3:44 PM

To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC

Cc: Moran, Joseph SAC

Subject: RE: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)

Mark,

Through the ongoing multi-state telemetry study, we've documented 13 Atlantic sturgeon and 2
shortnose sturgeon passing thru the borrow pit area.

The Atlantic sturgeon were observed during February-May and again October-November.  The
shortnose were observed in March.

In addition, through the same telemetry study, there have been 32 Atlantic sturgeon and 4 shortnose
sturgeon that more than likely passed through that same area during north/south migrations along the
coast.  Remember, these are only fish with transmitters that have been detected, there are no doubt
others in the vicinity.

Hope this answers your question.

Bill

Bill Post

S.C. Department of Natural Resources

Diadromous Fishes Coordinator

217 Fort Johnson Rd.

Charleston, SC 29412

Office:  (843)953-9821

Cell:    (843)209-1644

Fax:     (843)953-9820

-----Original Message-----

From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil

mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


<mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil> ]

Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 10:21 AM

To: Bill Post

Subject: edisto sturgeon counts (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

Bill - attached is a map of the project area. The orange box is the proposed borrow site. the red line is
the extent of the project. Do you have any numbers and/or literature for sturgeon in this area (both
species)?

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith

Planning and Environmental Branch

US Army Corps of Engineers

Charleston District

69A Hagood Ave

Charleston, SC 29403

(p) (843) 329 - 8162

(f) (843) 329 - 2231

mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil <mailto:mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil>

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil


Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE



From: Bob Martore
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: RE: artificial reefs
Date: Friday, February 05, 2010 3:00:07 PM
Attachments: SC Artificial Reef User 2006 Final Rpt.pdf

Mark,

Robert M. Martore
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Marine Resources Division
Office of Fisheries Management
phone  (843) 953-9303
fax       (843) 953-9849
martoreb@dnr.sc.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 2:47 PM
To: Bob Martore
Subject: artificial reefs

Mr. Martore - Real quick email (it's Friday afternoon) In your opinion...
what type of design would be the most ideal for a multi-use reef that we're
considering?  Would some type of rubble stone accomplish the same thing as
the reef balls?

Thanks - Mark

Mark J. Messersmith
Biologist
US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
(843) 329-8162
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

mailto:MartoreB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Marine Resources Division of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources 


(SCDNR) developed and currently manages a system of 45 marine artificial reef (AR) areas or 
sites off the South Carolina (SC) coast and within SC estuarine (internal) waters (Fig. 1).  This 
vast array or system of artificial reef sites enhances saltwater recreational fishing and diving 
opportunities while directly mitigating heavy utilization impacts on limited natural hard-bottom 
area of SC. Although the SCDNR has been responsive to AR user needs, the last comprehensive 
fishery AR usage-oriented survey was completed more than 13 years ago and is considered 
outdated because the number and diversity of AR sites has substantially changed, as well as the 
apparent harvesting capabilities of recreational anglers. Consequently, the purpose of this research 
was to systematically collect updated information (2006) on AR recreational users (i.e. 
recreational anglers and charter divers) with an emphasis on estimating management oriented 
aggregates such as total monthly AR related fishing trips completed by private boat recreational 
anglers and the economic impacts (e.g. sales, jobs, sales taxes, etc.) on the SC coastal economy 
associated with the AR system. The results of this research are also expected to provide SCDNR 
with new insight for enhancing the current and future management of this system, while informing 
the general public of economic impacts stemming from this diverse array of AR sites managed by 
the SCDNR. 


Angler oriented information on AR related private boat fishing trips during 2006 was 
collected by random monthly sampling of ~19,200 SC saltwater license holders using mail 
questionnaires and an equivalent Internet survey instrument from May through November 2006. 
Information collected from responding licensees that had fished at AR sites included the number 
of AR related fishing trips during a given recall month, species caught and expenditures associated 
with their most recent AR fishing trip. Recreational diving information related to AR sites was 
collected by periodic phone survey of the five SC coastal scuba diving charter businesses offering 
SC oceanic charter dive trips, conducting a comprehensive census of all oceanic dive trips 
completed by these businesses and sampling of their dive charter customers during 2006. 


Over 6,207 usable mail questionnaires and Internet responses were received from licensees 
during the 2006 sampling, and the response rate adjusted for undeliverable mail was 35%.  In 
general, 90% of the responding licensees reported recreational saltwater fishing in or off of SC 
during the last two years with about 85% of the licensees reporting one or more SC saltwater 
fishing trips using private boats during the past twelve (12) months. In addition, 32% of these 
active SC saltwater private boat anglers also reported completing one or more trips involving AR 
sites with SC coastal county licensees having the highest percentage, 34%, of these AR trips. In 
contrast to these 12-month response percentages, monthly responses indicated that the percentage 
of licensees completing one or more SC saltwater fishing trips during a given sampled month were 
about 13% and 11% for SC coastal and SC non-coastal county licensees, respectively, and ~11% 
for non-residents that were sampled during a four-month period (i.e. May-August, 2006). These 
monthly and annual (12-month) percentages of sampled licensees making AR trips are consistent 
with AR sites being among several general fishing areas available for active saltwater anglers. 


The 45 SC marine permitted AR areas were grouped into three north to south oriented AR 
permitted area “clusters”, i.e.  “North Cluster,” “Central Cluster” and the “South Cluster.” An 
analysis of AR trips within license regions indicated that the highest percentage of fishing on AR 
permitted areas within the SC coastal county licensees occurred in the North and Central Clusters. 
In addition, within non-resident licenses, the North Cluster of AR sites had the highest percentage 
of AR trips. These percentages are consistent with the high percentages licensees residing in the 
SC coastal counties of Berkeley, Charleston, Dorchester, Georgetown and Horry, as well as a high 
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percentage of North Carolina (non-resident) licensees apparently choosing to fish on AR sites in 
the North Cluster. Reponses also indicated that approximately 54% of the active AR anglers 
would make fewer saltwater fishing trips if AR sites were not available, and a regional comparison 
indicates that this percentage would approach 60% or higher for SC non-coastal AR anglers that 
fish on AR sites within the Central and South Clusters.  


Estimates of total (aggregate) SC private boat fishing trips involving SC permitted marine 
artificial reef sites by SC licensees during 2006 were extrapolated based on the percentage of 
respondents who fished on one or more AR sites during a given recall month and the total Fiscal 
Year 2005-2006 license sales by the three license regions. Major assumptions were also made 
when estimating total monthly AR trips during months not sampled in 2006 including the 
conservative assumption that AR related fishing trips during January and February 2006 were not 
significant. The projected total number SC private boat saltwater fishing trips involving permitted 
marine AR areas in 2006 was estimated to be ~203,400 trips and these estimated AR trips were 
about 49% of all 2006 ocean SC fishing trips estimated by a federal survey. A comparison 
between the 1992 and the 2006 estimates of annual total AR trips indicates that saltwater fishing 
trips involving AR sites approximately tripled between 1992 and 2006 while the number of 
permitted AR areas has only doubled since 1992. Based on primary data collected on charter 
divers, a total of 3,571 divers participated in charted SC offshore dive trips during 2006 with 53% 
of these charter divers (1,902 divers) making one or more dives on structures within SC permitted 
artificial reef sites.  


The estimating of economic impacts and economic importance of anglers and charter 
divers related to the use of SC permitted marine artificial reef sites was predicated upon estimating 
total (aggregate) annual trip expenditures for each user group (i.e. anglers and charter divers) using 
their daily trip expenditure averages (means) by major license regions and overnight trips in the 
SC coastal counties. The mean total daily trip expenditures by private boat anglers making an AR 
related fishing trip during a sampled month ranged from $548 for non-coastal anglers staying 
overnight to about $255 for SC coastal anglers not making overnight trips, and the total mean 
daily expenditures by non-coastal charter divers staying overnight were $381. The estimated total 
(aggregate) trip expenditures by private boat anglers and charter divers making trips involving AR 
sites were $28.7 million and $0.6 million, respectively, during 2006. These AR users in 2006 
represented an economic impact (i.e. economic importance) of approximately $83 million in total 
sales (output) that generated approximately 1,000 jobs. It is readily apparent that the SC marine 
artificial reef system, as developed and managed by the SCDNR, is clearly a significant 
component of the entire SC coastal economy. In addition, the man-made structures within SC 
permitted artificial reef areas, as recreational outdoor “destinations,” are an important component 
of the economic impacts generated by a special group or subset of tourists, i.e. anglers and scuba 
divers. 


This report includes recommendations oriented to the socioeconomic aspects of artificial 
reef usage, evaluation and related management issues. These recommendations include conducting 
surveys of AR users at least every 5 to 7 years, incorporating tradeoff analysis approaches such as 
stated preference choice models when surveying AR users regarding their preferences and, if 
appropriate relative to fishery sustainability concerns, tourism stakeholders should consider the 
feasibility of “off-season” promotions targeting the AR tourist angler market segments.    
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INTRODUCTION 
According to Seaman and Jensen (2000), “An artificial reef is one or more objects of natural or 


human origin deployed purposefully on the seafloor to influence the physical, biological, or socioeconomic 
processes related to living marine resources.” The system of 45 marine artificial reef areas off of the SC 
coast and within SC estuarine (internal) waters (Fig. 1) managed by the Marine Resources Division of the 
SCDNR is definitely congruent with the above Seaman and Jensen (2000) multi-use oriented definition of 
artificial reefs.  Specifically, the SCDNR expansive system of marine artificial reef sites enhances saltwater 
recreational fishing and diving opportunities, mitigates heavy utilization impacts (i.e. consumptive and non-
consumptive use) on the limited natural hard-bottom areas1 off of SC (SCDNR n.d.), while providing a 
diverse assortment of inshore and offshore artificial reef (AR) sites accessible by private boater anglers 
from major SC inlets, sounds (e.g. Port Royal Sound) and other major waterways (e.g. Charleston Harbor) 
along the SC coast. 
Fig. 1. SC Artificial Reef Permitted Areas with Groupings of Areas into Clusters


                                                 
1 Off SC much of the continental shelf is covered with several feet of sand, while only 5% to 10% of this shelf area 
apparently has the appropriate geological composition to facilitate natural reef formation. 
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           Although the SCDNR has been responsive to AR user needs, the last comprehensive fishery 
management usage-oriented AR user survey was completed more than 13 years ago (Rhodes et al. 1993) 
and is considered outdated because the number of AR sites has doubled from 24 in 1992 to 45 sites (2006) 
and the total number of SC saltwater anglers has apparently increased more than 70% between 1992 and 
20052, while the affordability and availability of advanced fishing technology (e.g. GPS based electronics) 
has apparently expanded the overall harvesting capabilities of recreational anglers. Moreover, the federally 
sponsored survey, the Marine Recreational Fisheries Statistics Survey (MRFSS), that is used to estimate SC 
recreational fishing saltwater catch and effort statistics does not routinely collect data specific to SC 
saltwater fishing trips involving permitted AR areas. Consequently, the purpose of this survey research was 
to obtain updated information (2006) on AR recreational users (i.e. private boat anglers and charter scuba 
divers) regarding their use patterns (e.g. number of monthly AR related fishing trips, etc.) and other 
information (e.g. selected demographics of these users) including AR related trip expenditures. Along with 
characterizing AR use patterns, primary and secondary (e.g. SCDNR license sales) data collected during 
this research were also used to estimate and extrapolate management-oriented aggregates such as total 
monthly AR related fishing trips completed by private boat recreational anglers during 2006 and the 
economic impacts (e.g. sales, jobs, sales taxes, etc.) of the SC marine artificial reef system on the SC 
coastal economy. The results of this research are also expected to provide SCDNR with new insight for 
enhancing the current and future management of this system as well as informing the general public of 
economic impacts stemming from this diverse array of AR sites. 
 


METHODS 
SC Saltwater Recreational Fishing License Data and Address Regions 


The primary data collected in this study relating to fishing within permitted areas of the AR system 
during 2006 was based on the random sampling of the Fiscal Year 2005-06 (FY06) and Fiscal Year 2006-
073 (FY07) computerized records4 of SC saltwater recreational licensees as compiled by the SC 
Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR). Recreational anglers using a private boat (i.e. not permitted as 
“for-hire” boats) for saltwater fishing in SC waters are required to purchase a SC Saltwater Recreational 
Fishing License from the SCDNR. There are four types of licenses sold: annual (12-month) resident 
licenses, annual non-resident licenses, 14-day resident licenses and 14-day non-resident licenses.  Data 
collected from a SC license purchaser include a mailing address, gender, race, and date of birth. SCDNR 
sold a total of 118,669 SC saltwater recreational fishing licenses during FY06. Based upon the aggregates 
reported by SCDNR, annual resident licenses comprised 72% of the total sold in FY06, followed by 14-day 
nonresident licenses, 16%.  Due to travel cost considerations and data needed for estimating economic 
impacts, usable license records were categorized into three regions based on licensee mailing addresses 
(Fig. 2):  the SC coastal (SCC) Region, a 17-county region in eastern SC; the SC non-coastal (SCNC) 
Region, 29-county region generally in western SC Region (i.e. all other licensees with SC addresses not in 
the SCC Region); and a Non-South Carolina (NSC) Region, mainly comprised of licensees with North 
Carolina and Georgia addresses.  These Regions are also generally congruent with the license types 
because licensees in the SCC Region and SCNC Region purchased 93% and 88% of the annual resident 
licenses, respectively, while individuals in the NSC Region purchased 71% of the 14-day non-resident 


                                                 
2Marine Recreational Fisheries Statistic Survey (MRFSS) estimated that the annual number of SC saltwater fishing 
participants increased from about 479,400 in 1992 to 831,300 by 2005, a 73% increase (Personal communication from 
the National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistics Division, Silver Spring, MD). 
3Specifically, the SCDNR FY license cycles were July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006, and July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007, 
respectively. It should also be noted that anglers are allowed to purchase a license for a forthcoming license Fiscal 
Year starting in May. For example, a FY07 license could have been purchased in May 2006.  
4Most, 99.6%, of the FY06 licenses sold were manually entered or electronically compiled via on-line sources in the 
SCDNR license database, a total of 118,242 records. In contrast, 4,563 records, ~4% of all FY06 electronic records 
were not considered usable for survey purposes. Unusable database records included records with incomplete address 
data and/or records missing variable data except for the license number and type data. 
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licenses during FY06.  For all FY06 licenses sold, 56% were by purchased by individuals with mailing 
addresses in the SCC Region, followed by purchasers in the NSC Region, 24%, and about 20% by SCNC 
Region licensees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Licensee Sampling Procedure  


The sampling framework involved randomly selecting a fixed number of licensees, about 1,260 
licensees within each Region, every month starting in May 2006. This fixed sample size of ~1,260 
licensees per Region and month was based upon pre-test results and professional judgment that a minimum 
target sample of 30 respondents completing one or more trips involving fishing within AR areas during a 
given recall month would be needed for statistical purposes. It was assumed that at least 24% of the 
sampled licensees in a Region would respond and ~10% of these responding licensees would have fished 
within an AR permitted area during a given recall month (i.e. 30 AR Responses/24%/10% =1250 Sample 
Mailings Per Region).  


The FYO6 sampled license data included licenses purchased as early as May 2005. Monthly mail 
sampling of FY06 license holders started in May 2006 using computerized license records entered by the 
SCDNR through April 10, 2006, but before the end of the SCDNR FY06 license year, June 30, 2006. 
Regardless, most (90%) of all FY06 licenses sold and usable for survey purposes were available for 
monthly sample mailings starting in May 2006. Once the licensee mail survey was implemented, it became 
apparent that undeliverable rates for monthly samples drawn from FY06 license records, although not 
considered substantial (e.g. average ~7%), were still problematic. Moreover, it was judged that using FYO7 
computerized license records would significantly decrease the undeliverable rate partially because the 
FY07 records would include some individuals purchasing licenses as early as May 2006. Therefore, it was 
decided to stop using FY06 licensee records for sample mailings after the August 2006 mailings and begin 
random sample mailings to individuals purchasing licenses during FY07, starting with mailings in 
September 2006 (the August 2006 recall month sampling). The computerized populations of FY07 license 
records used for sample mailings were also updated during September and October 2006 between monthly 
mailings with new license purchases before samples randomly generated for the October and November 
were mailed.  
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The random mail sampling (without replacement5), 1,260 of FY06 licensees in May 2006, with 
April as the respondent’s recall month, was only comprised of SCC Region licensees (Table A1)6 due to 
budget constraints. After the May mailings, licensees in all three license Regions were sampled during the 
June, July, August and September 2006 mailings. As previously noted, only FY07 licensees were sampled 
during the September, October and November 2006 mailings per fishing activities during the recall months 
of August, September and October, respectively. FY07 licensees in the NSC Region were not sampled 
during the October and November mailings, and mail sample sizes were reduced to 770 and 713 licensees 
for the SCC Region and SCNC Region licensees, respectively, for these mailings due to budget constraints. 
The aggregate (total) of sample mailings represented a substantial percentage (e.g. >5%) of all usable FY06 
license records by Region, ranging from 19% of NSC Region licensees to 8% of SCC Region licensees.    
 
Sampling Instruments and Modes for Licensees 


The random monthly mailings were generally used to collect primary data from sampled licensees 
regarding fishing activities during 2006 including the number of trips involving permitted SC marine 
artificial reef (AR) areas, fishing trip related expenditures (e.g. fuel expenses) as well as selected 
socioeconomic data (e.g. licensee’s years of fishing experience). Pre-testing of mail questionnaires during 
2005 and early 2006 indicated that these data could be collected by mailing each selected licensee a self-
administered, “paper-pencil” mail questionnaire (See Appendix 1.1) with a cover letter. Pre-testing also 
indicated that this cover letter could also be effectively used to inform the licensee that he had the option of 
responding using either the enclosed mail questionnaire or an equivalent Internet based questionnaire. In 
order to mitigate possible recall concerns, both survey instruments contained selected questions requiring 
the respondent to only recall fishing related activities in the month (i.e. the recall month) immediately 
preceding the mailing month (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Questions B1, B2, B3 and B4). For 
example, sampled FY06 licensees mailed questionnaires in July 2006 were asked to recall if they went 
saltwater fishing in and/off of SC during June 2006, the recall month on each questionnaire mailed during 
July 2006. In addition, first mailings to sampled licensees were usually completed within ten days of the 
month immediately following a given recall month, and second mailings to licensees were usually 
completed within 14 days of the first mailing. Moreover, if a respondent completed one or more fishing 
trips involving an SC AR area in a given recall month, he was asked to only recall trip details related to the 
most recent AR related trip including trip expenditures (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question 
C10) and the two most abundant species caught while fishing on or near SC AR area(s) during the trip. 


Sampled licensees were also informed in the cover letter that their mail questionnaire included a 
unique ID stamped in the upper right corner of the each questionnaire. This ID served two purposes: it 
assisted SCDNR with reducing second mailings to licensees responding to the first mailing for a given 
month via the mail or Internet mode; and it provided a unique ID number for identifying licensees choosing 
to respond using the Internet mode. 
    
Collecting Charter Diving Data 


Since SC coastal dive shops (businesses) sponsoring offshore diving trips include dives on AR 
sites, sampling of charter divers and a census of all SC oceanic (“offshore)7 diving trips sponsored by SC 
coastal dive shops was conducted during 2006. After pre-testing sampling protocols and related instruments 
in 2005, the random collection of data from individual charter divers started in July and was completed in 
early October 2006.  Charter divers were sampled by intercepting them just before they departed on their 
oceanic dive trip. These intercepted divers were asked to fill out a self-administered, paper-pencil 
questionnaire card that included questions regarding the anticipated dive sites, general purpose of the dive 
                                                 
5 Random sampling without replacement was attempted within a given Fiscal Year in order to avoid sample mailings 
to a licensee more than once using a given Fiscal Year data set, i.e. a selected (sampled) licensee’s record was not 
returned to the record population to be sampled for future mailings. 
6 All tables with the capital letter “A” preceding the table number can be found in the Appendix 2. 
7Some of the SC coastal dive shops sponsor river (e.g. Cooper River) diving trips, but data related to these river trips 
were not collected during this dive shop census. 
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trip (e.g. recreational, dive training, etc.) and estimates of daily expenses associated with the dive charter 
trip (See Appendix 1.2). The 2006 census of SC offshore diving trips sponsored by SC coastal dive shops 
involved weekly phone calls to SC dive shop owners and/or managers sponsoring charter oceanic diving 
trips off SC. In addition, during January and February 2007, daily charter notes were collected from these 
SC coastal dive shops regarding all of their offshore dive trips during 2006. For each dive trip date, these 
dive shop notes included summary information on the number of active divers participating in the dive trip 
and the general dive sites including sites within permitted AR area.  Due to the proprietary nature of the 
data collected from individual SC dive shops and their intercepted charter customers (divers), and the small 
number of shops, i.e. five shops, all data collected from divers and dive shops was aggregated at the SC 
coastal region level and was not reported (summarized) at an individual SC county level.  
 
Estimating Total Marine Artificial Reef Related Fishing Trips, 2006 


Estimates of total SC private boat fishing trips involving SC permitted marine artificial reef sites by 
SC licensees during 2006 were generated based on a simple extrapolation of using the monthly rate 
(percentage) of fishing trips involving AR sites and the total FY06 license sales by three major licensee 
mail regions. Specifically, for each of the three license regions, the estimated annual total number of SC 
private boat trips involving AR sites was extrapolated by summing the number of estimated number of AR 
related fishing trips for each month within a given license region.  
 
Estimating the Economic Impacts of the SC Marine Artificial Reef System 


The trip expenditure patterns of SC saltwater recreational licensees completing fishing trips 
involving AR sites and the total estimated 2006 AR related trips by these anglers extrapolated from FY06 
license data were used to approximate the total economic impacts and importance of these anglers relative 
to the SC economy. In the context of this study, economic impacts only relate to the effects of anglers in 
the SCNC and NSC Regions spending within the SCC Region while fishing because their fishing trip 
expenditures represent "new dollars" to the SCC Region8. Expenditures by resident anglers in South 
Carolina are assumed to generally affect the amount of “local” money available for spending to other 
sectors of the South Carolina economy. Consequently, it is assumed that a decline in SCC angler 
expenditures would probably shift angler disposable income to other recreationally oriented sectors. In 
contrast, economic importance or significance analysis recognizes spending effects of all anglers including 
SCC anglers. The economic importance analysis is a measure of the significance of AR fishing, not the 
economic impacts, within the SC economy because it quantifies the magnitude of economic activities 
associated with recreation fishing activities. 


IMPLAN (MIG 1997) data for SC and related software were used to estimate the economic 
impacts and importance of anglers fishing on AR sites. IMPLAN is based on a static input-output model 
approach.  In general, an input-output (I-O) model is a representation of the flows of economic activity 
within a region. The model approximates what each business or sector must purchase from every other 
sector in order to produce a dollar's worth of services or goods. Using an I-O model, flows of economic 
activity associated with any change in spending may be traced either forwards or backwards (e.g. angler 
expenditures on meals lead restaurants to buy additional inputs – meal ingredients, utilities, etc.). By 
quantifying these linkages between sectors, input-output models can approximate secondary effects of 
spending, usually represented in the form of multipliers. 


Secondary effects of expenditures are usually classified as indirect and induced. Indirect effects are 
the changes in sales, income or jobs in sectors within the region or state that supply services and goods to 
the various recreational fishing related sectors (e.g. motels, tackle shops, etc.). Induced effects are the 
increased sales from household spending of the income earned by those employed by the recreational 
fishing and supporting sectors.  These represent induced effects of the visitor spending. In order to reduce 


                                                 
8For the sake of simplicity in this report, it was assumed that all of the major fishing trip related expenditures by active 
SCNC and NSC AR anglers occurred in the SCC Region, but it should be noted that the mean percentage for NSC 
anglers for spending fishing trip expenses in SC was 83.2% (Median Percentage=100%). 
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double counting of resident angler expenditures, induced effects of resident anglers were excluded from the 
economic importance analysis. 
 
 


RESULTS 
Licensee Sampling and Artificial Reef Fishing 


Response Rates and Undeliverable Mail 
Overall, 6,207 usable mail questionnaires or Internet responses were received from licensees 


during the 2006 sampling (Table 2.1a).  Of the 19,226 questionnaires mailed, 1,268 pieces (6.6%) were not 
deliverable and returned by the U.S. Postal Service for various reasons including no forwarding address and 
incomplete address (Table 2.1b). Consequently, about 3% to 10% of mailed survey questionnaires were 
returned without reaching the licensee selected for sampling 
 


Table 2.1a. Counts of Responses by License Regions 
and Recall Months during 2006 
  SC License Regions 
Recall 
Month 


Total SCC SCNC NSC 


April 354 354 n.a. n.a. 
May 1,106 364 459 283 
June 1,105 357 468 280 
July 1,120 335 469 316 
August 1,552 428 509 615 
September 479 230 249 n.a. 
October 491 229 262 n.a. 
TOTALS: 6,207 2,297 2,416 1,494 


 
Table 2.1b. Counts of Undeliverable (RTSs) Mail by 
SC License Regions and Recall Months 
  SC License Regions 
Month Total SCC SCNC NSC 


April 96 96 n.a. n.a. 
May 312 114 68 130 
June 254 93 56 105 
July 294 108 69 117 
August 152 74 44 34 
September 66 43 23 n.a. 
October 94 70 24 n.a. 
TOTALS: 1,268 598 284 386 


 
 
Appendix Table A2.1 details the RTS (Return to Sender) rates for each region and each recall 


month. When comparing different recall months, August and September have the lowest RTS rates, which 
is probably due to the use of the newer FY07 license database for sampling starting with mailings in 
September. Mailings to licensees in the NSC Region (out of state license addresses) had the highest 
(10.4%) RTS rate before the sampling was switched to the FY07 license records and then lowest (2.7%) 
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monthly RTS rates after this switch.  Although the 14-day non-resident license type dominates the NSC 
Region licenses records, those purchasing licenses were still required to provide a permanent address even 
when buying a 14-day license. Perhaps these non-resident licensees are more mobile and therefore change 
their residence more frequently than SC non-coastal licensees. 


It is also unclear why mailings to licensees in the SCC Region had monthly RTS rates greater than 
5.0% and an overall RTS rate, 7.7%, the same as the NSC Region’s rate (Table A2.1).  If 14-day licenses 
are associated with high RTS rates (e.g. >5%), it does not “explain” the high RTS rate for SCC Region 
mailings because the SCC Region is predominantly comprised of anglers purchasing annual resident 
licenses.  


The returned responses vary by survey modes (i.e. mail questionnaire versus Internet form 
responses), months, and recall regions (Table A2.2). These rates were calculated based on mailings, which 
have not been returned from postal service as return to sender (RTS). In general, mail responses adjusted 
for RTSs, had 26.0% return rate; online surveys have 8.5%; in total, the study achieved a 34.6% adjusted 
response rate. August, the recall month, had the highest response rate, which may have been related to 
using the newer FY07 license database. Similar to RTS rates, coastal SCC Region and NSC (non-resident) 
Region have lower response rates, which might be associated with the mobile nature of those anglers. 
Unadjusted response rates, which includes RTSs, was 29.9%, a little lower than adjusted rates, but still a 
generally acceptable rate of response for license data sampling (Table A2.3). 


 
Fishing Frequency and Patterns of Licensees 


The fishing frequencies and patterns of responding licensees from different regions and different 
months between survey modes were analyzed. Prior to this analysis, the records of 12 respondents that 
were probably involved in the “for-hire9” sector were excluded from the licensee data analysis since this 
survey was only focused on private boat recreational anglers. Table 2.2a details the statistics on the 
questions about fishing activities in the last two years. In general, 90.1% of the responding licensees 
reported saltwater fishing in or off SC during the last two years. The monthly rates range from around 88% 
to 93% and did not vary much based on a given recall month. These percentages results generally appear 
consistent with a recent 2005 telephone survey sponsored by the SCDNR (Responsive Management 2006) 
of SC Saltwater Recreational Fisheries licensees that indicated that 85% of the respondents had been 
saltwater fishing in and/or off SC for finfish during the past two years.  


A higher percentage of licensees from the SCC and NSC (non-residents) Regions than SCNC 
Region licensees fished in the last two years; a higher percentage of the anglers who reported through the 
Internet fished in the last two years than those through mail backs, though the monthly differences were all 
less than 10% (Table 2.2a).  


The licensees were also asked to recall the number and type of private boat SC saltwater fishing 
trips during the past twelve (12) months, and the percentages of respondents reporting one or more SC 
saltwater trips (Table 2.2b) are generally consistent with percentages in Table 2.2a, but lower because the 
likelihood of making a saltwater fishing trip over a 12 month period compared to the past two year period 
would be lower. In addition, responses indicated that about 32% of those private boat anglers completing 
one or more SC saltwater fishing trips during the past 12 months also completed one or more trips 
involving AR sites with SCC licensees having the highest percentage, 34% (Table 2.2b).  


 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
9Due to concern for possible “outlier effects,” respondents indicating involvement in the recreational fishing industry 
(Question E6) and reporting more than 30 AR related fishing trips during given recall month or more than 200 
saltwater fishing trips during the past 12 months were judged to be involved in commercial for-hire related fishing 
activities (e.g. fishing guides, charter vessel operators, etc.).  
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Table 2.2a. The Percentage of Respondents Who Fished in the Last Two Years by Region, 
Recall Month and Survey Modes 


 
 
The percentage of licensees who reported SC saltwater fishing in the current (2006) year (Table 


2.3) follows a similar trend as in Table 2.2a. In general, 63.4% of anglers fished in the current year. The 
monthly rates range from about 50% to 70%, and the latter months of August, September, and October 
have higher rates. This trend may be indicative of the higher probability of reporting a fishing trip by a 
licensee in the current year10 and the effects of summer and fall fishing opportunities and/or conditions. The 
sampled licensees in the SCC Region have a higher current year fishing rate (71.0%) than those in the NSC 
and SCNC Regions; the NSC licensees had a higher rate of fishing in the current year (63.3%) than SCNC 
licensees (56.3%). Moreover, a higher percentage of the licensees responding through the Internet mode 
fished in the current year than those responding via mail questionnaires, though the differences are small.  


                                                 
10In general, the probability of a given licensee reporting one or more saltwater fishing trips during 2006 would 
generally increase over time within the calendar year. Stated another way, it is expected that the probability of a 
licensee making one or more SC saltwater fishing trips during 2006 would generally be higher when the licensee was 
sampled in October compared to April 2006.    


Region SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region Total 
Mode Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both  
April 92.6% 92.8% 92.7% - - - - - - 92.7% 
May 91.1% 93.3% 91.7% 84.6% 89.7% 85.8% 97.0% 97.5% 97.2% 90.6% 
June 93.5% 94.4% 93.8% 83.2% 92.0% 85.0% 92.8% 94.4% 93.2% 89.9% 
July 91.3% 93.9% 91.9% 85.2% 94.9% 87.6% 95.6% 98.9% 96.5% 91.4% 
August 91.1% 94.8% 92.1% 83.0% 87.5% 84.3% 91.8% 94.6% 92.3% 89.6% 
September 90.6% 97.1% 92.6% 84.9% 85.7% 85.1% - - - 88.7% 
October 92.5% 97.1% 93.9% 81.4% 86.2% 82.4% - - - 87.8% 
Total 91.8% 94.7% 92.6% 83.8% 89.8% 85.2% 93.7% 96.3% 94.3% 90.1% 


Table 2.2b. Percentage of Respondents Reporting SC Saltwater Fishing Trips During 
the Past Twelve Months and Trips Involving AR Sites by Region  


   SCC SCNC NSC All 
SW Trips During Past 12 


Months? 
N % N % N % N % 


Completed One or More 
SW Fishing Trips 


2036 88.9% 1888 78.2% 1318 88.3% 5244 84.6% 


Completed One or More AR 
Fishing Trips 


693 30.3% 577 23.9% 395 26.5% 1666 26.9% 


% Within Those SW Fishing 
Reporting AR Fishing: 


34.0%  30.6%  30.0%  31.8% 


Total Responses 2290 100.0% 2413 100.0% 1492 100.0% 6195 100.0%
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Table 2.3. The Percentage of Respondents Who Fished in the Current Year (2006) by Region, Recall 
Month and Survey Modes 


Region SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region Total 
Mode Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both  
April 56.8% 52.2% 55.9% - - - - - - 55.9% 
May 62.4% 64.4% 62.9% 40.6% 42.1% 40.9% 48.3% 48.8% 48.4% 50.0% 
June 68.4% 66.7% 68.0% 46.5% 54.0% 48.1% 52.2% 57.7% 53.6% 55.9% 
July 69.2% 80.5% 71.9% 57.7% 68.4% 60.3% 60.6% 62.9% 61.3% 64.1% 
August 81.2% 87.8% 82.9% 64.3% 66.0% 64.8% 75.7% 75.9% 75.7% 74.1% 
September 75.6% 85.7% 78.7% 64.0% 69.8% 65.5% - - - 71.8% 
October 79.2% 82.9% 80.3% 64.2% 69.0% 65.3% - - - 72.3% 
Total 69.7% 74.9% 71.0% 54.8% 60.8% 56.3% 63.5% 62.8% 63.3% 63.4% 


 
The percentage of licensees that reported fishing in a given recall month (Table 2.4) also followed 


similar trends as in Table 2.2b and Table 2.3. In general, 38.1% of anglers fished in a given recall month. 
The monthly rates range from around 32% to 42%, and the months after May have higher rates than the 
rates in April and May. Again, SCC (coastal) licensees had a higher rate of fishing (50.0%) than SCNC and 
NSC Region licensees; the NSC licensees had a higher rate of fishing (34.4%) than SCNC licensees 
(29.1%). With exceptions for responding SCC licensees, generally a higher percentage of the licensees 
responding via the Internet mode fished in the sampled recall month than those responding with mail 
questionnaires.  
 
Table 2.4. The Percentage of Respondents Who Fished in the Sampled Recall Month by Region, 
Recall Month and Survey Modes 


Region SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region Total 
Mode Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both  
April 38.2% 36.2% 37.9% - - - - - - 37.9% 
May 43.5% 53.3% 46.0% 22.9% 27.1% 23.9% 28.1% 31.3% 29.0% 32.4% 
June 52.1% 46.7% 50.7% 25.5% 29.0% 26.3% 26.3% 43.7% 30.7% 35.2% 
July 47.0% 65.9% 51.6% 28.7% 39.3% 31.3% 29.2% 37.1% 31.4% 37.4% 
August 54.6% 67.0% 57.9% 31.0% 34.0% 31.9% 37.8% 50.0% 40.1% 42.3% 
September 50.0% 54.3% 51.3% 31.2% 31.7% 31.3% - - - 40.9% 
October 50.9% 64.3% 55.0% 30.9% 32.8% 31.3% - - - 42.4% 
Total 47.8% 56.1% 50.0% 27.9% 32.6% 29.1% 32.3% 41.2% 34.4% 38.1% 


 
Table 2.5 shows the monthly percentages of responding licensees by Region that fished in AR sites 


in the sampled recall month. In general, approximately 11% of the licensees reporting fishing in AR sites in 
their recall month with percents ranging from around 7% to 12% and the months after May have higher 
monthly percentages than the April and May percentages (Table 2.5). Regional trends were also similar to 
those observed for current year fishing percents (See Table 2.4), e.g. SCC Region licensees have a higher 
fishing percentage at AR sites (13.2%) during their recall months than licensees in the two other Regions. 
Again, in general a higher percentage of licensees responding through the Internet mode fished on AR sites 
during their recall month than those responding with mail questionnaires. 


Licensees that reported saltwater fishing in SC during the current year (2006) (See Table 2.3) 
included those fishing on AR sites during a given recall month, and overall, 19%, 16%, and 15% of the 
responding licensees in the SCC, SCNC and NSC Regions, respectively, fished on AR sites during a given 
sampled recall month. Also, as previously noted, percentages based upon trips during the past 12 months 
(See Table 2.2b) suggest that private boat fishing by SC licensees is not uncommon among those that 
actively saltwater fish. Additionally, the monthly (Table 2.5) and annual (See Table 2.2b) percentages of 
licensees making AR trips are also consistent with AR sites being among several general fishing areas 
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available for active saltwater anglers. For example, during 2006, the MRFSS estimated that 63% of all SC 
saltwater fishing trips occurred within SC internal waters (“inland”), an area with few AR sites compared to 
open ocean sites mainly due to the challenges of selecting feasible (e.g. stable, etc.) estuarine sites for low 
profile AR structures. 
 
Table 2.5. The Percentage of Respondents Who Fished at AR Sites by License Region, Recall Month 
and Survey Modes     


Region SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region Total 
Mode Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both Mail Internet Both  
April 7.4% 10.1% 7.9% - - - - - - 7.9% 
May 8.9% 13.3% 10.0% 5.1% 10.3% 6.3% 5.9% 7.5% 6.4% 7.5% 
June 17.5% 18.9% 17.8% 7.9% 10.0% 8.3% 8.1% 14.1% 9.6% 11.7% 
July 16.2% 19.5% 17.0% 10.5% 12.0% 10.9% 7.1% 11.2% 8.3% 12.0% 
August 11.8% 18.3% 13.6% 8.5% 10.4% 9.1% 11.2% 15.2% 11.9% 11.4% 
September 13.8% 14.3% 13.9% 8.6% 11.1% 9.2% - - - 11.5% 
October 10.7% 15.7% 12.2% 9.8% 13.8% 10.7% - - - 11.4% 
Total 12.2% 16.0% 13.2% 8.3% 11.0% 9.0% 8.9% 12.2% 9.7% 10.7% 


 
Fishing Trips by SC Marine Artificial Reef Permitted Area Sites 
 Sampled licensees were asked to list the number of times they visited major sites within AR 
permitted areas (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question B4) for fishing during a given recall 
month. Standardized AR trips by Permitted Area (PA) indicated licensees reported fishing trips the most 
often for the PA-01 off Little River followed by PA-09 and PA-10 off Murrells Inlet (Fig. 3). Moreover, 
five of the top ten PAs for AR fishing trips were off Georgetown or Horry County, the SC northern coastal 
area (Fig. 3). Except for PA 44 (e.g. Betsy Ross), nine of the top ten PAs for responding licensees was 
within or near the 13-fathom line (78 feet). In addition, specific AR sites or structures (e.g., the Charleston 
60’ Reef, etc.) within these PAs were generally accessible (e.g. less ~2 hours of boat traveling time under 
normal sea conditions) from major coastal water bodies such as Charleston Harbor, Little River Inlet and 
Port Royal Sound. The apparent popularity of sites within these PAs is congruent with the SC Artificial 
Reef Program objective to provide “nearshore” AR sites that are generally accessible by private boat 
anglers departing from major coastal water bodies (Personal communication, R. Martore, Marine Resources 
Division, SCDNR).  


Ranking of total reported fishing trips involving the four SC inshore (estuarine) artificial reefs 
indicated (See Fig. 1) that the two Winyah Bay reefs (IS-01 and IS-02) were the most popular followed by 
IS-03 (St. Helena Sound) and IS-04 (Stono River). In addition, more total trips were reported for the two 
Winyah Bay reefs than 22 other open ocean PAs. Consequently, anglers are apparently utilizing SC inshore 
artificial reefs although not at levels of effort reported for popular oceanic AR sites. (Summaries of 
responses by recall month and major sites within Permitted Areas are listed in Appendix 3.) 
 
Fishing Trips by SC Marine Artificial Reef Permitted Area Clusters and License Regions 


To consider the possible effects of regional travel corridors and/or major access water bodies such 
as Murrells Inlet, Charleston Harbor and Port Royal Sound on AR angler use patterns, the 45 SC permitted 
marine AR areas were grouped into three north to south oriented AR permitted area “clusters” (Personal 
communication, R. Martore, Marine Resources Division, SCDNR). These AR clusters (See Fig. 2) were 
labeled the “North Cluster,” “Central Cluster” and the “South Cluster” with the approximate major central 
access water bodies being Murrells Inlet, Charleston Harbor and Port Royal Sound, respectively. Since the 
intent was to roughly group permitted AR areas based upon a north to south orientation, the number of 
permitted site areas and related AR structures within a cluster was not considered when selecting clusters. 
Therefore, the North Cluster has 19 permitted AR areas, the Central Cluster has 14 and the South Cluster 
has 12 permitted AR areas. The following cluster analysis was also based upon aggregating responses by 
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Region (e.g. Table 2.6), not recall months, due to the small number of responses by AR sites within a given 
Region and recall month. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Top-ten AR Fishing Sites based on Total Trips Reported by Sampled Licensees during 2006 
 


Site Abbreviations Used in 
Fig. 3 (See above) Artificial Site Description 


PA01 PA-01: Little River, Jim Caudle 


PA09 PA-09: Paradise, HP Springs, Grand Strand 


PA10 PA-10: Ten Mile, Bruce Rush 


PA25 PA-25: Charleston Nearshore Reef  


PA24 PA-24: Charleston 60’ Reef 


PA02 PA-02:  Little River Offshore. Barracuda Alley 


PA15 PA-15:  Georgetown Reef 


PA22 PA-22:  Capers Reef, R8 


PA31 PA-31:  Edisto 40' Reef 


PA44 PA-44:  Betsy Ross Reef 
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Table 2.6. Total Numbers of Respondents Who Fished in Different AR Clusters 


AR Site Cluster 
License SCC 


Region 
License 


SCNC Region 
License NSC 


Region Total 
North 112 96 84 292 
Central 121 77 25 223 
South 62 43 26 131 
Total Fished in 
AR Sites 266 182 128 576 
Total Responded 2290 2413 1492 6195 


 
Table 2.7 The Percentage of Respondents Who Fished in Different AR Clusters 
AR Site Cluster SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region Total 
North 4.9% 4.0% 5.6% 4.7% 
Central 5.3% 3.2% 1.7% 3.6% 
South 2.7% 1.8% 1.7% 2.1% 
Total 11.6% 7.5% 8.6% 9.3% 11 


 
 Although the total numbers of structures available for fishing vary between clusters, a summary 
analysis of responses (Table 2.6) within license regions generally appears congruent with the county level 
distribution of licensees (Table 2.7). Specifically, the highest percentage of fishing on AR permitted areas 
within the SCC Region, 4.9% and 5.3%, occurred in the North and Central Clusters, respectively (Table 
2.7). These percentages appear to be consistent with the high percentages (~68%) of all FY06 licensees in 
SCC Region residing in the SC coastal counties of Berkeley, Charleston, Dorchester, Georgetown and 
Horry. In addition, within the NSC Region, 5.6% of the licensees had one or more fishing trips involving 
AR sites in the North Cluster. This percentage was probably due to North Carolina residents comprising 
about 45% of all FY06 NSC licensees.     


The availability of GPS and other public information on offshore AR sites is often cited as one of 
the major desirable features of artificial reef systems, so respondents were asked to judge the possible 
influence of AR sites on the frequency of their saltwater fishing trips if there were no AR sites (See 
Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question B5). For AR anglers that provided AR site specific responses 
plus responses on whether the lack of AR sites would reduce their number of saltwater fishing trips (Table 
2.8), ~54% of these respondents claimed that they would make fewer saltwater fishing trips if AR sites 
were not available (Table 2.9). Additionally, SCNC anglers fishing on AR sites within the Central and 
South Clusters had the highest percentages, perhaps implying that they are more dependent upon AR sites 
than anglers in other two regions.   


 
Table 2.8. Numbers of Respondents Who Will Take Fewer Fishing Trips without AR Sites 


License Region 
North 
Cluster 


Central 
Cluster 


South 
Cluster Total 


SCC 63 63 32 161 
SCNC 49 44 29 108 
NSC 45 12 13 79 
Total 157 119 74 348 


 
 
 


                                                 
11 These percentages are generally lower than the AR trip percents in Table 2.6 because some respondents did not 
respond with specific AR site information (Question B4) compared to generally indicating (Question B1) that they 
completed one or more fishing trips involving AR sites during a given recall month.   
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Table 2.9 Percentages of Active AR Anglers by Regions and Clusters Who Will Take Fewer Trips 
without AR Sites among Active AR Anglers 


License Region 
North 
Cluster 


Central 
Cluster South Total 


SSC 56.3% 52.1% 51.6% 50.2% 
SCNC 51.0% 57.1% 67.4% 48.4% 
NSC 53.6% 48.0% 50.0% 51.6% 
Total 56.1% 55.1% 60.7% 54.1% 


 
Number of Fishing Trips by Artificial Reef Anglers by License Regions and Recall Months 
 Licensees that reported making one or more fishing trips involving AR sites during a given recall 
month were also asked to recall the total number fishing trips (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, 
Question B2)12 in their recall month that involved AR sites (Table 2.10). The mean overall number of trips 
by Region were 2.56, 2.38 and 2.71, respectively, for SCC, SCNC and NSC AR anglers (Table 2.10) with 
the lower monthly mean occurring for SCNC anglers, 1.75 trips, during October, and the highest, 3.08 trips, 
during August for NSC anglers. With the exception of NSC anglers during July, the median number of trips 
per recall month was 2. For purposes of conservatively extrapolating the total number of trips per month, 
the median is considered a better statistic than the mean.  


 
 
 


                                                 
12In contrast to the previous cluster analysis, this analysis includes all respondents that reported making one or more 
AR trips including respondents that did not provide AR site response in Question B4. 
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Table 2.10. Descriptive Statistics for the Numbers of AR Trips by License Region and Recall Month 


 


For each AR cluster, descriptive statistics on the number of trips by AR anglers were prepared by 
Region and recall months (Tables A2.4, A2.5 and A2.6). The highest monthly median number of trips, 5, 
for all clusters occurred in June for SCNC anglers fishing on sites in the North AR Cluster (Table A2.4) 
and in May for SCC anglers visiting sites in the South AR Cluster (Table A2.6). In contrast, the lowest 
monthly median for fishing trips occurred in October for SCNC anglers in the Central AR Cluster (Table 
A2.5). The median of AR trips in the North AR cluster by SCNC and NSC anglers during the summer 
months was generally more than the monthly median trips by SCC anglers (Table A2.4). In addition, four-
month (May-August) median (4 trips) and mean (5.74) for the number of trips by NSC anglers fishing on 
AR sites within the North AR Cluster (Table A2.4) was higher than the four-month medians and means of 
NSC anglers fishing in the other two AR clusters (Tables A2.5 and A2.6). This relatively high number of 
trips by NSC anglers fishing on sites in the North AR Cluster also appears consistent with the trends 
observed in Table 2.7, i.e. NSC anglers could be considered a “high” use group for AR sites off of the SC 
northern coastal area (Grand Strand). 
 
Overnight Stays in the SC Coastal by Artificial Reef Anglers 


Anglers reporting on their most recent AR trip were also asked to indicate whether they stayed 
overnight in the SC coastal area during their fishing trip, and, if they stayed overnight, they were asked to 
recall the total number of nights they stayed overnight during their trip. The statistics for these responses 
are detailed in Table A2.7. Recognizing that this lodging question was subject to a significant item non-
response, the overall regional mean number of nights associated with these AR anglers staying overnight 
was approximately 1.4, 3.4 and 4.7 for SCC, SCNC and NSC AR anglers, respectively (Table A2.7). The 


License 
Region Statistics April May June July August September October Total


N 28 36 63 57 60 32 28 304 
Mean 2.36 2.72 2.98 2.53 2.13 2.31 2.82 2.56 
Median 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Std. Deviation 1.91 2.43 2.51 2.00 2.11 1.97 3.30 2.32 


  
  
SCC 
Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean 0.36 0.41 0.32 0.27 0.27 0.35 0.62 0.13 
N - 29 40 51 46 23 28 217 
Mean - 2.21 2.43 2.88 2.17 2.57 1.75 2.38 
Median - 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
Std. Deviation - 2.18 2.00 2.35 1.40 2.15 1.32 1.96 


  
  
SCNC 
Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.40 0.32 0.33 0.21 0.45 0.25 0.13 
N - 18 27 27 73 - - 145 
Mean - 2.28 2.81 1.89 3.08 - - 2.71 
Median - 2 2 1 2 - - 2 
Std. Deviation - 1.49 3.14 1.28 2.89 - - 2.59 


  
  
NSC 
Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.35 0.60 0.25 0.34 - - 0.22 
N 28 83 130 135 179 55 56 666 
Mean 2.36 2.45 2.78 2.53 2.53 2.42 2.29 2.53 
Median 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Std. Deviation 1.91 2.16 2.51 2.04 2.36 2.03 2.55 2.27 


  
  
Total 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean 0.36 0.24 0.22 0.18 0.18 0.27 0.34 0.09 
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highest monthly mean and median nights for non-coastal AR anglers occurred during the summer months; 
these means and medians would be consistent with non-coastal anglers making multi-purpose vacation trips 
during the summer months. Moreover, the mean number of nights spent by SCNC AR anglers during the 
fall months of September and October, ~2.5 and 2.6 nights, respectively, were lower than means for the 
summer months associated with these SCNC anglers. In general, it appears that AR anglers when they stay 
overnight in the SC coastal region on a trip involving fishing on AR sites will on average spend about 3 
nights in the SC coastal area during the summer months. 
    
Fish Species Caught by SC Artificial Reef Anglers 
 AR anglers were asked to list the two most abundant species they caught during their most recent 
fishing trip involving an AR site (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question C12).  For a pooling of 
all responses (Fig. 4), two species that were frequently listed included species that commonly aggregate on 
AR sites, i.e. Black Sea Bass and Atlantic Spadefish, but it is also interesting that two pelagic species, King 
and Spanish Mackerel, were ranked in the top six species.  These pelagic species are also consistent with 
anglers using AR sites and/or areas near AR structures for fishing techniques involving trolling gear, 
“trolling alleys,” not just bottom fishing. 
 


Fig. 4. Frequency Percentages for the Two Most Abundant Fish Species Caught (Top Six 
Species) on or near an SC Artificial Reef during an Angler’s Most Recent Fishing, 2006


Species 
Abbreviation Common Name 


AS Atlantic Spadefish 
BF Bluefish 
BSB Black Sea Bass 
FL Flounder (Spp.) 
KM King Mackerel 
SH Shark (Spp.) 
SM Spanish Mackerel 


Two Most Abundant Species Caught by Artificial 
Reef Anglers-1st Choice
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As might be expected, a ranking of species listed by AR anglers by license Regions (Table 2.11) 
also indicated that these anglers often caught Black Sea Bass and Atlantic Spadefish as well as 
sharks, King and Spanish Mackerel. In contrast, flounder species were in the top five species most 
frequently caught by NSC anglers but not in the top five for anglers in the other two Regions. 


 
Table 2.11. Ranking* of the Five Top Species Caught by AR Anglers and License Regions 


 Overall Ranking By Angler Region 
Species Targeted SCC SCNC NSC 
Atlantic Spadefish 5 5 n.r 


Black Sea Bass 1 1 1 
Flounder (Any Species) n.r. n.r. 2 


King Mackerel 3 2 3 
Sharks (Any Species) 2 4 5 


Spanish Mackerel 4 3 4 
n.r. – Not ranked (not in top-five within Region)
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 Estimated Artificial Reef Trips and Overnight Stays by Anglers 
Estimating Total 2006 SC Artificial Reef Private Boat Fishing Trips  
 Estimates of total SC private boat fishing trips involving permitted marine artificial reef sites by SC 
licensees during 2006 were extrapolated based on the percentage of respondents who fished on one or more 
AR sites during a given recall month (See Table 2.5) and the total FY06 license sales by the three licensee 
mail regions. Specifically, for each of the three license regions, the estimated annual total number of SC 
private boat trips involving AR sites was projected by summing the number of estimated number of AR 
related fishing trips for each month within a given license region. Within a given month and license region, 
the monthly fishing trips involving AR sites were estimated by multiplying the average percentage 
(rounded) of AR trips reported by respondents for a given time period such as the summer months (See 
Table 2.5 for data used for averaging monthly AR trip percentages) by the overall 2006 median number of 
AR trips by anglers, 2 trips per month (See Table 2.10).  For the summer months, the AR trip percentage 
used for monthly extrapolations was the rounded average of AR trip percentages during the three summer 
months (i.e. June, July and August) for a given region. In addition, the AR trip percentage used for monthly 
extrapolations was the rounded midpoint of the AR trip percentages of the two fall months sampled (i.e. 
September and October), 13% and 10%, for SCC and SCNC Regions, respectively (See Table A3.1). Four 
major assumptions were also made when estimating total monthly AR trips during given month in 2006:  


1. It was conservatively assumed that AR related fishing trips during January and February 2006 
were not significant13 partially due to winter sea conditions. This assumption is considered 
conservative because during short periods of favorable offshore sea conditions in January and 
February 2006, some SC resident coastal anglers completed AR fishing trips. Moreover, 
fishing trips involving inshore, estuarine AR sites (e.g. Upper Winyah Bay Inshore Reef) even 
when winter sea conditions prevented offshore fishing trips were not uncommon during these 
months. 


2. NSC Region (non-residents) licensees were not sampled regarding AR trips during March and 
April 2006 or trips during the September-December period (See Table 1). Consequently, it was 
assumed the monthly AR trip percentages by NSC Region licensees during these months were 
approximately the same as May 2006, i.e. 6%.  


3. SCNC licensees were also not sampled regarding AR trips during April 2006 so it was 
assumed that AR trip percentages were approximated by the May 2006 AR trip percentage 
rounded to 6%.  


4. SCC and SCNC Region licensees were not sampled during March 2006 or during November 
and December, so it was assumed that monthly AR trip percentages during these months would 
be approximated based upon responses by SCC (8%) and SCNR (6%) Region licensees during 
April and May 2006, respectively. 


 
Fig. 5. Estimated Total Artificial Reef Fishing Trips by Private Boat Anglers during 2006


                                                 
13 It should also be noted that the current MRFSS protocol for estimating South Carolina recreational saltwater fishing 
effort and catch statistics does not include sampling tasks during the months of January and February (i.e. MRFSS 
Wave 1) because past research indicated that recreational fishing activity during Wave 1 was not significant.    
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Fig. 6. Estimated Percent of Total SC Artificial Reef Fishing Trips by License Region for Private 
Boat Anglers during 2006 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The projected total number SC private boat saltwater fishing trips involving permitted marine AR 


areas in 2006 was estimated to be about 141,490, 33,750 and 28,140 for SCC, SCNC and NSC anglers 
(Fig. 5), respectively, a total of ~203,400 trips (Fig. 5), with SCC anglers comprising 70% of the total 
estimated AR trips (Fig 6). Evaluating the overall reasonableness of this estimate (i.e. Is the estimate “in 
the ballpark?”) is difficult because as previously noted the MRFSS does not estimate aggregate catch and 
effort statistics specifically related to fishing trips involving AR sites. Regardless, the MRFSS estimates of 
total ocean14 SC saltwater private boat fishing trips off of SC during 2006 was approximately 412,500 trips 
(Personal communication from the National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistics Division, Silver 
Spring, MD). Consequently, the total number of 2006 AR related fishing trips estimated from data 
collected in this survey was about 49% of all 2006 ocean SC fishing trips estimated by the MRFSS. Stated 
another way, about 1 out of 2 ocean fishing trips during 2006 apparently involved AR sites within the SC 
marine artificial reef system. This percentage, 49%, generally seems reasonable given that oceanic fishing 
trips can also be motivated by fishing modes, species targeting (e.g. tuna, etc.) and/or areas (e.g. wrecks, 
natural hard-bottom areas, etc.) not usually associated with fishing on or near permitted AR sites.  


Based upon a quarterly sampling of registered SC recreational boaters during 1992, the total 
saltwater SC fishing trips involving private boat angler visits to AR sites was estimated to be about 67,000 
trips (Rhodes et al. 1993). A comparison between the 2006 estimate of total fishing trips by SC anglers 
involving AR sites, ~203,400 trips, was therefore approximately three times the total estimate for 1992. 
This means that the annualized rate of increase in AR related trips since 1992 through 2006 was ~14.5% 
per year. In contrast, the number of permitted AR areas has doubled since 1992 while the number of AR 
trips, as a rough proxy for nominal fishing effort, has tripled, although the number of AR sites within some 
new and old permitted areas has generally increased over time, too. 


The MRFSS estimated for 1992 about 108,000 ocean SC saltwater private boat fishing trips off of 
SC (Personal communication from the National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistics Division, 
Silver Spring, MD) and therefore the percentage of 1992 AR trips compared to the 1992 MRFSS estimate 
of total ocean SC saltwater private boat fishing trips off of SC was 62%. As a percentage of MRFSS 
estimated ocean trips, the 1992 AR trip percentage, 62%, was higher than the percentage of AR trips in 
2006 (49%), but the overall magnitude of both percentages is similar even though different approaches 
were used to estimate AR trips in 1992 compared to 2006. The 2006 AR trip estimate also suggests that a 
“rule of thumb” for roughly estimating the annual total AR related fishing trips by SC private boat anglers 
in the near future (e.g. over the next three to five years) would be to simply multiply the MRFSS annual 
ocean trips estimate for these anglers by 0.45.  
 


                                                 
14 For 2006, the MRFSS estimated 315,521 ocean within three (3) miles or less of the shore and 97,028 ocean trips 
beyond three miles, a total of 412,549 ocean trips. 
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Estimated Artificial Reef Trips by Anglers Staying Overnight in the SC Coastal Region 
 Descriptive statistics on the number of nights anglers stayed overnight in the SC coastal area (e.g. 
the Grand Strand) based upon usable responses to Question C9 were summarized in Table A2.7. In 
addition, estimating or projecting the aggregate frequency of overnight stays or lodging in the SC coastal 
area by AR anglers is essential to estimating impacts associated with these anglers. Since these overnight 
stay totals are predicated upon estimates of total AR related fishing trips by Region (See Fig. 5), the 
projection of total overnight stays is presented in this section. Monthly response data on overnight stays 
during an AR related fishing trip (i.e. excluding item non-responses15 for Question C9) were pooled and 
only analyzed by license regions (Table 3.1). In addition, a comparison between the overnight stay percents 
for SCNC and NSC was not significantly different and therefore, response data for these two regions (i.e. 
the SCNC and NSC) were also pooled into one region, “Non-SC Coastal Region,” (Table 3.1) in order to 
simplify the estimating total AR trips by overnight stay status for AR private boat anglers and related AR 
expenditure patterns. The overnight stay percentage for SCCR respondents, 11.8%, was significantly lower 
(p< .01) than the percentages for Non-SC Coastal Region respondents, 68.6% (Table 3.1).  In other words, 
it appears that nearly 70% of these non-coastal anglers stayed overnight in the SC coastal area during 2006 
trips involving AR fishing. 


Using the total AR trips estimates, total trips by anglers in the SCNC and the NSC Regions were 
pooled and overnight stay percentages (See Table 3.1) were applied to total estimates of AR trips (See Fig. 
5) for each major region in order to estimate annual total trip by overnight stay status (Table 3.2) during 
2006. The resulting projections by overnight stay status for the two major license regions indicates that 
Non-SC Coastal Region anglers that stayed overnight in the SC coastal area comprised about 21% of all 
AR anglers while SCC Region anglers constituted approximately 61% of all trips not involving overnight 
stays (Table 3.2). Consequently, the rate of overnight stays (i.e. lodging) by Non-SC Coastal Region 
anglers is substantial within this group of anglers, nearly 70% (See Table 3.1), as might be expected by 
anglers not residing in the SC coastal area, but the weighting of this overnight stay percentage by total 
estimated AR trips indicates that non-coastal anglers using coastal lodging during 2006 probably represent 
less than 25% of all AR users (Table 3.2). 


  


Table 3.1. Percentage of Respondents Staying Overnight in the SC Coastal Region During 
Their Most Recent Trip Related to Fishing on a SC Artificial Reef Site(s) During 2006 


     Major Regions   


   
SC Coastal 


Region 
Non-SC Coastal 


Region1  Totals 
Stayed 
Overnight? 


Yes: 
N 27 188 215 


  % within Major 
Region 11.8% 68.6% 42.7% 


 No: N 202 86 288 
  % within Major 


Region 88.2% 31.4% 57.3% 
Totals N 229 274 503 


  Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
1For these analyses, response data for two license regions (i.e. the SCNC and NSC) were pooled into one 
major region, the “Non-SC Coastal Region.” 


 
                                                 
15 The item non-response rate for Question C9 was 24% (162).  
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Table 3.2. Estimated Total Annual Artificial Reef (AR) Trips by Overnight Stay Status 
Based on Fig. 5 (See Appendix Tables A3.1) and Table 3.1. 


   Major Regions 
Responses by Licensees to Question C9.a.  SC 


Coastal 
Region 


Non-SC 
Coastal 
Region1  


 


Stayed Overnight? (See 
Table 3.1 above) 


Yes Percent 11.8% 68.6% 


 No Percent 88.2% 31.4% 
 100.0% 100.0%  


Estimated Total AR Trips by Overnight Stay Status Using Above Percents: 
Total Estimated AR Trips: 141,488 61,885 203,373 


Total AR Trips Involving Overnight Stays: 16,696 42,453 59,149 
  Percent of Grand Total 8.2% 20.9% 29.1% 


Total AR Trips Not Involving Overnight Stays: 124,792 19,432 144,224 
  Percent of Grand Total 61.4% 9.6% 70.9% 


Totals: 141,488 61,885 203,373 
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South Carolina Ocean Charter Diving Trips and Scuba Divers 


The following analysis of 2006 charter dive trip data including specific permitted artificial reef 
sites data and related intercept sampling of charter divers was aggregated in order to protect the 
confidentially of proprietary data collected from individual SC coastal dive shops (businesses).  
 
Responses and SC Charter Diver Demographics 


From July through early October 2006, ten (10) oceanic dive charter trips sponsored by SC coastal 
dive shops involving sites off of South Carolina were sampled resulting in a total 102 usable intercept 
responses16 by charter divers filling out a short self-administered intercept questionnaire (See Appendix 
1.2).  The number of responding divers from each sampled charter trip ranged from 5 to 16 divers per trip 
and averaged about 81% of the divers on given trip filling out a usable questionnaire. SC coastal dive shops 
completed a total of 284 SC dive charter trips involving oceanic sites during 2006; consequently 3.5% of 
these trips were randomly sampled during July-October in 2006.   


About 72% (n=73) of the responding charter divers were not SC residents and approximately 79% 
of the SC resident divers (n=29) lived in SC coastal counties of the SCC Region used when sampling SC 
recreational saltwater fishing licensees (Table A4.1). Among the non-resident divers, the top two US states 
were North Carolina and Ohio, and five divers provided non-US postal codes. Since three of the four SC 
dive shops scheduling charter dives are located north of Georgetown in the SC Grand Strand, the 
contribution of North Carolina and Ohio charter divers is consistent with other Grand Strand visitor 
statistics. Overall, male recreational scuba divers comprised 73% of all charter divers (Table A4.1) and the 
mean age17 of responding divers was 31.8 years and 37.9 years, respectively, for responding female and 
male divers. The mean age of responding female divers was significantly lower than the mean age of male 
divers (Table A4.1). 


Most of the responding charter divers, 85%, reported that recreational diving (i.e. not training 
dives) was the type of diving they were planning for the given charter trip and, therefore, 15% reported that 
formal dive training activities would be part of the their charter trip activities. The mean number of dives 
(3.60 dives) in the past 12 months by divers involved in training activities during the their charter dives was 
significantly (p< .01) lower than dives (12.20 dives) by divers reporting their charter trip did not involve 
training activities. The higher number of dives by divers not involved in training activities during a sampled 
charter trip would be consistent with experienced recreational divers being less likely to be involved in 
training activities once they are beyond their initial learning/training stage.  
 
Visiting Divers: Primary Trip Purposes and Lodging Characteristics      


Divers residing in an SC coastal county in the SCC Region will be described as SC “coastal” 
charter divers while divers not residing in one of SC coastal counties or visiting from other states/countries 
will be described as “visiting” divers, but their region is equivalent to the Non-Coastal Region used when 
analyzing licensee responses. Approximately 73% of all divers reported they were planning to stay one 
night or more in the SC coastal area during their trip and none of the SC coastal divers, 23% of all 
responding divers, reported they were planning to stay overnight in a hotel or at other types of visitor 
lodging in the SC coastal area (Table 4.1).   


For responding visiting divers, 33% indicated that diving was the primary purpose18 for visiting the 
SC coastal area (Table 4.1). In contrast, 53% of the visiting divers categorize their main purpose for 
visiting the SC coastal area as “Vacation/Pleasure”. The mean number of nights that visiting divers planned 
to stay overnight in the SC coastal area was 5.90 nights (n=69). Hotel/motels or rental apartments/condos 
                                                 
16 Actually for the 102 responding divers, 14 respondents were from a July charter trip not involving diving on one or 
more SC permitted artificial reef areas. The diving expenses, age and other characteristics of these 14 responding 
divers were not significantly different than charter dive trips including permitted artificial reef areas. Consequently, 
responses by these 14 divers were combined with all other responses.  
17 These are approximate ages based on the diver’s reported year of birth (Base Year=2006). 
18 Divers residing in SC coastal counties were also not asked to categorize the primary purpose of their trip. 
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represented the major, 70%, type of lodging reported by visiting divers followed by staying at private 
homes, 25%. 


 
Table 4.1. Count of "Visiting" and SC Coastal Scuba Divers plus Trip Purpose and 
Overnight Trip Occurrences of Sampled Divers during 2006 
Count of Visiting vs. SC Coastal Divers:     


Type of Charter Diver: Count Percent    
SC Coastal Divers:  23 22.5%    
Visiting (Non-coastal Divers):      
  Staying Overnight  74 72.5%    
  Not Staying Overnight 5 4.9%    


  Total (Visiting Divers) 79 77.5%    
Total Divers Sample: 102 100.0%    


Purpose of coastal trip and whether they stayed overnight in coastal South Carolina 
for visiting (non-coastal) divers (only): 


    Visiting Diver Stayed Overnight? 


Purpose of Trip by Visiting Divers: No Yes Total 
% of All 
Visiting 
Divers 


Mainly for Charter Diving in SC: 3 23 26 32.9% 
Row %    11.5% 88.5% 100.0%  


Vacation/Pleasure:  0 42 42 53.2% 
Row %  0.0% 100.0% 100.0%  


Business/Other:  0 5 5 6.3% 
Row %  0.0% 100.0% 100.0%  


No Response:  2 4 6 7.6% 
Row %  33.3% 66.7% 100.0%  


Total Visiting Divers: 5 74 79 100.0% 
Row %  6.3% 93.7% 100.0% 


 
Total SC Oceanic Charter Diving Trips During 2006  
 As previously noted, a total of 284 charter dive trips to sites off of SC were completed by SC 
coastal dive shops during 2006 and 64% (181) of these trips (Table 4.2) were completed during the summer 
months, i.e. June-August. Trips involving one or more dives on structures within SC permitted artificial 
reef sites, 166 trips, represented 59% of all SC charter oceanic dive trips during 2006 with 109 (38%) of 
these trips being completed during the summer months. Consequently, it is apparent that man-made 
structures within SC permitted artificial reef sites generally benefit SC dive shops by providing desirable 
offshore diving destinations. Specific uses of these sites on dive trips range from diver training to use by 
recreational divers interested in recording the variety of fish species observed on these structures. 
 During 2006, a total of 3,571 divers participated in these SC offshore dive trips with 53% of these 
divers (1,902 divers) participating in trips involving one or more dives on structures within SC permitted 
artificial reef sites (Table 4.2).  In other words, man-made structures within SC permitted artificial reef 
areas are important because these structures provide dive sites commonly used for SC diver charter trips.  
A simple projection (extrapolation) of these charter diver aggregates using diver intercept data (see Table 
4.3) indicates that visiting divers, mainly non-residents, staying overnight in the SC coastal area comprised 
about 73% (2,591) of all SC charter divers (Table 4.2). In addition, visiting divers participating in charter 
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dive trips with one or more SC artificial reef sites probably represented a substantial portion, ~39% (1,380), 
of all SC charter divers (Table 4.2) during 2006. 
 
Table 4.2. Total Number of Oceanic Recreational Dive Charter Trips off of South Carolina (SC) and 
Related Divers by SC Dive Shops during 2006 including Charter Trips Involving One or More 
Ocean (Open-water) Dives on SC Permitted Marine Artificial Dive Sites  


   Time Period  
   Summer Months Other Months Both Periods 


Type of Dive Sites  Count % of All Count % of All Totals % of All
Trips with dives on one or more SC marine 
artificial reef sites: 


  


 Total Trips:       109 38.4%       57 20.1%       166 58.5%
 Total Number of Divers:   1,386 38.8%     516 14.4%     1,902 53.3%


Trips with no dives on SC marine artificial reef sites:   
 Total Trips:         72 25.4%       46 16.2%       118 41.5%
 Total Number of Divers:    1,195 33.5%     474 13.3%     1,669 46.7%


All SC Charter Trips and Divers, 2006:    
 Total Trips:       181 63.7%     103 36.3%      284 100.0%
 Total Number of Divers:    2,581 72.3%     990 27.7%   3,571 100.0%


Projected Number of SC Charter Divers by Regions, Overnight Stay and Type of Dive Site:  
Projected Number of Divers by Regions 
and Overnight Lodging: Time Period 


  


    Summer Months Other Months Both Periods 
SC Artificial Reef Charter Trips:  Divers % of All  Divers % of All Divers % of All
 Visiting Divers Staying Overnight:    1,006 28.2%      374 10.5% 1,380 38.6% 
 Visiting Divers Not Staying:         68 1.9%        25 0.7% 93 2.6% 
 Visiting (Non-Coastal) Diver Totals:   1,073 30.1%     400 11.2% 1,473 41.3% 


 SC Coastal Divers:      313 8.8%     116 3.3% 429 12.0% 
  Total:   1,386 38.8%     516 14.4% 1,902 53.3% 


SC Non-Artificial Reef Dive Trips:    
 Visiting Divers Staying Overnight:       867 24.3%      344 9.6%     1,211 33.9%
 Visiting Divers Not Staying:         59 1.6%        23 0.7%         82 2.3%
 Visiting (Non-Coastal) Diver Totals:       926 25.9%      367 10.3%     1,293 36.2%


 SC Coastal Divers:       269 7.5%      107 3.0%       376 10.5%
  Total:    1,195 33.5%      841 23.6%     2,962 82.9%


All SC Ocean Charter Diving Trips:    
 Visiting Divers Staying Overnight:    1,872 52.4%      718 20.1%     2,591 72.5%
 Visiting Divers Not Staying:       127 3.5%        49 1.4%       175 4.9%
 Visiting (Non-Coastal) Diver Totals:    1,999 56.0%      767 21.5%     2,766 77.5%


 SC Coastal Divers:       582 16.3%      223 6.3%       805 22.5%
  Total:   2,581 72.3%     990 27.7%   3,571  100.0%
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Economic Impacts and Importance of the SC Artificial Reef System 
 The estimating of economic impacts and importance of private boat anglers and charter divers 
related to the use of SC permitted marine artificial reef sites was predicated upon estimating total 
(aggregate) annual trip expenditures for each user group based upon their daily trip expenditures times the 
total number of estimated trips by major regions and overnight trip status. These projected expenditure 
aggregates for each user group were then used in an input-output (I-O) model, IMPLAN, which 
approximated the flows of economic activity within the SC coastal counties comprising the SCC Region.  
  
Daily Trip Expenditures of Artificial Reef Anglers  


Respondents completing one or more AR related fishing trips in a sampled recall month in 2006 
were asked to recall trip expenditures specific to the most recent trip during a recall month (See Appendix 
1.1, Question C10). Based upon analysis of overnight stay status (See previous “Overnight Stays by 
Anglers” section), expenditure responses were pooled and analyzed by the two major regional license 
address groups, the SCC Region and combination of the SCNC and NSC Regions (i.e. the Non-Coastal 
Region). The mean total daily trip expenditures by responding private boat anglers making an AR related 
fishing trip during a sampled month ranged from $548 for Non-Coastal Region anglers staying overnight to 
about $255 for SCC Region anglers not staying overnight (Table 5.1). It is apparent from the summarized 
expenditure patterns (See Appendix 2, Table A5.1) of the AR anglers that fuel/oil, lodging, car/truck fuel, 
and restaurant expenses contributed to the higher total trip expenditures by anglers staying overnight 
compared to those who did not. 


 
Table 5.1. Mean Total Daily Trip Expenditures by AR Anglers by Major Regions and Overnight 
Stay (Lodging) Status During 2006  


Major Region 
Stayed 
Overnight? N Mean 


Std. Error of 
Mean 


SC Coastal Region: Yes 27 456.5767 101.96917 
  No 199 254.9296 45.30877 
  Total 226 279.0202 41.87204 
Non-Coastal Region: Yes 184 548.2511 69.13089 
  No 82 277.5122 49.06488 
  Total 266 464.7903 50.68247 
Total Yes 211 536.5203 61.65151 
  No 281 261.5196 35.09502 
  Total 492 379.4569 33.70541 


 
Daily Expenditure Patterns of SC Charter Divers 
 Mean daily trip expenses by both visiting (non-coastal) and SC coastal divers are needed for 
estimating both the economic impacts and importance of SC charter divers in the SC coastal area. 
Estimating trip expenses (i.e. diving and non-diving related expenses) using the primary data collected 
required reviewing estimated daily expenditures by responding divers in order to judge the significance of 
these expenses. For divers spending one or more nights in the SC coastal area, daily expenses were 
approximated by dividing the total trip expenses reported for a given non-diving expense category (e.g. 
lodging) by the number of nights the diver’s traveling party expected to spend in the local area.  
For specific diving expenses, purchases reported by interviewed divers, mainly charter and gear rental fees 
charged the by SC dive shops that sponsored the charter trip, were combined. A subsequent comparative 
analysis of these dive trip expenses by diver type (e.g. SC coastal divers, visiting divers staying overnight, 
etc.) indicated that diver type means for diving expenses were not statistically different, so a pooled 
(overall) mean, ~$125, for diving trip expenses was calculated (Table 5.2). In addition, due to the small 
number of observations (n=5) for resident SC (i.e. SC non-coastal divers) visiting divers not staying 
overnight as well as the intercept instrument not being designed to collect non-diving trip (e.g. local retail 
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food store expenditures, etc.) related expenditures by SC coastal divers, the individual expenditures by 
these two diver types were treated as being insignificant (Table 5.2).  


The total mean daily expenditures by visiting (non-coastal) charter divers staying overnight were 
$381 and diving and daily lodging expenses comprised 33% and 27%, respectively, of this total (Table 5.2) 
so combined diving and lodging expenses represented about 60% of these visiting charter diver daily 
expenses. Estimated daily total non-diving expenses for these visiting charter divers, $256, comprise about 
67% of all daily expenditures (Table 5.2). 
 
Table 5.2. Mean Daily Expenditures of Responding Intercepted South Carolina Charter 
Divers during 2006 


   Type of Charter Diver   


Daily Expenditure Categories:  


SC Coastal Divers 
& Visiting Divers 


Not Staying 
Overnight1 


Visiting Divers 
Staying Overnight3


Visiting Charter 
Divers: Percent 
Contribution by 


Category 
  


 


Mean SE Mean SE All Without 
Diving 


Expenses
Dive Fees & Gear Rental2  $  124.67 4.048  $    124.67 4.048 32.7% NA 
Lodging     $    103.68 13.165 27.2% 40.4% 
Foodservice    $     58.69 5.033 15.4% 22.9% 
Auto/Truck Fuel & Oil4   $     24.40 n.a. 6.4% 9.5% 
Retail Store Food    $     23.88 3.006 6.3% 9.3% 
Entertainment    $     22.05 3.238 5.8% 8.6% 
Misc. Retail    $     19.04 2.428 5.0% 7.4% 
Other Expenses (e.g. parking)   $       4.58 1.201 1.2% 1.8% 


Totals (Sum of Means):  $ 124.67  $  381.00  100.0% 100.0% 
Total Without Diving Expenses: $  256.33   


SE-Standard error of the mean.       
1Non-diving expenditures by SC coastal divers and visiting charters divers not staying overnight were 
considered insignificant. 
2 Diving expenses were pooled (n=102) because these expenses were not significantly different between 
groups ("Type of Diver"). 
3Except for diving expenses and "Lodging" (n=52), the number of sample observations, n, for all 
other expenses were 59.  


 


4There was substantial item non-response to the fuel expense question by responding charter divers. 
Consequently, the mean auto/truck fuel and oil expenditure for SC inshore anglers was used. 


    


 
Economic Impacts and Importance of SC Artificial Reef Anglers and Charter Divers 


The estimated total (aggregate) trip expenditures by private boat anglers making an AR related 
fishing trips, $28.7 million, during 2006 had an estimated total sales (output) impact of about $39 million 
and generated 470 jobs. From an economic importance perspective, all private boat anglers making 
saltwater fishing trips involving a visit to SC permitted artificial reef sites during 2006 represented an 
estimated ~$83 million in total sales and 991 jobs (Table 5.3). Total expenditures by non-coastal charter 
divers making SC charter trips involving one or more dives on an AR site during 2006 generated a total 
sales impact of approximately $740,000 and about 13 jobs (Table 5.4), and represented ~$802,000 of total 
sales. Therefore, the combined total estimated expenditures of both AR anglers and charter divers 
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represented a total economic importance of about $83.3 million and generated over one thousand (1,000) 
jobs during 2006. Although precisely estimating the total annual economic impacts and importance directly 
attributable to the SC marine artificial reef system is problematic, it is readily apparent that just the 
magnitude of AR user trip expenditures should clearly indicate that this system, as developed and managed 
by the SCDNR, is clearly a significant component of the entire SC coastal economy. In addition, the man-
made structures within SC permitted artificial reef areas, as recreational outdoor “destinations,” are a 
relevant component of the economic impacts generated by a special group or subset of tourists, i.e. anglers 
and scuba divers.







 


Table 5.3. Estimated Total Economic Impacts and Importance of Saltwater Recreational Fishing Licensees using Private Boats and 
making Saltwater Fishing Trips involving SC Permitted Artificial Reef (AR) Areas during 2006  


Estimate Sales (Output) Impact in 2006 Dollars Based on AR Angler Daily Trip Expenses  
Region of AR Angler 
Groups 


Estimated 
Total Trips1 


Expenditures2 Direct Effects3 Indirect 
Effects4 


Induced 
Effects5 


Total Effects


Non-Coastal Anglers 61,885 $28,667,580 $26,128,982 $6,286,167 $6,568,829 $38,983,978 
SC Coastal Anglers 141,488 $39,435,967 $34,953,169 $8,626,967 n.a. $43,580,136 
Economic Importance 203,373 $68,103,547 $61,082,151 $14,913,134 $6,568,829 $82,564,114 


  Sales Multiplier6 Based on Total Expenditures: 1.212 


Estimate Job7 Impact Based on Estimated Number of AR Trips, 2006    


Group Estimated 
Total Trips1 


Direct Effects3 Indirect 
Effects4 


Induced 
Effects5 


Total    


Non-Coastal Anglers 61,885 340 54 76 470    


SC Coastal Anglers 141,488 448 74 n.a. 521    


Totals 203,373 787 128 76 991    


  Job Multiplier8 per 1,000 AR Angler Trip: 4.87 Jobs 
1Total estimated fishing trips related to AR sites based upon sampling of SC saltwater recreational licensees during this study.  


2Total estimated expenditures by AR anglers as estimated in this study.  
3Immediate effects of angler expenditure plus leakages from the region. For example, angler spending on hotel would contribute to hotel sales & jobs.  
4Indirect effects are in sales, income or jobs in sectors within the state that supply goods & services to the recreational fishing/tourism sectors.  
5Induced effects are the sales within the region from household spending of the income earned in the recreational fishing and supporting sectors. Hotel or tackle 
shop employees spend the income they earn from anglers on housing, utilities, groceries, etc. These represent induced effects of the visiting angler spending.  
6 A sales multiplier calculated by dividing the Total Effects by Total Expenditures by SC coastal and non-coastal AR anglers.    
7The jobs may not be FTEs, i.e. these jobs could include part-time seasonal jobs. 
8The job multiplier used in this table is the ratio of jobs generated by expenditures per 1000 trips by AR anglers. 
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Table 5.4. Estimated Total Economic Impacts and Importance of South Carolina Charter Dive Trips involving SC Permitted 
Artificial reef (AR) Areas during 2006.  


Estimate Sales (Output) Impact in 2006 Dollars Based on AR Diver Trip Expenses  
AR Charter Diver Groups Total AR Dive 


Trips1 Expenditures2 Direct 
Effects3 


Indirect 
Effects4 


Induced 
Effects5 


Total Effects 


Visiting (Non-Coastal) 
Charter Divers 


1,473 $537,357 $493,216 $101,646 $145,364 $740,226  


SC Coastal Divers 429 $53,469 $50,262 $11,614 n.a. $61,876  
Economic Importance 1,902 $590,826 $543,478 $113,260 $145,364 $802,101  


  Sales Multiplier6 Based on Total Expenditures: 1.358 
 


Estimate Job7 Impact Based on Estimated Number of AR Trips, 2006 
     


Group Estimated 
Total Trips1 Direct Effects3 Indirect 


Effects4 
Induced 
Effects5 


Total    


Non-Coastal Divers 1,473 10.4 1.0 1.6 13.1    
SC Coastal Anglers 429 0.2 0.1 n.a. 0.3    


Totals 1,902 10.6 1.1 1.6 13.3    
  Job Multiplier8 per 1,000 Charter Divers: 7.00 Jobs   


1Total SC charter diving trips related to AR sites during 2006.       


2Total estimated expenditures by SC charter 
divers.  


       


3Immediate effects of diver expenditures plus leakages from the region. For example, diver spending on hotel would 
contribute to hotel sales & jobs.  
4Indirect effects are in sales, income or jobs in sectors within the state that supply goods & services to the recreational fishing/tourism sectors.  
5Induced effects are the sales within the region from household spending of the income earned in the charter diving and supporting sectors. Hotel or tackle 
shop employees spend the income they earn from anglers on housing, utilities, groceries, etc.  
6 A sales multiplier calculated by dividing the Total Effects by Total Expenditures for both diver groups.       


7The jobs may not be FTEs, i.e. these jobs could include part-time 
seasonal jobs. 


      


8The job multiplier used in this table is the ratio of jobs generated from expenditures per 
1,000 AR charter divers.  


     







 


RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations will focus of the socioeconomic aspects of artificial reef usage, evaluation 


and related management issues. This emphasis is not only consistent with the authors’ economic and social research 
expertise but is also congruent with one of the core purposes of artificial reef systems, i.e. to serve human uses, 
such as recreational fishing and scuba diving (Milon et al. 2000). Moreover, unless the sole purpose of an artificial 
reef is to mitigate negative environmental impacts or to conduct research, an artificial reef will be viewed by many 
decision makers based on specific user group benefits (e.g. satisfaction of anglers fishing) and other benefits (e.g. 
economic impacts on local communities, etc.) associated with the reef. 


  
1. As noted in this report’s “Introduction,” the last usage-oriented survey of the SC marine artificial reef 


system was completed in 1992, more than 13 years ago. The use of the SC artificial reefs (AR) by 
saltwater anglers nearly tripled during this time period and during any given year over 30% of SC licensed 
active saltwater private boat anglers complete one or more trips involving AR sites. Although the SCDNR 
will remain responsive to the needs of AR user groups, the continued apparent overall growth of the SC 
saltwater angler and offshore scuba diver population would generally indicate that systematic surveys of 
AR anglers should be conducted more often, such as every 5 to 7 years. 


 
2. The major goal of this study was to collect primary data needed to estimate selected statistics and projected 


aggregates related to the use (e.g. the total number of 2006 saltwater fishing trips involving a visit to one 
or more AR sites) of the SC artificial reef system and the economic impacts of the AR system. It is also 
recognized that SCDNR has and will continue to routinely solicit and poll AR users regarding their 
opinions and preferences regarding the SC artificial reef sites and related issues. Regardless, the authors 
believe that a comprehensive and systematic preference and opinion oriented survey of AR user groups 
would also be beneficial to current and future management of the SC artificial reef system along with 
usage oriented surveys. Moreover, it is recommended that future surveys include the collection of user 
group preference data needed for methodologies such as stated preference choice models (SPCM)19. 


  
3. The use of AR sites by SC scuba diving shops and their charter diving clients has been quantitatively 


documented in this study, and they represent a significant user of the SC artificial reef system. It is also 
known that SC private boat recreational scuba divers use the SC artificial reef system and during this study 
pretest work was done to identify and sample this group of divers. The pretest results indicated that 
identifying, enumerating and randomly sampling the population of these private boat scuba divers is both 
methodologically challenging and could be very costly relative to the apparent AR use level of these 
divers. In contrast, even a qualitative oriented understanding of private boat scuba divers would still be 
beneficial to the current and future management of the SC artificial reef system. Therefore, it is 
recommended that SCDNR consider more qualitative survey approaches for targeting private boat 
recreational scuba divers and cost effective survey methods such as Internet questionnaires to collect usage 
and other management oriented information regarding this scuba diving group. 


 
4. Given that total expenditures by non-resident or “tourist” AR anglers are substantial, it seems almost 


obligatory to recommend that the promotion of the SC artificial reef system as an “off-season” fishing 
destination for tourist anglers needs to be considered. It is also recognized that resident SC AR users could 
be concerned with promotional efforts targeting potential tourist AR users, if they feel it could further 
intensify capacity oriented problems (e.g. congestion, declines in catch rates of popular fish species, etc.) 
at their favorite AR sites. Recognizing these and/or other concerns by SC resident anglers, the apparent 
seasonal nature of AR usage (See Appendix Table A3.1) does suggest that the promotion of AR fishing by 
tourist anglers during the spring and fall months20 might be a consideration by coastal tourism interests if 


                                                 
19 Traditional research designs like angler opinion polls ask respondents to provide their preferences using a series of single-
item questions. This traditional single-item approach can result in failure to identify the relative and interacting (conjoint) 
importance of one attribute to anothers. 
 
20 The authors acknowledge that this recommendation could also be subject to criticism by SC residents that may prefer to fish 
and/or dive on their favorite AR sites during these “off-season” months mainly because the level of congestion, fishing 
pressure and related problems is much lower during these months compared to the summer months.   
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SCDNR and other appropriate fisheries management agencies believe that the possibility of stimulating 
additional fishing pressure by AR tourist anglers on popular AR sites will not significantly escalate fishery 
sustainability risks. Possible off-season “angler friendly” promotional activities targeting the apparent 
niche market segment of tourist AR and other saltwater anglers by local coastal communities could include 
encouraging restaurants and motels to have specials and weekday packages for visitors, enlisting local 
anglers to host contacts with visitors interested in saltwater fishing and/or hosting information sessions 
with local tourism interests in conjunction with SCDNR. These promotional efforts should also actively 
include the involvement of local “for-hire” fishing businesses including fishing guides and dive shops. 
Specifically, this type of promotional efforts should also be sensitive to enhancing the demand for local 
for-hire fishing services perhaps by highlighting these services as a viable alternative for fishing and/or 
diving on AR sites for visitors. 


  
5. The analysis presented in this report was by design mainly focused on AR usage statistics and applying 


these statistics to estimate total AR fishing trips, and then using these trip aggregates along with the 
expenditure data collected on AR users to estimate the economic impacts of the SC marine artificial reef 
system. In contrast, the analytical emphasis reflected in this report should not be considered the final use of 
the primary data collected during this study. The authors encourage the SCDNR staff to consider other 
approaches to analyzing the primary data collected during this survey, especially the sample data collected 
from licensees including those respondents that were not active AR users during the time periods sampled. 
In other words, we encourage the SCDNR to view the data collected as a viable database available for 
additional and future “data mining” by the SCDNR staff. 
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Appendices: Economic Impact and Use Survey of South Carolina 
Artificial Reef Users: Private Boat Anglers and Charter Divers, 2006 
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APPENDIX 1.1 


Mail Questionnaire Used for Monthly Sampling of South Carolina Saltwater Recreational Fishing 
Licensees. (This is an example of the questionnaire used on the first to sampled licensees during June 
2006 asking for recall regarding SC marine artificial reef trips during May 2006.) 
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MARINE RESOURCES DIVISION, SCDNR    
2006 SC Marine Artificial Reef System Usage & Economic Impact Survey 


You have been selected for a survey regarding saltwater fishing in and off South Carolina (SC), including 
fishing on SC marine artificial reef sites. We would greatly appreciate it if you would complete and 
return this questionnaire even if you do not normally fish in South Carolina.  FREE HAT! The 
first 60 respondents who return a completed questionnaire will receive a FREE HAT.  YOU HAVE 
TWO EASY WAYS TO RESPOND TO THIS SURVEY: Complete this questionnaire and return it 
using the enclosed postage-paid envelope OR using a computer, type in the following address in 
your web browser: http://www.dnr.sc.gov/fishsurvey/ You must use the ID number on 
your cover letter and your questionnaire if you want to respond via our Internet site. At no time will 
individual responses be linked to the names or specific addresses of the respondents when summarizing the results 
of this survey.  Please contact Bob Martore at 843-953-9303, martoreb@.dnr.sc.gov, if you desire more details 
about this survey. THANK YOU VERY MUCH! 
 


Section A: Saltwater Fishing in South Carolina 
In this section, we ask you about saltwater fishing trips in South Carolina. Saltwater fishing 


includes fishing in the open ocean or any portion of a sound, bay, river, or creek that has brackish 
water or saltwater. Unless asked, please do not include information on other fishing party members. 
  
A1. Have you been saltwater fishing in South Carolina or off of the South Carolina coast during the 
past two years? 


 Yes   No  
 
The following questions are about saltwater fishing in or off of South Carolina from a private boat. By a 
PRIVATE BOAT, we mean a boat owned or co-owned by you or someone you know that is used 
privately for fishing trips and not for profit nor for chartered fishing trips. 
 
A2. How often do you saltwater fish in South Carolina from a private boat? 
(Please check the one best response.)  


Always  Often  Sometimes  Rarely       Never 
 
A3. During the past 12 months, please estimate the number of fishing trips in a PRIVATE BOAT at 
any of the following types of saltwater habitats in/off South Carolina. (If you fished at more than one site 
in a given day, please credit each habitat with a trip.)  


(a) Artificial reefs:       # of Trips.  (d) Creeks/bays:       # of Trips. 
(b) Wrecks:       # of Trips.   (e) Ocean inlets/jetties:       # of Trips. 
(c) Live bottom areas:       # of Trips.  (f) Open Ocean:        # of Trips. 
 


A4. Have you been saltwater fishing in South Carolina or off of the South Carolina coast during the 
current year (2006)? 


Yes  No  PLEASE GO TO SECTION E (Question E1) ON PAGE 6. 
 


A5. Did you go saltwater fishing in South Carolina or off of the South Carolina coast during MAY 2006 
in a private boat? (i.e. a boat owned or co-owned by you or someone you know that is used privately for 
fishing trips and not for profit nor for chartered fishing trip.) 


Yes  No  PLEASE GO TO SECTION E (Question E1) ON PAGE 6. 
 


[PLEASE GO TO QUESTION A6 ON THE NEXT PAGE (PAGE 2).] 



http://www.dnr.sc.gov/fishsurvey/

mailto:martoreb@.dnr.sc.gov
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A6. During your MAY 2006 saltwater fishing trip in &/or off of South Carolina in a private boat, 
please estimate the number of trips for each type of saltwater fishing in this table. (Enter 0, if no 
fishing trips were completed by a given area.) 


Private Boat Fishing Trips during MAY 2006 by Areas Trips 
a) Fishing in creeks, bays, or sounds (Estuarine sites):  Dd    d 
b) Near shore ocean waters, but LESS than 3 miles from shore: Dd    d 
c) In ocean waters, MORE than 3 miles from shore: Dd    d 


 
Section B: Marine Artificial Reef Fishing During MAY 2006 


In this section, we want to know about your MAY 2006 private boat saltwater fishing trips that included 
SC permitted artificial reef sites, if any, and the private boat you used. 
B1. During MAY 2006, did you make any private boat fishing trips that involved fishing on or near 
SC marine artificial reef sites? IF you are not sure of what are SC artificial reef sites, please see list of sites on 
Page 3 or go to: http://saltwaterfishing.sc.gov/artificialreef.html 


Yes   No  PLEASE GO TO SECTION E (Question E1) ON PAGE 6. 
 


B2. During the month of MAY 2006, approximately how many private boat fishing trips did you make 
where you fished on or near South Carolina artificial reefs?       # of Trips 
  
B3. Overall, during the months of MAY 2006, approximately how many private boat fishing trips did 
you make where you fished EXCLUSIVELY on or near South Carolina artificial reefs, i.e. you did 
not fish at any other locations on these trips?  


      # of Trips (This number of trips should be less than or equal to your response to Question B2 above.) 
 
B4. PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE (Page 3) WITH SC MARINE ARTIFICIAL REEF PERMIT 
AREA SITES to estimate the total number of trips (“visits”) you made to each given site using a PRIVATE 
BOAT, if any, during the entire month of MAY 2006. If you fished on more than one site in a day during 
May, please credit each artificial reef site with a “visit” next to the site’s name on the list (See page 3).  [Here 
is a hypothetical example: Assume you made 4 SC saltwater fishing trips in MAY 2006 that involved fishing 
on/near SC artificial reef sites. If you visited 2 different sites during each of these trips, then you would have 
made 8 different visits to SC artificial reef sites during MAY 2006, i.e. 4 fishing trips TIMES 2 sites per trip 
= 8 visits.] 
 
B5. Do you think you would have taken fewer saltwater fishing trips in or off of South Carolina during 
MAY 2006 if there were no artificial reef?: (Please check one.)  No  Yes          Not sure 
 
B6. Do you personally own or co-own one or more boats that are ever used for saltwater recreational fishing? 


 Yes   No  PLEASE GO TO QUESTION C1 ON PAGE 4. 
 


1) Approximately what percentage of time are your boats used for saltwater recreational fishing?  
     % [Please estimate the saltwater fishing usage percentage based upon on total days for ALL uses of 
your boat(s), but NOT for 365 days/year.] 


2) What are the length and horsepower of the boat you own or co-own and used the most often 
during the past 12 months for SC artificial reef trips? 
a. Length:       feet.   b. HP:        c.   Fuel? Gas   Diesel  


3) Did you purchase this boat (See previous question above) during the past 12 months? 
Yes   No 


4) Do you generally own or co-own this boat so you can fish on SC marine artificial reef sites?  
 No    Yes   Not sure   (Check One) 


[PLEASE GO TO QUESTION C1 ON PAGE 4.] 
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B4. Please enter the estimated number of your total May 2006 “visits” to the SC artificial reef sites listed. 


PLEASE RETURN TO PAGE 2 (QUESTION B5) AFTER YOU COMPLETE THIS QUESTION. 


Permitted Areas &Sites  Permitted Areas &Sites  Permitted Areas &Sites  


PA-01 Visits PA-18 Visits PA-36 Visits 
Jim Caudle Reef ddd Greenville Reef ddd Edisto Offshore Reef ddd 
Little River Reef ddd Ralph H. Skelton Reef ddd   


  PA-19 Visits PA-38 Visits 
PA-02 Visits Cape Romain Reef ddd Fripp Island Reef ddd 


Little River Offshore Reef ddd     
Barracuda Alley ddd PA-20 Visits PA-39 Visits 


  Hector Reef ddd Hunting Isl. State Park Pier ddd 
PA-03 Visits     


Will Goldfinch Reef ddd PA-22 Visits PA-40 Visits 
  Capers Reef ddd Hunting Island Reef ddd 


PA-06 Visits R8 ddd 6HI ddd 
BP-25 Reef ddd     


  PA-23 Visits PA-41 Visits 
PA-08 Visits Y-73 Reef ddd General Gordon Reef ddd 


Bill Perry Jr. Reef ddd     
  PA-24 Visits PA-42 Visits 


PA-09 Visits Charleston 60' Reef ddd Beaufort 45' Reef ddd 
Paradise Reef ddd     


H.P. Springs Jr. Reef ddd PA-25 Visits PA-43 Visits 
Grand Strand SW Anglers ddd Charleston Nearshore Reef ddd Parris Island Reef ddd 


  Air Force Reef ddd   
PA-10 Visits Charleston Coastal Anglers ddd PA-44 Visits 


Ten Mile Reef ddd Charleston Community Reef ddd Betsy Ross Reef ddd 
Eleven Mile Reef ddd     
Bruce Rush Reef ddd PA-26 Visits PA-45 Visits 


  Folly Beach Fishing Pier ddd Fish America Reef ddd 
PA-11 Visits     


Pawleys Island Reef ddd PA-27 Visits PA-47 Visits 
  Comanche Reef ddd White Water Reef ddd 


PA-12 Visits Doug Mellichamp Jr. Reef ddd   
North Inlet Reef ddd   PA-48 Visits 


  PA-28 Visits Eagle's Nest Reef ddd 
PA-13 Visits Lowcountry Anglers' Reef ddd   


Wayne Upchurch Reef ddd   PA-49 Visits 
  PA-29 Visits Hilton Head Reef ddd 


PA-14 Visits Kiawah Reef ddd Tire Reef ddd 
Georgetown Reef ddd 4KI ddd   


    
PA-15 Visits PA-30 Visits 


INSHORE REEFS 


Georgetown Nearshore ddd Edisto 60' Reef ddd IS-01 Visits 
Capt. Sam Crayton Reef ddd   (Upper) Winyah Bay Inshore ddd 


  PA-31 Visits   
PA-16 Visits Edisto 40' Reef ddd IS-02 Visits 


C.J. Davidson Jr Reef ddd   (Lower) Winyah Bay Inshore ddd 
  PA-32 Visits   


PA-17 Visits N. Edisto Nearshore Reef ddd IS-03 Visits 
Vermillion Reef ddd   St. Helena Sound Inshore ddd 


  PA-34 Visits   
  CCA-McClellanville Reef ddd IS-04 Visits 
  Jimmy Leland Reef ddd Stono River Inshore Reef ddd 
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Section C: Most Recent Artificial Reef Fishing DURING MAY 2006 
In this section, we need you to recall information only about your MOST RECENT private boat fishing 
trip during MAY 2006 involving fishing on or near an SC permitted artificial reef site, if any. PLEASE 
CAREFULLY PRINT YOUR RESPONSES. 
 
C1.What was the DATE of your MOST RECENT SC saltwater fishing trip during MAY 2006 that 
involved fishing on/near an SC permitted artificial reef site(s):  
DATE OF TRIP:  May      , 2006 [ONLY YOUR MOST RECENT MAY TRIP.] 
 
C2. Please print the name(s) of the SC permitted artificial reef area(s) you fished on/near during 
your most recent trip in MAY 2006 (See list on Page 3 for the artificial reef site names):  
Name(s) of site/area:   
                                                                                                                     
C3. Please print the name of boat ramp/ marina (e.g., name of ramp, marina, private dock, etc.) you 
used on this specific fishing trip in MAY 2006 (See Question C1’s date above):  


 Name of departure location (e.g. boat ramp, marina, etc.):  
 


C4. For this specific trip (See Question C1’s date above) involved fishing on a near-shore or offshore 
SC artificial reef site, please print the name of the bay, sound, harbor or inlet you used to access the 
open ocean on this SC artificial reef trip in MAY 2006:  
You accessed the open ocean by:  
 
C5. In what city and state did you begin this most recent (MAY 2006) fishing trip involving fishing 
on or near SC artificial reef sites using a private boat? [Please enter your RESIDENT city, state, & zip code, 
IF this May 2006 SC artificial fishing trip was part of a longer trip in which you spent at least one night way 
from your residence (e.g. vacation trip to the SC coastal area).]  
City:  State:  Zip Code:  
 
C6. Did you need to take time off from work without pay to take this trip? 
  No  Yes  
 
C7. Including yourself, how many people were in your party on this trip? 
       # of People 
 
C8. Including yourself, how many people went fishing on this most recent trip?  


      # of People  
 


C9. Was this MAY 2006 fishing trip involving artificial reef sites a part of a longer trip in which you 
spent at least one night way from your residence? 


Yes  No  PLEASE GO TO QUESTION C10 ON THE NEXT PAGE (Page 5). 
 


a. Did you make this trip primarily to go fishing? 
 No   Yes 


 
b. How many nights were you away from where you live on this most recent trip? 


      Nights 
 


c. How many days of your recent trip were spent fishing? 
      Days (Please count partial days as full days.) 


[Please go to Question C10 on the next page (page 5).] 
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C10. For this specific MAY 2006 SC artificial reef trip indicated in Question C1, please estimate how 
much money YOU PERSONALLY SPENT during this fishing trip. If you paid for others, please 
indicate how many people you paid for, but DO NOT include any costs paid by others for you. Please 
round your estimates to the nearest dollar.  


EXPENSES RELATED TO YOUR MOST 
RECENT PRIVATE BOAT ARTIFICIAL REEF 


FISHING TRIP IN MAY 2006: 


Your 
Expenses 


Total Number of 
People You Paid 
For (Including 


you)  
 Bait Purchases (Your share) $ddd dd.00 ddddd 


 Ice (Your share) $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
 Boat Fuel & Oil (Your share) $ ddddd.00 ddddd 


 Fishing Tournament/Derby Fees $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
 Fishing tackle (rented or bought for this trip) $ ddddd.00 ddddd 


 Access & boat launching fees $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
 Parking fees at marinas or ramps $ ddddd.00 ddddd 


  Meals & drinks: Restaurants & bars $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
  Drinks & food: Convenience/grocery stores $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
  Lodging (e.g. motel) or Camping Fees, etc. $ ddddd.00 ddddd 


Auto/Truck/RV Fuel $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
Auto/RV Rental Fees $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
Airfare/Plane Tickets $ ddddd.00 ddddd 


Other:  D                                           dddd $ ddddd.00 ddddd 
C11. Approximately what percentage of related fishing trip expenses for this most recent (MAY 2006) 
fishing trip (See Question C1) were purchased in South Carolina?  
      % purchased in South Carolina (0% to 100%). 


  
C12.  Please print the names of the TWO (2) most abundant fish species CAUGHT on or near SC 
ARTIFICIAL REEF SITES during this most recent MAY 2006 trip: 


1.   dddddd   ddddddddd          dddff  2. ddd                                           ddd    
 


Section D: Expenditures on Fishing Related Equipment and Vacation Homes 
In this section, we ask you about your expenditures on fishing gear during the previous 12 months. Again, 
please give us only the total amount you paid, i.e. your share, if you co-own a particular item. 
D1. During the past 12 months, did you purchase any fishing gear (e.g. rods, lures, knives, tackle 
etc.)?  


Yes  No  PLEASE GO TO QUESTION D2 BELOW. 
 


D1.1 EXCLUDING boat and boating related expenditures, please estimate your TOTAL personal purchases 
for saltwater fishing gear items during the last 12 months: $        .00 
 
D1.2 What percentage of this fishing gear was purchased from retailers & other businesses (e.g. 
tackle shops) in South Carolina:        % (0% to 100%).   


     
D2. Do you own a second home (e.g. summer home) in South Carolina that is ever used for saltwater 
recreational fishing trips? 


 Yes  No  PLEASE GO TO SECTION E ON THE LAST PAGE (Page 6). 
 


D3. Please estimate the percentage of time during a year you use this second home in South Carolina 
for recreational saltwater fishing.     % 


PLEASE GO TO SECTION E ON THE LAST PAGE (Page 6). 
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Section E: Information about You and Your Fishing Experience 
The following questions will provide information that will help us better understand who fishes in South 
Carolina and to forecast future demand for marine artificial reef sites and recreational fishing in general. 
Again, all responses are strictly confidential.  
 
E1. What year were you born? 19       
 
E2.  Are you…?  Male           Female 
 
E3. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (Please check one.) 
   Less than 9th grade      Some college (no degree) 


  Some high school (no diploma)    College graduate (bachelor degree) 
  High school graduate (including GED)   Professional or advanced degree. 
  Associate degree or technical school 


 
E4. What best describes your employment status? (Please check all that apply) 


  Unemployed   Employed full-time   Student (part-time) 
  Full-time homemaker  Employed part-time   Student (full-time) 
  Retired    Self-employed   Military (full-time)  


 
E5. How many years have you been saltwater recreational fishing?       Years 
 
E6. Are you currently employed by or own a business related to the SC recreational fishing industry 
(e.g., a fishing guide, tackle shop employee, etc.)?     No           Yes 
 
E7. What is your race? (Please check all that apply) 
   White    Black/African American   American Indian /Alaska Native 


  Asian    Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
    
E8. Please check one category below that describes your household’s total annual income before taxes 
in 2005. (Only check one category.)  
  Less than $9,999           $25,000 - $34,999  $75,000 -  $99,999        
   $10,000 - $14,999          $35,000 - $49,999    $100,000 - $149,999 
   $15,000 - $24,999      $50,000 - $74,999    $150,000 - $199,999 
           $200,000 or more 
E9.  Please print the mailing address you would like us to mail your hat to IF you qualify to receive a FREE 
HAT: 


Your Name:  
Mailing Address: 


 
E10. Can the College of Charleston’s Dept. of Hospitality & Tourism Mgt. send you information about joining 
their SC fishing license survey panel?  NO   YES 


 Please check this if you would like to receive a summary of this DNR survey results. 
THANK YOU FOR TAKING YOUR TIME TO FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.  PLEASE PUT IT 
INTO THE ENCLOSED POSTAGE-PAID ENVELOPE AND MAIL IT BACK TO US AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE. If you do not have a postage-paid envelope, please mail to Robert Martore, SC Marine Resources 
Center, PO Box 12559, Charleston, SC 29422-2559. Please contact Robert Martore at 843-953-9303 if you 
desire additional details about this survey. THANK YOU! 
Please feel free to give any comments you desire in the area below:  
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Appendix 1.2. Questions on 2006 Diver Intercept Card (Actual Questionnaire used during Diver 
Intercepts was Formatted and Printed on Both Sides of a 5 inch by 8 inch Card) 


 
PLEASE HELP the SC Marine Resource Division (MRD) gather critical information on diving in 
& off of South Carolina! Please fill out this form and leave it with the MRD interviewer. You are helping us 
obtain information important to recognizing the economic impact of diving in South Carolina. ALL RESPONSES ARE 
CONFIDENTIAL. For more info, regarding this survey, please contact: (NAME OF CONTACT, DNR E-MAIL 
ADDDRESS, AND PHONE #). THANK YOU.     


 
Today’s date is: (month/day/year): __________ / __________ / ________ 


PROFILE OF DIVER: 
1a. Your resident state: ____________________________ 1b. YOUR ZIP CODE: _____________________________ 
2.   What year were you born? _______________________  3.   Gender:    Male   Female 
4.   Please estimate the number of dives you made during the past 12 months: (Circle one category) 
1-10             11-20             21-40             41-60             61-80             81-100             101+ 


 
PROFILE OF CURRENT DIVE TRIP:  [DATE OF YOUR MOST RECENT SC DIVE, IF NOT TODAY: 


_____________________] 
5. What type of dives are you planning today (or your most recent dive) in &/or off of SC? (Please check one category that 
best applies): 
  Recreational dives              Training dives                    Research dive   Other: 
_____________________ 
6. What group or individuals will you be diving with today? (Please check one category that best applies) 


 Charter by this shop     Diving with friends on a private boat   Other: 
___________________________________  
7. How many dives do you plan to conduct today? (Circle one category) 
 0 dives               1 dive               2 dives               3+ dives 
8. What are the locations of the SC dives you will be making today? (Please print.)1st dive:  
_____________________________________________________________2nd dive: 
_____________________________________________________________9. For today’s dive trip, please estimate how 
much money you expect to spend on today’s SC dive trip: 
 $ __________ Charter fee (if any) 
 $ __________ Diving equipment rented cost (if any) 
 $ __________ Daily launching and/or docking fee (if any) 
 $ __________ Boat fuel and oil (your share) 
 $ __________ Air for your personal tank (local shop) 
 $ __________ Other local purchases (please list) 
_____________________________________________________________ 


[PLEASE TURN THIS CARD OVER] 
PLEASE CONTINUE TO QUESTION 10 IF YOU ARE NOT A RESIDENT OF CHARLESTON, BEREKELY, 
HORRY, GEORGETOWN, DORCHESTER Or OTHER SC COASTAL COUNTIES  (IF YOU ARE A “LOCAL” OR 
RESIDED IN A SC COASTAL COUNTY, PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 16.) 
   
 10. Was your main purpose in traveling to the SC coast to dive? 


YES  NO 
 
 11. If NOT diving, what is your main purpose for visiting SC coastal area? (Please check one category that best applies):    


 Business     Vacation/Pleasure   Convention      Other: _________________________________ 
 
12. What means of transportation did you use to arrive in the SC coastal area? (Please check one category) 
  Personal vehicle                Air                Rental vehicle          Other: __________________________________ 
 
13. How many total nights do you plan to be away from home for your SC coastal trip? 
 ________________ # Nights (GO to Question 14) 
 (IF only a day trip, GO to Question 15.) 
   
14. Where are you staying during your visit to the SC coastal area? (Please circle one category that best applies): 
  Hotel/Motel                    Private home           Rental apt/Condo 
  Bed & Breakfast             Second home       Campground 
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Appendix 1.2. (Continued) Questions on 2006 Diver Intercept Card 
 


15. MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION OF ALL:      
Thinking about your vacation/trip to the SC coastal area, how much will your party spend on the following 
items:  


Expected Purchases in the Local Area on This Trip: Dollars 
Lodging (hotel, condo rental, campground, etc.):  
Restaurant & Fast Food Outlet Purchases:  
Supermarket/Quick Stop Purchases:   
Attractions/Entertainment (e.g. golf, museums, etc.):  
Shopping (e.g. gifts, souvenirs):   
Other Local Purchases (Specify):  


 
16. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME & MAILING  
ADDRESS IF IT IS OK TO MAIL YOU A FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE: 


  NAME: _______________________________    
  ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________ 
THANK YOU.    
   (ALL RESPONSES INCLUDING ADDRESSES ARE CONFIDENTIAL & WILL ONLY BE USED BY THE SCDNR.)  
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Appendix 2: Tables of Selected Response Data
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Table A1. Population of Fiscal Year 2005-06 (FY06) and Fiscal Year 06-07 (FY07) SC Saltwater Recreational Fishing 
License Holders Sampled by License Address Regions for the 2006 Artificial Reef User Survey, 2006. 


   SC License Regions Regions Percent within a Fiscal Year 
Mailing 
Months 


Fiscal 
Year 


FY Total1 SC 
Coastal 


SC Non-
Coastal 


Out of 
State 


Total SC 
Coastal 


SC Non-
Coastal 


Out of State 


May-Aug. FY06     102,440      60,986       21,913     19,541  100.0% 59.5% 21.4% 19.1%  
Sept.-Nov. FY072      87,021      52,934       20,013     14,074  100.0% 60.8% 23.0% 16.2%  


Sampling by mailing months, recall months and SC license address regions, 2006.    
Sample Mailing/Recall Months SC License Regions  Mail Sample Percents3 within a Fiscal Years 
Mailing 
Month 


Recall 
Month 


Total SC 
Coastal 


SC Non-
Coastal 


Out of 
State 


(NSC) 


Total SC 
Coastal 


SC Non-
Coastal 


Out of State (NSC) 


MAY APRIL        1,260       1,260             -               -             -    2.1%           -             -     
JUNE MAY        3,750       1,250         1,250       1,250  3.7% 2.0% 5.7% 6.4%  
JULY JUNE        3,750       1,250         1,250       1,250  3.7% 2.0% 5.7% 6.4%  
AUG JULY        3,750       1,250         1,250       1,250  3.7% 2.0% 5.7% 6.4%  
SEPT AUG        3,750       1,250         1,250       1,250  4.3% 2.4% 6.2% 8.9%  
OCT SEPT        1,483          770           713             -    1.7% 1.5% 3.6%          -     
NOV OCT        1,483          770           713             -    1.7% 1.5% 3.6%          -     
ALL MAILINGS:      19,226       7,800         6,426       5,000   na   na   na   na   
TOTALS: FY06:      12,510       5,010         3,750       3,750  12.2% 8.2% 17.1% 19.2%  
TOTALS: FY07:        6,716       2,790         2,676       1,250  7.7% 5.3% 13.4% 8.9%  
1Regions based upon counts of license entered with county codes. 
2FY07 counts are based upon updates of FY07 licenses through October 2006.  
3Percent of all usable license records used within a given license region and FY. For example, the June sample mailing to 
NSC licensees (May recall month) was 6.4% of all usable FY06 licenses in the NSC region. 
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Table A2.1 RTS Rates by License Regions and Recall Month 


 
Count of RTS by License 
Regions  


RTS Percentage by 
License Regions 


Recall 
Month Total SCC SCNC NSC Total SCC SCNC NSC 
April 96 96 - - 7.6% 7.6% - - 
May 312 114 68 130 8.3% 9.1% 5.4% 10.4% 
June 254 93 56 105 6.8% 7.4% 4.5% 8.4% 
July 294 108 69 117 7.8% 8.6% 5.5% 9.4% 
August 152 74 44 34 4.1% 5.9% 3.5% 2.7% 
September 66 43 23 - 4.5% 5.6% 3.2% - 
October 94 70 24 - 6.3% 9.1% 3.4% - 
Total 1,268 598 284 386 6.6% 7.7% 4.4% 7.7% 


Table A2.2. Adjusted Response Rates by Survey Mode, Months and License Regions 


Recall 
Month 


Survey 
Mode Total SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region 


 Mail 24.5% 24.5% - - 
April Internet 5.9% 5.9% - - 
 Total 30.4% 30.4% - - 
 Mail 24.1% 23.9% 29.8% 18.1% 
May Internet 8.1% 8.1% 9.1% 7.1% 
 Total 32.2% 32.0% 38.8% 25.3% 
 Mail 24.1% 23.1% 30.8% 18.3% 
June Internet 7.5% 7.8% 8.4% 6.2% 
 Total 31.6% 30.9% 39.2% 24.5% 
 Mail 24.1% 22.2% 29.8% 20.0% 
July Internet 8.3% 7.2% 9.9% 7.9% 
 Total 32.4% 29.3% 39.7% 27.9% 
 Mail 32.8% 26.6% 30.2% 41.3% 
August Internet 10.4% 9.8% 12.0% 9.3% 
 Total 43.1% 36.4% 42.2% 50.6% 
 Mail 24.4% 22.0% 27.0% - 
September Internet 9.4% 9.6% 9.1% - 
 Total 33.8% 31.6% 36.1% - 
 Mail 26.1% 22.7% 29.6% - 
October Internet 9.2% 10.0% 8.4% - 
 Total 35.3% 32.7% 38.0% - 
 Mail 26.0% 23.7% 29.7% 24.7% 
Total Internet 8.5% 8.2% 9.6% 7.7% 
 Total 34.6% 31.9% 39.3% 32.4% 
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Table A2.3. Unadjusted Response Rates by Survey Mode, Months and Regions 
Recall 
Month 


Survey 
Mode Total SCC Region SCNC Region NSC Region 


 Mail 22.6% 22.6% - - 


April Internet 5.5% 5.5% - - 


 Total 28.1% 28.1% - - 


 Mail 22.1% 21.8% 28.2% 16.2% 


May Internet 7.4% 7.4% 8.6% 6.4% 


 Total 29.5% 29.1% 36.7% 22.6% 


 Mail 22.5% 21.4% 29.4% 16.7% 


June Internet 7.0% 7.2% 8.0% 5.7% 


 Total 29.5% 28.6% 37.4% 22.4% 


 Mail 22.2% 20.2% 28.2% 18.2% 


July Internet 7.7% 6.6% 9.4% 7.1% 


 Total 29.9% 26.8% 37.5% 25.3% 


 Mail 31.4% 25.0% 29.1% 40.2% 


August Internet 9.9% 9.2% 11.6% 9.0% 


 Total 41.4% 34.2% 40.7% 49.2% 


 Mail 23.3% 20.8% 26.1% - 


September Internet 9.0% 9.1% 8.8% - 


 Total 32.3% 29.9% 34.9% - 


 Mail 24.5% 22.7% 29.6% - 


October Internet 8.6% 10.0% 8.4% - 


 Total 33.1% 32.7% 38.0% - 


 Mail 24.3% 21.9% 28.4% 22.8% 
Total Internet 8.0% 7.5% 9.2% 7.1% 
 Total 32.3% 29.4% 37.6% 29.9% 
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Table A2.4. Statistics on the Numbers of Fishing Trips in North AR Cluster by License Region and Recall 
Month 


License 
Region Statistics April May June July August September October Total 


N 12 15 28 19 18 10 10 112 
Mean 4.42 4.27 4.64 3.37 3.61 6.60 4.40 4.34 
Median 3 2 3 2 2.5 2.5 2 2.5 
Std. Deviation 3.40 5.48 5.42 3.17 3.18 8.55 6.11 4.99 


SCC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean 0.98 1.42 1.02 0.73 0.75 2.70 1.93 0.47 
N - 16 15 24 18 14 9 96 
Mean - 3.44 9.40 5.29 6.39 4.36 7.56 5.91 
Median - 3 5 3 4.5 3 3 3 
Std. Deviation - 2.16 11.92 8.12 8.22 3.63 12.66 8.29 


SCNC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.54 3.08 1.66 1.94 0.97 4.22 0.85 
N - 13 14 13 44 - - 84 
Mean - 3.15 3.93 9.54 5.95 - - 5.74 
Median - 2 4 3 4 - - 4 
Std. Deviation - 3.31 1.77 18.69 6.33 - - 8.79 


NSC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.92 0.47 5.18 0.95 - - 0.96 
N 12 44 57 56 80 24 19 292 
Mean 4.42 3.64 5.72 5.63 5.53 5.29 5.89 5.26 
Median 3 2 4 3 4 3 2 3 
Std. Deviation 3.40 3.83 7.44 10.61 6.30 6.11 9.62 7.38 


Total 
 
 
 
 Std. Error of 


Mean 0.98 0.58 0.99 1.42 0.70 1.25 2.21 0.43 
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Table A2.5. Statistics on the Numbers of Fishing Trips in Central AR Cluster by License Region and Recall 
Month 
License 
Region Statistics April May June July August September October Total 


N 12 15 21 29 23 9 12 121 
Mean 3.50 3.47 4.90 4.03 4.43 2.78 4.83 4.12 
Median 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 
Std. Deviation 3.53 3.25 4.98 5.64 5.06 2.22 5.02 4.66 


SCC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


S. Error of 
Mean 1.02 0.84 1.09 1.05 1.06 0.74 1.45 0.42 
N - 9 14 22 18 6 8 77 
Mean - 3.22 2.50 3.95 5.39 2.00 2.13 3.60 
Median - 3 2 3 2 2 1.5 2 
Std. Deviation - 1.99 1.56 3.32 9.48 0.89 1.55 5.07 


SCNC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.66 0.42 0.71 2.23 0.37 0.55 0.58 
N - 3 5 5 12 - - 25 
Mean - 4.00 1.80 2.40 7.50 - - 4.92 
Median - 3 2 2 3 - - 2 
Std. Deviation - 3.61 0.84 1.14 12.54 - - 8.96 


NSC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 2.08 0.37 0.51 3.62 - - 1.79 
N 12 53 56 40 27 20 15 223 
Mean 3.50 5.45 3.86 3.68 3.44 3.75 2.47 4.03 
Median 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 
Std. Deviation 3.53 8.66 4.55 3.92 2.82 4.17 1.81 5.42 


Total 
 
 
 
 Std. Error of 


Mean 1.02 1.19 0.61 0.62 0.54 0.93 0.47 0.36 
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Table A2.6. Statistics on the Numbers of Fishing Trips in South AR Cluster by License Region and Recall 
Month 
License 
Region Statistics April May June July August September October Total 


N 6 5 9 12 14 8 8 62 
Mean 3.33 7.00 10.11 4.00 3.43 5.75 11.50 6.13 
Median 3 5 2 3.5 2.5 3.5 2 3 
Std. Deviation 1.86 5.66 19.32 2.89 3.61 5.95 23.65 11.55 


SCC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean 


0.76 2.53 6.44 0.83 0.96 2.10 8.36 1.47 


N - 6 7 8 12 3 7 43 
Mean - 3.33 7.71 3.13 7.42 5.00 4.71 5.49 
Median - 2.5 2 3 2.5 3 3 3 
Std. Deviation - 3.01 10.08 1.46 16.32 4.36 4.79 9.68 


SCNC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 


1.23 3.81 0.52 4.71 2.52 1.81 1.48 


N - 1 4 6 15 - - 26 
Mean - - 4.50 4.00 3.40 - - 3.81 
Median - 6 4.5 3 2 - - 3 
Std. Deviation - . 3.11 3.63 2.59 - - 2.81 


NSC 
Region 


 
 
 
 


Std. Error of 
Mean - 


. 1.55 1.48 0.67 
- - 


0.55 


N 6 12 20 26 41 11 15 131 
Mean 3.33 5.08 8.15 3.73 4.59 5.55 8.33 5.46 
Median 3 3.5 2.5 3 2 3 2 3 
Std. Deviation 1.86 4.38 13.98 2.66 9.12 5.35 17.37 9.75 


Total 
 
 
 
 Std. Error of 


Mean 
0.76 1.26 3.13 0.52 1.42 1.61 4.48 0.85 
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Table A2.7 Statistics on the Numbers of Nights Away by License Region and Recall Month 


License 
Region Statistics April May June July August September October Total 


N 4 4 15 17 8 5 3 56 
Mean 1.00 1.50 1.73 1.53 0.75 0.20 2.33 1.36 
Median 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 
Std. Deviation 1.15 1.91 2.15 1.87 1.04 0.45 1.53 1.73 


  
  
SCC Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean 0.58 0.96 0.56 0.45 0.37 0.20 0.88 0.23 
N - 18 31 35 27 13 18 142 
Mean - 2.67 3.61 4.40 3.04 2.46 2.61 3.35 
Median - 3 3 4 2 3 2 3 
Std. Deviation - 1.57 2.46 2.20 2.16 1.85 2.28 2.24 


  
  
SCNC 
Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.37 0.44 0.37 0.42 0.51 0.54 0.19 
N - 10 16 18 48 - - 92 
Mean - 4.20 5.81 5.22 4.23 - - 4.70 
Median - 3.5 4 4 3 - - 4 
Std. Deviation - 2.78 3.94 3.61 4.53 - - 4.09 


  
  
NSC Region 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean - 0.88 0.98 0.85 0.65 - - 0.43 
N 4 32 62 70 83 18 21 290 
Mean 1.00 3.00 3.73 3.91 3.51 1.83 2.57 3.39 
Median 1 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 
Std. Deviation 1.15 2.18 3.16 2.89 3.80 1.89 2.16 3.11 


  
  
Total 
  
  


Std. Error of 
Mean 0.58 0.39 0.40 0.35 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.18 
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Table A2.8. Number of Private Boat Trips Only Involving Fishing on AR Sites by Recall Month and License 
Region (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question B3) 


Mail 
Region Recall Month April May June July August September October Total 


N 19 26 45 36 42 21 18 207 
% of Total N 9.2 12.6 21.7 17.4 20.3 10.1 8.7 100.0 
Mean 1.9 2.4 2.9 2.3 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.3 
Median 1 2 2 1.5 1 2 1.5 2 
S.D 1.6 2.5 2.6 2.0 1.4 1.7 1.3 2.0 


SCC 
Region 


S.E. 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 
N - 20 30 32 31 16 16 145 
% of Total N - 13.8 20.7 22.1 21.4 11.0 11.0 100.0 
Mean - 2.2 2.2 2.7 1.9 1.9 1.7 2.1 
Median - 1.5 1 2 2 2 1 2 
S. D. - 2.5 2.1 2.4 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.8 


SCNC 
Region 


S. E. - 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 
N - 11 18 19 49 - - 97 
% of Total N - 11.3 18.6 19.6 50.5 - - 100.0 
Mean - 1.9 2.3 1.8 2.6 - - 2.3 
Median  1 2 1 2 - - 2 
S. D. - 1.5 2.1 1.2 2.3 - - 2.0 


NSC 
Region 


S. E. - 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 - - 0.2 
N 19 57 93 87 122 37 34 449 
% of Total N 4.2 12.7 20.7 19.4 27.2 8.2 7.6 100.0 
Mean 1.9 2.2 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.1 1.8 2.2 
Median 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
S. D. 1.6 2.3 2.4 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.1 2.0 


Total 


S. E. 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
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Table A2.9. Number of Private Boat Fishing Trips in Creeks, Sounds, and Bays by Recall Month and 
License Region (See Appendix 1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question A6a) 


Mail 
Region Recall Month April May June July August September October Total 


N 119 146 147 152 212 106 115 997 
% of Total N 11.9 14.6 14.7 15.2 21.3 10.6 11.5 100.0 
Mean 4.8 4.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 4.5 6.0 5.2 
Median 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
S. D. 5.9 6.9 7.1 7.5 8.6 4.8 8.1 7.3 


SCC 
Region 


S. E. 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.2 
N - 86 95 118 137 62 71 569 
% of Total N - 15.1 16.7 20.7 24.1 10.9 12.5 100.0 
Mean - 2.9 4.1 3.3 3.6 3.7 4.0 3.6 
Median - 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 
S. D. - 2.9 4.3 3.2 3.7 4.1 3.7 3.7 


SCNC 
Region 


S. E. - 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.2 
N - 71 69 79 199 - - 418 
% of Total N - 17.0 16.5 18.9 47.6 - - 100.0 
Mean - 4.7 3.3 4.5 4.8 - - 4.5 
Median  3 2 3 3 - - 3 
S. D. - 5.2 2.6 5.0 6.4 - - 5.5 


NSC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.5 - - 0.3 
N 119 303 311 349 548 168 186 1984 
% of Total N 6.0 15.3 15.7 17.6 27.6 8.5 9.4 100.0 
Mean 4.8 4.1 4.5 4.5 4.7 4.2 5.2 4.6 
Median 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 
S. D. 5.9 5.6 5.6 5.9 6.9 4.5 6.8 6.1 


Total 


S. E. 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.1 
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Table A2.10 Number of Private Boat Fishing Trips Nearshore by Recall Month and License Region (See 
Question A6b) 
 
Mail 
Region 


Recall 
Month April May June July August September October Total 
N 50 68 86 84 120 59 57 524 
% of Total 
N 9.5 13.0 16.4 16.0 22.9 11.3 10.9 100.0 
Mean 4.0 2.6 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.6 4.4 3.3 
Median 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
S. D. 5.7 2.4 2.9 2.9 5.1 2.0 5.3 4.0 


SCC 
Region 


S.E. 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.2 
N - 50 58 83 85 35 36 347 
% of Total 
N - 14.4 16.7 23.9 24.5 10.1 10.4 100.0 
Mean - 2.7 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.7 3.1 2.9 
Median - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Std. 
Deviation - 2.3 3.7 2.7 2.9 2.7 3.6 3.0 


SCNC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.2 
N - 31 45 51 125 - - 252 
% of Total 
N - 12.3 17.9 20.2 49.6 - - 100.0 
Mean - 2.9 2.4 2.8 2.8 - - 2.7 
Median  2 2 2 2 - - 2 
S.D. - 2.1 1.7 3.1 2.6 - - 2.5 


NSC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 - - 0.2 
N 37 113 145 156 225 57 61 794 
% of Total 
N 4.7 14.2 18.3 19.6 28.3 7.2 7.7 100.0 
Mean 2.6 2.6 3.7 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.2 2.9 
Median 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
S.D. 2.6 2.3 4.0 2.5 2.7 3.1 2.3 2.9 


Total 


S.E. 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 
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Table A2.11. Number of Private Boat Fishing Trips Offshore by Recall Month and License Region (See 
Question A6c) 
 
Mail 
Region 


Recall 
Month April May June July August September October Total 
N 37 47 72 62 74 37 35 364 
% of Total 
N 


10.2 12.9 19.8 17.0 20.3 10.2 9.6 100.0 


Mean 2.6 2.4 4.1 3.1 2.8 3.2 2.5 3.0 
Median 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 
S.D. 2.6 1.8 4.4 2.4 3.0 3.7 2.7 3.2 


SCC 
Region 


S.E. 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.2 
N - 45 54 63 65 20 26 273 
% of Total 
N - 


16.5 19.8 23.1 23.8 7.3 9.5 100.0 


Mean - 2.8 3.2 2.8 3.0 1.8 1.8 2.8 
Median - 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 
S.D. - 3.0 3.3 2.4 2.6 1.2 1.5 2.7 


SCNC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 
N - 21 19 31 86 - - 157 
% of Total 
N - 


13.4 12.1 19.7 54.8 
- - 


100.0 


Mean - 2.5 3.6 2.8 3.2 - - 3.1 
Median  2 2 2 2 - - 2 
S.D. - 1.7 3.8 2.9 2.7 - - 2.8 


NSC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.3 - - 0.2 
N 131 352 382 415 645 192 204 2321 
% of Total 
N 


5.6 15.2 16.5 17.9 27.8 8.3 8.8 100.0 


Mean 6.6 5.5 6.6 6.5 6.6 5.8 7.2 6.4 
Median 4 3.5 4 4 4 4 4 4 
S.D. 9.1 6.3 8.0 7.6 8.6 6.1 10.3 8.0 


Total 


S.E. 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.2 
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Table A2.12. Number of Private Boat Fishing Trips (Sum of Responses to Questions A6a, A6b and A6c) by 
Recall Month and License Region. (Note: Individual trips to a given area may have occurred on the same 
day.)  
 
Mail 
Region 


Recall 
Month April May June July August September October Total 
N 131 162 176 172 244 116 124 1125 
% of Total 
N 


11.6 14.4 15.6 15.3 21.7 10.3 11.0 100.0 


Mean 6.6 5.8 7.8 7.5 7.1 6.4 8.3 7.1 
Median 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 
S.D. 9.1 7.2 9.5 9.3 10.3 6.8 12.0 9.4 


SCC 
Region 


S.E. 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.1 0.3 
N - 109 120 144 160 76 80 689 
% of Total 
N - 


15.8 17.4 20.9 23.2 11.0 11.6 100.0 


Mean - 4.7 6.3 5.7 5.8 4.8 5.5 5.5 
Median - 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 
S.D. - 4.9 7.4 5.4 6.3 4.9 6.5 6.0 


SCNC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.2 
N - 81 86 99 241 - - 507 
% of Total 
N - 


16.0 17.0 19.5 47.5 
- - 


100.0 


Mean - 5.9 4.7 5.9 6.5 - - 6.0 
Median  4 4 3 4 - - 4 
S.D. - 6.1 4.4 6.7 7.9 - - 6.9 


NSC 
Region 


S.E. - 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 - - 0.3 
N 131 162 176 172 244 116 124 1125 
% of Total 
N 


11.6 14.4 15.6 15.3 21.7 10.3 11.0 100.0 


Mean 6.6 5.8 7.8 7.5 7.1 6.4 8.3 7.1 
Median 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 
S.D. 9.1 7.2 9.5 9.3 10.3 6.8 12.0 9.4 


Total 


S.E. 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.1 0.3 
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1It was assumed that artificial reef trips were insignificant during the months of January and February (See text). 
2Percentages used for the summer months (i.e. June-August) were rounded three-months averages for these months. 
 
 
 


Table A3.1. Estimated Total Number of Artificial Reef (AR) Related Fishing Trips by SC Private Boat Anglers 
During 2006 Based on Monthly Responses of SC Saltwater Recreational Fishing Licensees1 and the FYO6 
License Population (Records) Sampled (See Table A1). 
Region Licenses Percent          
SCC    60,986 59.5%          
SCNC    21,913 21.4%  SCC: SC Coastal License Region     
NSC    19,541 19.1%  SCNC: SC Non-Coastal License Region    
Totals  102,440 100.0%  NSC: Non-Resident License Region (Out of State)   
Percentages of AR Related Fishing Trips in Given Month and Region Used to Estimate Monthly AR Trips by 
Licensees During 2006 (See Table 2.5 and report text): 
Region March April May June2 July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec  
SCC 8% 8% 10% 16% 16% 16% 13% 13% 8% 8%
SCNC 6% 6% 6% 9% 9% 9% 10% 10% 6% 6%
NSC 6% 6% 6% 10% 10% 10% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Estimated Total Licensees Completing One or More AR Trips by Month and Region Based on Total Population 
of Licensees Sampled: 
Region March April May June  July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual 


Totals 
SCC      4,879     4,879     6,099    9,758   9,758   9,758   7,928   7,928    4,879   4,879     70,744 
SCNC      1,315     1,315     1,315    1,972   1,972   1,972   2,191   2,191    1,315   1,315     16,873 
NSC      1,172     1,172     1,172    1,954   1,954   1,954   1,172   1,172    1,172   1,172     14,070 
Totals      7,366     7,366     8,586  13,684  13,684 13,684 11,292  11,292    7,366   7,366 101,686 
Estimated Total AR Trips by Month and Region Based On Two Trips Per Licensee:   
Region March April May June  July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual 


Totals 
SCC      9,758     9,758   12,197  19,516  19,516 19,516 15,856  15,856    9,758   9,758   141,488 
SCNC      2,630     2,630     2,630    3,944   3,944   3,944   4,383   4,383    2,630   2,630     33,746 
NSC      2,345     2,345     2,345    3,908   3,908   3,908   2,345   2,345    2,345   2,345     28,139 
Totals    14,732   14,732   17,172  27,368  27,368 27,368 22,584  22,584  14,732 14,732 203,373 
Percentage of Total Estimated AR Trips by Month and Region:     
Region March April May June  July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Region 


Percent 
SCC 4.8% 4.8% 6.0% 9.6% 9.6% 9.6% 7.8% 7.8% 4.8% 4.8% 69.6%
SCNC 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 2.2% 2.2% 1.3% 1.3% 16.6%
NSC 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 13.8%
Totals 7.2% 7.2% 8.4% 13.5% 13.5% 13.5% 11.1% 11.1% 7.2% 7.2% 100.0%
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Table A4.1. Count of Gender and Residency Status, and Mean Ages of Responding 
Intercepted South Carolina Charter Divers during 2006. 


Counts by Gender and Residency: 
Diver SC Residents: SC Coastal County Residents: 
Gender No Yes Total No Yes Total 
Female: 22 6 28 24 4 28 


Row % 78.6% 21.4% 100.0% 85.7% 14.3% 100.0% 
Total %1 21.6% 5.9% 27.5% 23.5% 3.9% 27.5% 


Male: 51 23 74 55 19 74 
Row % 68.9% 31.1% 100.0% 74.3% 25.7% 100.0% 


Total % 50.0% 22.5% 72.5% 53.9% 18.6% 72.5% 
Totals: 73 29 102 79 23 102 


Row % 71.6% 28.4% 100.0% 77.5% 22.5% 100.0% 
1Percentage of all counts within each group, i.e. "SC Resident" and "SC Coastal County Resident."  


Means of Diver Ages by Gender and Residency   
Diver 
Gender 


SC Resident? Mean Age N Std. Deviation 


Female: No 32.7 21 13.785  
 Yes 28.0 5 16.628  
 Total* 31.8 26 14.135  
Male: No 37.3 49 12.866  
 Yes 39.0 22 13.985  
 Total* 37.9 71 13.145  
Combined: No 35.9 70 13.225  
 Yes 37.0 27 14.819  
 Total 36.2 97 13.617  


*ANOVA Results      
One-Way 
ANOVA 
Groups 


   Sum of 
Squares 


df Mean 
Square 


F** 


Age vs. 
Gender 


Between 
Groups 


(Combined) 709.07185 1 709.0719 3.94148 


 Within Groups  17090.475 95 179.8997  
 Total  17799.546 96   


** Significant at the 5% level.  







 Table A5.1 Means of Trip Expenditure Categories of Private Boat Anglers Fishing at Sites within the South Carolina Artificial Reef System during 
April-October 2006 based on Responses from Random Samples of SC Saltwater Recreational License Holders  
License 
Region 


Stayed 
Overnight? 


  Bait Ice Boat Fuel 
& Oil 


Other 
Fees 


Fishing 
Tackle  


Ramp 
Fees 


Parking 
Fees 


Restaurants Food Retail 
Stores 


Daily 
Lodging


Auto/Truck 
Fuel 


Other 
Misc. 


SCC Yes Mean 23.19 10.89 141.07 55.00 34.44 2.00 9.63 75.93 30.74 36.87 34.48 3.70 
  N 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 27 27 
  SE1 6.37 2.22 26.61 33.69 11.89 0.98 6.28 19.27 5.68 14.31 8.15 3.70 
 No Mean 15.48 9.75 84.92 14.97 25.35 19.70 3.70 31.74 26.27 0 17.96 5.09 
  N 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 182 199 199 
  SE 1.80 1.54 12.06 6.52 5.78 18.11 2.48 13.13 5.44 0 2.87 2.32 
 Total: Mean 16.40 9.89 91.63 19.75 26.43 17.58 4.41 37.02 26.81 4.61 19.93 4.92 
  N 226 226 226 226 226 226 226 226 226 208 226 226 
  SE 1.76 1.38 11.14 7.03 5.28 15.95 2.31 11.82 4.84 1.95 2.72 2.09 


SC N-C* Yes Mean 29.36 14.48 162.11 34.62 36.61 4.01 9.08 97.24 48.34 34.10 75.13 2.90 
  N 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 182 184 184 
  SE 4.54 1.28 36.53 16.70 5.91 1.32 3.10 9.06 4.88 6.10 7.57 1.60 
 No Mean 22.16 8.46 103.73 13.05 20.01 2.77 5.67 26.72 18.54 0.00 50.00 6.40 
  N 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 71 82 82 
  SE 4.66 1.51 21.21 12.20 4.59 1.31 3.47 4.94 2.49 0.00 18.39 3.93 
 Total: Mean 27.14 12.62 144.11 27.97 31.49 3.62 8.03 75.50 39.15 24.53 67.38 3.98 
  N 266 266 266 266 266 266 266 266 266 253.00 266 266 
  SE 3.45 1.01 26.13 12.15 4.35 1.00 2.40 6.75 3.56 4.49 7.73 1.64 


ALL Yes Mean 28.57 14.02 159.42 37.23 36.33 3.75 9.15 94.51 46.09 34.45 69.92 3.00 
  N 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 208 211 211 
  SE 4.04 1.15 32.02 15.17 5.37 1.16 2.82 8.28 4.34 5.62 6.74 1.47 
 No Mean 17.43 9.38 90.41 14.41 23.79 14.76 4.28 30.27 24.01 0.00 27.31 5.47 
  N 281 281 281 281 281 281 281 281 281 253 281 281 
  SE 1.87 1.18 10.54 5.82 4.30 12.83 2.03 9.40 3.92 0.00 5.78 2.00 
 Grand Total Mean 22.21 11.37 120.00 24.20 29.17 10.04 6.37 57.82 33.48 15.54 45.59 4.41 
  N 492 492 492 492 492 492 492 492 492 461 492 492 
  SE 2.05 0.84 15.06 7.31 3.38 7.34 1.67 6.59 2.95 2.66 4.49 1.30 


1-Standard error of the mean.    
*SC N-C: Pooled expenditures of SCNC and NSC AR anglers. 
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Appendix 3: Summary of Responses by SC Artificial Reef Permitted Area (See Appendix 
1.1, Mail Questionnaire, Question B4). Note: Response data has been standardized to 
responses per 1,000 anglers.  
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Appendix 3: Description of Site Abbreviations Used in the Following Appendix Tables A3.1 
through A3.3 and Appendix Figures A3.1 through Fig. A3.4. 


Site 
Abbreviation Site Description 


PA01Jim PA-01, Jim Caudle Reef 
PA01Lit PA-01, Little River Reef 
PA02Off PA-02, Little River Offshore Reef 
PA02Bar PA-02, Barracuda Alley 
PA03Will PA-03, Will Goldfinch Reef 
PA06BP PA-06, BP-25 Reef 
PA08Bill PA-08, Bill Perry Jr. Reef 
PA09Para PA-09, Paradise Reef 
PA09HP PA-09, H.P. Springs Jr. Reef 
PA09Grad PA-09, Grand Strand SW Anglers 
PA10TenM PA-10, Ten Mile Reef 
PA10EleM PA-10, Eleven Mile Reef 
PA10Brue PA-10, Bruce Rush Reef 
PA11Paw PA-11, Pawleys Island Reef 
PA12Nor PA-12, North Inlet Reef 
PA13Way PA-13, Wayne Upchurch Reef 
PA14Geo PA-14, Georgetown Reef 
PA15Near PA-15, Georgetown Nearshore 
PA15Capt PA-15, Capt. Sam Crayton Reef 
PA16CJ PA-16, C.J. Davidson Jr Reef 
PA17Verm PA-17, Vermillion Reef 
PA18Gree PA-18,  Greenville Reef 
PA18Ralp PA-18, Ralph H. Skelton Reef 
PA19Cape PA-19, Cape Romain Reef 
PA20Hect PA-20, Hector Reef 
PA22Capr PA-22, Capers Reef 
PA22R8 PA-22, R8 
PA23Y73 PA-23, Y-73 Reef 
PA24C60 PA-24, Charleston 60' Reef 
PA25Near PA-25, Charleston Nearshore Reef 
PA25AirF PA-25, Air Force Reef 
PA25Coas PA-25, Charleston Coastal 
PA25Comm PA-25, Anglers Charleston Community Reef 
PA26Foly PA-26, Folly Beach Fishing Pier 
PA27Coma PA-27, Comanche Reef 
PA27Doug PA-27, Doug Mellichamp Jr. Reef 
PA28LowC PA-28, Lowcountry Anglers' Reef 
PA29Kiaw PA-29, Kiawah Reef 
PA294KI PA-29, 4KI 
PA30Ed60 PA-30, Edisto 60' Reef 
PA31Ed40 PA-31, Edisto 40' Reef 
PA32Edis PA-32, N. Edisto Nearshore Reef 
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Appendix 3 (Continued) 
Site 


Abbreviation Site Description 
PA34CCA PA-34, CCA-McClellanville Reef 
PA34Jimm PA-34, Jimmy Leland Reef 
PA36Edis PA-36, Edisto Offshore Reef 
PA38Frip PA-38, Fripp Island Reef 
PA39Hunt PA-39, Hunting Isl. State Park Pier 
PA40Hunt PA-40, Hunting Island Reef 
PA406HI PA-40, 6HI 
PA41Gord PA-41, General Gordon Reef 
PA42Beau PA-42, Beaufort 45' Reef 
PA43Parr PA-43, Parris Island Reef 
PA44Bets PA-44, Betsy Ross Reef 
PA45Fish PA-45, Fish America Reef 
PA47Whit PA-47, White Water Reef 
PA48Eagl PA-48, Eagle's Nest Reef 
PA49Hilt PA-49, Hilton Head Reef 
PA49Tire PA-49, Tire Reef 
IS01Up IS-01, Upper Winyah Bay Inshore 
IS02Low IS-02, Lower Winyah Bay Inshore 
IS03StHe IS-03, St. Helena Sound Inshore 
IS04Ston IS-04, Stono River Inshore Reef 
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Appendix 3.1: Numbers of Visitors and Number of Visitors per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and Recall Month 
  


Site Name April May June July August September October Total 
PA01Jim 0 0.0 2 1.8 6 5.4 6 5.4 25 16.1 3 6.3 3 6.1 45 7.3 
PA01Lit 1 2.8 8 7.3 11 10.0 9 8.0 23 14.8 5 10.4 2 4.1 59 9.5 
PA02Off 1 2.8 8 7.3 9 8.2 11 9.8 21 13.5 4 8.4 1 2.0 55 8.9 
PA02Bar 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA03Will 1 2.8 1 0.9 2 1.8 2 1.8 2 1.3 0 0.0 2 4.1 10 1.6 
PA06BP 0 0.0 4 3.6 6 5.4 7 6.3 7 4.5 1 2.1 3 6.1 28 4.5 
PA08Bill 1 2.8 1 0.9 7 6.4 6 5.4 8 5.2 1 2.1 3 6.1 27 4.4 
PA09Para 4 11.3 12 10.9 16 14.5 14 12.5 15 9.7 5 10.4 7 14.3 73 11.8 
PA09HP 0 0.0 1 0.9 3 2.7 3 2.7 2 1.3 1 2.1 0 0.0 10 1.6 
PA09Grad 2 5.6 2 1.8 1 0.9 4 3.6 2 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 1.8 
PA10TenM 2 5.6 7 6.4 11 10.0 12 10.7 18 11.6 8 16.7 4 8.1 62 10.0 
PA10EleM 0 0.0 2 1.8 2 1.8 5 4.5 5 3.2 1 2.1 1 2.0 16 2.6 
PA10Brue 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 2 1.8 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA11Paw 1 2.8 5 4.5 9 8.2 6 5.4 8 5.2 5 10.4 4 8.1 38 6.1 
PA12Nor 1 2.8 2 1.8 5 4.5 0 0.0 8 5.2 0 0.0 2 4.1 18 2.9 
PA13Way 1 2.8 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA14Geo 1 2.8 7 6.4 5 4.5 7 6.3 10 6.5 3 6.3 6 12.2 39 6.3 
PA15Near 1 2.8 6 5.4 10 9.1 11 9.8 14 9.0 5 10.4 4 8.1 51 8.2 
PA15Capt 0 0.0 2 1.8 0 0.0 1 0.9 2 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 0.8 
PA16CJ 2 5.6 3 2.7 3 2.7 2 1.8 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 1.8 
PA17Verm 2 5.6 3 2.7 10 9.1 5 4.5 7 4.5 4 8.4 1 2.0 32 5.2 
PA18Gree 1 2.8 1 0.9 7 6.4 3 2.7 3 1.9 1 2.1 0 0.0 16 2.6 
PA18Ralp 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.3 
PA19Cape 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 3.6 7 6.3 4 2.6 0 0.0 1 2.0 16 2.6 
PA20Hect 0 0.0 3 2.7 3 2.7 1 0.9 3 1.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 10 1.6 
PA22Capr 4 11.3 8 7.3 3 2.7 7 6.3 7 4.5 2 4.2 2 4.1 33 5.3 
PA22R8 3 8.5 5 4.5 5 4.5 3 2.7 3 1.9 1 2.1 0 0.0 20 3.2 
PA23Y73 2 5.6 4 3.6 3 2.7 10 8.9 5 3.2 2 4.2 2 4.1 28 4.5 
PA24C60 2 5.6 11 10.0 9 8.2 19 17.0 14 9.0 5 10.4 6 12.2 66 10.7 
PA25Near 1 2.8 7 6.4 13 11.8 16 14.3 12 7.7 2 4.2 6 12.2 57 9.2 
PA25AirF 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 1.8 2 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA25Coas 0 0.0 1 0.9 2 1.8 4 3.6 1 0.6 1 2.1 2 4.1 11 1.8 
PA25Comm 1 2.8 0 0.0 1 0.9 2 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA26Foly 1 2.8 3 2.7 0 0.0 2 1.8 4 2.6 1 2.1 3 6.1 14 2.3 
PA27Coma 3 8.5 7 6.4 3 2.7 10 8.9 9 5.8 5 10.4 2 4.1 39 6.3 
PA27Doug 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA28LowC 1 2.8 0 0.0 2 1.8 7 6.3 5 3.2 1 2.1 3 6.1 19 3.1 
PA29Kiaw 1 2.8 2 1.8 6 5.4 2 1.8 4 2.6 1 2.1 0 0.0 16 2.6 
PA294KI 1 2.8 3 2.7 4 3.6 3 2.7 3 1.9 0 0.0 1 2.0 15 2.4 
PA30Ed60 3 8.5 4 3.6 7 6.4 12 10.7 12 7.7 2 4.2 3 6.1 43 6.9 
PA31Ed40 0 0.0 2 1.8 12 10.9 11 9.8 14 9.0 1 2.1 2 4.1 42 6.8 
PA32Edis 2 5.6 3 2.7 1 0.9 3 2.7 7 4.5 3 6.3 3 6.1 22 3.6 
PA34CCA 1 2.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 1.8 1 0.6 0 0.0 1 2.0 5 0.8 
PA34Jimm 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.3 
PA36Edis 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 2.7 4 3.6 14 9.0 1 2.1 2 4.1 24 3.9 
PA38Frip 1 2.8 1 0.9 5 4.5 3 2.7 6 3.9 3 6.3 3 6.1 22 3.6 
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Appendix 3.1: Numbers of Visitors and Number of Visitors per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and Recall Month (Continue) 
Site Name April May June July August September October Total 
PA39Hunt 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.9 6 3.9 1 2.1 0 0.0 10 1.6 
PA40Hunt 2 5.6 3 2.7 3 2.7 2 1.8 3 1.9 4 8.4 2 4.1 19 3.1 
PA406HI 1 2.8 0 0.0 2 1.8 0 0.0 2 1.3 1 2.1 0 0.0 6 1.0 
PA41Gord 1 2.8 4 3.6 5 4.5 8 7.1 6 3.9 3 6.3 3 6.1 30 4.8 
PA42Beau 2 5.6 3 2.7 5 4.5 6 5.4 4 2.6 4 8.4 2 4.1 26 4.2 
PA43Parr 1 2.8 5 4.5 5 4.5 7 6.3 12 7.7 1 2.1 1 2.0 32 5.2 
PA44Bets 1 2.8 3 2.7 8 7.3 10 8.9 9 5.8 7 14.6 2 4.1 40 6.5 
PA45Fish 1 2.8 2 1.8 3 2.7 3 2.7 2 1.3 0 0.0 3 6.1 14 2.3 
PA47Whit 0 0.0 3 2.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 4.5 3 6.3 1 2.0 14 2.3 
PA48Eagl 0 0.0 2 1.8 3 2.7 1 0.9 5 3.2 1 2.1 4 8.1 16 2.6 
PA49Hilt 1 2.8 1 0.9 2 1.8 2 1.8 8 5.2 2 4.2 5 10.2 21 3.4 
PA49Tire 0 0.0 2 1.8 1 0.9 2 1.8 7 4.5 0 0.0 1 2.0 13 2.1 
IS01Up 3 8.5 5 4.5 9 8.2 5 4.5 5 3.2 6 12.5 4 8.1 37 6.0 
IS02Low 4 11.3 5 4.5 5 4.5 3 2.7 6 3.9 5 10.4 2 4.1 30 4.8 
IS03StHe 0 0.0 2 1.8 4 3.6 11 9.8 8 5.2 2 4.2 3 6.1 30 4.8 
IS04Ston 1 2.8 1 0.9 3 2.7 5 4.5 4 2.6 1 2.1 4 8.1 19 3.1 
Total 67 189.3 185 168.0 275 249.8 316 282.4 407 262.6 119 248.4 122 248.5 1491 240.7 
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Appendix 3.2: Numbers of AR Trips and Numbers of Trips per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and Recall Month 
  


Site Name April May June July August September October Total 
PA01Jim 0 0.0 3 2.7 14 12.7 15 13.4 51 32.9 7 14.6 9 18.3 99 16.0 
PA01Lit 2 5.6 22 20.0 23 20.9 13 11.6 46 29.7 18 37.6 2 4.1 126 20.3 
PA02Off 2 5.6 10 9.1 20 18.2 21 18.8 43 27.7 15 31.3 1 2.0 112 18.1 
PA02Bar 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.9 0 0.0 2 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA03Will 1 2.8 1 0.9 4 3.6 6 5.4 3 1.9 0 0.0 4 8.1 19 3.1 
PA06BP 0 0.0 4 3.6 9 8.2 8 7.1 14 9.0 1 2.1 7 14.3 43 6.9 
PA08Bill 3 8.5 1 0.9 9 8.2 9 8.0 16 10.3 1 2.1 6 12.2 45 7.3 
PA09Para 10 28.2 32 29.1 40 36.3 25 22.3 21 13.5 11 23.0 23 46.8 162 26.2 
PA09HP 0 0.0 1 0.9 5 4.5 5 4.5 3 1.9 1 2.1 0 0.0 15 2.4 
PA09Grad 3 8.5 8 7.3 1 0.9 8 7.1 5 3.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 25 4.0 
PA10TenM 3 8.5 11 10.0 19 17.3 25 22.3 37 23.9 13 27.1 9 18.3 117 18.9 
PA10EleM 0 0.0 3 2.7 3 2.7 12 10.7 9 5.8 2 4.2 2 4.1 31 5.0 
PA10Brue 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 4 3.6 6 3.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 1.8 
PA11Paw 1 2.8 5 4.5 20 18.2 11 9.8 15 9.7 7 14.6 7 14.3 66 10.7 
PA12Nor 3 8.5 3 2.7 8 7.3 0 0.0 11 7.1 0 0.0 4 8.1 29 4.7 
PA13Way 1 2.8 0 0.0 2 1.8 1 0.9 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 0.8 
PA14Geo 1 2.8 9 8.2 8 7.3 16 14.3 18 11.6 4 8.4 10 20.4 66 10.7 
PA15Near 1 2.8 6 5.4 17 15.4 15 13.4 25 16.1 5 10.4 8 16.3 77 12.4 
PA15Capt 0 0.0 3 2.7 0 0.0 1 0.9 2 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 1.0 
PA16CJ 3 8.5 4 3.6 4 3.6 2 1.8 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 14 2.3 
PA17Verm 3 8.5 4 3.6 13 11.8 8 7.1 12 7.7 4 8.4 2 4.1 46 7.4 
PA18Gree 3 8.5 1 0.9 10 9.1 6 5.4 5 3.2 2 4.2 0 0.0 27 4.4 
PA18Ralp 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 3 2.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.6 
PA19Cape 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 4.5 10 8.9 5 3.2 0 0.0 2 4.1 22 3.6 
PA20Hect 0 0.0 3 2.7 3 2.7 1 0.9 7 4.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 14 2.3 
PA22Capr 6 16.9 12 10.9 5 4.5 13 11.6 8 5.2 2 4.2 3 6.1 49 7.9 
PA22R8 6 16.9 7 6.4 9 8.2 5 4.5 5 3.2 1 2.1 0 0.0 33 5.3 
PA23Y73 3 8.5 8 7.3 3 2.7 14 12.5 11 7.1 3 6.3 3 6.1 45 7.3 
PA24C60 2 5.6 18 16.3 18 16.3 36 32.2 39 25.2 6 12.5 9 18.3 128 20.7 
PA25Near 1 2.8 10 9.1 33 30.0 28 25.0 17 11.0 2 4.2 11 22.4 102 16.5 
PA25AirF 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 2.7 7 6.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 10 1.6 
PA25Coas 0 0.0 1 0.9 3 2.7 11 9.8 3 1.9 1 2.1 2 4.1 21 3.4 
PA25Comm 2 5.6 0 0.0 2 1.8 7 6.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 1.8 
PA26Foly 1 2.8 5 4.5 0 0.0 3 2.7 13 8.4 2 4.2 12 24.4 36 5.8 
PA27Coma 7 19.8 10 9.1 3 2.7 15 13.4 20 12.9 6 12.5 2 4.1 63 10.2 
PA27Doug 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.9 1 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA28LowC 3 8.5 0 0.0 8 7.3 10 8.9 16 10.3 1 2.1 6 12.2 44 7.1 
PA29Kiaw 1 2.8 2 1.8 10 9.1 2 1.8 7 4.5 1 2.1 0 0.0 23 3.7 
PA294KI 3 8.5 5 4.5 6 5.4 4 3.6 6 3.9 0 0.0 1 2.0 25 4.0 
PA30Ed60 4 11.3 5 4.5 15 13.6 19 17.0 18 11.6 3 6.3 4 8.1 68 11.0 
PA31Ed40 0 0.0 3 2.7 22 20.0 21 18.8 26 16.8 1 2.1 3 6.1 76 12.3 
PA32Edis 2 5.6 5 4.5 1 0.9 3 2.7 39 25.2 4 8.4 4 8.1 58 9.4 
PA34CCA 1 2.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 8.0 1 0.6 0 0.0 1 2.0 12 1.9 
PA34Jimm 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9 4 3.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 0.8 
PA36Edis 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 2.7 9 8.0 46 29.7 1 2.1 3 6.1 62 10.0 
PA38Frip 1 2.8 3 2.7 15 13.6 4 3.6 11 7.1 5 10.4 5 10.2 44 7.1 
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Appendix 3.2: Numbers of AR Trips and Numbers of Trips per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and Recall Month (Continue) 
Site Name April May June July August September October Total 
PA39Hunt 0 0.0 3 2.7 1 0.9 1 0.9 10 6.5 1 2.1 0 0.0 16 2.6 
PA40Hunt 4 11.3 5 4.5 13 11.8 4 3.6 3 1.9 8 16.7 2 4.1 39 6.3 
PA406HI 1 2.8 0 0.0 8 7.3 0 0.0 4 2.6 3 6.3 0 0.0 16 2.6 
PA41Gord 1 2.8 8 7.3 11 10.0 13 11.6 7 4.5 4 8.4 3 6.1 47 7.6 
PA42Beau 3 8.5 4 3.6 9 8.2 9 8.0 6 3.9 9 18.8 3 6.1 43 6.9 
PA43Parr 5 14.1 12 10.9 6 5.4 14 12.5 21 13.5 5 10.4 2 4.1 65 10.5 
PA44Bets 3 8.5 4 3.6 18 16.3 22 19.7 14 9.0 10 20.9 2 4.1 73 11.8 
PA45Fish 1 2.8 3 2.7 6 5.4 5 4.5 2 1.3 0 0.0 10 20.4 27 4.4 
PA47Whit 0 0.0 4 3.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 5.8 3 6.3 5 10.2 21 3.4 
PA48Eagl 0 0.0 4 3.6 6 5.4 1 0.9 6 3.9 2 4.2 5 10.2 24 3.9 
PA49Hilt 1 2.8 2 1.8 4 3.6 2 1.8 9 5.8 2 4.2 9 18.3 29 4.7 
PA49Tire 0 0.0 5 4.5 1 0.9 4 3.6 11 7.1 0 0.0 4 8.1 25 4.0 
IS01Up 6 16.9 7 6.4 14 12.7 9 8.0 13 8.4 11 23.0 10 20.4 70 11.3 
IS02Low 6 16.9 7 6.4 11 10.0 8 7.1 8 5.2 15 31.3 5 10.2 60 9.7 
IS03StHe 0 0.0 4 3.6 5 4.5 18 16.1 11 7.1 9 18.8 5 10.2 52 8.4 
IS04Ston 1 2.8 1 0.9 3 2.7 8 7.1 14 9.0 3 6.3 12 24.4 42 6.8 
Total 115 324.9 303 275.2 516 468.7 568 507.6 793 511.6 215 448.9 242 492.9 2752 444.2 
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Appendix 3.3: Numbers of Visitors and Numbers of Visitors per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and MRFSS Waves 
  


Site Name Wave 3 Wave 4 Wave 5 Total 
PA01Jim 8 3.6 31 11.6 6 6.2 45 7.7 
PA01Lit 19 8.6 32 12.0 7 7.2 58 9.9 
PA02Off 17 7.7 32 12.0 5 5.2 54 9.2 
PA02Bar 2 0.9 1 0.4 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA03Will 3 1.4 4 1.5 2 2.1 9 1.5 
PA06BP 10 4.5 14 5.2 4 4.1 28 4.8 
PA08Bill 8 3.6 14 5.2 4 4.1 26 4.5 
PA09Para 28 12.7 29 10.9 12 12.4 69 11.8 
PA09HP 4 1.8 5 1.9 1 1.0 10 1.7 
PA09Grad 3 1.4 6 2.2 0 0.0 9 1.5 
PA10TenM 18 8.2 30 11.2 12 12.4 60 10.3 
PA10EleM 4 1.8 10 3.7 2 2.1 16 2.7 
PA10Brue 1 0.5 3 1.1 0 0.0 4 0.7 
PA11Paw 14 6.4 14 5.2 9 9.3 37 6.3 
PA12Nor 7 3.2 8 3.0 2 2.1 17 2.9 
PA13Way 1 0.5 2 0.7 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA14Geo 12 5.4 17 6.4 9 9.3 38 6.5 
PA15Near 16 7.3 25 9.4 9 9.3 50 8.6 
PA15Capt 2 0.9 3 1.1 0 0.0 5 0.9 
PA16CJ 6 2.7 3 1.1 0 0.0 9 1.5 
PA17Verm 13 5.9 12 4.5 5 5.2 30 5.1 
PA18Gree 8 3.6 6 2.2 1 1.0 15 2.6 
PA18Ralp 1 0.5 1 0.4 0 0.0 2 0.3 
PA19Cape 4 1.8 11 4.1 1 1.0 16 2.7 
PA20Hect 6 2.7 4 1.5 0 0.0 10 1.7 
PA22Capr 11 5.0 14 5.2 4 4.1 29 5.0 
PA22R8 10 4.5 6 2.2 1 1.0 17 2.9 
PA23Y73 7 3.2 15 5.6 4 4.1 26 4.5 
PA24C60 20 9.1 33 12.4 11 11.3 64 11.0 
PA25Near 20 9.1 28 10.5 8 8.2 56 9.6 
PA25AirF 2 0.9 2 0.7 0 0.0 4 0.7 
PA25Coas 3 1.4 5 1.9 3 3.1 11 1.9 
PA25Comm 1 0.5 2 0.7 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA26Foly 3 1.4 6 2.2 4 4.1 13 2.2 
PA27Coma 10 4.5 19 7.1 7 7.2 36 6.2 
PA27Doug 1 0.5 2 0.7 0 0.0 3 0.5 
PA28LowC 2 0.9 12 4.5 4 4.1 18 3.1 
PA29Kiaw 8 3.6 6 2.2 1 1.0 15 2.6 
PA294KI 7 3.2 6 2.2 1 1.0 14 2.4 
PA30Ed60 11 5.0 24 9.0 5 5.2 40 6.8 
PA31Ed40 14 6.4 25 9.4 3 3.1 42 7.2 
PA32Edis 4 1.8 10 3.7 6 6.2 20 3.4 
PA34CCA 0 0.0 3 1.1 1 1.0 4 0.7 
PA34Jimm 1 0.5 1 0.4 0 0.0 2 0.3 
PA36Edis 3 1.4 18 6.7 3 3.1 24 4.1 
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Appendix 3.3: Numbers of Visitors and Numbers of Visitors per 1,000 Anglers by AR Reef and MRFSS 
Waves (Continue) 


Site Name Wave 3 Wave 4 Wave 5 Total 
PA38Frip 6 2.7 9 3.4 6 6.2 21 3.6 
PA39Hunt 2 0.9 7 2.6 1 1.0 10 1.7 
PA40Hunt 6 2.7 5 1.9 6 6.2 17 2.9 
PA406HI 2 0.9 2 0.7 1 1.0 5 0.9 
PA41Gord 9 4.1 14 5.2 6 6.2 29 5.0 
PA42Beau 8 3.6 10 3.7 6 6.2 24 4.1 
PA43Parr 10 4.5 19 7.1 2 2.1 31 5.3 
PA44Bets 11 5.0 19 7.1 9 9.3 39 6.7 
PA45Fish 5 2.3 5 1.9 3 3.1 13 2.2 
PA47Whit 3 1.4 7 2.6 4 4.1 14 2.4 
PA48Eagl 5 2.3 6 2.2 5 5.2 16 2.7 
PA49Hilt 3 1.4 10 3.7 7 7.2 20 3.4 
PA49Tire 3 1.4 9 3.4 1 1.0 13 2.2 
IS01Up 14 6.4 10 3.7 10 10.3 34 5.8 
IS02Low 10 4.5 9 3.4 7 7.2 26 4.5 
IS03StHe 6 2.7 19 7.1 5 5.2 30 5.1 
IS04Ston 4 1.8 9 3.4 5 5.2 18 3.1 
Total 460 208.9 723 270.9 241 248.5 1424 243.8 
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Fig. A3.1 Angler Trips Involving Permitted Areas (e.g. Large Circles Represent More Trips). 
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Fig. A3.2. Number of Fishing Trip Visits Per 1,000 Anglers to AR Permitted Areas of the North AR 
Cluster during 2006. 
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Fig. A3.3. Number of Fishing Trip Visits Per 1,000 Anglers to AR Permitted Areas of the Central AR 
Cluster during 2006. 
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Fig. A3.4. Number of Fishing Trip Visits Per 1,000 Anglers to AR Permitted Areas of the South AR 
Cluster during 2006. 
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From: Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto Beach and CBRA zones
Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 3:23:33 PM

sorry. The letter is being formatted by the secretary and given to the supervisor for signature. May be
signed this afternoon. More likely Thursday.

Craig

Inactive hide details for "Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC"
<Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>"Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC"
<Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>

                                "Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC" <Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>

                                01/27/2010 03:08 PM

To

<Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov> 

cc

       

Subject

RE: Edisto Beach and CBRA zones
               

Craig - I hope I'm not expressing my ignorance here, but what is "surnaming"?

My assumption is that it means that it's being routed internally for
signatures, or some other process of formalizing the letter... but maybe it's
a typo.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov [mailto:Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 2:58 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto Beach and CBRA zones

letter is in surnaming.

mailto:Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov


Craig

Craig W. Aubrey
Coastal Program Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Charleston Field Office
176 Croghan Spur Road, Suite 200
Charleston, SC 29407

Phone: (843) 727-4707, ext. 301
Fax: (843) 727-4218
Inactive hide details for "Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC"
<Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>"Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC"
<Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>

"Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC"
<Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>

01/27/2010 01:55 PM

To

<Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov>

cc

Subject

RE: Edisto Beach and CBRA zones

69A Hagood Ave.
Charleston, SC 29403-5107

Mark J. Messersmith
Biologist
US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
(843) 329-8162
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov [mailto:Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 1:54 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: Re: Edisto Beach and CBRA zones

what's your mailing address?

mailto:Craig_Aubrey@fws.gov




From: David Simms
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: Edisto
Date: Friday, October 23, 2009 10:07:27 AM

Mark:

:  Good speaking with you today.  Please keep me posted on this project.

David R. Simms, P.E.

Chief of Engineering and Construction

SC State Park Service

SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism

1205 Pendleton St., Suite 251

Columbia, SC 29201

Phone: (803) 734-0258

Mobile: (803) 360-3938

www.southcarolinaparks.com <http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/> 

Visit our website to sign up for our e-newsletter
<http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/enewsletter.aspx>  and to view our hot deals
<http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/hotdealspackages.aspx>  on cabins and camping this summer.

For construction project bid information please visit: http://scprtconstructionbids.com
<http://scprtconstructionbids.com/>

Disclaimer

mailto:dsimms@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/enewsletter.aspx
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/hotdealspackages.aspx
http://scprtconstructionbids.com/
http://scprtconstructionbids.com/


The language contained in this email or any attachment thereto does not create an expressed or implied
contract between the receiver and the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism
(SCPRT).  Promises or assurances whether written or oral which are contrary to or inconsistent with the
terms of an existing contract between the receiver and SCPRT do not amend the terms of any existing
contract or create a new contract.

 



From: Dobrasko, Rebekah
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC; SPIREK, JIM
Cc: Patrick, Dudley SAC; Walters, Bret L SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto Beach borrow area surveys (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, November 08, 2012 11:11:25 AM
Attachments: Edisto - Cultural Resources - Hardbottom - Subbottom SOW 30Oct 2012_SHPO Comments.doc

Mark,

Just a few comments from us to clarify standards and National Register
of Historic Places determinations.

Rebekah

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]

Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 12:53 PM
To: SPIREK, JIM; Dobrasko, Rebekah
Cc: Patrick, Dudley SAC; Walters, Bret L SAC
Subject: Edisto Beach borrow area surveys (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jim and Rebekah - Attached is a draft SOW for cultural and hardbottom
resource surveys at the proposed Edisto Beach borrow area to be used for
a future Federal project at the Town of Edisto Beach. Please review this
draft and let me know if you see any problems with the SOW prior to us
submitting it for proposals. If you can provide comments by November 16
we would greatly appreciate it. If there are any known surveys of the
borrow area from any past work can you please let us know as well? As
always, feel free to call me with any questions.

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

mailto:Dobrasko@SCDAH.STATE.SC.US
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:SPIREKJ@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:Dudley.Patrick@usace.army.mil
mailto:Bret.L.Walters@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil

SCOPE OF WORK

HARDBOTTOM AND CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEYS OF THE EDISTO BEACH

OFFSHORE BORROW SITE, EDISTO BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA

05 November 2012

1. Background.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Charleston District requires magnetometer, sub-bottom profiling, and side-scan sonar survey over a 1.25 x 1.13 nautical mile area located offshore of Edisto Beach, Colleton County, South Carolina.  The purpose of this work is to discover magnetic and/or sonar anomalies that might represent cultural resources or other objects that would impact the use of the proposed area as a source of borrow material for hurricane and storm damage reduction along Edisto Beach.  In addition, the contractor will identify and map areas of hard bottom habitat as identified from side-scan sonar analysis.  The data collected from this work is required in order to establish baseline conditions and subsequently refine the proposed study improvements areas and to avoid impacts to significant cultural and environmental resources from dredging activities.   This Description of Services reflects the provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (36 CFR 800, Protection of Historic Properties) and the Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987 (Abandoned Shipwreck Act Guidelines, National Park Service, Federal Register, Vol. 55, No. 3, December 4, 1990, pages 50116-50145).  All work shall be conducted in accordance with this Description of Services, the contract Scope of Work, and the instructions of the Charleston District Contracting Officer or his/her authorized representative.


2. Project Site Description.  The survey areas are located offshore of Edisto Beach, SC and are shown in Figure 1 together with NAD-83 SC State Plane coordinates.  The approximate acreage for the survey area is approximately 1.41 NM2.

3. Description of Supplies/Services. This work will be accomplished in a phased approach in order to (1) acquire survey data of the project area and interpret the data for potential hardbottom and cultural resources, and (2) ground truth selected sites to confirm the presence or absence of hardbottom resources using benthic grab sample techniques.

Phase 1.  The survey team shall conduct a remote sensing survey of the study area (see Appendix A). Prior to commencement of survey work, the survey team shall provide the Corps with the proposed survey plan for their review and approval. Additionally, prior to initiating any fieldwork, the survey team shall conduct sufficient background research to develop a current historic overview, review previous archaeological investigations, and document vessel losses and known shipwrecks in the vicinity of the project areas. The background research shall include, but is not limited to, research of the state archaeological site files at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology. This information shall be used to model the potential database so that discovered magnetic and sonar signatures can be more thoughtfully inventoried and analyzed. A list and description of all relevant vessel losses for the project area shall be included in the report. The survey team shall also conduct sufficient background documentation to summarize previous work conducted in the area as well as avoid duplication of survey collection efforts. 

Side Scan Sonar - The survey vessel will be equipped with a side-scan sonar with 500-700 kHz capability to achieve detailed geo-referenced morphologic mosaic maps. The instrument will be interfaced with a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) with less than 1m accuracy. HYPACK (or technical equivalent) navigation software should be used to develop the survey transects and maintain vessel track during data collection. To assist in data analysis a complete record of hydrographic data should be recorded in HYPACK. The survey team shall be experienced in the post processing and interpretation of side-scan sonar for hardbottom resources and shall provide shape files of areas identified as potential hardbottom resources. Side-scan sonar data should be collected along parallel transects spaced at appropriate intervals to ensure at least 25% percent overlapping coverage of adjacent survey lines. The side-scan sonar towfish will be maintained at a height above the bottom that provides for the most accurate data collection (generally 10 to 30 feet). 

Sub-Bottom Profiling - The survey team shall utilize a CHIRP dual frequency sub-bottom profiler and not more than 8-second registration interval to establish the depth and nature of the potential hardbottom or cultural resource at individually potentially significant magnetic anomalies. All data collection should meet, or exceed the recommended specifications in USACE Engineering Manual (EM) 1110-2-1003. All acoustic data shall be backed up on external hard-drives at the end of each day.  

Magnetometer - The survey team shall utilize a digital cesium vapor magnetometer with 0.1-nT sensitivity and 0.5-second registration interval. The magnetometer shall be towed at a speed of 5 - 7 knots. The magnetometer sensor shall employ a depressor or other device capable of maintaining a tow height of not more than 6-meters above the sea floor. Survey lanes for the magnetometer shall be placed at not greater than 20-meter intervals. The magnetic data shall be contoured to produce a magnetic contour map of the project area. 


General Requirements - All survey instrumentation shall be electronically interfaced with an electronic navigation-positioning system offering repositioning accuracy of not more than 1 meter. Positioning must be by corrected DGPS. All hard-copy analog and image records shall be annotated at not more than 30 meter intervals with real time, absolute (e.g. lat./long.) and relative position (transect number and distance), and event numbers.  

At the completion of Phase 1, the survey team will produce a graphically illustrated letter report with preliminary findings of the side-scan survey, including a side-scan mosaic of recorded signatures. Any potentially significant biological resources, such as hardbottom habitat, will be reported. Recommendations for further study, as defined for Phase 2 shall be provided. 

Hardbottom Analysis - The survey team will review acoustic records (side-scan sonar and depth) to identify and define areas that are “hardbottom” or habitat for marine animals. Hardbottom areas will be defined as areas of any size that demonstrate low, medium and high protrusions (aka “targets”). Low protrusions will be defined as areas less than 0.5-meters above the bottom, “moderate” protrusions - the majority of the area 1 to 2-meters above the bottom, and “high” protrusions - over 2 meters above the bottom. Acoustic data will be graphically illustrated and will include SC State Plane NAD 83 coordinates for the boundaries. Results of this mapping effort will be used to select and recommend sites for the Phase 2 ground-truthing video survey. As part of the draft and final report, the survey team will produce a geo-referenced mosaic of the side-scan sonar survey. In addition, raster data shall depict information used to define potential hardbottom areas within the project area. The remote sensing data also shall be developed into polygon shapefiles compatible with ESRI ArcView/ArcInfo Version 9.0. Detailed recommendations will be included as part of the draft and final report. The potential significance of targets will be defined clearly. Any recommendations for additional investigations will be discussed in detail. 

Cultural Resources Analysis.  The survey team's report shall completely describe each target's magnetic and/or sonar characteristics including intensity, duration, estimated mass, height, length, water depth, position relative to the bottom, and absolute position. When possible, the analysis and description will relate the discovered sites to any potential features or sites derived from project archival documentation. All magnetic and side-scan sonar data shall be summarized in a table that also indicates recommendations for each discovered target. All targets shall be delivered in point shapefiles identifying potential sites within the project area. The shapefiles shall be in a format compatible with ESRI ArcView/ArcInfo Version 9.3.

Recommendations.  The survey team shall prepare or update state site forms for all sites identified within the project area and provide recommendations for each potentially significant site’s National Register of Historic Places eligibility. The survey team shall prepare detailed recommendations for any future investigations of discovered cultural resource targets or sites. It must be clear why certain targets are included or excluded from recommendations for further investigation. It should also be clear what types of information should be sought at each site and what methods might be employed to retrieve that information. If sampling is recommended, the reasons for recommending a particular sampling strategy should be made clear in the report. The final report shall include the assigned state archaeological site numbers of significant cultural resources located during the survey.

Prior to the initiation of Phase 2, the USACE may wish to conduct a meeting with the survey team and applicable state and federal resource agency personnel to discuss the data and the targets that will be researched further in Phase 2.

Phase 2.  The survey team shall utilize a towed video camera to ground truth and confirm the presence and/or absence of hardbottom within the areas previously identified in Phase 1 as potential hardbottom from the side-scan sonar interpretation. Videography with DGPS annotation shall be used at a select number of interpreted potential hardbottom sites to confirm the presence or absence of hardbottom features associated with interpreted side-scan sonar signature returns. If the towed video camera is unable to produce adequate results to determine hard bottom resources, then the survey team will use diving operations to obtain better quality video. A Phase 2 survey plan shall be submitted to the Corps for approval prior to commencement of work. The plan shall discuss the rationale for selection of ground truth sites as well as transect locations within each site. Positioning shall be performed with an accuracy of ± 1-meter, or other system of equivalent accuracy. The distribution of sites shall consider factors such as:  (1) the diversity of bottom type (i.e. differences in backscatter return) and (2) diversity of interpreted relief. The videography transect lines shall traverse benthic habitat transitional points identified by side-scan sonar backscatter differences. Real time coordinates shall be clearly visible in the video to determine location along the video transect. Additionally, benthic grab samples (N=2/site; Total = 10), correlated with select transect locations, shall be obtained to assess the sediment characteristics for each site. The sediment samples will be described using visual classifications and the Unified Soil Classification System.  Adjustments to locations may be made based on information gathered in the field and with approval from the Corps. All coordinates shall be in South Carolina State Plane coordinates based on 1983 North American Datum coordinate system. For budget purposes the survey team will assume that up to ten sites will require video confirmation.  

Additional Phase 2 ground truth sites are a separately priced optional bid item (priced by day, but not to exceed 10 days) to be exercised by the Contracting Officer if necessary to adequately ground truth the diversity of side-scan signature returns in the project area. The video observations will be used to provide a rational for back-scatter differences previously identified through side-scan imagery which suggested potential hardbottom. 

The correlation of ground truth data to specific side-scan sonar signature returns shall be used to interpolate and refine bottom mapping results within the rest of the project area. All confirmed hardbottom areas from ground truth efforts, as well as interpolated sites, shall be characterized as being of low, moderate, and/or high relief, as described above.  

4.  Required Deliverables.  The survey team is required to deliver side-scan mosaic, Interim letter report and mosaic and list of targets, Raster data sets, shapefiles, metadata records, survey plan, videography records, weekly status reports, and a Draft and Final Report.   

Side-scan Mosaic Raster Data Sets.  The survey team shall deliver Georeferenced Mosaics of the Raster Data sets from the Side-scan Survey. The Raster Data sets shall depict the backscatter information used to map the potential hardbottom areas in the project area and shall be in a format compatible with ESRI ArcView/ArcInfo Version 9.0.

ESRI File Geodatabase.  The survey team shall deliver all data collected in a File Geodatabase that is compliant with SDSFIE. Guidance on format of SDSFIE compliance is http://www.sdsfie.org and https://tsc.wes.army.mil/products/tssds-tsfms/tssds/projects/sds/default.asp. The Geodatabase shall contain files defining the areas of confirmed hard bottom features, associated relief classification within the project area based on ground truth efforts, all metadata records as well as areas of interpolated hardbottom areas that were mapped based on similar backscatter characteristics to ground truthed areas. The Geodatabase shall be named “Edisto_Beach_Borrow_HB_CS_Phase_1_2012”. 


Metadata Record.  An FGDC compliant metadata record for each spatial data deliverable shall be created using ESRI ArcView/ArcInfo ArcCatalog version 9.3 or better. Appropriate information shall be entered in all required fields. The survey team shall attach the appropriate metadata record to each spatial data file using ArcCatalog so that no importing or formatting of the metadata record is required by the Government. 


Videography Data.  All videography ground truth data shall be provided on a DVD and shall be organized and labeled by site location. 


Reports.  The following reports must be submitted:  (1) Work Plan and Quality Assurance Project Plan, (2) Field appraisal reports in accordance with fieldwork progress, (3) Site Specific Safety and Health Plan – Accident Prevention Plan ), (4) Interim letter report, including mosaic and list of targets, and (5) Draft  Report and Final reports. 


Draft and Final Report.  A written report summarizing all data collection activities shall be submitted as a Portable Document File (PDF) and in bound hardcopy. The survey report shall include a technical approach, results (including side-scan mosaic and screen captures), and recommendations sections, as well as the following items: 


· Written description of workflow to complete task order 

· Dates and times of each data collection activity 


· Atmospheric Conditions for each day of data collection activity 


· All Horizontal and Vertical Control used including monument name, establishing agency, date established, description, and published horizontal and vertical values 


· Temporary Bench Mark (TBM) descriptions with vertical values 


· Copy of all field notes 


· Complete and detailed list of all survey equipment used


· Rational for identification and mapping of select hardbottom features shall be provided based on a combination of videography ground truth data and side-scan sonar interpretive expertise 


· Qualitative characterization of the general biological communities associated with any hard ground or other benthic resources identified. 


Reports.  The survey team shall prepare an initial field appraisal of data deemed relevant for the proposed study area. This appraisal shall be in the form of a management summary or letter report. This appraisal shall be developed as fieldwork progresses so that it is available as soon as possible after completion of the fieldwork. The survey team shall also prepare a draft and final research report of the investigations. The report shall discuss all aspects of the investigation and shall identify the methods used in the survey. The report shall contain this Description of Services as an appendix. The survey team shall assure that the report meets the standards of the South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office and the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology 


For marine cultural resource targets identified as potentially significant or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, ground truthing of these sites may be required if they are deemed to be potentially impacted from future dredging activities. For purposes of this initial study, no dive confirmation is proposed. In the event ground truthing is needed, a modification to this task order would be required.


5. Report Format. The report shall adhere to the standards of the SC SHPO, SCIAA, and the contract scope of work.  Draft and Final reports shall contain at least the following sections/chapters: 


a. Cover and title page.  The cover and title page shall indicate the title of the project report, the authors, the contract number, the sponsoring agencies, and date. The title page must also have the signature of the Principal Investigator or other individual responsible for actual completion of the project. 


b. Abstract. The abstract shall be a brief summary of where and why the survey took place, study results, and recommendations for further work. Abstracts are generally ½ page or less in length.

c. Acknowledgements.  This section should mention all individuals or organizations that contributed to successful project fulfillment. 

d. Table of Contents, List of Figures and Tables.  It is important that the contents accurately reflect page numbers in both the Draft and Final reports. 


e. Introduction or Project Background.  This section should explain why the survey is necessary and should refer to the legal requirements.   


f. Prehistoric and Historic Overviews.  The historic overview should develop the context within which any anomalies and shipwrecks will be evaluated. Past USACE reports will be used extensively for this section.

g. Documentation of Vessel Losses.  A listing of past vessel losses is required. The report shall include a table of vessel losses that includes vessel name, type of vessel, date and place of loss, and disposition (salvaged, burned, unknown, etc.). 


h. Past Investigations.  Knowledge of the local history, vessel losses, and past investigations shall be used as a guide to developing criteria for lane interval and evaluation of targets. 


i. Field and Analytical Methods.  This section shall include a description of the equipment that was used in the field survey and how it was operated. This section should note restrictions, shortcomings, or problems of the research and how they have been overcome or controlled. 


j. Analysis and Results.  This section should include a full verbal description of each anomaly. In addition, a table or tables shall be included that summarizes magnetic and sonar target characteristics. The narrative description should make clear what factors were considered in the evaluation of anomaly characteristics and how those factors bear in selecting or eliminating an anomaly for inclusion in recommendations for further sampling. The table shall identify each anomaly or target by at least number, location, amplitude, shape (monopole, dipole), depth, position relative to the bottom, and recommendation. 


k. Recommendations.  The survey team shall prepare as appropriate, recommendations for further work, or for no further work. It is important that all recommendations be justified. That is, individual anomalies that are suggestive of shipwrecks shall be so noted and described. For large numbers of suspicious anomalies or anomalies that cannot be eliminated by other means, dive sampling may be appropriate.  If possible, the survey team should also make recommendations of eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places. 


l. References.  The report shall contain references for work cited in the report. The references shall follow the style of the journal Historical Archaeology. 


m. Description of Services.  This Description of Services shall be included as an appendix to the report. 


6.  Daily Field Operations.  A pre-departure safety meeting will be held dockside to review potential safety hazards and protocols each day field surveys are undertaken. Vessels will be inspected to ensure all safety equipment is present and functional. Staff will maintain field logbooks daily to record dates, times, and other information pertinent to survey efforts to serve as a basis for written reports. A Daily Quality Control Report will be generated each day by field personnel describing the work performed and deviations from submitted work plans. A weekly status report will be generated by field personnel and forwarded electronically from the field station to the Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) and the Technical Point of Contact (POC).


7.  Quality Assurance Project Plan.  A QA/QC Plan shall be prepared as part of the Phase 1 Work plan. The purpose of this plan is to identify normal operating procedures used to insure the quality of the data collected, analyzed and reported upon in the draft and final reports for Phase 1 activities.


Quality control measures will include daily QA of survey instrumentation as defined in EM 1110-2-1003, as well as real time log keeping, and daily backup of all remote sensing data. During data collection all incoming data will be monitored to insure that acoustic and magnetic records are of the best quality. Data collection will be suspended if noise created by the electronic background (RF), and, or weather or sea conditions significantly reduce the quality of remote sensing records.


Interpretation of acoustic and magnetic records will be based upon professional experience of the marine archeologist. The Phase 1(a) report will include mapped records to support draft and final report findings and recommendations. As part of normal QA/QC procedures, reports will be technically edited to ensure all data cited is accurately presented and referenced. 

8. Compliance. Surveying and Mapping shall be in strict compliance with EM-1110-1-1002 Survey Markers and Monumentation, EM-1110-1-1003 NAVSTAR Global Positioning System Surveying, EM-1110-1-1005 Topographic Surveying, EM-1110-2-1003 Hydrographic Surveying and change 1 April 1, 2004, EM 1110-2-6056 Standards and Procedures for Referencing Project Elevation Grades to Nationwide Vertical Datums (Draft, Finalized Sept 30, 2010), EM-1110-1-2909 Geospatial Data and System.

9.  Survey Control.  All horizontal and vertical control used for this survey shall be from South Carolina or a Federal Agency Network and be of third order accuracy or better.  All control loops must be tied to at least two or more control points. The survey team shall furnish a list of all points used to the Government. All work shall be relative to State Plane NAD 1983 (2007) SC-3900 South Carolina International Feet in the horizontal plane and NAVD 88 feet in the vertical plane. The Government will provide control information for previously established Control Points along the length of the project area. 

10.  Weekly Status Report.  The survey team is required to submit a Weekly Status Report each week, beginning on the Task Order Award Date, until all deliverables are received and accepted by the Government. The Weekly Status Report shall be delivered via e-mail no later than 8:00 AM each Monday and shall document the survey team’s progress from the previous Monday through the previous Sunday. The status report shall itemize each scope item with percent of work complete and an estimated date of completion. The report shall also include the number and type of field crews working, a description of any problems and/or delays encountered, and any photographs of the site and/or significant site features and/or specialized data collection activities. A weekly status report will be generated by field personnel and forwarded electronically from the field station to the COR and Technical POC.

11.  Requirements for Report Submission.  The data obtained shall be presented in graphical, tabular, and written text as appropriate. The draft and final reports shall undergo internal technical review and quality assurance review by persons with appropriate technical qualifications to ensure that the report meets the project requirements specified in the technical work plan and the QA goals. 


The draft and final reports shall consist of 8 1/2" by 11" pages with drawings folded, if necessary to this size. The report margins shall be suitable for use in a durable 3-ring binder. A decimal numbering system shall be used with each section having a unique decimal designation. Reports that require extensive editing, have extensive errors, or are not in the required formats shall be rejected and re-submittal shall be required. Any maps, drawings, figures, sketches, databases, spreadsheets, or text files prepared for this report shall be provided in both hard copy and digital form.   


The digital copies of reports and other text documents shall be provided in Microsoft Word 2000. Spreadsheet files and data files shall be provided in Microsoft Excel 2000 format. All text, spreadsheet, and database files shall be delivered compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM) with ISO-9660 format.  

A copy of the report must also be provided as an Adobe Acrobat .pdf file. Geographic data shall be provided in feet and projected into the NAD 83 South Carolina State Plane coordinate system. All digital files, final hard-copy products, source data acquired for this project, and related materials shall become the property of the US Army Corps of Engineers, Charleston District and shall not be issued, distributed, or published by the survey team without prior approval. 


Three hard copies of the draft and final reports and five electronic copies of the draft and final reports shall be submitted to the Charleston District.    


Field Logbook.  Personnel conducting the survey and collecting required data shall record all necessary documentation in appropriate field logbooks. All entries shall be dated and time of entry recorded. For sediment grab samples, water depth, sample location, sample penetration, and descriptive characteristics of collected sediments should also be documented. Field records are a basis for later written reports and therefore should be complete and factual.   


Daily Quality Control Report.  A daily quality control report (DQCR) shall be prepared for each day activities are conducted. The DQCR shall contain at a minimum the following information:    


(1) Work Performed. Relevant information regarding the surveys performed and associated data collection efforts (i.e. videography, grab samples, etc.) shall be included. (2) Departures from Submitted Plans. Any departure from the previously approved plans or corrective actions required should be identified in the DQCR. Verbal or written changes to the plan should be documented.   


12.  Safety.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Safety and Health Requirements Manual, EM 385-1-1, is available on line at:  

http://www.usace.army.mil/net/usace-docs/eng-manuals/em385-1-1/toc.htm. 


The survey team is responsible for maintaining a safe and healthy work environment for all employees at all times. This includes reasonable provisions for proper lighting, seating, and shelter from weather, and access to accommodations for adequate rest, food, and water. The survey team shall provide all personnel and equipment necessary for safe and effective completion of all archaeological and related services as detailed in this Description of Services. In addition, the following terms shall be met: 


a. Safety and Activity Hazard Analysis Plan.  In consultation with the Charleston District COR, the survey team shall determine the need for a Safety and Hazard Analysis Plan. This plan shall be required if the work environment or the work itself is found to be atypical of the work normally performed under this contract, and if that work presents hazards not normally encountered and accounted for as a routine part of task orders issued pursuant to the basic contract. When consultation determines that a Safety and Hazard Analysis Plan is required, the survey team shall adhere to applicable sections of EM 3851-1, "Safety and Health Requirements Manual," Appendix A, and the activity hazard analysis shall identify potential hazards that are specific to the work being conducted under this Description of Services. Requirements for the activity hazard analysis are presented in EM 3851-1 at Section 19, Floating Plant and Marine Activities. All employees shall be made aware of these hazards and the appropriate preventative, remedial, and first aid measures. The survey team's proposed Safety and Hazard Analysis Plan shall be submitted not later than 10 working days after receipt of notification of award. The Plan must include a tentative fieldwork schedule. 


b. Survey Vessel. The survey vessel shall be supplied by the survey team and shall be of sufficient size to contain all required survey and safety equipment, and provide temporary shelter to the field crew. The survey vessel shall meet all relevant U.S. Coast Guard safety criteria for the crew size, equipment, and tasks being performed. The survey vessel shall have available a litter, emergency oxygen, first aid supplies, personal floatation devices, marine VHF radio, and cellular telephone. 

c. CPR and First Aid.  All field crew personnel shall have current and valid certification in CPR and First Aid. 


12.  Project Points of Contact

The USACE points of contact are provided below:


Technical Managers 

Regular Mail                                                  Express Mail 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers                      Mr. Mark Messersmith (CESAC-PM-PL)


ATTN: CESAC-PM-PL (M. Messersmith)     U.S. Army Corps of Engineers                                 69 A Hagood Ave                                          69A Hagood Ave


Charleston, SC 29412                                   Charleston, SC 29412

                                                           Phone: 910/251-4696 


E-mail

                                                                       mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

GIS Coordinator                                                 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers                      

            Phil Wolf                

            69-A Hagood Ave                                          

            Charleston, SC 29403                                   

Phone: 843/329-8069


Phillip.M.Wolf@usace.army.mil 

Grants Officer                                                 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers                      


            Henry Wigfall                 


            69-A Hagood Ave                                          


            Charleston, SC 29403                                   


Phone: 843/329-8088


Henry.Wigfall@usace.army.mil 


12.  Payment / Request for Proposal.  The survey team’s offer shall include all provisions for weather delays, equipment repair and adjustment, holidays, etc. Payments shall be made on a monthly basis upon receipt and acceptance by the COR of a monthly progress letter and invoice. Invoices shall not be processed unless a progress letter has been provided that indicates in detail the progress of work during the billing period. Payment of partial or final invoices may be withheld until all deliverables are received and accepted by the Charleston District.  


Contract Line Item Number (CLIN)


		ITEM NO

		SUPPLIES/SERVICES

		QUANTITY

		UNIT

		UNIT PRICE



		0001


0002

		Hardbottom Survey, Phase 1


Hardbottom Survey, Phase 2


Hardbottom groundtruth and verification transects (N=10)

		1


1

		LS


LS

		$__________


$__________



		0003

		Cultural Resources Survey

		1

		LS

		$__________



		OPTION

		Hardbottom Survey,

		1

		Survey

		$__________



		0004

		Additional Phase 2 survey day(s) NTE 3 days

		

		Day

		





13.  Ownership.  All survey team submittals including digital files, compact disks, hard-copy products, and source data acquired for this project, and related materials, including that furnished by the Government, shall become the property of the Government and shall not be issued, distributed, or published by the survey team without permission from the Grants Officer. 


14. Quality Control.  If work is found to be in error, incomplete, illegible or unsatisfactory after assignment is completed, the survey team shall be liable for all cost in connection with correcting such errors. Corrective work may be performed by Government personnel or survey team personnel at the discretion of the Grants Officer. In any event, the survey team shall be responsible for all costs incurred for correction of such errors, including salaries, transportation expenses, equipment rental, supervision, and any other costs in connection therewith. 


15. Government Provided Data.  All hydrographic survey data that has recently been collected by the Corps within the project area will be provided to the survey team. 


16. Schedules.  The tasks contained in this Description of Services shall be completed according to the Table 1 schedule. Adjustments to the schedule must be previously approved by the Contracting Officer. The work shall proceed in a continuous stepwise manner until complete.  

Table 1


Schedule


		

		Estimated Schedule


Work Days After Award



		Kick-off Meeting

		5



		Submit Draft Work/QAPP/APP

		10



		CESAC Comments on Work Plan/QAPP/APP

		12



		Begin Field Work/Assessment

		15



		Complete Field Work

		25



		Initial Field Appraisal

		30



		Submit Draft Report

		50



		Submit Final Report

		80





17. Quality Control.  If work is found to be in error, incomplete, illegible or unsatisfactory after assignment is completed, the survey team shall be liable for all cost in connection with correcting such errors. Corrective work may be performed by Government personnel or survey team personnel at the discretion of the Grants Officer. In any event, the survey team shall be responsible for all costs incurred for correction of such errors, including salaries, automotive expenses, equipment rental, supervision, and any other costs in connection therewith.  



From: DuBose Griffin
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:52:12 PM
Attachments: edistonestdata2010-2012.xls

Here is the data. The nests that have unknown dates (00-00-2010) is because we do not know the
date it was laid. These are nests that are found at hatching and were originally missed.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:12 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

2010,2011,2012 .

As for the disorientations. Did you get a chance to look at the town's new beachfront management
plan? OCRM completed it for them sometime in the early spring this year. Not sure what it has in there
for beach lighting, but that would be a good start. What are some other issues that USACE can address
if we move forward with a beach nourishment?

Thanks - Mark

-----Original Message-----
From: DuBose Griffin [mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Hi Mark,

I am sorry for the delay. I am going to put this data together for you this week! What years do you
want exactly? We also need to use any opportunity we have to work with the town to reduce
orientations. They were really bad this year.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 3:36 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Dubose - hope you've been doing well. I'm preparing for a meeting with our HQ folks on the Edisto
Beach Feasibility Study. Could you please send me the sea turtle nesting data from the last few years.
I've been on this site, http://www.seaturtle.org/nestdb/?view=2 , and it'd be nice to have the
spreadsheet or database that the info is pulled from. In 2009 you sent me an xls of the statewide data.

mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.seaturtle.org/nestdb/?view=2

ActivityReport20120919

		UID		Beach		County		Activity #		Activity		Nest #		Ref #		Activity Date		Year		Month		Week		Dayofyear		JulianDate		Activity Comments		Encountered?		Species		Latitude		Longitude		Location		Nest Management		Light Management		Relocation		Total Eggs Laid By Female		Relocations		Relocation Date		Relocation Reason		Relocation Latitude		Relocation Longitude		Relocation Location		Washovers		Loss Reports		Prerelocations		Total Lost Eggs		Total Lost Hatchlings		Lost Nest		Emerge Date		Inventory Date		Incubation (days)		Clutch Count		Shells>50%		Unhatched Eggs		Dead Hatchlings		Live Hatchlings		Final Status Unknown		Exclude From Calc		Hatch Success		Emergence Success		Inventory Comments		Data Entry		Inventorier		Locator		submitted		modified		Program

		18731		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		129		UN		81		F-11		2010-00-00		2010		0								Nest F11 Discovered a nest emerging @ 2401 No recored of a true or false crawl nest @ this spcific location.		N		Cc		32.4807		-80.3282		2401 Point Street						in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				8/29/10		9/2/10				74		73		1		0		0						98.65		98.65		2401 F11 8/29 emergence 9/2 inventory 73 Hatched 1 pipped 0 Dead 0 Washovers 0 Dead		Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Patricia Hoerner		8/30/10 6:01		9/3/10 6:03		South Carolina

		8676		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		4		N		1		B-2		5/20/10		2010		5		20		140		2455336.5		Thursday, May 20, 2010 Pat Holtzinger Area B Nest # 2 Address 320 Palmetto Blvd. True 148+(1) Relocated at Access 4		N		Cc		32.4969		-80.3055		320 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		149		1		5/20/10				32.4969		-80.3057				1		1		0		1		0				7/13/10		7/13/10		54		149		128		20		8		120						85.91		0		On 7-13-10 B2 was at 54 days. We went out in the evening to check and when we touched the top of the nest it caved in and there was a deep cavity. It was unlikely that the turtles would have been able to get out of the nest without help. The turtles were strong and active . We collected them in buckets and let them go all at the same time as there was a large crowd of people.		Duane Stauter		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/20/10 9:02		9/13/10 17:01		South Carolina

		8850		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		5		N		2		D-1		5/21/10		2010		5		20		141		2455337.5		We had a nest this morning at 904. 138 eggs were relocated and there were three empty shells in nest plus one egg had a tiny hole with yellow showing making a total of 142 eggs that were laid. Mary		N		Cc		32.4898		-80.315		904 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		142		1		5/21/10				32.4899		-80.3151				0		1		0		4		0				7/9/10		7/11/10		49		142		124		14		28		0						87.32		67.61		Nest #1 started sinking on 7/8 and the first emergence was on the 9th or 10th. This nest was inventoried on 7/11 because of the heavy rain fall. There were 14 unhatched eggs and 28 dead hatchings in the nest. This means we had 96 live turtles.		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Mary Frye		5/23/10 9:33		7/27/10 7:34		South Carolina

		8964		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		8		N		3		G-3		5/25/10		2010		5		21		145		2455341.5		We had a True nest (G-3) at 3107 Point St. 121 eggs moved further up away from high tide line. 10 eggs lost to probing. Total of 131 eggs. We took one of the 10 egg shells to fire dept for DNR. Tippy Cope		N		Cc		32.4793		-80.3392		3107 Point Street				Silt Cloth		relocated		131		1		5/25/10				32.4794		-80.3391		3107 Point Street		0		2		0		10		13				7/12/10		7/19/10		48		131		47		74		0		4						35.88		32.82		Nest Number G-3 Address- 3107 Point St. Date of First Emergence- July 12 Inventory Date- July 19 Responsible Party- Tippy & George Cope Egg Shells- 43 Unhatched or Pipped Eggs- 74 Dead hatchlings in Nest- 0 Live hatchlings in Nest- 4 No. of Washovers- 0 Comments- Disorintation report filed on July 12; black silt fencing added on July 15. Tippy Cope		Duane Stauter		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		5/25/10 8:10		9/16/10 14:26		South Carolina

		8965		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		9		N		4		A-2		5/25/10		2010		5		21		145		2455341.5		Area a had a true nest at 220 Pal blvd 161 eggs relocated to dune 1 egg dna 6 eggs broken during laying 168 eggs layed Thanks brad		N		Cc		32.4984		-80.3033		220 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		168		1		5/25/10				32.4985		-80.3034		220 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		7		0				7/13/10		7/18/10		49		168		91		70		0		4						54.17		51.79		Nest A2. 220 Palmetto Emerged 7-13-10 Iventory 7-18 Brad an Becky 87eggshells 70 unhatched 0 dead 4 live 0 washovers		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/25/10 8:26		7/29/10 17:34		South Carolina

		8969		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		10		N		5		D-2		5/25/10		2010		5		21		145		2455341.5		We had our second next on 5/25/2010 at 1304 Palmetto. It was not moved. UPDATE: Nest D2 was relocated on 5/26.125 eggs were relocated plus there was 2 empty shells		N		Cc		32.4873		-80.3185		1304 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		128		1		5/26/10				32.4874		-80.3186		1304 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		3		0				7/18/10		7/21/10		54		128		6		119		5		1						4.69		0		Ida & I inventoried NestD#2 this morning. It was located at 1304 Palmetto. Iris located this nest on 5/23. The first sign of activity on this nest was on 7/18 when there was a turtle on top of the nest that I first thought was dead - extremely dry and not moving but after picking him up he moved a leg. I wet him he moved and was in good condition when he finally went into the ocean. Anyway the inventory date was 7/21. The only one alive was the one found on top of the nest on the 18th. There were 5 dead hatchlings in the nest, 119 unhatched and none live turtles. There were no live hatchlings. Fencing was put around this nest. on 7/17		Duane Stauter		Mary Frye		Mary Frye		5/25/10 8:47		9/13/10 16:50		South Carolina

		9000		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		11		N		6		E-1		5/25/10		2010		5		21		145		2455341.5		True nest at 1606 palmetto 129 eggs relocated.....130 eggs one to DNA project. Tami		N		Cc		32.4855		-80.3216		1606 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		130		1		5/25/10				32.4856		-80.3217		1606 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/19/10		7/24/10		55		130		39		90		0		1						30		29.23		emergence 7-19-10 inventory for E1 done 7-24-10 90 unhatched eggs 39 shells 1 live hatch		Duane Stauter				Duane Stauter		5/26/10 7:12		7/27/10 7:28		South Carolina

		9001		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		12		N		7		D-3		5/25/10		2010		5		21		145		2455341.5		Our third nest is located at 1200 Palmetto. 100 eggs were relocated.		N		Cc		32.488		-80.3174		1200 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		101		1		5/25/10				32.488		-80.3175		1200 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/14/10		7/21/10		50		101		93		7		0		0						92.08		92.08		Ida & I also inventoried D3 this a.m. which was located at 1200 Palmetto. This nest was located by Iris on 5/25 and the first emergence was on 7/14. This nest was sprayed for ants on 7/9, First emergence was 7/17. There was also emergence on the 18th & 19th. The # that hatched was 93, unhatched was 7 and there were no live nor dead turtles in the nest. No washover.		Duane Stauter		Ida Tipton		Duane Stauter		5/26/10 7:50		9/13/10 16:46		South Carolina

		9158		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		19		N		10		D-4		5/26/10		2010		5		21		146		2455342.5		Nest D4 was relocated at 808 Palmetto Blvd on 5/26, D4 had a total of 80 eggs relocated plus the one for DNA.		N		Cc		32.4901		-80.3147		808 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		81		1		5/26/10				32.4902		-80.3148		808 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/13/10		7/20/10		48		81		76		4		1		0						93.83		92.59		Ida and I inventoried D4 which was located at 808. Our first emergence was 7/13 and the inventory date was 7/20. We had 4 unhatched eggs, one dead turtle and 76 # eggshells over 50%.		Duane Stauter		Mary Frye		Mary Frye		5/28/10 8:55		7/27/10 7:28		South Carolina

		9155		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		18		N		9		C-3		5/27/10		2010		5		21		147		2455343.5		Area C had a true nest at 706 Palmetto Blvd. The nest was not relocated. Linda Tilby		N		Cc		32.4921		-80.3124		706 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		2		0		1		1				7/15/10		7/18/10		49		62		56		5		10		4						90.32		67.74		Area C had our first hatching. It is C3 at 706 Palmetto Blvd. The first emergence was 7/15 and the inventory date was 7/18. We all participated (Larry and Linda Tilby and Dave and Denise Blauch. Egg Shells greater than 50% 56 Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 5 Dead Hatchlings in Nest 10 + 1 in street Live Hatchlings in Nest 4 No. of Wash overs 0 This was a disorientation due to house lights and a street light. The report has been submitted.		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		5/28/10 8:39		9/13/10 16:37		South Carolina

		9154		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		17		N		8		A-3		5/28/10		2010		5		21		148		2455344.5		Area A had a nest at 208 Palmetto Blvd. Did not relocate.		N		Cc		32.4993		-80.3021		208 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/14/10		7/18/10		47		123		47		75		6		5						38.21		29.27		Nest A-3 208 Palmetto 1st emergance 7-14 Inventory 7-18 Brad an Becky eggshells 47 unhatched 75 dead 6 live 5 0 washovers		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/28/10 8:32		7/20/10 9:31		South Carolina

		9160		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		20		N		11		C-4		5/28/10		2010		5		21		148		2455344.5		Area C had a nest at 604 Palmetto Blvd. We relocated 79 eggs above the tide line. Linda Tilby		N		Cc		32.4936		-80.3102		604 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		80		1		5/28/10				32.4937		-80.3103		604 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/20/10		7/23/10		53		80		61		18		0		7						76.25		67.5		(1) C-4 5/28/2010 604 Palmetto 1st Emergence July 20 2010 Inventory date July 23 2010 Tilbys/Blauchs Total 61 Unhatched/pipped 18 Dead hatchlings in nest 0 Live hatchlings in Nest 7 Washovers 0 Comments: 7/23 Ants around nest with no tracks noted; ghost crab found in nest upon inventory		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		5/28/10 9:09		7/27/10 7:15		South Carolina

		8851		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		6		UN		80		F-1		2010-06-00		2010		6										N		Cc		32.4814		-80.327		2204 Point Street						in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				8/2/10		9/12/10				131		22		109		0		0						16.79		16.79		F1 2204 Point St. Emergence 08/02/10 Inventory 9/12/10 Eggshells 22 Unhatched 109 The month that the nest was laid was back calculated from the emergence date taking into consideration the incubation duration of temporally similar nests laid on the same beach.		Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Patricia Hoerner		5/23/10 9:58		9/11/12 13:57		South Carolina

		18507		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		128		UN		76		D-17		2010-06-00		2010		6								We have a 'wild nest' at 908 Palmetto. This will be D17 and we will get the DNA sample Friday when the nest is inventoried.		N		Cc		32.4899		-80.315		908 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				8/2/10		8/7/10				101		90		11		6		2						89.11		81.19		D17, which is our wild nest located at 908 Palmetto was found on 8/2, hatched on 8/2 and was inventoried on 8/7. . # of eggshells > 50% was 90, unhatched 11, dead in nest 6 anc there were 2 live in nest both of which had one defective front flipper. The month that the nest was laid was back calculated from the emergence date taking into consideration the incubation duration of temporally similar nests laid on the same beach.		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Mary Frye		8/14/10 0:12		9/11/12 13:59		South Carolina

		9457		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		23		N		12		D-5		6/1/10		2010		6		22		152		2455348.5		Area D had a nest this a.m. There were 103 eggs in the nest and I broke one for the DNA. 102 eggs were relocated and I'm calling it 1098 as it is almost at the 1108 Palmetto Blvd. I had trouble turning in the sample. I got to the fire dept. about 7:30 and no one would answer the door. Billy arrived at about 7:40 and he said we should bring the samples later as people had to sleep. I told him I did not live on the beach and could not come back. He said NOBODY ELSE lived on the beach either. I did not get away until 7:45 and have to be elsewhere at 9:30. I think if we cannot deliver the samples at the fire department at 7:30 we need to find a different place as I'm sure most people cannot make 2 trips. I remember when the fire department was up by 7.		N		Cc		32.4887		-80.3165		1098 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		103		1		6/1/10				32.4887		-80.3166				0		1		0		1		0				7/21/10		7/24/10		50		103		78		24		2		1						75.73		72.82		Inventoried D5 located at 1108 Palmetto boulevard on July 23, 2010. The initial emergence was July 21, 2010. Of the 102 eggs relocated, 76 hatched (50% shell or more), 24 eggs did not hatch, there were 2 half hatched turtles in shell (nonviable) and one live turtle with a malfunctioning flipper. Iris Hill		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Mary Frye		6/1/10 8:45		7/27/10 7:39		South Carolina

		9458		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		24		N		13		A-5		6/1/10		2010		6		22		152		2455348.5		Section A Mon. June 1 True nest @ 144 Palmetto Blvd Did not relocate, nest was up in dune. Becky		N		Cc		32.5001		-80.3008		144 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/20/10		7/23/10		49		103		76		26		0		1						73.79		72.82		Section A inventory. Nest #5, 144 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergance 7-20-10, inventory 7-23-10, Brad an Becky. Shells 76,unhatched 26, 0dead, 1 live, no washovers.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Duane Stauter		6/1/10 8:53		7/30/10 9:00		South Carolina

		9573		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		26		N		14		A-7		6/2/10		2010		6		22		153		2455349.5		Section A had a true nest @ 208 Palmetto, up in dunes...did not relocate. Becky		N		Cc		32.4993		-80.3021		208 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/20/10		7/23/10		48		118		96		21		0		3						81.36		78.81		Section A nest #7 208 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergance 7-20-10. Inventory 7-23-10, Becky an Brad. 96 eggshells,21 unhatched, 0 dead, 3 live, no washovers		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Duane Stauter		6/2/10 8:48		7/25/10 8:22		South Carolina

		9578		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		27		N		15		C-5		6/2/10		2010		6		22		153		2455349.5		Area C had a true nest at 614 Palmetto. It was not relocated. Linda and Larry Tilby.		N		Cc		32.4929		-80.3112		614 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/22/10		7/25/10		50		107		79		27		0		0						73.83		73.83		C-5 614 Palmetto 1st Emergence July 22 2010 Inventory date July 25 2010 Tilbys/Blauchs total 79 Unhatched 27 Dead hatchlings in nest 0 Live hatchlings in nest 0 Washovers 0 Comments: No tracks 7/23-25		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/2/10 8:51		7/27/10 7:20		South Carolina

		10037		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		30		N		16		E-2		6/3/10		2010		6		22		154		2455350.5		Nest: E2 Location: Wyndham Cabana, Palmetto Blvd. Date: 6-3-10 Relocated 125 eggs... 6-4-10 (same address) (including egg used for DNA sample) By: Mary McCumber & Jamie Gaabo		N		Cc		32.4831		-80.325		2100 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		126		1		6/4/10				32.4832		-80.325		2100 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/20/10		7/23/10		47		126		103		22		1		12						81.75		71.43		On 7-23-10 I inventoried nest E2 see below: E2 - Address: 2100 Palmetto Blvd. First Emergence: 7-20-10 Previously relocated with 125 eggs Hatched Shells: 103 Unhatched Shells: 22 Dead in Nest: 1 Live in Nest: 12 - all released to the ocean No wash overs		Duane Stauter		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		6/5/10 7:32		7/25/10 12:24		South Carolina

		10130		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		31		N		17		F-3		6/6/10		2010		6		22		157		2455353.5		F-3 2604 Point Street 113 Eggs 112 Relocated 1 egg for DNA sample		N		Cc		32.4791		-80.3307		2604 Point Street						relocated		113		1		6/6/10				32.4791		-80.3309				0		1		0		1		0				7/25/10		7/31/10		49		113		86		26		0		2						76.11		74.34		Date 1st emergence 7/25/10 Inventory date 7/31/10 Hatched shells 86 Unhatched shells 26 Dead Hatchlings 0 Live Hatchlings 2 Total eggs 112		Duane Stauter		Mary Dirr		Duane Stauter		6/6/10 8:44		8/4/10 7:29		South Carolina

		10136		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		32		N		18		E-3		6/6/10		2010		6		22		157		2455353.5		Nest E3 Location 1802 Palmetto (moved from 1708 Palmetto) 151 eggs total, (two were lost - 1 was taken for DNA sample) Located by: Jamie Gaabo Date: 6-6-10		N		Cc		32.4845		-80.323		1802 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		151		1		6/6/10				32.4847		-80.3229		1708 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		2		0				7/25/10		7/30/10		49		151		56		93		1		2						37.09		35.1		Nest E3 Inventory: Location: 1708 Palmetto First Emergence Date: 7.25.10 Inventory Date: 7.30.10 Hatched shells: 56 Unhatched shells: 93 &#9785; Dead hatchlings: 1 Live hatchlings: 2		Duane Stauter		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		6/6/10 9:30		8/2/10 3:48		South Carolina

		10294		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		33		N		19		B-6		6/7/10		2010		6		23		158		2455354.5		Area B Nest # B-6 Found at 412 Palmetto Blvd. and relocated to 320 Palmetto Blvd. 65 eggs + 1 egg for genetic sample		N		Cc		32.496		-80.3069		412 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		66		1		6/7/10				32.4969		-80.3056		320 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/24/10		7/27/10		47		66		62		3		0		62						93.94		0		B-6 320 Palmetto Blvd. First emergence 7-24-10 Inventory date 7-27-10 Unhatched/Pipped 3 Dead Hatchlings 0 Live Hatchlings 62 No Washovers Comments: Nest hatched at 47 days. Nest began sinking 3 days before that. Nest seemed very early but hatchlings appeared strong and healthy.		Duane Stauter		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/7/10 8:38		7/29/10 7:32		South Carolina

		10295		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		34		N		20		F-4		6/7/10		2010		6		23		158		2455354.5		2401 Point Street. Did not relocate. 1 egg for genetic sample.		N		Cc		32.4807		-80.3283		2401 Point Street						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/31/10		8/22/10		54		114		96		17		0		0						84.21		84.21		96 shells 17 unhatched 0 dead in nest 0 live in nest 0 Washovers		Duane Stauter		Duane Stauter		Duane Stauter		6/7/10 8:42		8/27/10 5:09		South Carolina

		10395		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		35		N		21		D-6		6/7/10		2010		6		23		158		2455354.5		We had a nest on 6/7 at 1004 Palmetto. There were 89 eggs in the nest. Two were lost probing. 87 eggs were moved.		N		Cc		32.489		-80.316		1004 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		89		1		6/7/10				32.4891		-80.3161		1004 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		2		0				7/22/10		7/26/10		45		89		73		14		14		0						82.02		66.29		Iris inventoried D6 at 1004 Palmetto on July 26. Our first activity in this nest was on the 22nd. 14 eggs did not hatch, 14 turtles were dead. The was no washovers or disorientations.		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Mary Frye		6/8/10 7:40		7/29/10 8:57		South Carolina

		10553		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		36		N		22		B-7		6/8/10		2010		6		23		159		2455355.5		Pat Holtzinger Area B Nest # B-7 308 Palmetto Blvd. 103 eggs relocated 6 eggs broken		N		Cc		32.4978		-80.3041		308 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		109		1		6/8/10				32.4979		-80.3042		308 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		6		0				7/23/10		7/26/10		45		109		88		15		7		88						80.73		-6.42		B-7 308 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED at 308 Palmetto Blvd. First emergence 7-23-10 Inventory date 7-26-10 Mann/McGowan Unhatched/Pipped 15 Dead hatchlings 7 Live Hatchlings 88 No Washovers Comments: Nest hatched at 45 days. Nest began sinking 3 days prioir. Turtles came out slowly but most appeared strong and healthy.		Duane Stauter		Marilyn McGowan		Patricia Holtzinger		6/9/10 7:52		8/14/10 0:04		South Carolina

		10557		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		37		N		23		A-8		6/9/10		2010		6		23		160		2455356.5		Section 'A' had a True nest @ 132 Palmetto Blvd..did not have to relocate. Becky		N		Cc		32.5007		-80.2997		132 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/27/10		7/30/10		48		75		6		68		0		1						8		6.67		1. Nest Number A-8 2. Address 132 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 7-27-2010 4. Inventory Date 7-30-2010 5. Responsible Party Becky Rose and Sally Claire 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 6 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 68 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 1 10. No. of Washovers 0 11. Comments		Duane Stauter				Duane Stauter		6/9/10 8:26		9/1/10 7:01		South Carolina

		11314		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		38		N		24		D-7		6/12/10		2010		6		23		163		2455359.5		Nest D7 is at 1308 Palmetto Blvd. There were 95 eggs in nest. 94 were relocated. One was used for DNA.		N		Cc		32.4869		-80.319		1308 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		95		1		6/12/10				32.487		-80.3191		1308 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/27/10		7/30/10		45		95		90		4		0		5						94.74		89.47		I inventoried nest D7 at 1308 Palmetto this a.m. Date of first emergence was 7/27/10, inventory date 7/30/10. Iris located this nest on 6/11/10. There were 4 unhatched eggs and 5 live hatchlings in the nest. The 5 all made it to the ocean so we had 90 eggshells > 50%. There were no washovers.		Duane Stauter		Mary Frye		Mary Frye		6/15/10 7:27		12/15/10 9:11		South Carolina

		11315		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		39		N		25		A-9		6/13/10		2010		6		23		164		2455360.5		Area 'A' - Today a true nest at 122 Palmetto Blvd. No relocate.		N		Cc		32.5016		-80.2984		122 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/5/10		8/16/10		53		80		75		4		0		0						93.75		93.75		1. Nest Number A-9 2. Address 122 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-5-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-16-2010 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy and Becky Rose 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 75 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 4 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 0 10. No. of Washovers 0 11. Comments Took one eggs for DNA sample since original DNA sample was lost in transit between Fire Department and DNA Lab.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/15/10 7:34		9/1/10 7:03		South Carolina

		11317		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		41		N		26		A-10		6/14/10		2010		6		24		165		2455361.5		Mon. June 14-section A, true nest @ 206 Palmetto...did not hav to move. Becky		N		Cc		32.4995		-80.3018		206 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/31/10		8/7/10		47		128		100		27		1		1						78.12		76.56		1. Nest Number A-10 2. Address 206 Palmetto Blvd 3. Date of 1st emergence 7-31-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-7-2010 (8:15pm) 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy and Arturo with DNR 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 100 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 27 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 1 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 1 10. No. of Washovers 0 11. Comments Becky Rose and Sally St. Clair started the inventory on 8-4-10 and found over five live hatchlings before finding eggs and reburied them to inventory at a later date.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Duane Stauter		6/15/10 7:45		9/21/10 6:51		South Carolina

		11318		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		42		N		27		E-4		6/14/10		2010		6		24		165		2455361.5		Had nest this morning was E4 73 eggs relocated 72 one taken for DNA. It is in front of 1902 palmetto. Tami		N		Cc		32.484		-80.324		1902 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		73		1		6/14/10				32.484		-80.324		1902 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/3/10		8/6/10		50		73		55		17		0		1						75.34		73.97		Duane, we inventoried E4 last night, It had 17 unhatched eggs , so that means 55 hatched we had one live baby,no dead. and we did it all before the lighting storm....... Tami		Duane Stauter				Duane Stauter		6/15/10 7:53		9/21/10 6:30		South Carolina

		11322		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		44		N		28		B-8		6/14/10		2010		6		24		165		2455361.5		We had one nest (B-8) at 402 Palmetto Blvd. which was relocated to the nursery at beach walk # 4.		N		Cc		32.4966		-80.3059		402 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		108		1		6/14/10										0		1		0		1		0				7/31/10		8/5/10		47		108		79		28		1		0						73.15		72.22		Nest #B8 RELOCATED to Beach Access #4 1st emergence date 7-31-10 Inventory date 8-5-10 Pat Holtzinger(Devers, Mcgowan, Mann) 79 hatchlings to the water Unhatched/pipped 28 Dead hatchlings in nest 1 Live hatchlings in nest 0 Washovers 0 Comments: 78 hatchlings went to the water. Put 1 dead hatchling in vial for DNA sample as first sample was lost.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Marilyn McGowan		6/15/10 8:18		9/22/10 5:58		South Carolina

		11958		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		51		N		29		A-11		6/18/10		2010		6		24		169		2455365.5		6-18 section 'A' 112 Palmetto Blvd Nest # 11-A Relocated 179 eggs to 114 Palmetto Blvd		N		Cc		32.5023		-80.2974		112 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		180		1		6/18/10				32.502		-80.298		114 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/4/10		8/11/10		47		180		75		104		0		0						41.67		41.67		1. Nest Number A-11 2. Address 112 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-4-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-11-2010 5. Responsible Party Becky Rose and Brad Drawdy 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 75 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 104 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 0 10. No. of Washovers 0 11. Comments		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Duane Stauter		6/19/10 7:47		9/1/10 7:05		South Carolina

		11959		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		52		N		30		C-6		6/18/10		2010		6		24		169		2455365.5		Area C had a nest at 508 Palmetto Blvd this morning June 18. We relocated 115 eggs higher on the beach. Linda Tilby		N		Cc		32.495		-80.3082		508 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		116		1		6/18/10				32.4951		-80.3083		508 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/6/10		8/10/10		49		116		89		26		0		3						76.72		74.14		Group C (Larry, Dave and Denise) inventoried nest C-6 tonight. 08/10/10 508 Palmetto First emerged-08/06 Inventory date- 08/10/10 Responsible parties- Larry Tilby, Dave and Denise Blauch shells-89 unhatched and pipped-26 none dead Area C needs to add some information to the report regarding the inventory done on August 10 at Palmetto Blvd. Although the true nest # is 4,the nest activity number is 6. There were 3 live hatchlings in the nest and no washovers. Larry Tilby		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/19/10 8:06		8/14/10 0:46		South Carolina

		11960		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		53		N		31		B-11		6/18/10		2010		6		24		169		2455365.5		Nest #B-11 relocated to 308 Palmetto Blvd. 122+1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4977		-80.3043		308 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		123		1		6/18/10				32.4978		-80.3044		308 Palmetto Blvd.		1		1		0		1		0				8/4/10		8/8/10		47		123		99		23		0		0						80.49		80.49		Nest #B-11 RELOCATED to 308 Palmetto Blvd. same address but further back 1st emergence 8-4-10 Inventory date 8-8-10 Pat Holtzinger (Mcgowan, Mann, Devers) 99 eggs hatched and to the water Unhatched/pipped 23 Dead hatchlings 0 Live hatchlings in nest 0 Washovers 1 Comments: Nothing unusual about nest or inventory		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/19/10 8:12		8/23/10 6:19		South Carolina

		11961		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		54		N		32		B-12		6/18/10		2010		6		24		169		2455365.5		Area B Nest # B-12 relocated to 510 Palmetto Blvd. 144 + 1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4946		-80.3087		510 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		145		1		6/18/10				32.4947		-80.3088		510 Palmetto Blvd		1		2		0		1		0				8/4/10		8/12/10		47		145		121		23		0		1						83.45		82.76		Nest #B12 RELOCATED to 510 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 8-4-10 Inventory date 8-12-10 Pat Holtzinger (Devers Mcgowan, Mann) 121 hatchlings went to the water Unhatched/pipped 23 Dead hatchlings 0 Live hatchlings in nest 1 Washovers 1 Comments: 10-15 hatchlings were disoriented and 5 of those were lost. I filled out Disorientation form.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/19/10 8:19		9/10/10 14:33		South Carolina

		12081		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		56		N		33		D-8		6/19/10		2010		6		24		170		2455366.5		We had a nest this a.m. at 1206 Palmetto Blvd. 98 eggs were moved. 3 eggs were broken probably due to probing.		N		Cc		32.4876		-80.318		1206 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		101		1		6/19/10				32.4877		-80.3181		1206 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		3		0				8/2/10		8/7/10		44		101		84		14		6		1						83.17		76.24		D8 hatched on 8/2 and was inventoried on 8/7. 84 hatched with 14 unhatched,6 dead in nest and l live in nest.There was no washovers.		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Mary Frye		6/20/10 7:00		8/14/10 0:36		South Carolina

		12642		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		58		N		34		D-9		6/20/10		2010		6		24		171		2455367.5		We had a nest today at 1108 Palmetto. 89 eggs were relocated and one went for DNA		N		Cc		32.4882		-80.3171		1108 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		90		1		6/20/10				32.4883		-80.3172		1108 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/11/10		8/18/10		52		90		52		37		2		1						57.78		54.44		D9 The first emergence of this nest was on 8/11. It was inventoried on 8/18/10. There were 52 eggshells over 50%, 37 unhatched or pipped eggs, 2 dead turtles and l live turtle in nest. There were no washovers or disorientations.		Duane Stauter				Mary Frye		6/22/10 7:40		8/22/10 9:36		South Carolina

		12647		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		61		N		36		B-14		6/20/10		2010		6		24		171		2455367.5		Area B Nest # B-14 6-20-10 Sunday 306 Palmetto Blvd. TRUE NEST		N		Cc		32.498		-80.3041		306 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												2		2		0		1		0				8/5/10		8/11/10		46		94		80		13		2		2						85.11		80.85		Nest #B14 306 Palmetto Rd. DID NOT RELOCATE 1st emergence 8-5-10 Inventory date 8-11-10 Pat Holtzinger (Mcgowan, Mann, Devers) 80 eggshells Unhatched/pipped 13 Dead hatchlings in nest 2 Live hatchlings in nest 2 Washovers 2 Comments: Disorientation form filled out for 44 hatchlings. 1 live hatchling was recovered. It appeared as if 8 tracks made it to the water. Some tracks were parallel to the beach and others crisscrossed behind nest and into bushes. We looked in bushes for live hatchlings but no more were found.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/22/10 8:05		9/10/10 14:42		South Carolina

		12643		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		59		N		35		C-7		6/21/10		2010		6		25		172		2455368.5		Had nest at 608 Palmetto Blvd. and moved it to 604; relocated 104 eggs Area C Larry Tilby		N		Cc		32.4934		-80.3105		608 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		105		1		6/21/10				32.4936		-80.3103		604 Palmetto Blvd.		0		3		0		1		3				8/6/10		8/11/10		46		105		97		7		0		1						92.38		91.43		Area C Inventory: Nest/Activity #7 604 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 8/6/2010 Inventory Date 8/11/2010 Responsible Party Larry and Linda Tilby, Dave and Denise Blauch Egg Shells 97 Unhatched/pipped Eggs 7 Dead Hatchlings in the Nest 0 Live Hatchlings in Nest 1 No. of Washovers 0 Comments: This nest had a disorientation 8/8/2010 with two hatchlings traced to Palmetto but we were unable to find them. A visitor found the two hatchlings dehydrated and dead on the curb under some palm leaves that evening at 605 Palmetto. This address is located between two streetlights. One hatchling left the nest in the late afternoon during an overcast day (8/6) and was killed by a feral cat. This was seen and reported by a visitor but the hatchling was dead when he saw it and the cat. The hatchling was only about 2 feet out from the nest in the run way. The nest was located between 2 streetlights which were on. The houses at 520, 602 and 604 were unoccupied and the ones at 606 and 608 were aware of the hatching nest and had their lights off.		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/22/10 7:48		9/16/10 15:04		South Carolina

		13315		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		62		N		37		C-8		6/23/10		2010		6		25		174		2455370.5		New nest at 520 Palmetto Blvd. Moved 103 eggs to 602 Palmetto Blvd. Area C Larry Tilby		N		Cc		32.494		-80.3098		520 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		104		1		6/23/10				32.4937		-80.3102		602 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		1		1				8/12/10		8/18/10		50		104		98		5		0		0						94.23		94.23		We inventoried the nest at 602 Palmetto this morning. Nest number Activity 8/true nest 6 Address 602 Palmetto 1st Emergence 8/12/2010 Inventory date 8/17/2010 Responsible Party Blauchs/Tilbys Egg Shells 98 Unhatched/pipped 5 Dead hatchlings/nest 0 Live hatchlings/nest 0 # of washovers 0 Comments: This was a disorientation that occurred due to the street light at the corner of Atlantic and Palmetto. It was a dark night as many have been lately due to storm clouds and the only light in the area that particular night was the street light.		Duane Stauter		Linda Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/27/10 6:14		8/18/10 7:58		South Carolina

		13317		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		64		N		38		B-15		6/24/10		2010		6		25		175		2455371.5		Pat Holtzinger Area B Nest # B-15 414 Palmetto Blvd. relocated to 402 Palmetto Blvd. 124 + 1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4958		-80.3071		414 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		125		1		6/24/10				32.4967		-80.306		402 Palmetto Blvd.		4		1		0		1		0				8/12/10		8/17/10		49		125		119		5		0		0						95.2		95.2		Nest #B-15 RELOCATED to 402 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 8-12-10 Inventory date 8-17-10 Pat Holtzinger (Devers, Mann, Mcgowan) Eggshells 119 hatchlings went to the water Unhatched/pipped 5 Dead hathclings 0 Live hatchlings 0 Washovers 4 Comments: Very successful! There were no more hatchlings after the 1st night.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/27/10 6:27		8/23/10 6:28		South Carolina

		13318		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		65		N		83		C-9		6/24/10		2010		6		25		175		2455371.5		We had a True/False this morning June 24 on Area C at 508 Palmetto. We know she laid but she is smarter than we are. Linda T.		N		Cc		32.4927		-80.3114		508 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				8/6/10		8/10/10		43		115		89		26		0		0						77.39		77.39		Group C (Larry, Dave and Denise) inventoried nest #4 tonight. 08/10/10 508 Palmetto First emerged-08/06 Inventory date- 08/10/10 Responsible parties- Larry Tilby, Dave and Denise Blauch shells-89 unhatched and pipped-26 none dead		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/27/10 6:32		12/15/10 9:20		South Carolina

		13322		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		69		N		39		G-7		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		We had a true crawl (G-7) this AM, June 26, at 3120 Palmetto Blvd. We did NOT relocate the nest. Tippy Cope		N		Cc		32.4805		-80.3399		3120 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/14/10		8/22/10		49		70		1		68		0		0						1.43		1.43		Nest Number- G-7 Address- 3120 Palmetto Blvd Date of First Emergence- Aug 14, 2010 Inventory Date-Aug 22, 2010 Responsible Party-Merelyn Devers and Melanie Hamilton Egg Shells- 1 Unhatched - 68 Dead hatchlings in Nest-0 Live hatchling in Nest-0 No. of Washovers-3		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Annice Cope		6/27/10 6:54		10/22/10 9:04		South Carolina

		13323		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		70		N		40		F-6		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		F-6 2810 Point Street Relocated 58 eggs to same address 3 cracked eggs 1 cracked egg used for DNA sample		N		Cc		32.4782		-80.3332		2810 Point Street						relocated		61		1		6/26/10				32.4783		-80.3332		2810 Point Street		0		1		0		3		0				8/23/10		8/29/10		58		61		54		4		5		0						88.52		80.33		Gary and I inventoried Nest F6 2810 Point St. this morning 8/29/10. We had: 54 hatched eggs 4 unhatched eggs - total agrees with number Duane relocated (there were 3 cracked ones is this nest that didn't get relocated according to Duane's original notice). And we had 5 dead hatchling - including the one that we found dead on top of the nest earlier		Duane Stauter		Mary Dirr		Duane Stauter		6/27/10 7:03		8/30/10 5:50		South Carolina

		13343		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		71		N		41		B-16		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		Area B Nest # F-16 414 Palmetto Blvd. DID NOT RELOCATE		N		Cc		32.4959		-80.3071		414 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												2		0		0		0		0				8/11/10		8/17/10		46		97		84		13		5		5						86.6		76.29		Nest # B-16 1st emergence date 8-11-10 Inventory date 8-17-10 84 eggshells Unhatched/pipped 13 Dead hatchlings in nest 5 Live hatchlings in nest 5 Washovers 2 Comments: There were 5 live hatchlings stuck in roots and very hard sand at Inventory. They were under shells or stuck in sudewall. 3 were ready to go and 2 were not. We replaced 2 in the nest. We found 1 little track in the morning. Checked in evening and 2nd hatchling came out. He had some deformity of hind legs and shell but we got him to the water.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/27/10 8:23		8/24/10 9:26		South Carolina

		13400		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		73		N		42		A-15		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		Area A True nest at 126 Palmetto Blvd. No relocate		N		Cc		32.5012		-80.299		126 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/21/10		8/30/10		56		95		19		75		0		0						20		20		1. Nest Number A-15 2. Address 126 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-21-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-30-2010 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 19 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 75 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 0 10. No. of Washovers 3 11. Comments Never saw any hatchling tracks due to heavy rains during the nights and mornings after the crater became visible.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/27/10 15:03		8/31/10 7:47		South Carolina

		13401		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		74		N		43		A-16		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		True nest at 136 Palmetto Blvd. No relocate		N		Cc		32.5005		-80.3002		136 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/23/10		8/30/10		58		156		16		139		0		3						10.26		8.33		1. Nest Number A-16 2. Address 136 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-23-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-30-2010 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 16 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 139 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 2 10. No. of Washovers 3 11. Comments Never saw any hatchling tracks due to heavy rains the nights and mornings after the crater became visible. The un-hatched eggs were light to dark brown in color and not developed.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/27/10 15:05		8/31/10 7:48		South Carolina

		13403		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		75		N		44		A-17		6/26/10		2010		6		25		177		2455373.5		True nest at 114 Palmetto Blvd. No relocate		N		Cc		32.5022		-80.2977		114 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/22/10		8/30/10		57		77		67		9		2		0						87.01		84.42		1. Nest Number A-17 2. Address 114 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-22-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-30-2010 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 67 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 9 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 2 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 0 10. No. of Washovers 3 11. Comments Did not see any hatchling tracks after coning due to heavy rains each night after coning.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/27/10 15:12		8/31/10 7:50		South Carolina

		13654		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		77		N		45		C-12		6/28/10		2010		6		26		179		2455375.5		Area C had a true nest at 720 Palmetto Blvd this morning. Did not move.		N		Cc		32.4908		-80.314		720 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												2		3		0		1		2				8/14/10		8/18/10		47		120		82		37		1		11						68.33		58.33		We inventoried the nest at 720 Palmetto (Activity 12/true nest 7) yesterday. Date of 1st emergence 8/14/2010 Inventory Date 8/18/2010 Responsible Party Tilbys Egg Shells 82 Unhatched/pipped Eggs 37 Dead hatchlings in nest 1 Live hatchlings in nest 11 # of washovers 2 Comments: This nest experienced two disorientations due to the house lights at 720 (no window coverings of any kind) and the street light at 806 Palmetto diagonally across a vacant lot at 802. At least 2 hatchlings were found dead directly in from of the house windows with two alive but weak ones covered with ants under the street light. The nest had a rotten smell with the alive hatchlings being at the bottom of the nest and very weak. This was an in situ nest.		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		6/29/10 7:34		8/20/10 18:04		South Carolina

		13659		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		78		N		46		G-8		6/28/10		2010		6		26		179		2455375.5		We had a true nest this AM, June 28, at 3116 Palmetto Blvd. 114 eggs were relocated. We lucked up and saw the turtle nesting at about 6:15 AM.		Y		Cc		32.4797		-80.3397		3116 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		117		1		6/28/10				32.4798		-80.3396		3116 Palmetto Blvd.		0		2		0		3		0				8/18/10		8/25/10		51		117		42		72		0		0						35.9		35.9		Nest Number- G-8 Address- 3116 Palmetto Blvd Date of 1st Emergence- August 18, 2010 Inventory Date-August 25, 2010 Responsible Party-Tippy & George Cope Egg Shells- 42 Unhatched or Pipped Eggs- 75 * Dead Hatchlings in Nest-0 Live Hatchlings in Nest-0 No of Washovers-0 Comments* Duane I added the 3 initial broken eggs (1 of these sent for DNA) to the total of moved eggs-114 + 3 = 117, then subtracted the number of unhatched eggs in nest (72+ 3 we had broken) to get the total of 75 unhatched eggs. I think this is correct. You can't count the eggs we broke as hatched just because of the shell, so the total has to be 117 and the unhatched 75. Tippy Cope		Duane Stauter		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		6/29/10 7:40		9/23/10 15:06		South Carolina

		13661		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		80		N		48		B-17		6/28/10		2010		6		26		179		2455375.5		Area B Nest #B-17 408 Palmetto Blvd. 165 eggs 3 broken		N		Cc		32.4964		-80.3063		408 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		168		1		6/28/10				32.4964		-80.3063		408 Palmetto Blvd.		2		1		0		3		0				8/15/10		8/23/10		48		168		77		88		0		1						45.83		45.24		Nest # B-17 408 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED farther back at same adddress 1st emergence date 8-15-10 Inventory date 8-23-10 Pat Holtzinger (Devers, Mcgowan, Mann) eggshells 77 Unhatched/pipped 88 Dead hatchlings 0 Live hatchlings 1 Washovers 2 Comments: Another sad story. There were only 6 pipped eggs of the unhatched. Most of the unhatched were collapsed and brown. Can't figure out what happened here. No ants, ghost crabs, or roots. It was washed over 2 times but so were most of the other nests. I wonder if nests laid later in the season have a poorer hatching percentage. Worst inventory of the season.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/29/10 7:50		8/24/10 9:29		South Carolina

		13662		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		81		N		49		B-18		6/28/10		2010		6		26		179		2455375.5		Nest # B-18 318 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED TO 402 Palmetto Blvd. 131 + 1		N		Cc		32.4969		-80.3055		318 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		132		1		6/28/10				32.4967		-80.3059		402 Palmetto Blvd		4		1		0		1		0				8/14/10		8/21/10		47		132		66		65		0		3						50		47.73		Nest #B-18 RELOCATED to 402 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 8-14-10 Inventory date 8-21-10 Pat Holtzinger (Devers, Mann, Mcgowan) eggshells 66 hatchlings to the water Unhatched/pipped 65 Dead hatchlings in nest 0 Live hatchlings in nest 3 Washovers 4 Comments: Very poor hatching with no apparent reason. Most of the eggs were pipped mostly heads and front flippers out of shell. Many of those had empty eye sockets. Roots or ants were not a problem. There were 4 washovers but most of the other nests had similar problem. Nest #15 was right nest to it and and 95% hatched from that one. So the olcation shouldn't have been a problem either.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		6/29/10 7:56		8/23/10 7:35		South Carolina

		13663		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		82		N		50		B-19		6/28/10		2010		6		26		179		2455375.5		Nest #B-19 302 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED TO 304 Palmetto Blvd. 90 + 1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4982		-80.3037		302 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		91		1		6/28/10				32.4981		-80.3039		304 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/13/10		8/21/10		46		91		68		19		1		2						77.27		73.86		Nest #B-19 RELOCATED to 304 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 8-13-10 Inventory date 8-21-10 eggshells 68 hatchlings went to the water Pat Holtzinger (Mcgowan, Mann, Devers) Unhatched/pipped 19 Dead hatchlings in nest 1 Live hatchlings in nest 2 Washovers 0 Comments: Nest took a long time hatching but came out when turtle patrol volunteers were there to help if necesssary.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Duane Stauter		6/29/10 8:02		8/23/10 7:37		South Carolina

		13934		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		83		N		51		A-19		6/30/10		2010		6		26		181		2455377.5		Area A on 6 30 10 at 110 Palmetto Blvd had true nest relocated to 116 Palmetto Blvd with 107 eggs.		N		Cc		32.5023		-80.2972		110 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		108		1		6/30/10				32.502		-80.2978		116 Palmetto Blvd		2		1		0		1		0				8/15/10		8/25/10		46		108		52		46		6		2						52.53		44.44		1. Nest Number A-19 2. Address laid at 110 Palmetto Blvd. relocated to 116 Palmetto Blvd. 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-15-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-25-2010 5. Responsible Party Brad Drawdy and Becky Rose 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 52 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 46 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 6 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 2 10. No. of Washovers 2 11. Comments On 8-17-2010 morning walk, two hatchlings were found upside down on beach in front of nest. 8-18-2010 morning walk one hatchling was found upside down in front of nest. 8-19-2010 morning walk three hatchlings were found emerging from nest. Heavy rains each night/morning 8-20-2010 - 8-25-2010 with no evidence of tracks.		Duane Stauter		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/30/10 7:37		8/27/10 6:21		South Carolina

		18881		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		130		UN		82		G-14		2010-07-00		2010		7								Merelyn Devers found a wild nest (G14) in the tide line on Aug 22. It was also in the 3114 Palmetto Blvd area. She saw the empty egg shells in the tide and dug up and found 47 shells and 67 unhatched eggs. That sample labeled G-14-1 is an egg shell she opened and put into the test tube. I labeled the tube and then I just delivered tube to the fire dept.		N		Cc		32.4796		-80.3394		3114 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/21/10		8/22/10				115		47		67		0		0						40.87		40.87		Nest Number G-14 Address- wild in the tide line at 3114 Palmetto Blvd Date of First Emergence--? Date Found -Aug 21, 2010 because animals had dug up area with empty shells and eggs all around. Nest was in the tide line Inventory Date-Aug. 22, 2010 Responsible Party-Merelyn Devers and Melanie Hamilton Egg Shells-47 Unhatched-67 Dead hatchlings in Nest-0 Live hatchlings in Nest-0 No. of Washovers-unknown since in the tide line Thanks. Tippy Cope The month that the nest was laid was back calculated from the emergence date taking into consideration the incubation duration of temporally similar nests laid on the same beach.		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Merelyn Devers		10/22/10 8:59		9/11/12 14:03		South Carolina

		14688		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		85		N		52		D-12		7/1/10		2010		7		26		182		2455378.5		We had a nest at 1306 Palmetto Blvd. on July 1.		N		Cc		32.4872		-80.3188		1306 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/18/10		8/25/10		48		83		74		8		0		0						89.16		89.16		I inventoried D12 tonight. First emergence was was on 8/18. Inventory date was 8/25 with 74 shells over 50%, 8 unhatched eggs, no dead, no live, no washover.		Duane Stauter		Mary Frye		Mary Frye		7/4/10 7:38		8/27/10 5:14		South Carolina

		14691		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		88		N		79		C-13		7/3/10		2010		7		26		184		2455380.5		Area C had a false crawl at 708 Palmetto this morning July 3. Linda and Larry. 8/20/10 ...Area C had a nest that we called False because no one could find the eggs. Fortunately we kept checking it because we thought there may be a nest in that area somewhere. It hatched sometime after midnight 8-20-2010. It is listed as Activity 13 and is now our 17th nest. Larry and Linda		N		Cc		32.4917		-80.3127		708 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		0		4				8/20/10		8/24/10		48		135		113		22		0		1						83.7		82.96		Activity 13/Nest 17 - This was the false crawl that we watched and it hatched. Address - 708 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 8/20/2010 Inventory Date - 8/24/2010 Responsible Party - Tilbys/Denise Blauch Egg Shells (>50%) - 113 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 22 Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 0 Live Hatchlings in Nest - 1 No. of Washovers - 0 Comments: This was originally a false crawl that we watched. There was a severe disorientation due to streetlights and house lights. We were not able to do any light management for this nest until after it hatched the 1st night. The nest was extremely deep, at least 2-2.5 feet and approximately 18- 24 inches from the seawall.		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		7/4/10 8:12		9/16/10 15:10		South Carolina

		14694		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		90		N		54		E-7		7/3/10		2010		7		26		184		2455380.5		Nest No. E7 Date: July 3, 2010 Location: 2103 Point Street Relocated: 88 eggs (same address) No Eggs Broken in nest 1 Egg sent for DNA testing I do want to point out that there were no visible tracks. I later saw a person who saw the turtle nest and apparently she came in right after dark. The high tide destroyed any tracks in the hard sand and people had walked all over her tracks in the soft sand. The only way I even saw the nest was that I recognized the body pit (even though it was full of footprints). I just decided to probe and sure enough, it was a nest. Make sure you look really carefully since we're in such a high traffic area, I could have easily missed this one. Have a good week. Jamie		N		Cc		32.4823		-80.326		2103 Point Street						relocated		89		1		7/3/10				32.4824		-80.3261		2103 Point Street		0		1		0		1		0				8/19/10		8/25/10		47		89		76		12		1		1						85.39		83.15		1. Nest Number E-7, date laid: 7-3-2010 2. Address 2103 Palmetto 3. Date of 1st emergence 8-19-2010 4. Inventory Date 8-25-2010 5. Responsible Party Jamie Gaabo 6. Egg Shells (>50%) 76 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs 12 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest 1 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest 1 10. No. of Washovers 0 11. Comments Silt fencing provided on nest. This nest hatched in the middle of the afternoon on a bright sunny day. Several volunteers and tourists watched after the hatchlings and made sure they got to the ocean without being attached by birds.		Duane Stauter		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		7/4/10 8:23		9/21/10 7:15		South Carolina

		14692		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		89		N		53		C-14		7/4/10		2010		7		26		185		2455381.5		Area C had a new nest and relocated 157 eggs from close to access back to 502 Palmetto. Larry Tilby		N		Cc		32.4953		-80.3079		502 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		158		1		7/4/10				32.4953		-80.308		502 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/21/10		8/24/10		48		158		123		30		0		4						79.87		77.27		Activity # 14/ True Nest 8 Address - 502 Palmetto 1st Emergence 8/21/2010 Inventory Date - 8/25/2010 Responsible Party - Tilbys/Blauchs Egg Shells (.50%) - 123 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 30 Dead hatchlings in Nest - 0 Live hatchlings in Nest - 4 No. Of Washovers - 0 Comments: This was a textbook boil of 116 hatchlings that went to the water on the 1st emergency.		Duane Stauter		David Blauch		Duane Stauter		7/4/10 8:17		8/27/10 6:18		South Carolina

		15159		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		94		N		55		C-16		7/6/10		2010		7		27		187		2455383.5		Area C had a true nest 07/06 and 136 eggs were relocated higher on the beach at 602 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4937		-80.3101		602 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		137		1		7/6/10				32.4937		-80.3101		602 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/27/10		8/31/10		52		137		128		8		0		2						93.43		91.97		Activity 16/Nest 9 Address - 602 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 8/27/2010 Inventory Date - 8/31/2010 Responsible Party - Blauchs Egg Shells (>50%) - 128 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 8 Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 0 Live Hatchlings in Nest - 2 No. of Washovers - 0 Comments: Sand very warm/ hot in the nest		Duane Stauter		David Blauch		Linda Tilby		7/8/10 8:21		9/2/10 8:59		South Carolina

		15160		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		95		N		56		C-17		7/7/10		2010		7		27		188		2455384.5		Area C had a true nest today (07/07/10) and 68 eggs were located higher on the beach at 604 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4935		-80.3103		604 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		69		1		7/7/10				32.4936		-80.3103		604 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/25/10		8/28/10		49		69		52		13		1		2						78.79		74.24		1st Emergence 8/25/2010 Inventory Date - 8/28/2010 Responsible Party - Blauchs Egg Shells (>50%) - 52 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 13 Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 1 Live Hatchlings in Nest - 2 No. of Washovers - 0 Comments: None		Duane Stauter		David Blauch		Linda Tilby		7/8/10 8:25		9/13/10 15:22		South Carolina

		15163		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		97		N		57		B-22		7/8/10		2010		7		27		189		2455385.5		Pat Holtzinger AREA B Nest # B-22 410 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED to 402 Palmetto Blvd. 144 +1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4963		-80.3065		410 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		145		1		7/8/10				32.4967		-80.306		402 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/25/10		9/1/10		48		145		100		44		2		3						68.97		65.52		402 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 8-25-10 Inventory date 9-1-10 Pat Holtzinger Eggshells 100 Unhatched/Pipped 44 Dead hatchlings in nest 2 Live Hatchlongs in nest 3 Washovers 0 Comments: The 3 live hatchlings were buried under eggshells but were very ready to go when we got them out. Saw them to the water.		Duane Stauter		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/8/10 8:37		9/24/10 9:25		South Carolina

		15306		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		99		N		58		C-18		7/8/10		2010		7		27		189		2455385.5		Section C had a new nest at 516 Palmetto Blvd this morning and 108 eggs was moved from surf line up further on beach at same address.		N		Cc		32.4954		-80.3075		516 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		109		1		7/8/10				32.4955		-80.3076		516 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/27/10		8/31/10		50		109		54		54		0		0						49.54		49.54		Activity 18/Nest 11 Address - 516 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 8/27/2010 Inventory Date - 8/31/2010 Responsible Party - Blauchs Egg Shells (>50%) - 54 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 54 Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 0 Live Hatchlings in Nest - 0 No. of Washovers - 0 Comments: Lots of roots in the nest, unhatched eggs were all brown in color, eggshells were at bottom of nest, unhatched eggs at top		Duane Stauter		David Blauch		Linda Tilby		7/9/10 8:06		9/2/10 8:51		South Carolina

		15533		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		103		N		59		F-8		7/10/10		2010		7		27		191		2455387.5		Nest #F8 is at 2801 Point St. It was well before the sand fence, and where people walk to the house steps, so we relocated it by the dunes, a little to the left of where it was. It contained 110 eggs, with one taken for testing = 109 in the nest.		N		Cc		32.4785		-80.3321		2801 Point St.						relocated		110		1		7/10/10				32.4786		-80.3322		2801 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				8/27/10		9/2/10		48		110		100		9		0		2						90.91		89.09		2801 F-8 8/27 emergence 9/2 inventory 109 relocated 100 Hatched 9 piped 0 Dead in Nest 2 Live		Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Mary Dirr		7/11/10 14:40		9/22/10 5:57		South Carolina

		15534		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		104		N		60		F-9		7/11/10		2010		7		27		192		2455388.5		F-9 2603 Point Street 97 Eggs 96 Relocated to 2602 Point Street 1 egg for DNA sample		N		Cc		32.4793		-80.3305		2603 Point Street						relocated		97		1		7/11/10				32.4795		-80.3304		2602 Point Street				1		0		1		0										97										1										Duane Stauter				Duane Stauter		7/11/10 14:49		11/12/10 8:06		South Carolina

		15635		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		105		N		61		F-10		7/12/10		2010		7		28		193		2455389.5		F-10 2304 Point Street 79 Eggs 77 Relocated to 2401 Point Street 2 cracked eggs in nest 1 cracked egg used for DNA sample		N		Cc		32.4808		-80.3279		2304 Point Street						relocated		79		1		7/12/10				32.4807		-80.3282		2401 Point Street				1		0		2		0										79										1										Duane Stauter				Duane Stauter		7/12/10 9:19		11/12/10 8:05		South Carolina

		15953		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		108		N		62		C-21		7/14/10		2010		7		28		195		2455391.5		Area C had a new nest at 616 Palmetto and relocated 92 eggs up the dune at same address.		N		Cc		32.4928		-80.3112		616 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		93		1		7/14/10				32.4929		-80.3113		616 Palmetto Blvd		5		2		0		1		2				8/30/10		9/2/10		47		93		57		35		0		1						61.29		60.22		Address - 616 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 8/30/2010 Inventory Date - 9/2/2010 Responsible Party - Blauchs Egg Shells (>50%) - 57 Unhatched/pipped Eggs - 35 Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 0 Live Hatchlings in Nest - 1 No. of Washovers - 5 or 6 Comments: Severely washed over on 9/1/10 and 9/2/10 due to storm surge from Hurricane Earl		Duane Stauter		David Blauch		Linda Tilby		7/14/10 8:59		1/19/11 11:29		South Carolina

		15955		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		109		N		63		H-4		7/14/10		2010		7		28		195		2455391.5		nest this morning at 3202 Palmetto Blvd - didn't have to move it so I didn't count the eggs. Carol Church		N		Cc		32.4824		-80.3411		3202 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												2		2		0		1		2				9/2/10		9/6/10		50		124		103		20		0		3						83.06		80.65		1. Nest Number- H4 2. Address - 3202 Palmetto 3. Date of 1st emergence - 9/2 4. Inventory Date - 9/6 5. Responsible Party - Jerwers 6. Egg Shells (>50%) - 103 7. Unhatched or Pipped Eggs - 20 8. Dead Hatchlings in Nest - 0 9. Live Hatchlings in Nest- 3 10. No. of Washovers -2 11. Comments - evidence of raccoon predation / 2 decapitated hatchlings Nest H-4 was predated by raccoons out of the nest....(in regard to Arturo's e-mail) Annette		Duane Stauter		Annette Jerwers		Duane Stauter		7/14/10 9:05		10/5/10 13:43		South Carolina

		16305		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		114		N		66		C-22		7/15/10		2010		7		28		196		2455392.5		Area C had a nest at 616 Palmetto on Thursday July 15. The nest was not relocated.		N		Cc		32.4936		-80.3102		616 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												5		2		0		1		2				9/1/10		9/5/10		48		112		100		11		2		4						89.29		83.93		616 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 9/1/2010 Inventory 9/5/2010 Responsible Party Tilbys Egg Shells 100 Unhatched/pipped 11 Dead Hatchlings in nest 2 Live Hatchlings in nest 4 # of Washovers 5 Comments: Severe disorientation involving streetlights plus severe washover on 9/2/10 due to storm.		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		Linda Tilby		7/17/10 7:14		9/13/10 15:06		South Carolina

		16209		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		112		N		64		G-13		7/16/10		2010		7		28		197		2455393.5		We had a TRUE crawl (G-13) at 3114 Palmetto Blvd. 122 eggs relocated.		N		Cc		32.4796		-80.3394		3114 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		123		1		7/16/10				32.4797		-80.3393		3114 Palmetto Blvd.		2		1		0		1		0										123										1								Nest Number-G-13 Address- 3114 Palmetto Blvd Date of lst Emergence- none seen Inventory Date-Sept 29, 2010 Responsible Party-George and Tippy Cope Egg Shells-0 Unhatched or Pipped Eggs-0 Dead Hatchlings in Nest-0 Live hatchlings in Nest-0 No of Washovers- 2 (partial) Comments- No eggs or remnants found at the marked nest site on 9/29/2010. Nest ? poached. Wide hole dug in search of eggs. Excavation witnessed by Merelyn Devers and 2 beach visitors. These had been our best looking eggs. I guess you can count the 1 egg shell sent for DNA. 122 eggs not found.		Duane Stauter		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		7/16/10 9:57		3/1/11 11:37		South Carolina

		16210		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		113		N		65		E-8		7/16/10		2010		7		28		197		2455393.5		I found a nest today in section E. I found it at 2101 Pointe Street, but I relocated it to higher ground at 1804 Palmetto Blvd., right in front of Foot Loose/Fancy Free. There were 70 eggs. I relocated 68 eggs in the nest. Two eggs were open in the middle of the nest. Of course, I used one of the broken ones for my DNA sample. Thanks, Patti Smyer		N		Cc		32.4825		-80.3256		1804 Pointe Street				Silt Cloth		relocated		70		1		7/16/10				32.4843		-80.3236		1804 Palmetto Blvd		3		1		0		2		0				9/2/10		9/8/10		48		70		36		32		2		0						51.43		48.57		Location: 1804 Palmetto Nest E8 Inventory (by Mary McCumber): First Emergence Date: 9.02.10 Inventory Date: 9.08.10 > Hatched shells: 36 > Unhatched shells: 32 > Dead hatchlings: 2 > Live hatchlings: 0 Also nest had silt fencing protection from lights, and was over-washed 8-30, 9-1 & 9-2. > Jamie		Duane Stauter		Mary McCumber		Patti Smyer		7/16/10 10:04		9/16/10 14:29		South Carolina

		16504		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		115		N		67		C-23		7/17/10		2010		7		28		198		2455394.5		100 eggs were found at 510 Palmetto and 99 were moved to 508 this morning. Larry Tilby		N		Cc		32.495		-80.3083		510 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		100		1		7/17/10				32.4952		-80.3081				3		2		0		1		6				9/1/10		9/6/10		46		100		80		19		1		6						80		73		508 Palmetto Blvd 1st Emergence 9/1/2010 Inventory 9/5/2010 Responsible Party Tilbys Egg Shells 80 Unhatched/pipped 19 Dead Hatchlings in nest 1 Live Hatchlings in nest 6 # of Washovers 3 Comments: Severe disorientation with 6 dead hatchlings in the street plus severe overwash on 9/2 due to storm.		Duane Stauter		Linda Tilby		James l Tilby		7/18/10 7:32		9/7/10 7:43		South Carolina

		16505		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		116		N		68		D-16		7/17/10		2010		7		28		198		2455394.5		Section D had a new true nest this morning July 17th, the nest 'D16' is located at 1406 Palmetto and was left IN SITU. One egg was extracted for the DNA sample.		N		Cc		32.4868		-80.3196		1406 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												6		1		0		1		0				9/1/10		9/5/10		46		91		69		21		15		6						75.82		52.75		D16 which was laid on 7-17-10 had its first emergence on 9-1. The inventory date was 9-5. The eggshells >50% was 69. Unhatched or piped eggs 21, live hatchlings recovered was 6. Dead hatchlings in nest was 15. Washover dates were 8/7, 8/8, 8/9, 8/11, 08/27/and 8/28. Iris inventoried this nest.		Duane Stauter		Iris Hill		Jamie Gaabo		7/18/10 7:37		9/10/10 8:51		South Carolina

		17211		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		120		N		72		H-5		7/21/10		2010		7		29		202		2455398.5		Please change H-5 (identified on July 21st.) from a false crawl to a true nest. It is located at 3324 and was not relocated. Thanks, Annette		N		Cc		32.4861		-80.3428		3324 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				9/12/10		10/8/10		53		102		33		69		2		0						32.35		30.39		Inventory for H-5 3324 Palmetto October 8, 2010 Jerwers 33 shells 69 unhatched 2 dead in nest Denny saw one track on the 12th of Sept. No live in nest no complete washovers		Duane Stauter		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		7/25/10 12:31		10/13/10 7:51		South Carolina

		17199		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		119		N		69		A-21		7/24/10		2010		7		29		205		2455401.5		We had a True Nest at 122 Palmetto Blvd. today 7-24-10. Did not relocate.		N		Cc		32.5016		-80.2984		122 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												2		1		0		1		0				9/12/10		9/22/10		50		76		15		60		1		0						19.74		18.42		Nest # 21, 122 Palmetto Blvd., 1st emergance 9-12-10, inventory 9-22-10, Becky Rose, 15 eggshells, 60 unhatched, 1 dead hatchling, no live, 2 washovers. Thanks Becky		Duane Stauter				Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/25/10 8:32		10/4/10 7:54		South Carolina

		17390		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		121		N		70		C-24		7/26/10		2010		7		30		207		2455403.5		I received a call from Betty Heaton at Town Hall around 11 am regarding a visitor who called and said she saw a turtle lay a nest around Access 5 and that no one marked or did anything with it this morning. I went down and found what she had marked in front of 504 Palmetto. It was at the tide line and there were no tracks that I could see or find. A man walked over and again said the lady who told him about it insisted she saw the turtle nest even though there were no visible tracks. So, I began to probe and fortunately, the son of the lady saw me and came down and told me that the 'turtle lady' moved the nest this morning. There was no X or flag to indicate that anything had been done. I asked if he knew who the turtle lady was and it was Marilyn McGowan and it was around 6:30 or a little later this morning. So, I called Marilyn and apparently they did find a nest and moved it to 418 in an area she said would be difficult to see a nest. She did not call nor did she mark the nest as found. She thought there were about 59 or so eggs that she and Tommy Mann moved. So our area has had 15 true nests. Marilyn will do the paper work on the nest. I could not see the location from the access and frankly it was so hot out I had no reason to search for it. Have a good day. Linda T.		N		Cc		32.4952		-80.3079		504 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		60		1		7/26/10				32.4967		-80.3058		418 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0				9/16/10		12/21/10		52		60		30		29		0		0						50		50				Duane Stauter		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		7/27/10 7:49		2/28/11 13:34		South Carolina

		17607		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		122		N		71		B-23		7/28/10		2010		7		30		209		2455405.5		Area B Nest # 23 502 Palmetto Blvd. RELOCATED to 418 Palmetto Blvd. 54 + 1 eggs		N		Cc		32.4952		-80.3079		502 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		55		1		7/28/10				32.4967		-80.3059		RELOCATED to 418 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				9/12/10		9/22/10		46		55		32		22		1		1						58.18		54.55		Area B Nest # B23 418 Palmetto Blvd. 1st emergence 9- 12- 10 Inventory Date 9-22-10 Pat Holtzinger, Marilyn McGowan, Tommy Mann, And Merelyn Devers Eggshells 32 Unhatched/Pipped 22 Dead in Nest 1 Live in Nest 1 NO WASH OVERS Pat Holtzinger		Duane Stauter		Merelyn Devers		Patricia Holtzinger		7/29/10 7:49		9/27/10 7:49		South Carolina

		17749		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		123		N		73		C-25		7/30/10		2010		7		30		211		2455407.5		Area C had a new nest at 618 Palmetto and re-located 104 eggs to 616 Palmetto. Larry Tilby		N		Cc		32.4935		-80.3103		618 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		105		1		7/30/10				32.4937		-80.3102		616 Palmetto Blvd.		5		1		0		1		0				9/15/10		9/19/10		47		105		81		23		0		0						77.14		77.14		Area C completed the last nest for the 2010 season tonight 9/19/2010. 616 Palmetto Blvd. Activity 25/true nest 16 1st Emergence 9/15/2010 Inventory Date 9/19/2010 Responsible Party Tilbys Egg shells 81 Unhatched/pipped eggs 23 Dead hatchlings in nest 0 Live Hatchlings in nest 0 No. of Washovers. 5 Comments: None		Duane Stauter		James l Tilby		James l Tilby		7/31/10 4:44		9/21/10 6:25		South Carolina

		17895		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		125		N		74		E-11		7/31/10		2010		7		30		212		2455408.5		Date: 7.31.10 Location: 1706 Palmetto (right next to the nest inventoried the same night, wonder if it's the same mama) InSitu		N		Cc		32.4851		-80.3222		1706 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												5		1		0		1		0				0000-00-00		10/17/10				98		8		89		0		0						8.16		8.16		Ghost crab hole at nest 8-19, crab trap placed at nest 8-20. I believe the empty egg shells were result of ghost crabs but cannot verify this.		Jamie Gaabo				Jamie Gaabo		8/2/10 4:04		10/20/10 7:26		South Carolina

		18433		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		127		N		75		E-12		8/4/10		2010		8		31		216		2455412.5		I found a nest this morning at 1706 Palmetto and moved it up and over to 1704 Palmetto. It was very, very close to the high tide line and would never have made it there. There were 96 eggs. I took one for DNA and buried 95.		N		Cc		32.4851		-80.3221		1706 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		96		1		8/4/10		tide		32.4853		-80.322		1704 Palmetto blvd		0		1		0		1		0						10/1/10				96		67		28		0		0						69.79		69.79		Nest E12 Inventory Date - 10/01/10 Unhatched - 28 egges Hatched - 67 shells Dead hatchlings - 0 Live hatchlings 0 On a side note to Patti - awesome hatch rate for such a late nest - and a relocated nest! Of the 28 unhatched eggs, 8 had pipped. They may have drowned due to the weather we have had. They were pretty well decomposed so I couldn't tell much.		Duane Stauter		Elaine Freeman		Patti Smyer		8/11/10 7:58		10/4/10 7:49		South Carolina

		34761		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		37		UN		18				2011-00-00		2011		0								Found eggs scattered on beach below high tide line - possibly laid 6-20-11		N		Cc		32.481		-80.3409		Section G - 3124 Palmetto Blvd						relocated				1		6/23/11		erosion						3124 Palmetto Blvd.		2		2		0		61		0						9/6/11				119		0		58		0		0						0		0				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		6/23/11 13:54		1/23/12 16:29		South Carolina

		36563		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		49		UN		23				2011-00-00		2011		0								Found by residents 6/30, eggs washing into surf at edge of scarfing		N		Cc		32.4964		-80.3056		Section C - 402 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated				1		6/30/11		erosion						402 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		4		0				8/19/11		8/24/11				112		22		86		1		0						19.64		18.75				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		6/30/11 20:34		1/23/12 16:31		South Carolina

		41072		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		86		UN		42				2011-00-00		2011		0								Eggs found on beach below the scarp		N		Cc		32.4945		-80.3084		Section C - 510 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated				1		8/5/11		dune		32.4946		-80.3086		510 Palmetto Blvd		4		1		0		1		0						9/26/11				54		0		53		0		0						0		0		Not sure about this nest. Hurricane Irene or damaged before the hurricane. All eggs were dark.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		8/7/11 18:21		1/23/12 16:33		South Carolina

		28867		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		1		N		1				5/15/11		2011		5		19		135		2455696.5		Turtle nested in sand fencing		N		Cc		32.5		-80.3007		Section A - 144 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/8/11		7/12/11		54		161		150		10		4		4						93.17		88.2		2011-07-08 first emergence several tracks 2011-07-09 morning had one emergence hatchling track 2011-07-10 no signs of emerging hatchling tracks 2011-07-11 no signs of emerging hatchling tracks 2011-07-12 no signs of emerging hatchling tracks so we inventoried that morning.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Betty Heaton		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/15/11 14:52		12/8/11 13:06		South Carolina

		29413		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		4		N		2				5/21/11		2011		5		20		141		2455702.5		Moved from 406 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4964		-80.3062		Section C - 406 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		114		1		5/21/11								402 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/13/11		7/17/11		53		114		108		5		0		0						94.74		94.74				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		5/23/11 15:24		1/11/12 11:36		South Carolina

		29415		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		5		N		3				5/23/11		2011		5		21		143		2455704.5		Moved from 612 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4929		-80.3109		Section C - 612 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		160		1		5/23/11								610 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/14/11		7/19/11		52		160		140		19		0		9						87.5		81.88				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		5/23/11 15:32		12/8/11 13:15		South Carolina

		30065		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		7		N		4				5/29/11		2011		5		21		149		2455710.5				N		Cc		32.5002		-80.3004		140 Palmetto Blvd. Sect. A						in situ				0												4		1		0		1		0				7/17/11		7/20/11		49		106		100		5		1		2						94.34		91.51				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Betty Heaton		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/29/11 9:58		12/8/11 13:16		South Carolina

		30666		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		16		N		5				6/2/11		2011		6		22		153		2455714.5		Behind dune/sand fence so in 'protected area'		N		Cc		32.4913		-80.3129		Section C - 712 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/22/11		7/30/11		50		102		90		11		2		0						88.24		86.27				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		David Blauch		6/3/11 7:03		12/8/11 13:18		South Carolina

		31311		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		19		N		6				6/5/11		2011		6		22		156		2455717.5				N		Cc		32.4967		-80.3057		Section C - 402 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		133		1		6/5/11								402 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		1		0				7/24/11		7/28/11		49		133		129		3		5		2						96.99		91.73				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		6/5/11 20:04		1/11/12 11:12		South Carolina

		31313		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		20		N		7				6/5/11		2011		6		22		156		2455717.5				N		Cc		32.4778		-80.3357		2901 Point Street - sect. G				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		130		1		6/5/11								2901 Point Street		0		1		0		2		0				7/25/11		8/3/11		50		130		113		15		4		4						86.92		80.77				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Merelyn Devers		Merelyn Devers		6/5/11 20:12		12/8/11 13:28		South Carolina

		31492		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		22		N		37				6/5/11		2011		6		22		156		2455717.5		Was guessed a false crawl, but hatched on 7-23-11.		N		Cc		32.4818		-80.3266		Section F - 2204 Point Street						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/23/11		8/6/11		48		93		89		3		0		0						95.7		95.7		Inventory 89 Hatched eggs 3 unhatched 1 of which was used for D&A Robin 8/06/2011		Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Patricia Hoerner		6/7/11 7:35		12/8/11 16:27		South Carolina

		32181		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		23		N		8				6/7/11		2011		6		23		158		2455719.5				N		Cc		32.4849		-80.3224		Section E - 1704 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		116		1		6/7/11								1706 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		6		0				7/28/11		7/31/11		51		116		89		21		3		0						76.72		74.14				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patti Smyer		Patti Smyer		6/9/11 13:57		12/8/11 13:46		South Carolina

		32188		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		24		N		9				6/7/11		2011		6		23		158		2455719.5				N		Cc		32.4909		-80.3135		Section C - 718 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth		relocated		128		1		6/7/11								718 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/27/11		7/31/11		50		128		88		39		2		3						68.75		64.84				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		6/9/11 14:02		12/8/11 13:48		South Carolina

		32195		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		25		N		10				6/8/11		2011		6		23		159		2455720.5				N		Cc		32.4945		-80.3087		Section C - 512 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		106		1		6/8/11								512 Palmetto Blvd.		0		2		0		1		10				7/29/11		8/1/11		51		106		94		11		0		2						88.68		86.79				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		6/9/11 14:07		12/8/11 13:50		South Carolina

		32350		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		26		N		11				6/10/11		2011		6		23		161		2455722.5				N		Cc		32.4789		-80.3387		Section G - 3107 Point Street				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		135		2		6/10/11								3114 Palmetto Blvd		1		4		0		144		0				7/31/11		8/3/11		51		135		57		6		1		3						27.54		25.6				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		6/10/11 13:34		12/8/11 13:53		South Carolina

		32461		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		27		N		12				6/11/11		2011		6		23		162		2455723.5				N		Cc		32.4972		-80.3049		Section A - 316 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		153		1		6/11/11								316 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/31/11		8/3/11		50		153		95		46		2		19						66.9		52.11		All 19 live hatchlings were at the bottom of nests. Lost of dead hatchlings still in unhatched eggs.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Betty Heaton		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/11/11 16:24		12/8/11 14:00		South Carolina

		32782		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		28		N		13				6/13/11		2011		6		24		164		2455725.5		she hit the beach scarfing and nested below it.		N		Cc		32.4932		-80.3101		Section C - 606 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		137		1		6/13/11								608 Palemtto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/2/11		8/7/11		50		137		124		10		2		0						91.85		90.37				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		6/13/11 21:30		12/8/11 14:01		South Carolina

		33066		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		30		N		14				6/14/11		2011		6		24		165		2455726.5		Relocated 149 eggs, 2 broken in probing, so the nest total was 151. Nest was found just above last night’s high tide line, relocated about 20 feet higher, between 1202 and 1204 Palmetto.		N		Cc		32.4878		-80.3176		Section D - 1202 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		151		1		6/14/11				32.4878		-80.3176				0		2		0		2		0				8/3/11		8/8/11		50		151		112		37		0		1						74.17		73.51		All turtles came out at first emergence. Disorientation report and photos submitted. 25 hatchling tracks seen and 17 went towards the water.		Duane Stauter		Patricia Holtzinger		Merelyn Devers		6/15/11 8:44		12/8/11 14:03		South Carolina

		33992		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		31		N		15				6/19/11		2011		6		24		170		2455731.5				N		Cc		32.4916		-80.3126		Section C- 708 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		111		1		6/19/11								708 Palmetto Blvd		1		1		0		1		0				8/7/11		8/10/11		49		111		109		1		2		4						98.2		92.79				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		6/19/11 20:23		12/8/11 14:05		South Carolina

		33997		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		32		N		16				6/19/11		2011		6		24		170		2455731.5				N		Cc		32.4818		-80.3265		Section F - 2201 Point Street						relocated		144		1		6/19/11								2201 Point Street		0		2		0		1		0				8/5/11		8/18/11		47		144		133		10		9		1						92.36		85.42		Emerging hatchlings disoriented by heading north behind the sand fencing. Followed all tracks and found no live or dead hatchlings.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Mary Dirr		Mary Dirr		6/19/11 20:27		1/11/12 11:13		South Carolina

		34758		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		34		N		17				6/21/11		2011		6		25		172		2455733.5				N		Cc		32.4944		-80.3089		Section C - 512 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		88		1		6/21/11								513 Palmetto Blvd.				1		0		1		0				8/5/11		8/9/11		45		88		82		5		2		3						93.18		87.5				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		6/23/11 13:42		12/8/11 14:10		South Carolina

		34825		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		38		N		19				6/23/11		2011		6		25		174		2455735.5				N		Cc		32.4883		-80.3167		Section D - 1104 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		150		1		6/23/11								1104 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/8/11		8/16/11		46		150		118		31		1		3						78.67		76		A few hatchling tracks were observed each morning after the first emergence until inventory. The remaining unhatched eggs were placed back on top in hole in hopes of more emergence. Will continue to watch each morning.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/23/11 22:12		12/8/11 14:15		South Carolina

		34828		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		41		N		20				6/23/11		2011		6		25		174		2455735.5		Turtle encountered by State Park personnel. They originally handled the nest. No tags or measurments were indicated by them.		Y		Cc		32.5031		-80.2962		Section A - Pavilion Parking Lot		plastic cage				in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				8/10/11		8/13/11		48		93		86		6		1		1						92.47		90.32		dead hatchling found above egg chamber, live hatchling found at bottom of egg chamber. Inventoried at 6:45 AM		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Betty Heaton		6/23/11 22:25		12/8/11 14:17		South Carolina

		34873		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		43		N		21				6/24/11		2011		6		25		175		2455736.5				N		Cc		32.4799		-80.3296		Section F - 2503 Pont Street						in situ				0												2		1		0		1		0				8/12/11		8/27/11		49		116		108		7		0		0						93.1		93.1				Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Duane Stauter		6/24/11 8:45		12/8/11 14:39		South Carolina

		35210		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		44		N		22				6/25/11		2011		6		25		176		2455737.5				N		Cc		32.4808		-80.3401		Section G -3120 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		141		1		6/25/11								3120 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/11/11		8/20/11		47		141		110		30		3		1						78.01		75.18				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		6/25/11 16:20		12/8/11 14:41		South Carolina

		37090		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		53		N		24				7/3/11		2011		7		26		184		2455745.5		Extreme wash over on 8-25-11, 8-26-11, 8-27-11 Hurricane Irene		N		Cc		32.4865		-80.3198		Section D - 1406 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0						9/16/11				85		0		84		0		0						0		0		All eggs collapsed and no pipped. Possibility of all eggs never being fertilized.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/4/11 8:57		12/8/11 16:09		South Carolina

		37093		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		54		N		25				7/4/11		2011		7		27		185		2455746.5		The turtle climbed the beach scarfing and went through the sand fencing		N		Cc		32.5007		-80.2996		Section A - 132 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				8/22/11		8/25/11		49		113		84		28		3		4						74.34		68.14		4 live hatchlings were entangled in roots.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/4/11 9:00		1/11/12 11:14		South Carolina

		37094		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		55		N		26				7/4/11		2011		7		27		185		2455746.5				N		Cc		32.4968		-80.3053		Section A - 320 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		90		1		7/4/11								320 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/21/11		8/25/11		48		90		78		11		0		1						86.67		85.56		64 energetic hatchlings emerged at 7:45 PM. Brad Drawdy, Beth Guilherme, Tami Knecht witnessed it.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/4/11 9:03		12/8/11 16:12		South Carolina

		37095		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		56		N		27				7/4/11		2011		7		27		185		2455746.5		Relocated nest due to where it was laid. In front of beach access.		N		Cc		32.4807		-80.328		Section F - 2304 Point Street						relocated		96		1		7/4/11				32.4808		-80.3281		2304 Point Street		2		1		0		1		0				8/21/11		9/1/11		48		96		84		11		6		0						87.5		81.25				Duane Stauter		Mary Dirr		Duane Stauter		7/4/11 9:24		12/8/11 16:14		South Carolina

		37739		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		60		N		28				7/6/11		2011		7		27		187		2455748.5				N		Cc		32.4923		-80.3113		Section C - 618 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		87		1		7/6/11				32.4923		-80.3116		618 Palmetto Blvd.		2		1		0		1		0				8/21/11		8/27/11		46		87		81		5		11		2						93.1		78.16		Tried to inventory on 8-26-11 but unable due to storm surge, Hurricane Irene		Madison Bradley Drawdy				Iris Hill		7/6/11 16:12		12/8/11 16:17		South Carolina

		37760		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		61		N		29				7/6/11		2011		7		27		187		2455748.5		Nest found right at HTL and was relocated to higher ground.		N		Cc		32.4787		-80.3314		Section F - 2703 Point Street						relocated		134		1		7/6/11				32.4788		-80.3315		2703 Point Street		2		1		0		1		0				8/21/11		8/31/11		46		134		118		15		20		3						88.06		70.9				Duane Stauter		Duane Stauter		Duane Stauter		7/6/11 20:32		12/8/11 16:18		South Carolina

		38170		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		63		N		30				7/9/11		2011		7		27		190		2455751.5				N		Cc		32.4924		-80.3114		Section C - 618 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		112		1		7/9/11				32.4925		-80.3115		618 Palmetto Blvd.		3		1		0		1		0						9/6/11				112		5		106		5		0						4.46		0		Hurricane Irene storm surge overwashed nest on Friday 8-26-11/ Multiple times.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		David Blauch		Tommy Mann		7/9/11 15:00		12/8/11 16:20		South Carolina

		39024		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		64		N		31				7/13/11		2011		7		28		194		2455755.5				N		Cc		32.4864		-80.32		Section D - 1408 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/26/11		8/29/11		44		111		69		41		69		0						62.16		0		This nest was inventoried early because nest was over washed by hurricane Irene, washed away, and turtles and eggs were exposed.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Mary Frye		Patricia Holtzinger		7/15/11 17:52		12/8/11 16:20		South Carolina

		39025		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		65		N		32				7/13/11		2011		7		28		194		2455755.5		Moved because of ants and in high tide line		N		Cc		32.4886		-80.3164		Section D - 1100 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		94		1		7/13/11				32.4886		-80.3166		1102 Palmettto Blvd.		13		2		0		81		0						9/26/11				94		7		6		0		0						7.45		7.45		Could not find nest at 75 days. Dug large hole 3 by 4 ft. and found only 13 eggs Probabilty is I think when we refound the nest after being washed away by hurricane Irene, we only checked to see if there were eggs. I think the eggs we found were from the bottom of the nest and everything else had washed away. 80 eggs were not accounted for and therefor the assumption would be that the eggs were lost during the storm.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patricia Holtzinger		Merelyn Devers		7/15/11 17:58		12/8/11 16:22		South Carolina

		39210		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		67		N		33				7/16/11		2011		7		28		197		2455758.5				N		Cc		32.4876		-80.3178		Section D - 1206 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		86		1		7/16/11				32.4876		-80.3178		1206 Palmetto Blvd.		3		1		0		1		0				9/2/11		9/8/11		48		86		27		58		0		0						31.4		31.4		A marker was placed 25 steps behind nest to locate after the hurricane washed the markers away. Many eggs were pitted.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/17/11 12:38		12/8/11 16:23		South Carolina

		39211		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		68		N		34				7/16/11		2011		7		28		197		2455758.5				N		Cc		32.4782		-80.3373		Section G - 3006 Point Street						relocated		139		1		7/16/11								2902 Point Street		1		1		0		1		0				8/31/11		9/4/11		46		139		110		28		0		5						79.14		75.54				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		7/17/11 12:40		12/8/11 16:24		South Carolina

		39235		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		69		N		35				7/16/11		2011		7		28		197		2455758.5				N		Cc		32.483		-80.3414		Section H-I, 3208 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0						10/3/11				102		24		77		0		0						23.53		23.53		sandspur roots were all through the nest		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		7/17/11 17:26		12/8/11 16:24		South Carolina

		39500		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		75		N		36				7/19/11		2011		7		29		200		2455761.5				N		Cc		32.4824		-80.341		Section H/I - 3302 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0						10/3/11				86		0		85		0		0						0		0				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		7/19/11 16:50		12/8/11 16:25		South Carolina

		40242		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		78		N		38				7/25/11		2011		7		30		206		2455767.5				N		Cc		32.4865		-80.3195		Section D - 1404 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		66		1		7/25/11				32.4866		-80.3197		1404 Palmetto Blvd		3		1		0		3		0				9/14/11		9/20/11		51		66		41		22		0		0						62.12		62.12		Hurricane Irene did wash over this nest and surprised with the results.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patricia Holtzinger				7/25/11 16:30		12/8/11 16:28		South Carolina

		40243		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		79		N		39				7/25/11		2011		7		30		206		2455767.5				N		Cc		32.495		-80.3078		Section C - 502 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		85		1		7/25/11				32.495		-80.3081		504 Palmettto Blvd.		2		1		0		1		0						10/8/11				85		0		84		0		0						0		0		Believes Hurricane Irene caused these not to hatch properly.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Tommy Mann		Tommy Mann		7/25/11 16:35		12/8/11 16:29		South Carolina

		40348		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		81		N		40				7/26/11		2011		7		30		207		2455768.5				N		Cc		32.492		-80.3119		Section C - 702 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		104		1		7/26/11				32.4921		-80.3121		702 Palmetto Blvd.		4		1		0		1		0				9/12/11		9/17/11		48		104		66		37		0		3						63.46		60.58		Wash overs were from Hurricane Irene		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		7/26/11 15:02		12/8/11 16:31		South Carolina

		40475		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		82		N		41				7/27/11		2011		7		30		208		2455769.5		We had a nest this morning at 2501 Point St. It was a chore to find it with all the rain and stirred up sand, but we finished before the lightning started again. We looked like sandy drowned rats, but it was rewarding to find it. We relocated it above the high tide line. There were 119 eggs, 1 used for DNA testing, so 118 eggs in the new nest. Mary Kay		N		Cc		32.48		-80.3291		Section F - 2501 Point Street						relocated		119		1		7/27/11				32.4801		-80.3292		2501 Point Street		3		1		0		1		0				9/14/11		9/18/11		49		119		99		11		8		0						89.19		81.98				Duane Stauter		Patricia Hoerner		Mary Dirr		7/27/11 18:26		12/8/11 16:32		South Carolina

		55182		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		241		UN		119		12-EDB-119-I		2012-00-00		2012		0								one broken egg on surface, used for dna, yellow yoke inside. Got call from vacationers about tide washing away a nest at 9 PM 'I responded to this call at night. When I got there, the tide was going back out. It had washed an undetected nest and exposed the eggs. I saw eggs and some were broken. Cannot remember if it was more than one broken but I used a broken that was exposed for genetic testing. I did not see any good choices in the scroll down to put for this nest, that is why I picked 'other'. Not sure if the high tide broke the egg, or it was just a broken egg at top of nest, or even if a tourist stepped on it. Not sure, that is why I picked other. The beach was crowded that night with tourist because it was a full moon'		N		Cc		32.4876		-80.3175		1204 Palmetto Blvd. Section C						relocated		107		1		7/3/12				32.4877		-80.3176		1204 Pal. blvd		1		1		0		1		0						9/11/12				107		0		106		0		0						0		0		Unsure of total eggs laid by female being tide was washing out the nest. No eggs hatched from nest. Strong washover from incoming tide must have destroyed eggs. 106 eggs were unhatched at inventory. No emergence ENTER INVENTORY DATA IN COMMENTS		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/3/12 22:57		9/19/12 13:43		South Carolina

		57995		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		279		N		140				2012-00-00		2012		0								No nest management at this time.Suspicious nest-eggs found in nest were harder and chalky white. Looked like they were at least a week old or more. Nest was found in the track of a turtle. Probed for another possible nest but none found.silt fence was put in place when nest sunk on 8-12-12. Runway made of wrack put in place same day as fence.		N		Cc		32.4864		-80.32		1408 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		116		1		7/13/12								1408 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		4		0				8/14/12		8/19/12				116		57		57		7		3						48.31		39.83		Nest shows 32 in incubation and when it was found we knew it was an old nest. So probably almost 2 weeks old (13days). When we found it. Not known if there were any washovers before we relocated nestbut pretty sure there were not		Patricia Holtzinger		Wanda McCarley		Patricia Holtzinger		7/13/12 8:48		9/17/12 13:14		South Carolina

		61725		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		321		UN		164				2012-00-00		2012		0								High tides washed away more than 6 ft of dunes exposing eggs and washing them into water. Beach vacationers, Tara Griffin, Anne Woodard, Elmer Griffin (803)528-0762 found nests, telephoned many numbers, and decided to relocate nest. By the time we responded, the nest was relocated and they used every precaution (kitchen latex gloves, no egg rotation) Girl scouts helped too.		N		Cc		32.4985		-80.3028		216 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						relocated		74		1		7/28/12				32.4988		-80.3027		214Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0										74																				Madison Bradley Drawdy				Melinda Hester		7/30/12 8:21		7/30/12 8:26		South Carolina

		62315		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		325		UN		169				2012-00-00		2012		0										N		Cc		32.4783		-80.333		2805 Point St						in situ				0														0		0		0		0				8/2/12		8/5/12				92		80		12		3		2						86.96		81.52		One dead hatchling in the nest was used for a DNA sample		Annette Jerwers		Emily Craig		Nona Rowcliffe		8/2/12 12:14		9/19/12 13:49		South Carolina

		62594		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		326		UN		168				2012-00-00		2012		0								Nest was encountered when high tide event was washing away beach and exposed nest. Most eggs were washed away but 12 were captured and buried in a new nest. No DNA sample was taken.		N		Cc						2002 Palmetto						relocated		0		1		8/4/12				32.4832		-80.3248		2002 Palmetto		1		0		0		0		0				8/13/12		8/17/12				12		10		2		0		0						83.33		83.33		Inventory: 8/17/2012 Egg shells: 10 Unhatched/pipped: 2 1 pipped turtle was used for DNA sample. Dead in nest: 0 Live in nest: 0		Jamie Gaabo		Patti Smyer		Patti Smyer		8/4/12 9:56		9/16/12 11:38		South Carolina

		62623		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		328		UN		170				2012-00-00		2012		0								While on dawn patrol, found eggs exposed in sand of dunes washed away by high tide		N		Cc		32.5009		-80.2994		130 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		81		1		8/4/12				32.5012		-80.299		126 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0										81										1								Total eggs laid by female is unknown being some eggs could have washed out before being discovered. PLEASE ENTER INVENTORY DATA IN COMMENTS BELOW-LISA 9-13-2012 emerged, 9-17-2012 inventory, Melinda Hester, 53 hatched, 50 unhatched, 0 dead, 0 live, 3 washovers.		Madison Bradley Drawdy				Madison Bradley Drawdy		8/4/12 16:34		9/19/12 7:15		South Carolina

		63205		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		331		UN		173		12-deb-173		2012-00-00		2012		0								Found nest during morning walk, wrack was moved away just enough to clear the exit. No tracks, dug to verify, found 10 hatched shells, one very white egg. We covered nest, put fence around and took a empty shell for DNA study.		N		Cc		32.4953		-80.3076		420 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		0		0						8/21/12				140		135		5		0		2						96.43		95		Unknown emergence. Nest was found on morning walk, no tracks		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		8/19/12 9:57		8/24/12 12:19		South Carolina

		44943		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		68		N		41				2012-05-00		2012		5										N		Cc		32.4789		-80.3386		3104 Point St.						in situ				0												6		1		0		1		0				7/31/12		8/6/12				146		26		119		1		0						17.81		17.12				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		5/29/12 10:54		8/6/12 19:52		South Carolina

		45870		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		86		UN		47				2012-05-00		2012		5								While on dawn patrol, I saw some litter in the dunes. Went to pick it up and saw a body pit. Probed once, soft, found eggs 8 inches down. Lots of sea oat vegetation. Survey date was June 3, 2012. I think it is a late May nest.		N		Cc		32.501		-80.2994		130 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/24/12		7/28/12				72		48		23		1		2						66.67		62.5		Inventoried at 7 am. Lots of sea oat roots in nest		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/3/12 11:21		7/28/12 10:23		South Carolina

		59869		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		306		UN		158				2012-05-00		2012		5								Discovered tracks from emergence today at wild nest tucked behind the corner of a dune at the above location. Tracks went toward ocean. DNA sample will be taken at inventory. Provided silt cloth at nest today. the month that the nest was laid was back calculated based on incubation duration for nests on this beach at this time in the season.		N		Cc		32.4849		-80.3224		1704 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		0		0		0		0				7/21/12		7/25/12				91		69		22		2		1						75.82		72.53		1 Dead Hatchling taken for DNA sample. Label 12-EDB-158-I		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		7/21/12 8:43		9/19/12 13:47		South Carolina

		61023		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		318		UN		163				2012-05-00		2012		5								wild nest found 7-26 after high tide eroded scarpment. 111 eggs total. 1 for DNA, 12 either hatched or had cracked shells. Relocated nest and placed hatched and cracked shells on top of eggs. Placed silt cloth and left my phone numbers with the people in the house.		N		Cc						216 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		111		1		7/26/12								216 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/27/12		8/2/12				111		49		61		0		5						44.14		39.64		Carefully re buried the 61 eggs just to see if anymore emerged. As of 8-7-12, no more have emerged and all 61 eggs were still the same.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		7/26/12 12:33		8/7/12 17:20		South Carolina

		41960		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		1		N		1				5/8/12		2012		5		19		129		2456055.5		No management was necessary at this time. 6-22-12--put black silt fence around nest and made runway with wrack. Cleared runway of wrack and graded slope to water. Checked every evening to be sure fence and runway were ready in case turtles emerged after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4887		-80.3164		1008 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				7/11/12		7/15/12		64		148		131		16		1		6						88.51		83.78		No disorientations. One dead hatchling caught in roots and one live hatchling caught in roots found the morning after first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/8/12 8:43		9/15/12 22:07		South Carolina

		41961		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		2		N		2				5/8/12		2012		5		19		129		2456055.5		No nest management necessary at this time. Put silt fence and runway on 6-22-12. Raked wrack to form runway to water. Graded slope to water. Checked fence and runway each evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4901		-80.3146		804 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/11/12		7/15/12		64		113		94		18		1		4						83.19		78.76		No disorientations. 4 live hatchlings that all had right front flipper problems. They moved slowly. Let them walk for awhile but they were struggling so put them in the water so not to tire them out.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/8/12 8:45		9/15/12 22:06		South Carolina

		42024		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		5		N		146				5/9/12		2012		5		19		130		2456056.5		Probed 3 times but did not find eggs. Will keep markers (stakes) up to keep monitoring it for hatching. 6-22-12 - no silt fence but built wrack around marked off area and made runway to beach. Area was too big to put fence around.		N		Cc		32.4881		-80.3172		1108 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/16/12		7/22/12		68		127		78		48		0		0						61.42		61.42		Emerged and all tracks led to water. 2 tracks went backwards and then turned around to go to water. Took 1 unhatched egg for DNA sample.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/9/12 8:25		9/15/12 22:05		South Carolina

		42408		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		18		N		3				5/9/12		2012		5		19		130		2456056.5				N		Cc		32.4957		-80.3069		418 Palmetto Blvd Section B				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		136		1		5/9/12				32.4957		-80.3072		418 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/9/12		7/12/12		61		136		84		51		3		5						61.76		55.88				Marilyn McGowan		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		5/12/12 18:47		7/18/12 8:04		South Carolina

		42409		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		19		N		4				5/9/12		2012		5		19		130		2456056.5				N		Cc		32.4964		-80.3063		406 Palmetto Blvd. Section B				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				7/10/12		7/14/12		62		135		122		12		18		25						90.37		58.52		Sand was very compact.		Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		Iris Hill		5/12/12 18:51		8/21/12 15:53		South Carolina

		42097		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		8		N		5				5/10/12		2012		5		19		131		2456057.5		Originally recorded as having 19 broken egg shells in nest that were too dried and old for DNA sample plus one research egg taken. Annice then stated that she believed that the eggs on top were from a nest the previous year with the new eggs laid underneath. Recorded as final status unknown.		N		Cc		32.4795		-80.339		3107 Point St.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		2		0				7/10/12				61												1								Inventory: 7/16 Egg shells: 158 Unhatched/pipped: 25 Dead in nest: 0 Live in nest: 2		Annice Cope		George Cope		Annice Cope		5/10/12 8:43		8/29/12 10:18		South Carolina

		42410		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		20		UN		144				5/11/12		2012		5		19		132		2456058.5		Low tide/Long incoming and outgoing tracks, same length. No body pit, just u-turn. Brad Drawdy found hatchling tracks on 7-15-12, disoriented, found nest cavity depression. Looked on database and determined this false crawl to be this wild nest. Installed a silt cloth around nest depression on 7-15-12.		N		Cc		32.501		-80.2993		128 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												2		1		0		0		0				7/15/12		7/18/12		65		141		127		14		0		0						90.07		90.07		estimate atleast two wash over times at least Genetic sample used was unhatched egg labeled 12-EDB-144-I		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		5/12/12 19:01		7/18/12 14:00		South Carolina

		42279		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		13		N		6				5/12/12		2012		5		19		133		2456059.5				N		Cc		32.4818		-80.341		3132 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				7/8/12		7/14/12		57		173		64		108		1		0						36.99		36.42				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		Melanie Hamilton		5/12/12 9:12		8/1/12 16:11		South Carolina

		42282		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		14		N		8				5/12/12		2012		5		19		133		2456059.5				N		Cc		32.4807		-80.3401		3124 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		146		2		5/12/12				32.4806		-80.3403		3124 Palmetto Blvd.		0		2		0		2		0				7/10/12		7/17/12		59		146		121		24		4		2				1		82.31		78.23				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		5/12/12 9:30		7/25/12 15:06		South Carolina

		42363		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		15		N		7				5/12/12		2012		5		19		133		2456059.5		Two body pits, eggs found in highest level of dune		N		Cc		32.5022		-80.2976		112 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												2		2		0		1		0				7/13/12		7/17/12		62		110		77		32		2		0						70		68.18				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/12/12 14:20		8/1/12 16:07		South Carolina

		42371		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		17		N		9				5/12/12		2012		5		19		133		2456059.5				N		Cc		32.4782		-80.3332		2805 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				7/19/12		7/22/12		68		128		88		39		0		0						68.75		68.75				Annette Jerwers		Emily Craig		Annette Jerwers		5/12/12 15:07		7/22/12 20:34		South Carolina

		42549		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		22		N		11				5/13/12		2012		5		19		134		2456060.5				N		Cc		32.4797		-80.3298		2504 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0						7/27/12				96		33		62		0		0						34.38		34.38		No emergence was detected, so the nest was inventoried after 75 days.		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		5/14/12 8:31		9/14/12 13:03		South Carolina

		44679		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		61		N		33				5/14/12		2012		5		20		135		2456061.5		Nest was originally thought to be a false crawl by Patti Smyer. Nest was way below the SHTL and was being washed out with the storm 5-22. Annette Jerwers relocated the eggs to higher ground and took a DNA sample from a broken egg. 82 eggs were still left in the nest when relocated.		N		Cc		32.484		-80.3238		1900 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		relocated		82		1		5/27/12		TID						1900 Block		1		1		0		1		0				7/20/12		7/24/12		67		82		7		74		2		0						8.54		6.1		Silt Cloth 6-30-12 / only one or two tracks emerged on 7/20		Jamie Gaabo		Patti Smyer		Annette Jerwers		5/27/12 17:24		9/16/12 11:02		South Carolina

		42622		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		24		N		10				5/15/12		2012		5		20		136		2456062.5		no nest management at Time of nesting. 6-28-12 put silt fence around nest and cleared runway. Put wrack to form runway. Top of nest has sunk slightly on 7-9-12. Checked fence and runway each evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4889		-80.3162		1006 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		107		1		5/15/12				32.4889		-80.3161		1006 palmetto blvd		0		2		0		3		0				7/13/12		7/17/12		59		107		100		4		1		9						93.46		84.11		4th night after nest indentation before turtles emerged. No disorientations noticed. Present at first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/15/12 9:14		9/15/12 22:05		South Carolina

		63565		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		23		N		12				5/15/12		2012		5		20		136		2456062.5		viable eggs separated from deprecated eggs and moved per DNR directions and 8 eggs moved to 3132 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4803		-80.3399		3120 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		81		1		6/22/12		DEP		32.4819		-80.341		moved to 3132 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		73		0						8/6/12				81		0		8		0		0				1		0		0		inventoried on day 83. No emergence ever seen.		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		George Cope		9/13/12 19:40		9/13/12 19:46		South Carolina

		42985		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		27		N		13		12-EDB-13		5/18/12		2012		5		20		139		2456065.5				N		Cc		32.4965		-80.3059		404 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth		relocated		108		1		5/18/12				32.4966		-80.306		402 Palmetto				1		0		1		0				7/17/12		7/20/12		60		108		87		20		0		3						80.56		77.78				Marilyn McGowan		Iris Hill		Denise Blauch		5/18/12 10:17		7/21/12 5:43		South Carolina

		42987		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		28		N		15		12-EDB-15		5/18/12		2012		5		20		139		2456065.5				N		Cc		32.492		-80.3122		704 Palmetto Rd.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				7/19/12		7/22/12		62		105		100		4		3		7						95.24		85.71		wash over 5/28		Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		David Blauch		5/18/12 10:20		8/8/12 11:52		South Carolina

		43073		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		30		N		14				5/18/12		2012		5		20		139		2456065.5		no nest management at this time. Silt fence placed on 7-22-12 . Wrack debris used for runway. Steep escarpment was modified to form a ramp for easier walk to water. Checked fence and runway each evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4876		-80.3179		1206 palmetto blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		98		1		5/18/12				32.4878		-80.3176		1204 palmetto blvd.		0		2		0		2		0				7/15/12		7/23/12		58		98		87		10		0		2						87.88		85.86		Only 6 turtles came out at first emergence. Started about 8:30 on 7-14-12 and I left at 1:00 am. Remainder of turtles hatched unnoticed because no tracks were visible probably because of rain.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/18/12 17:12		9/15/12 22:04		South Carolina

		43234		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		34		N		16				5/19/12		2012		5		20		140		2456066.5				N		Cc		32.499		-80.3024		212 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												4		1		0		1		0				7/22/12		7/27/12		64		111		105		5		0		0						94.59		94.59				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/19/12 18:18		7/27/12 13:26		South Carolina

		43237		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		35		N		17				5/19/12		2012		5		20		140		2456066.5		Made nest in house path to beach		N		Cc		32.5007		-80.2997		132 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/15/12		7/18/12		57		127		120		6		0		1						94.49		93.7				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/19/12 18:24		8/8/12 11:53		South Carolina

		43291		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		37		N		19				5/20/12		2012		5		20		141		2456067.5		Turtle was encountered finishing up nesting. Nothing noticeable except lots of barnacles on carapace. No nest management at this time. I did not do any measurements. I was so amazes that I did not even think about it. I just did not want to disturb or stress her. Did not see any tags.		Y		Cc		32.4876		-80.3181		1208 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				7/17/12		7/23/12		58		81		70		10		0		0						86.42		86.42		Easy boil- most turtles hatched at first emergence. Present at first emergence. No disorientations. Large group of people there to watch and I shard loggerhead information.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/20/12 9:20		9/15/12 22:04		South Carolina

		43292		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		38		N		21				5/20/12		2012		5		20		141		2456067.5		No nest management at this time of nesting. Silt fence placed on 7-2-12. Wrack debris used to make runway. Steep scarp was modified at 45 days to form easier ramp for turtles. Top of nest sunk slightly on 7-9-12. Checked fence and runway each evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4901		-80.3146		808 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		89		1		5/20/12				32.4902		-80.3145		808 palmetto blvd		0		4		0		2		0				7/15/12		7/23/12		56		89		82		6		9		2						91.11		78.89		Many emerged with no disorientations. Went to do inventory on 7-20-12 and my first swipe of sand brought movement in the sand. Soon a hatchling came out. After hatchling went to water went back to do inventory and saw more movement . 2 more turtles came out so covered nest and will inventory in a few days. Many hatched at first emergence. Present at first emergence. Not able to determine any reason for dead hatchlings. 2 live hatchlings were active and moved quickly to water. Small group of people there to watch so shared loggerhead information.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/20/12 9:29		9/15/12 22:03		South Carolina

		43330		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		39		N		20				5/20/12		2012		5		20		141		2456067.5		1 egg taken for DNA sample, label 12-EDB-20		N		Cc		32.4849		-80.3221		1704 Palmetto				Other (list in comments)		relocated		99		1		5/20/12				32.4853		-80.3219		Relocated to 1608 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				7/19/12		7/23/12		60		99		86		12		3		5						86.87		78.79		Used marsh grass on beach to create a barrier behind nest instead of silt fencing because nest was in a pretty good location without too many light issues.		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		5/20/12 16:11		7/24/12 7:07		South Carolina

		43410		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		40		N		18				5/20/12		2012		5		20		141		2456067.5				N		Cc		32.4777		-80.3357		2901 Point St.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		123		1		5/20/12				32.4783		-80.337		3002 Point St		0		1		0		1		0						8/8/12				123		120		2		0		0						97.56		97.56		never saw emergence. Inventoried at 80 days.		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		5/20/12 21:07		9/13/12 15:21		South Carolina

		43782		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		43		N		22				5/22/12		2012		5		21		143		2456069.5		Turtle was just covering nest when we came upon her. Found nest easily. Did not appear to have any injuries or deformities.No nest management at this time. First washover on 5-27-12. Piled rack in front of nest to protect it from the water. 5-27-12 was first washover. Piled wrack in front of nest to help hold back water. Silt fence placed on 7-6-12 with wrack used for runway.		Y		Cc		32.4867		-80.3196		1404 palmetto blvd						relocated		96		1		5/22/12				32.4866		-80.3197		1404 palmetto blvd about 15 feet from original nes		1		1		0		1		0				7/22/12		7/26/12		61		96		87		8		6		9						90.62		75		Live turtles in nest were very active and ready to go after they were dug out from under shells.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/22/12 12:58		9/15/12 22:02		South Carolina

		43817		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		44		N		23				5/22/12		2012		5		21		143		2456069.5				N		Cc		32.5002		-80.3003		140 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						relocated		131		1		5/22/12				32.5003		-80.3004		140 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				7/17/12		7/22/12		56		131		129		1		7		13						98.47		83.21		emerged at 7:30 PM. Emerging team witnessed 50+ come out. Inventoried at 7 pm		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		5/22/12 14:28		7/26/12 12:51		South Carolina

		44115		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		47		N		24				5/24/12		2012		5		21		145		2456071.5		Nest needs no maintenance at this time. Nest was shallow so I mounded it up a little . Washover on5-28-12. Placed wrack in front of nest to avoid washovers. Silt fence placed on 7-9-12. Runway made of wrack at this time also. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4906		-80.3141		802 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												1		2		0		1		0				7/24/12		7/29/12		61		133		118		14		0		0						88.72		88.72		One albino hatchling found in boil at first emergence. Small group of people at first emergence and inventory so shared turtle facts with them. Present at first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/24/12 8:04		9/15/12 22:01		South Carolina

		44150		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		48		N		25				5/24/12		2012		5		21		145		2456071.5				N		Cc		32.4994		-80.3018		206 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/25/12		7/28/12		62		119		93		25		1		2						78.15		75.63		Inventoried at 7:15 AM		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		5/24/12 12:12		7/30/12 8:34		South Carolina

		44153		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		49		N		26				5/24/12		2012		5		21		145		2456071.5				N		Cc		32.502		-80.2976		114 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		114		1		5/24/12				32.502		-80.2978		114 Palmetto Blvd.		1		1		0		5		0				7/19/12		7/22/12		56		114		106		3		3		18						92.98		74.56		inventoried at 7:30 pm		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		5/24/12 12:17		8/8/12 11:59		South Carolina

		44556		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		52		N		28				5/26/12		2012		5		21		147		2456073.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence placed on 07-10-12 Runway was made with wrack and maintained daily.		N		Cc		32.4862		-80.3204		1502 palmettoblvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		98		1		5/26/12				32.4862		-80.3204		1502 palmetto blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/19/12		7/25/12		54		98		85		12		7		17						86.73		62.24		Live hatchlings were found throughout nest. They appeared to be stuck in nest. Two hatchlings were still partly in their shells. I set them aside to continue inventory and hatchlings came out of shells and started down runway on their own. Sand was wet and hard. Don't think they would have made it out without help.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		5/26/12 21:10		9/15/12 22:01		South Carolina

		44610		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		57		N		27		12-EDB-27		5/26/12		2012		5		21		147		2456073.5				N		Cc		32.4936		-80.31		604 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		127		1		5/26/12				32.4935		-80.3103		606 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		5		0				7/18/12		7/21/12		53		127		103		19		4		3						81.1		75.59				Marilyn McGowan		Iris Hill		Denise Blauch		5/27/12 11:59		7/25/12 10:50		South Carolina

		44613		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		58		N		30		12-EDB-30		5/27/12		2012		5		21		148		2456074.5				N		Cc		32.4911		-80.3132		716 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		161		1		5/27/12				32.4915		-80.313		712 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/25/12		7/28/12		59		161		151		9		0		5						93.79		90.68				Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		5/27/12 12:17		7/29/12 11:50		South Carolina

		44614		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		59		N		31		12=EDB-31		5/27/12		2012		5		21		148		2456074.5				N		Cc		32.4929		-80.3109		618 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		117		1		5/27/12				32.4929		-80.3111		618 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				7/26/12		7/29/12		60		117		110		6		0		3						94.02		91.45				Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		5/27/12 12:24		7/30/12 13:46		South Carolina

		44615		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		60		N		32		12-EDB-32		5/27/12		2012		5		21		148		2456074.5		measurements are approx. No tags		Y		Cc		32.4938		-80.3099		604 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		123		1		5/27/12				32.4937		-80.31		614 Palmetto		0		2		0		1		5				7/18/12		7/21/12		52		123		119		3		3		4						96.75		91.06				Marilyn McGowan		Jeanine Rhodes		David Blauch		5/27/12 12:31		8/29/12 10:47		South Carolina

		46878		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		103		N		35				5/27/12		2012		5		21		148		2456074.5		These 44 eggs where found to be all broken open in the bottom of the nest when the locators of nest were relocating the eggs. *Nest said to have broken eggs in very poor shape broken in nest.		N		Cc		32.4777		-80.3359		2902 Point St.						relocated		140		1		5/27/12				32.478		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		44		0						8/15/12				140		85		11		0		0						60.71		60.71		Inventoried at Day 80(per DNR) because we never saw hatchling tracks, probably due to rain and soft sand. No exit hole ever visable. One of 44 initially lost was used as DNA sample.		Annice Cope		George Cope		Melanie Hamilton		6/7/12 17:00		9/13/12 15:39		South Carolina

		63570		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		332		N		29				5/27/12		2012		5		21		148		2456074.5				N		Cc		32.4783		-80.3372		3004 Point St.						relocated		147		1		5/27/12				32.478		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				7/23/12		7/30/12		57		147		137		9		0		2						93.2		91.84				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Melanie Hamilton		9/16/12 18:04		9/16/12 18:08		South Carolina

		44784		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		62		N		37				5/28/12		2012		5		22		149		2456075.5				N		Cc		32.4814		-80.3271		2204 Point Street				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/23/12		7/27/12		56		149		127		21		0		12						85.23		77.18		vegetation -Turtle hatchlings (12)were caught in roots , but we were able to release them.		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		5/28/12 15:07		9/2/12 10:26		South Carolina

		44881		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		63		N		34		12-EDB-34		5/28/12		2012		5		22		149		2456075.5				N		Cc		32.4951		-80.3081		504 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/25/12		7/28/12		58		117		91		25		1		3						77.78		74.36				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		5/28/12 19:28		7/29/12 11:51		South Carolina

		44882		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		64		N		36		12-EDB-36		5/28/12		2012		5		22		149		2456075.5		Laid on edge of scarf		N		Cc		32.4913		-80.313		712 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		134		1		5/28/12				32.4913		-80.313		712 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				7/25/12		7/28/12		58		134		127		6		3		4						94.78		89.55				Marilyn McGowan		Larry McGowan		Larry McGowan		5/28/12 19:34		7/29/12 11:52		South Carolina

		44989		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		71		N		38				5/28/12		2012		5		22		149		2456075.5				N		Cc		32.4787		-80.3381		3106 Point St.						relocated		121		1		5/28/12				32.478		-80.3365		2904 Point St		0		1		0		1		0				7/24/12		7/30/12		57		121		115		5		4		0						95.04		91.74				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		5/29/12 14:42		7/30/12 17:18		South Carolina

		44958		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		69		N		42				5/29/12		2012		5		22		150		2456076.5				N		Cc		32.4816		-80.3409		3128 Palmetto St.				Runway		relocated		131		1		5/29/12				32.4818		-80.341		3132 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		1		2				7/21/12		7/25/12		53		131		105		25		7		1						80.15		74.05				Annice Cope		Melanie Hamilton		George Cope		5/29/12 11:07		8/1/12 16:15		South Carolina

		45052		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		72		N		40				5/29/12		2012		5		22		150		2456076.5				N		Cc		32.4976		-80.3044		310 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				7/24/12		7/27/12		56		167		136		30		8		3						81.44		74.85		Lots of roots with 8 dead hatchlings tangled in roots.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		5/29/12 16:19		7/27/12 13:29		South Carolina

		45344		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		76		N		39				5/29/12		2012		5		22		150		2456076.5		Turtle was going into ocean when observed. Too late to get any data. DNA sample taken.		Y		Cc		32.4845		-80.3226		1708 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/22/12		7/29/12		54		118		101		16		7		10						85.59		71.19		Note, started to inventory on 7-26 and discovered hatchlings trying to dig out of the nest, covered the nest back and came back on the 29th to conduct the inventory. Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Tami Knecht		6/1/12 7:18		7/30/12 7:19		South Carolina

		45098		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		73		N		43		12-EDB-43		5/30/12		2012		5		22		151		2456077.5		Measurements not taken. Searched for tags but none found		Y		Cc		32.4942		-80.3092		516 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				7/23/12		7/26/12		54		114		110		3		4		15						96.49		79.82		15 were at bottom of nest, lots of roots in and around nest.		Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Jeanine Rhodes		5/30/12 9:11		7/28/12 8:33		South Carolina

		62979		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		330		UN		172				2012-06-00		2012		6								Surveyed area Friday Morning and found wild nest. Got a call Friday morning that hatchlings were found on Palmetto Blvd. and EZ Shop Gas station parking lot. Disorientation report was filled out by Melinda Hester. EBLTP Coordinator has not seen the report yet. Waiting on it before filling out database info. the month that the nest was laid was back calculated based on incubation duration for nests on this beach at this time in the season.		N		Cc		32.5025		-80.2971		108 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		0		13				8/9/12		8/13/12				68		67		1		6		0						98.53		89.71		Genetic sample taken at inventory and labeled 12-edb-172-I		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		8/11/12 12:42		9/19/12 13:54		South Carolina

		45351		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		81		N		45				6/1/12		2012		6		22		153		2456079.5				N		Cc		32.4781		-80.3369		3001 Point St.				Silt Cloth		relocated		80		1		6/1/12				32.4781		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				7/28/12		7/31/12		57		80		69		10		0		0						86.25		86.25				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		6/1/12 8:35		7/31/12 7:57		South Carolina

		45383		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		82		N		44		12-EDB-44		6/1/12		2012		6		22		153		2456079.5				N		Cc		32.4916		-80.3128		712 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		124		1		6/1/12				32.4914		-80.313		714 Palmetto		0		2		0		2		0				7/23/12		7/26/12		52		124		110		12		0		8						88.71		82.26				Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		6/1/12 10:25		8/1/12 16:21		South Carolina

		45757		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		84		N		46				6/2/12		2012		6		22		154		2456080.5				N		Cc		32.4977		-80.3039		306Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		129		1		6/2/12				32.4978		-80.304		306 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/23/12		7/27/12		51		129		111		17		1		12						86.05		75.97				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/2/12 7:16		7/27/12 13:32		South Carolina

		46046		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		87		N		48		12EDB48		6/4/12		2012		6		23		156		2456082.5				N		Cc		32.4832		-80.3417		3210 Palmetto Blvd Section G		plastic screen		Silt Cloth		relocated		109		1		6/4/12				32.4833		-80.3416		3212 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		6		0				7/29/12		8/2/12		55		109		87		16		0		5						79.82		75.23				Cameron Andrews		Ray Johnson		Ray Johnson		6/4/12 9:34		8/8/12 19:37		South Carolina

		46297		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		90		N		49				6/5/12		2012		6		23		157		2456083.5		No nest management at this time.Silt fence placed on7-20-12 along with runway made from wrack. Steep scarp was smoothed to ease slope to water. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4889		-80.3161		1006 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		101		1		6/5/12				32.4889		-80.3162				0		4		0		2		0				7/29/12		8/2/12		54		101		96		4		0		2						94.12		92.16		Live hatchlings were active and went easily to water. Large group of people at inventory . Crowd control was an issue but shared turtle facts. Present at first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Wanda McCarley		Patricia Holtzinger		6/5/12 8:36		9/15/12 10:47		South Carolina

		46580		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		93		N		54				6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5				N		Cc		32.4793		-80.3304		2602 Point St.				Silt Cloth		relocated		92		1		6/7/12		TID		32.4809		-80.3279		2603 Point St				1		0		1		0				7/27/12		7/31/12		51		92		80		11		0		3				1		86.96		83.7				Annette Jerwers		Emily Craig		Carol Church		6/6/12 16:48		9/2/12 10:30		South Carolina

		46581		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		94		N		55				6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5				N		Cc		32.4781		-80.3331		2805 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				7/30/12		8/2/12		54		105		100		4		0		0						95.24		95.24				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		6/6/12 16:51		8/2/12 21:09		South Carolina

		46609		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		95		N		53				6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and runway placed on 7-21-12. Wrack used to make runway. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4878		-80.3176		1204 palmetto blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				7/29/12		8/2/12		53		124		115		8		0		4						92.74		89.52		Live hatchlings found at bottom of nest under shells. Seemed slow and weak at first but became more active after going a distance in runway. Present at first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Wanda McCarley		Patricia Holtzinger		6/6/12 19:07		9/15/12 10:53		South Carolina

		46891		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		103		N		50		12-EDB-50		6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5				N		Cc		32.4962		-80.3066		414 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		127		1		6/6/12				32.4962		-80.3067		414 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		2		0				7/27/12		7/30/12		51		127		100		25		10		25						78.74		51.18		Hatchlings trapped in roots and hard sand		Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		Iris Hill		6/7/12 17:06		7/31/12 19:51		South Carolina

		46902		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		104		N		51		12-EDB-51		6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5				N		Cc		32.4947		-80.3085		510 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		95		1		6/6/12				32.4947		-80.3085		510 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		5		0				7/30/12		8/2/12		54		95		78		12		2		5						82.11		74.74		Caught in roots		Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		Jeanine Rhodes		6/7/12 17:11		8/4/12 8:19		South Carolina

		46909		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		105		N		52		12-EDB-52		6/6/12		2012		6		23		158		2456084.5				N		Cc		32.4928		-80.3112		618 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		75		1		6/6/12				32.4927		-80.3111		618 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/25/12		7/29/12		49		75		70		4		10		7						93.33		70.67				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		6/7/12 17:15		7/30/12 13:48		South Carolina

		46741		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		98		N		56				6/7/12		2012		6		23		159		2456085.5				N		Cc		32.497		-80.3051		318 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		128		1		6/7/12				32.4971		-80.3052		318 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/4/12		8/7/12		58		128		123		4		0		5						96.09		92.19		lots of tiny roots in nest wrapped around eggs. surprised to see find 5 live hatchlings		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/7/12 13:45		8/13/12 23:06		South Carolina

		47275		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		114		N		57				6/7/12		2012		6		23		159		2456085.5		Nest relocated to 1704 Palmetto. Egg taken for DNA sample.		N		Cc		32.4851		-80.3221		1700 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		relocated		113		1		6/7/12								1704 Palmetto				1		0		1		0				7/29/12		8/5/12		52		113		100		12		2		0						88.5		86.73		Kelly McCormick assisted in the inventory, she is not in the data base.		Jamie Gaabo		Patti Smyer		Tami Knecht		6/8/12 17:22		8/10/12 8:25		South Carolina

		47076		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		112		N		58				6/8/12		2012		6		23		160		2456086.5		No nest management at this time.Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 7-23-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4888		-80.3164		1008 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				8/1/12		8/6/12		54		75		73		1		0		0						97.33		97.33		Nothing significant at inventory. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/8/12 12:09		9/15/12 11:06		South Carolina

		47375		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		117		N		59				6/9/12		2012		6		23		161		2456087.5				N		Cc		32.4785		-80.3378		3101 Point St.						relocated		87		1		6/9/12				32.4785		-80.3378		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		2		0				8/2/12		8/8/12		54		87		80		5		0		0						91.95		91.95				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		6/9/12 10:39		8/8/12 8:22		South Carolina

		47872		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		126		N		60		12EDB60		6/9/12		2012		6		23		161		2456087.5				N		Cc		32.4864		-80.3427		3228 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/8/12		8/12/12		60		119		118		0		0		8						99.16		92.44				Cameron Andrews		Ray Johnson		Ray Johnson		6/11/12 8:48		8/12/12 20:21		South Carolina

		47535		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		118		N		61				6/10/12		2012		6		23		162		2456088.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 7-25-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4862		-80.3203		1502 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		95		1		6/10/12				32.4863		-80.3203		1502 palmettoblvd		0		1		0		1		0				7/31/12		8/4/12		51		95		75		19		1		13						78.95		64.21		Live hatchlings were active and got to water easily. Large group of people so shared turtle facts and inventory procedure.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/10/12 8:20		9/15/12 11:12		South Carolina

		47608		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		119		N		63		12-EDB-63		6/10/12		2012		6		23		162		2456088.5				N		Cc		32.4962		-80.3066		412 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/3/12		8/6/12		54		104		100		3		0		0						96.15		96.15				Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		6/10/12 10:58		8/6/12 20:58		South Carolina

		47679		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		121		N		64				6/10/12		2012		6		23		162		2456088.5				N		Cc		32.4783		-80.3329		2804 Point Street				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/2/12		8/5/12		53		160		121		38		0		0						75.62		75.62				Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		Annette Jerwers		6/10/12 14:06		9/2/12 10:43		South Carolina

		47683		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		124		N		62				6/10/12		2012		6		23		162		2456088.5		nest was laid at beach access 35 in shallow egg chamber. Lots of eggs, filled up chamber all the way to top and some eggs trailed out in crawl back toward water. All the broken eggs appeared to be caused by female turtle crawling over them.		N		Cc		32.4889		-80.3437		3500 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		relocated		166		1		6/10/12				32.4783		-80.3328		2808 Point St				1		0		10		0				7/30/12		8/2/12		50		166		119		37		27		3						71.69		53.61				Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		Carol Church		6/10/12 14:38		8/2/12 21:11		South Carolina

		47860		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		125		N		65				6/11/12		2012		6		24		163		2456089.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on7-26-12. Checked fence and runway each evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4861		-80.3205		1504 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		95		1		6/11/12				32.4862		-80.3204		1502 palmetto blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/1/12		8/5/12		51		95		84		10		2		27						88.42		57.89		Live hatchlings were found at bottom of nest under shells. Surprised there were so many. Nest cavity collapsed into crater formation and had to make a ramp for turtles to get out. Present at first emergence. Large group of people at first emergence and inventory. Shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Cathy Price		Patricia Holtzinger		6/11/12 7:42		9/15/12 11:21		South Carolina

		48022		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		127		N		66		12-EDB-66		6/11/12		2012		6		24		163		2456089.5				N		Cc		32.495		-80.3083		506 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/2/12		8/5/12		52		119		102		16		0		1						85.71		84.87				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		6/11/12 10:33		8/6/12 21:01		South Carolina

		48028		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		128		N		67		12-EDB-67		6/11/12		2012		6		24		163		2456089.5				N		Cc		32.4967		-80.3057		402 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		144		1		6/11/12				32.4968		-80.3057		402 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/2/12		8/5/12		52		144		92		51		1		19						63.89		50				Marilyn McGowan		Jeanine Rhodes		Larry McGowan		6/11/12 10:37		8/11/12 8:55		South Carolina

		48598		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		135		N		68				6/11/12		2012		6		24		163		2456089.5				N		Cc		32.4811		-80.3275		2302 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				7/30/12		8/2/12		49		120		90		29		2		27						75		50.83		Very deep nest- had live hatchlings at the bottom		Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		Carol Church		6/12/12 23:10		8/2/12 21:28		South Carolina

		48425		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		130		N		72				6/12/12		2012		6		24		164		2456090.5				N		Cc		32.4786		-80.3375		3004 Point St.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/12/12		8/18/12		61		131		16		114		2		1						12.21		9.92				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		George Cope		6/12/12 11:05		8/18/12 13:33		South Carolina

		48489		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		132		N		69				6/12/12		2012		6		24		164		2456090.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 7-27-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4863		-80.32		1408 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		113		1		6/12/12				32.4865		-80.32		1408 palmetto blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/1/12		8/5/12		50		113		90		22		3		9						79.65		69.03		Shared turtle facts with small group of people during inventory. No apparent reason for so many unhatched eggs.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/12/12 13:36		9/15/12 11:26		South Carolina

		48531		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		133		N		70				6/12/12		2012		6		24		164		2456090.5				N		Cc		32.4992		-80.302		208 Palmetto Blvd. section A						in situ				0												3		1		0		1		0				8/2/12		8/6/12		51		120		39		80		0		0						32.5		32.5		All of the unhatched eggs were dark and brown colored.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		6/12/12 15:25		8/6/12 17:24		South Carolina

		48545		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		134		N		71				6/12/12		2012		6		24		164		2456090.5				N		Cc		32.4838		-80.3242		1804 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				7/31/12				49												1								Nest could not be located when initial inventoried on 8-5 and on 8-9 volunteer went back out and dug a huge hole around the original nest site with no luck. Don't know if stakes were moved by someone enough to not locate nest. Stakes were in same area as indicated on map but could not find nest site.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patti Smyer		Tami Knecht		6/12/12 16:05		8/10/12 8:52		South Carolina

		49280		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		139		N		74				6/15/12		2012		6		24		167		2456093.5				N		Cc		32.4805		-80.3285		2402 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/8/12		8/12/12		54		109		89		19		0		0						81.65		81.65				Annette Jerwers		Emily Craig		Annette Jerwers		6/15/12 7:30		8/12/12 21:58		South Carolina

		49426		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		140		N		73		12-EDB-73		6/15/12		2012		6		24		167		2456093.5				N		Cc		32.4925		-80.3114		618 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		108		1		6/15/12				32.4925		-80.3115		618 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				8/2/12		8/6/12		48		108		93		14		0		4						86.11		82.41		Roots completely encapsulated some eggs. Several hatchlings came out up on side of silt fence.		Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		David Blauch		6/15/12 14:18		8/7/12 8:00		South Carolina

		49488		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		146		N		77				6/15/12		2012		6		24		167		2456093.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 7-31-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.l		N		Cc		32.49		-80.3146		808 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		85		1		6/15/12				32.4902		-80.3145		806 palmetto blvd.		0		2		0		4		0				8/4/12		8/10/12		50		85		74		9		0		1						85.06		83.91		1 turtle emerged on 8-4-12 but no others. Oops! Little guys snuck out without my seeing any tracks. Lots of hard rains lately must have washed tracks away.Present at first emergence. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/16/12 8:37		9/15/12 11:36		South Carolina

		62664		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		329		N		75		12-edb-75		6/15/12		2012		6		24		167		2456093.5		Record was deleted in error and reentered		N		Cc		32.4911		-80.3133		716 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		139		1		6/15/12				32.4911		-80.3133		716 palmetto blvd		0		2		0		2		0				8/1/12		8/4/12		47		139		87		50		3		12						62.59		51.8				Marilyn McGowan		Jeanine Rhodes		Denise Blauch		8/5/12 20:23		8/5/12 20:25		South Carolina

		49475		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		145		N		76				6/16/12		2012		6		24		168		2456094.5		nested under front deck of beach house		N		Cc		32.4994		-80.3019		206 Palmetto Blvd Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/6/12		8/9/12		51		139		126		12		0		121						90.65		3.6		When I dug into nest, I found active live hatchlings about 4' below surface. They would not stay buried. Because of the location in a cool spot that does not receive sun, I chose to remove the hatchlings. They were all extremely active, had dry shells, no yolk sacs. Because of the cooler temperture, they would have emerged during the day. Also, this nest is located at the house where the renters 'guided' hatchlings the evening before from adjacent nest # 86. There was concern that they would interfere again if an emergence occurred during the day.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/16/12 7:22		8/11/12 12:59		South Carolina

		49516		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		147		N		78		12-EDB-78		6/16/12		2012		6		24		168		2456094.5				N		Cc		32.4928		-80.311		614 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		130		1		6/16/12				32.4928		-80.311		614 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/5/12		8/8/12		50		130		115		14		0		14						88.46		77.69				Marilyn McGowan		David Blauch		Larry McGowan		6/16/12 10:35		8/9/12 10:06		South Carolina

		49517		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		148		N		79		12-EDB-79		6/16/12		2012		6		24		168		2456094.5				N		Cc		32.4963		-80.3065		416 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		98		1		6/16/12				32.4963		-80.3065		416 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/9/12		8/12/12		54		98		91		6		0		5						92.86		87.76				Marilyn McGowan		Larry McGowan		Larry McGowan		6/16/12 10:38		8/13/12 9:45		South Carolina

		49649		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		149		N		80				6/16/12		2012		6		24		168		2456094.5				N		Cc		32.4833		-80.3246		2000 Palmetto Blvd. Beach access				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/5/12		8/14/12		50		93		30		62		0		0						32.26		32.26				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patti Smyer		Patti Smyer		6/16/12 15:25		8/15/12 7:04		South Carolina

		49726		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		151		N		81				6/16/12		2012		6		24		168		2456094.5		Carol Church encountered the turtle entering the surf just at sunrise. She has a photograph of the turtle.		Y		Cc		32.4795		-80.33		2601 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/5/12		8/8/12		50		107		100		6		0		0						93.46		93.46				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		6/16/12 18:00		8/8/12 20:43		South Carolina

		49763		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		152		N		82				6/17/12		2012		6		24		169		2456095.5				N		Cc		32.5002		-80.3004		142 Palmetto Blvd Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/6/12		8/9/12		50		78		76		1		0		3						97.44		93.59				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/17/12 7:13		8/11/12 12:55		South Carolina

		49765		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		154		N		83				6/17/12		2012		6		24		169		2456095.5				N		Cc		32.4782		-80.3331		2805 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/6/12		8/10/12		50		161		132		28		0		3						81.99		80.12				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		6/17/12 7:58		8/10/12 20:24		South Carolina

		49771		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		156		N		84				6/17/12		2012		6		24		169		2456095.5				N		Cc		32.4783		-80.3374		3004 Point St.						relocated		119		1		6/17/12				32.478		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				8/6/12		8/11/12		50		119		104		14		4		0						87.39		84.03				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		Merelyn Devers		6/17/12 8:55		9/13/12 14:39		South Carolina

		49902		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		166		N		85		12-EDB-85		6/17/12		2012		6		24		169		2456095.5				N		Cc		32.4928		-80.3111		618 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		81		1		6/17/12				32.4928		-80.3112		614 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/5/12		8/8/12		49		81		65		15		1		12						80.25		64.2				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		6/17/12 14:54		8/10/12 9:11		South Carolina

		50072		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		167		N		86				6/18/12		2012		6		25		170		2456096.5				N		Cc		32.4994		-80.3018		206 Palmetto blvd						in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				8/8/12		8/12/12		51		104		98		5		2		1						94.23		91.35		Inventoried 8 PM		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/18/12 7:09		8/16/12 14:21		South Carolina

		50087		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		168		N		87		12-EDB-87		6/18/12		2012		6		25		170		2456096.5				N		Cc		32.4894		-80.3439		3506 Palmetto Blvd Section G						relocated		127		1		6/18/12				32.4895		-80.344		3506 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/13/12		8/17/12		56		127		113		13		0		0						88.98		88.98				Cameron Andrews		Ray Johnson		Ray Johnson		6/18/12 8:40		8/18/12 11:13		South Carolina

		50407		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		176		N		88				6/19/12		2012		6		25		171		2456097.5				N		Cc		32.4784		-80.3374		3004 Point St.						relocated		90		1		6/19/12				32.4781		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				8/7/12		8/11/12		49		90		79		10		0		0						87.78		87.78				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		George Cope		6/19/12 11:48		9/13/12 14:41		South Carolina

		50754		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		177		N		90				6/20/12		2012		6		25		172		2456098.5				N		Cc		32.4784		-80.3324		2802 Point St				Silt Cloth		relocated		83		1		6/20/12								2802 Point Street				1		0		2		0				8/9/12		8/12/12		50		83		70		11		0		0						84.34		84.34				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		6/20/12 15:20		8/12/12 22:01		South Carolina

		50876		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		181		N		89		12-EDB-89		6/20/12		2012		6		25		172		2456098.5				N		Cc		32.4939		-80.3097		520 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		120		1		6/20/12				32.4938		-80.3096		520 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/6/12		8/10/12		47		120		110		9		4		15						91.67		75.83				Marilyn McGowan		Iris Hill		Iris Hill		6/21/12 10:36		8/10/12 9:08		South Carolina

		50879		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		182		N		91		12-EDB-91		6/21/12		2012		6		25		173		2456099.5				N		Cc		32.4935		-80.3103		604 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/11/12		8/14/12		51		119		84		34		0		1						70.59		69.75				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Denise Blauch		6/21/12 10:38		8/29/12 17:48		South Carolina

		51235		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		186		N		92				6/22/12		2012		6		25		174		2456100.5				N		Cc		32.4989		-80.3024		212 Palmetto Blvd. section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/14/12		8/17/12		53		171		155		15		2		0						90.64		89.47				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		6/22/12 12:21		8/17/12 22:04		South Carolina

		51526		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		188		N		93				6/23/12		2012		6		25		175		2456101.5				N		Cc		32.5014		-80.2987		124 Palmetto Blvd Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				8/12/12		8/15/12		50		117		66		50		0		6						56.41		51.28		Inventory completed at 7 AM		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/23/12 8:29		8/15/12 15:49		South Carolina

		51602		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		190		N		94				6/23/12		2012		6		25		175		2456101.5				N		Cc		32.4779		-80.3361		2903 Point St.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/11/12		8/16/12		49		166		100		65		1		1						60.24		59.04				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		6/23/12 11:21		9/13/12 14:42		South Carolina

		51603		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		191		N		95				6/23/12		2012		6		25		175		2456101.5				N		Cc		32.4816		-80.3408		3128 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/17/12		8/22/12		55		80		77		2		0		0						96.25		96.25				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Melanie Hamilton		6/23/12 11:28		9/13/12 14:43		South Carolina

		51823		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		194		N		96				6/24/12		2012		6		25		176		2456102.5				N		Cc		32.4787		-80.3379		3102 Point St.				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		2		0		1		0				8/12/12		8/23/12		49		125		64		60		1		0						51.2		50.4		King snake photographed on top nest on 2012-08-16. I spoke with female visitor from 3102 Point St. She witnessed the king snake with live hatchling in snake's mouth on 2012-08-14 and her husband phoned the SC DNR on same or next day. 8 total live hatchlings helped to Ocean from 2012-08-15 thru 2012-08-23.		Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Patricia Holtzinger		6/24/12 10:39		8/29/12 11:35		South Carolina

		52011		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		195		N		97				6/25/12		2012		6		26		177		2456103.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 8-9-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.487		-80.3187		1306 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		124		1		6/25/12				32.487		-80.3189		1308 palmetto blvd.		0		2		0		2		0				8/10/12		8/15/12		46		124		84		39		1		16						67.2		53.6		Live hatchlings were buried under shells and unhatched eggs. Got them to the water but they were not as active as at the first emergence. Shared turtle facts and procedure with small group of people.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		6/25/12 7:47		9/15/12 11:43		South Carolina

		52112		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		197		N		98				6/25/12		2012		6		26		177		2456103.5				N		Cc		32.478		-80.334						Silt Cloth		relocated		100		1		6/25/12								2808 Point				1		0		1		0				8/14/12		8/17/12		50		100		72		27		4		0						72		68		ants		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		6/25/12 11:10		9/2/12 10:54		South Carolina

		52353		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		200		N		100				6/25/12		2012		6		26		177		2456103.5				N		Cc		32.4837		-80.3241		1902 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		80		1		6/25/12				32.4838		-80.324				0		1		0		1		0				8/12/12		8/17/12		48		80		71		8		0		3						88.75		85		Volunteer (Patti Smyer) thought nest emerged 8-2-12 but I think it was ghost crab tracks. Jamie During inventory, new trainees Dan and Martha Ritter got to participate.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Patti Smyer		Tami Knecht		6/25/12 16:03		8/17/12 18:10		South Carolina

		52394		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		204		N		99		12-EDB-99		6/25/12		2012		6		26		177		2456103.5				N		Cc		32.4958		-80.307		416 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		155		1		6/25/12				32.4958		-80.307		416 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		1		0				8/11/12		8/14/12		47		155		119		35		0		16						76.77		66.45				Iris Hill		Larry McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		6/25/12 17:09		8/29/12 11:57		South Carolina

		52540		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		208		N		101				6/25/12		2012		6		26		177		2456103.5		Observed turtle nesting at 8 PM on 6-25-2012. An hour later after covering eggs, we measured and scanned her. We relocated the eggs the next morning during dawn patrol in the daylight. No tags found and photos taken.		Y		Cc		32.4985		-80.3027		216 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		110		2		6/26/12				32.4988		-80.3027		214 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		2		0				8/13/12		8/16/12		49		110		66		43		0		2				1		59.46		57.66				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		6/26/12 11:30		8/17/12 22:06		South Carolina

		52541		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		209		N		102				6/26/12		2012		6		26		178		2456104.5				N		Cc		32.5008		-80.2995		130 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				8/13/12		8/17/12		48		94		81		12		0		12						86.17		73.4		Emerged between 10 and 11 PM		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		6/26/12 11:31		8/17/12 22:10		South Carolina

		52782		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		210		N		103				6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5		The observer said that the measurements were 3 ft. long and 3 ft. wide. She does have pictures.		Y		Cc		32.4842		-80.3234		1804 Palmetto Blvd.						relocated		96		1		6/27/12										0		1		0		1		0				8/15/12		8/19/12		49		96		91		4		9		0						94.79		85.42		All hatchlings were way down in the bottom of the nest below the hatched eggs.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Tami Knecht		Tami Knecht		6/27/12 7:27		8/20/12 7:14		South Carolina

		52783		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		211		N		104				6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5				N		Cc		32.4941		-80.3091		516 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		143		1		6/27/12										0		1		0		1		0				8/13/12		8/16/12		47		143		120		22		5		16						83.92		69.23				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Iris Hill		6/27/12 7:29		8/17/12 10:06		South Carolina

		52918		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		213		N		106				6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5				N		Cc		32.4781		-80.3331		2805 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/16/12		8/19/12		50		111		103		7		0		1						92.79		91.89				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		6/27/12 13:17		8/19/12 20:04		South Carolina

		52932		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		215		N		107				6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5				N		Cc		32.4847		-80.3225		1706 Palmetto Blvd.						in situ				0												0		2		0		1		2				8/12/12		8/15/12		46		85		60		24		1		3						70.59		65.88		volunteer thought nest was lost during high tide 7-31-12 but it was nest 117.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Tami Knecht		Tami Knecht		6/27/12 13:41		8/29/12 11:55		South Carolina

		53060		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		216		N		105				6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence placed on 8-11-12. Runway added to silt fence made from wrack on beach. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4889		-80.3161		1006 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		157		1		6/27/12				32.4891		-80.316		1004 palmetto blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/14/12		8/19/12		48		157		111		45		4		0						70.7		68.15		All unhatched eggs were at top of nest. Curious about that. Small group of people were at inventory so shared turtle facts. Present at first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Cathy Price		Patricia Holtzinger		6/27/12 18:59		9/15/12 11:49		South Carolina

		53197		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		219		N		113		12-EDB-113-I		6/27/12		2012		6		26		179		2456105.5		False crawl, no pit, above HTL. She wandered around through the vegetation and walked parallel to the beach Body pit and eggs found by Brad Drawdy on 6-30-2012 by sand fencing		N		Cc		32.5006		-80.2998		134 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		104		1		7/29/12		TID		32.5005		-80.3053		136 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/15/12		8/19/12		49		104		81		22		0		21				1		77.88		57.69				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Elizabeth Guilherme		Melinda Hester		6/27/12 21:36		8/20/12 16:31		South Carolina

		53382		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		220		N		108				6/28/12		2012		6		26		180		2456106.5				N		Cc		32.4922		-80.3117		700 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		131		1		6/28/12				32.4922		-80.3119		702 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		1		0				8/11/12		8/14/12		44		131		100		30		1		11						76.34		67.18				Iris Hill		David Blauch		David Blauch		6/28/12 16:23		8/31/12 17:04		South Carolina

		53388		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		222		N		109				6/28/12		2012		6		26		180		2456106.5		Dan Ritter was new volunteer walking on beach and located nest. Elaine helped with data and nest location.		N		Cc		32.4844		-80.3232		1804 Palmetto Blvd. Section D						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/16/12		8/20/12		49		129		107		21		2		0						82.95		81.4		Patti Smyer assisted the Ritters with this inventory.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Dan Ritter		Elaine Freeman		6/28/12 16:36		8/21/12 7:06		South Carolina

		53392		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		223		N		111				6/28/12		2012		6		26		180		2456106.5				N		Cc		32.498		-80.3038		304 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				8/17/12		8/21/12		50		112		76		35		1		0						67.86		66.96				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Elizabeth Guilherme		Melinda Hester		6/28/12 16:43		8/21/12 10:45		South Carolina

		53394		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		225		N		114		12-EDB-114-I		6/28/12		2012		6		26		180		2456106.5		False Crawl, Turtle seen by vacationers on beach at 11 PM Eggs found by Brad Drawdy on 6-30-2012		N		Cc		32.4987		-80.3027		214 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						relocated		116		1		7/29/12		TID		32.4984		-80.3032		220 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		1		0				8/14/12		8/18/12		47		116		68		47		1		16				1		58.62		43.97		emerged at 8:45 PM. Hatching team on hand for huge crowd control. Inventoried at 7 AM. Of the 47 unhatched eggs, 32 were half in/half out of shell and dead. The 16 live hatchlings were embedded in sand and two were digging horizontal in nest at egg shell layer.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		6/28/12 16:46		8/18/12 11:58		South Carolina

		53413		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		226		N		110				6/28/12		2012		6		26		180		2456106.5				N		Cc		32.4782		-80.3333		2805 Point St.				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/18/12		8/22/12		51		122		102		19		1		0						83.61		82.79				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Emily Craig		6/28/12 17:28		8/22/12 20:31		South Carolina

		53915		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		227		N		112				6/29/12		2012		6		26		181		2456107.5		DNA Sample Taken (12-EDB-112)		N		Cc		32.4854		-80.3216		1606 Palmetto						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/16/12		8/22/12		48		78		59		18		1		0						75.64		74.36				Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		6/29/12 16:08		8/23/12 7:42		South Carolina

		54220		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		232		N		115				7/1/12		2012		7		26		183		2456109.5		Nest found in wrack line. Had to be moved. No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway put in place on 8-15-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4885		-80.3165		1102 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		88		1		7/1/12				32.4884		-80.3167		Moved to 1104 because original nest was laid in m		0		2		0		2		0				8/17/12		8/22/12		47		88		74		13		0		2						83.15		80.9		Live hatchlings were slow moving to water.they were buried under shells and not likely to get out on their own. Present at first emergence. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/1/12 8:52		9/15/12 11:57		South Carolina

		54237		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		233		N		116				7/1/12		2012		7		26		183		2456109.5		Turtle was seen leaving the beach at 11 PM by vacations in 206 Palmetto Blvd.		N		Cc		32.4992		-80.3019		206 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		88		1		7/1/12				32.4994		-80.3019		204 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/15/12		8/19/12		45		88		76		11		1		2						86.36		82.95				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Elizabeth Guilherme		Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/1/12 10:21		8/20/12 16:33		South Carolina

		54259		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		236		N		117				7/1/12		2012		7		26		183		2456109.5		DNA Sample taken ID 12-EDB-117		N		Cc		32.4847		-80.3227		1708 Palmetto Blvd						in situ				0														2		0		1		0		1																						0		0				Jamie Gaabo				Jamie Gaabo		7/1/12 11:37		8/4/12 9:41		South Carolina

		54982		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		238		N		118				7/3/12		2012		7		27		185		2456111.5		Turtle was seen by vacationers at 10:30 PM on the beach. There were two body pits.		N		Cc		32.498		-80.3038		304 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/21/12		8/25/12		49		97		62		34		4		1						63.92		58.76		The eggs on top of chamber did not hatch, the eggs on bottom and sides did hatch. The four dead hatchlings were very stinky and between surface and egg chamber.		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		7/3/12 9:12		8/25/12 8:28		South Carolina

		55295		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		242		N		120		12-EDB-120		7/4/12		2012		7		27		186		2456112.5				N		Cc		32.4957		-80.3072		416 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		85		1		7/4/12				32.4957		-80.3071		416 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/19/12		8/22/12		46		85		70		14		1		3						82.35		77.65				Marilyn McGowan		Jeanine Rhodes		Jeanine Rhodes		7/4/12 15:48		8/27/12 11:29		South Carolina

		55770		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		245		N		121		12 EDB 121		7/6/12		2012		7		27		188		2456114.5				N		Cc		32.4837		-80.3418		3214 Palmetto Blvd Section G				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/27/12		9/1/12		52		158		148		9		2		0						93.67		92.41				Cameron Andrews		Cameron Andrews		Cameron Andrews		7/6/12 8:47		9/1/12 21:52		South Carolina

		56208		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		249		N		125				7/6/12		2012		7		27		188		2456114.5				N		Cc		32.4793		-80.3389		3106 Point St.						in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/24/12		8/27/12		49		132		119		12		0		0						90.15		90.15				Annice Cope		Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		7/7/12 10:35		8/27/12 10:46		South Carolina

		56104		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		247		N		123				7/7/12		2012		7		27		189		2456115.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 8-21-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4876		-80.3178		1206 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		100		1		7/7/12				32.4877		-80.3179		Relocated high above tide line at same address abo		0		2		0		2		0				8/23/12		8/27/12		47		100		71		28		1		2						70.3		67.33		No reason for large number of unhatched eggs. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/7/12 8:03		9/15/12 12:02		South Carolina

		56108		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		248		N		124				7/7/12		2012		7		27		189		2456115.5		Turtle nested in runway of nest 2. Had to repair runway and move silt fence slightly to make room for runway. Put silt fence and runway up at 45 days (8-21-12). Made runway out of wrack debris. Worried this may over wash. Blocked front of runway during the day and removed in evening in case eggs hatched.(8-22-12 and 8-23-12.). Small group of people watched and waited for nest to hatch. Only saw 1 turtle emerge. The rest emerged after rain so tracks were not evident.		N		Cc		32.4904		-80.3143		804 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		in situ				0												0		1		0		1		0				8/23/12		8/27/12		47		164		146		17		0		1						89.02		88.41		Nest was in danger of washing at hatching time. I had debated about relocating this nest at the beginning but decided it would be safe. There were many changes in this area of beach. Turtles hatched just in time. Present for first emergence. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Cathy Price		7/7/12 8:09		9/15/12 12:15		South Carolina

		56220		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		250		N		122		12-EDB-122		7/7/12		2012		7		27		189		2456115.5				N		Cc		32.4952		-80.3079		502 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		80		1		7/7/12				32.4953		-80.3078		502 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				8/23/12		8/26/12		47		80		70		9		1		3						87.5		82.5				Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		Marilyn McGowan		7/7/12 10:44		8/27/12 11:30		South Carolina

		56227		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		251		N		126		12-EDB-126		7/7/12		2012		7		27		189		2456115.5				N		Cc		32.4915		-80.313		708 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth		relocated		104		1		7/7/12				32.4917		-80.3126		712 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		11		0				8/27/12		8/30/12		51		104		93		0		0		10						89.42		79.81				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Tommy Mann		7/7/12 10:50		9/18/12 14:44		South Carolina

		56362		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		252		N		127				7/7/12		2012		7		27		189		2456115.5				N		Cc		32.4816		-80.3268		2203 Point St				Silt Cloth		relocated		116		1		7/30/12		TID						2201 Point St				2		0		2		0				8/23/12		8/26/12		47		116		94		20		1		5				1		81.03		75.86				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		7/7/12 15:47		8/29/12 16:56		South Carolina

		56635		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		257		N		128				7/8/12		2012		7		27		190		2456116.5				N		Cc		32.4803		-80.3289		2404 Point St				Silt Cloth		relocated		102		1		7/8/12								2404 Point St				4		0		12		0				8/23/12		8/27/12		46		102		81		21		1		8						71.05		63.16				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		7/8/12 13:35		8/29/12 20:32		South Carolina

		56742		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		258		N		129		12-EDB-129		7/8/12		2012		7		27		190		2456116.5				N		Cc		32.4962		-80.3066		412 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		123		1		7/8/12				32.4962		-80.3066		412 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				8/22/12		8/26/12		45		123		110		12		0		3						89.43		86.99				Marilyn McGowan		Iris Hill		Marilyn McGowan		7/8/12 16:59		8/27/12 11:33		South Carolina

		56759		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		259		N		130		12-EDB-130		7/8/12		2012		7		27		190		2456116.5				N		Cc		32.4916		-80.3127		710 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		94		1		7/8/12				32.4915		-80.313		712 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				8/26/12		8/30/12		49		94		89		4		0		0						94.68		94.68				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		7/8/12 17:10		9/1/12 7:46		South Carolina

		56767		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		260		N		131		12-EDB-131		7/8/12		2012		7		27		190		2456116.5				N		Cc		32.4922		-80.312		702 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		105		1		7/8/12				32.4922		-80.312		702 Palmetto		0		1		0		1		0				8/27/12		8/31/12		50		105		99		5		0		7						94.29		87.62				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		Marilyn McGowan		7/8/12 17:15		9/1/12 7:56		South Carolina

		56828		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		261		N		133				7/9/12		2012		7		28		191		2456117.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and runway placed on 8-23-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.489		-80.3159		1004 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		130		1		7/9/12				32.4891		-80.316				0		2		0		2		0				8/27/12		9/1/12		49		130		74		55		0		0						56.49		56.49		All but a few of the unhatched eggs were brown and collapsed. Some were encased in root hairs but there were also 6 eggs that were still white and firm so reburied them at the top of the nest just in case they could hatch. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/9/12 8:28		9/15/12 12:23		South Carolina

		57133		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		263		N		132				7/9/12		2012		7		28		191		2456117.5				N		Cc		32.5002		-80.3004		138 Palmetto Blvd, section A						in situ				0														1		0		1		0																														Madison Bradley Drawdy				Melinda Hester		7/9/12 21:39		7/9/12 21:48		South Carolina

		57643		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		268		N		134				7/10/12		2012		7		28		192		2456118.5				N		Cc		32.4817		-80.3266		2201 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				9/1/12		9/4/12		53		109		47		61		1		1						43.12		41.28				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Carol Church		7/11/12 12:56		9/5/12 19:34		South Carolina

		57653		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		269		N		135				7/11/12		2012		7		28		193		2456119.5				N		Cc		32.4779		-80.3343		2809 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0														1		0		1		0				8/31/12		9/3/12		51		95		67		27		0		0						70.53		70.53				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Susan Kozub		7/11/12 13:05		9/5/12 19:36		South Carolina

		57800		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		274		N		136				7/12/12		2012		7		28		194		2456120.5		Turtle was seen and measured the night of 7-11-12. Clean shell with very few barnacles. Tag was on front right flipper and very clean and shinny. Assume it to be new. Turtle measured with nesting tape, may not be accurate: curved notch-tip 99.06 cm, curved notch-notch 93.98 cm, and curved width 83.82 cm According to flipper tag the measurements should be longer. Tagging Information about this turtle: 'This girl has been around for a while. She was first tagged when she nested on Blackbeard Island, GA (31.47184, -81.2076) on 5/17/2003. She nested again on Blackbeard Island in 2006 and 2009. She was seen 7 times in 2003, 3 times in 2006, and 5 times in 2009. No measurements from 2003, but on 5/20/2006, CCLnn=104 cm, CCLnt=104.5 cm, CCW=94 cm. Tag YYP665 was added on 6/28/2009, and measurements then were CCLnn=104, CCLnt=104.2, CCW=96.2.'		Y		Cc		32.4969		-80.3053		320 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		101		1		7/12/12										0		1		0		1		0				8/29/12		9/2/12		48		101		98		2		0		2						97.03		95.05				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Elizabeth Guilherme		Melinda Hester		7/12/12 11:19		9/2/12 17:14		South Carolina

		57802		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		276		N		138				7/12/12		2012		7		28		194		2456120.5		Turtle was seen by vacationers on beach about 10 PM, 7-11-12. Melinda Hester responded and saw it going into the ocean. No measurements were taken. Brad Drawdy found the eggs the next morning beneath the wrack line.		Y		Cc		32.4989		-80.3023		212 Palmetto Blvd. Section A				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		89		1		7/12/12				32.499		-80.3023		212 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/28/12		9/4/12		47		89		63		25		1		5						70.79		64.04				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/12/12 11:28		9/6/12 11:35		South Carolina

		57874		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		277		N		137				7/12/12		2012		7		28		194		2456120.5				N		Cc		32.4803		-80.3401		3120 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		93		1		7/12/12				32.478		-80.3364		2904 Point St.				1		0		1		0										93																				Annice Cope				Melanie Hamilton		7/12/12 17:34		8/1/12 14:56		South Carolina

		57997		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		280		N		141				7/13/12		2012		7		28		195		2456121.5		Saw turtle on evening of 7-12-12 while watching a nest hatch. She was just finishing up. Followed her to water . With red light tried to observe whether there were tags,injuries or deformities. Found none. Eyeballed measurements but too dark to really see anything. A approximately 36 inches long and 39 inches wide . Silt fence and wrack placed on 8-27-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		Y		Cc		32.4885		-80.3166		1102 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		92		1		7/13/12								1008 palmetto blvd		0		2		0		2		0				8/29/12		9/3/12		47		92		86		5		0		0						92.47		92.47		Nothing significant with this nest. Small group of people at first emergence and inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Wanda McCarley		Patricia Holtzinger		7/13/12 8:58		9/17/12 13:13		South Carolina

		58200		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		281		N		139				7/13/12		2012		7		28		195		2456121.5				N		Cc		32.4927		-80.311		614 Palmetto Bvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		98		1		7/13/12								614 Palmetto Blvd.		0		1		0		3		0				9/2/12		9/6/12		51		98		90		5		1		1						91.84		89.8				Marilyn McGowan		Denise Blauch		David Blauch		7/14/12 5:45		9/7/12 13:17		South Carolina

		58355		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		283		N		142				7/14/12		2012		7		28		196		2456122.5				N		Cc		32.496		-80.3066		410 Palmetto Blvd. Section B				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		80		1		7/14/12								410 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				8/29/12		9/2/12		46		80		74		5		0		4						92.5		87.5				Marilyn McGowan		Larry McGowan		Tommy Mann		7/14/12 16:51		9/2/12 20:40		South Carolina

		58428		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		284		N		143				7/15/12		2012		7		28		197		2456123.5		Five body pits and eggs in last highest elevated pit.		N		Cc		32.5013		-80.2988		126 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						in situ				0														1		0		1		0																														Madison Bradley Drawdy				Madison Bradley Drawdy		7/15/12 9:44		7/15/12 9:44		South Carolina

		58696		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		285		N		145				7/16/12		2012		7		29		198		2456124.5		Nest located in wrack moved higher above in anticipation of high August tides. Silt fence placed on 8-30-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4872		-80.3186		1304 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		81		1		7/16/12								1304 Palmetto Blvd		1		2		0		2		0				9/3/12		9/9/12		49		81		69		11		0		0						84.15		84.15		Washover happened on 9-06-12 in the am. I actually saw it as I was walking up on the nest. Put wrack in front of runway to block water and watched it until tide receded. It was just one big wave. Removed wrack in evening before dark in case nest hatched. Present for first emergence. Small group of people at inventory so shared turtle facts.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/16/12 8:22		9/17/12 13:12		South Carolina

		58837		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		287		N		147				7/16/12		2012		7		29		198		2456124.5				N		Cc		32.4956		-80.3073		416 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		103		1		7/16/12								416 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				9/3/12		9/6/12		49		103		91		11		0		3						88.35		85.44				Marilyn McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		Tommy Mann		7/16/12 21:04		9/7/12 13:22		South Carolina

		59121		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		288		N		149				7/17/12		2012		7		29		199		2456125.5		No nest management at this time. Silt fence and wrack runway placed on 8-31-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4895		-80.3154		906 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		130		1		7/17/12								906 Palmetto Blvd		0		4		0		2		0				9/1/12		9/6/12		46		130		108		21		0		21						82.44		66.41		3 turtles were still partly in shell but we're in bottom of nest. So reburied them at top of nest. Also reburied some good looking unhatched eggs just in case they may hatch. 3 tracks came from nest after inventory was completed. Present for first emergence.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/17/12 17:39		9/17/12 13:11		South Carolina

		59169		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		290		N		148		12-EDB-148		7/17/12		2012		7		29		199		2456125.5				N		Cc		32.4947		-80.3085		510 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		108		1		7/17/12				32.4947		-80.3086		510 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				9/2/12		9/6/12		47		108		87		20		4		9						80.56		68.52				Marilyn McGowan		Jeanine Rhodes		Iris Hill		7/18/12 9:57		9/7/12 13:20		South Carolina

		59843		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		300		N		150				7/17/12		2012		7		29		199		2456125.5		No measurements were taken the turtle was encountered at night when Tami was out checking on a nest that was ready to hatch.		Y		Cc		32.4854		-80.3216		1606 Palmetto						relocated		104		1		7/17/12								1606 Palmetto		1		1		0		1		0				9/5/12		9/9/12		50		104		99		4		2		0						95.19		93.27				Jamie Gaabo		Patti Smyer		Tami Knecht		7/20/12 19:06		9/10/12 7:14		South Carolina

		59160		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		289		N		152				7/18/12		2012		7		29		200		2456126.5				N		Cc		32.4806		-80.3404		3122 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		159		1		7/18/12				32.4815		-80.341		3130 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0										159																				Annice Cope				Annice Cope		7/18/12 8:50		8/24/12 11:56		South Carolina

		59274		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		292		N		151				7/18/12		2012		7		29		200		2456126.5				N		Cc		32.4949		-80.308		504 Palmetto Blvd.				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		108		1		7/18/12								504 Palmetto Blvd.				1		0		1		0										108																				Marilyn McGowan				Iris Hill		7/18/12 13:48		9/2/12 20:43		South Carolina

		59651		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		297		N		153				7/19/12		2012		7		29		201		2456127.5				N		Cc		32.479		-80.331		2701 Point St				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												2		1		0		1		0				9/9/12		9/12/12		52		81		75		5		0		0						92.59		92.59				Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		Annette Jerwers		7/20/12 12:22		9/13/12 9:20		South Carolina

		59632		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		295		N		154				7/20/12		2012		7		29		202		2456128.5				N		Cc		32.5011		-80.2991		128 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						in situ				0												4		1		0		1		0				9/13/12		9/17/12		55		94		43		50		0		0						45.74		45.74				Madison Bradley Drawdy		Melinda Hester		Melinda Hester		7/20/12 8:41		9/19/12 7:12		South Carolina

		59752		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		298		N		155				7/20/12		2012		7		29		202		2456128.5				N		Cc		32.48		-80.3401		3120 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		121		1		7/20/12				32.4814		-80.3408		3128 Palmetto Blvd		0		2		0		3		0				9/11/12		9/15/12		53		121		36		82		0		1						29.75		28.93				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		George Cope		7/20/12 15:43		9/15/12 10:36		South Carolina

		59847		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		304		N		156				7/20/12		2012		7		29		202		2456128.5				N		Cc		32.4822		-80.326		2103 Palmetto				Silt Cloth		in situ				0												1		1		0		1		0				9/10/12		9/13/12		52		68		60		7		0		0						88.24		88.24		Over washed 8-29		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		Jamie Gaabo		7/20/12 19:12		9/16/12 11:35		South Carolina

		60123		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		311		N		157		12-EDB-157		7/21/12		2012		7		29		203		2456129.5				N		Cc		32.4946		-80.3086		512 Palmetto Blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		94		1		7/21/12				32.4944		-80.3088		410 Palmetto Blvd		0		1		0		1		0				9/10/12		9/13/12		51		94		76		17		0		4						80.85		76.6				Marilyn McGowan		Larry McGowan		Marilyn McGowan		7/22/12 12:23		9/18/12 14:49		South Carolina

		60080		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		309		N		160				7/22/12		2012		7		29		204		2456130.5		No nest management at this time.Nest was found against scarp below HTL. Made hole size of coffin before we found eggs. Vacationer had called me while she was nesting so I was sure there was a nest. Silt fence and runway were placed on 9-4-12. Checked fence and runway every evening after 45 days.		N		Cc		32.4859		-80.3204		1504 palmetto blvd				Silt Cloth and Runway		relocated		90		1		7/22/12								Moved to 1502 palmetto blvd. because nest was in t		2		3		0		9		0				9/12/12		9/16/12		52		90		76		11		1		6						79.17		71.88		Tide was going to wash over again tonight (9-16-12) and I was sure if there were any live hatchlings they would drown. Present at first emergence. Small group of people at 1st emergence and inventory so shared turtle information. Four out of six live hatchlings were active and ready to go . Two had trouble with one front flipper but got better as they walked to the water.		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		Patricia Holtzinger		7/22/12 9:26		9/17/12 13:09		South Carolina

		60224		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		312		N		159				7/22/12		2012		7		29		204		2456130.5				N		Cc		32.4778		-80.3365		2904 Point St.						relocated		77		1		7/22/12				32.378		-80.3364		2904 Point St.		0		1		0		1		0				9/13/12		9/16/12		53		77		57		19		0		0						74.03		74.03				Annice Cope		Merelyn Devers		Merelyn Devers		7/22/12 17:25		9/16/12 10:33		South Carolina

		60709		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		313		N		162		12-EDB-162		7/24/12		2012		7		30		206		2456132.5				N		Cc		32.4949		-80.3084		508 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		86		1		7/24/12				32.4947		-80.3084		504 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0										86																				Marilyn McGowan				Iris Hill		7/25/12 9:43		7/25/12 9:44		South Carolina

		60710		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		314		N		161		12-EDB-161		7/24/12		2012		7		30		206		2456132.5				N		Cc		32.4951		-80.3081		508 Palmetto Blvd						relocated		76		1		7/24/12				32.4951		-80.3081		508 Palmetto Blvd				1		0		1		0										76																				Marilyn McGowan				Marilyn McGowan		7/25/12 9:47		7/25/12 9:47		South Carolina

		61783		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		322		N		165				7/29/12		2012		7		30		211		2456137.5				N		Cc		32.5001		-80.3005		142 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						relocated		113		1		7/29/12				32.5002		-80.3005		142 Palmetto Blvd.				1		0		3		0				9/16/12				49		113																				Madison Bradley Drawdy				Melinda Hester		7/30/12 13:19		9/16/12 7:27		South Carolina

		61784		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		323		N		166				7/30/12		2012		7		31		212		2456138.5				N		Cc		32.4969		-80.3053		320 Palmetto Blvd. Section A						relocated		110		1		7/30/12				32.4971		-80.3053		318 Palmetto Blvd.				1		0		1		0				9/16/12				48		110																				Madison Bradley Drawdy				Melinda Hester		7/30/12 13:24		9/16/12 7:27		South Carolina

		62037		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		324		N		167				7/31/12		2012		7		31		213		2456139.5				Y		Cc		32.4782		-80.3332		2805 Point St				Silt Cloth		relocated		106		1		7/31/12								higher in dune at 2805 Point St				1		0		1		0										106																				Annette Jerwers				Carol Church		7/31/12 22:46		9/13/12 9:23		South Carolina

		62595		Edisto Town Beach		Colleton		327		N		171				8/4/12		2012		8		31		217		2456143.5				N		Cc		32.4852		-80.3218		1608 Palmetto						relocated		89		1		8/4/12				32.4853		-80.3219		Higher on beach		1		1		0		1		0										89																		Over washed 8-29		Jamie Gaabo				Jamie Gaabo		8/4/12 10:00		9/1/12 18:45		South Carolina







Also, do you have coordinates (GIS data) for the locations of the nests? If so, does it have attributes
associated with it? I'd like to see if one particular section of beach results in greater nesting success,
false crawls, etc to see if there are any trends. Feel free to call me.

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From: DuBose Griffin
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Melissa_Bimbi@fws.gov
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2012 7:42:44 AM

Mark,

I think this would be great. I have added Melissa to this email so she can let us know her availability. I
will put together the disorientation data from this year for you guys as well. My only hang up is that
next week is full. I have October 1 and 5 of the following week.

Melissa - can we meet for coffee with Mark to discuss the Edisto Town beach nourishment.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 6:53 AM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Thanks DuBose. Would you and Melissa be able to meet for coffee one day next week? We could meet
at the Starbucks at South Windemere one morning.

Mark

-----Original Message-----
From: DuBose Griffin [mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:51 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Here is the data. The nests that have unknown dates (00-00-2010) is because we do not know the
date it was laid. These are nests that are found at hatching and were originally missed.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:12 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

2010,2011,2012 .

As for the disorientations. Did you get a chance to look at the town's new beachfront management
plan? OCRM completed it for them sometime in the early spring this year. Not sure what it has in there
for beach lighting, but that would be a good start. What are some other issues that USACE can address

mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Melissa_Bimbi@fws.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


if we move forward with a beach nourishment?

Thanks - Mark

-----Original Message-----
From: DuBose Griffin [mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Hi Mark,

I am sorry for the delay. I am going to put this data together for you this week! What years do you
want exactly? We also need to use any opportunity we have to work with the town to reduce
orientations. They were really bad this year.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 3:36 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Dubose - hope you've been doing well. I'm preparing for a meeting with our HQ folks on the Edisto
Beach Feasibility Study. Could you please send me the sea turtle nesting data from the last few years.
I've been on this site, http://www.seaturtle.org/nestdb/?view=2 , and it'd be nice to have the
spreadsheet or database that the info is pulled from. In 2009 you sent me an xls of the statewide data.
Also, do you have coordinates (GIS data) for the locations of the nests? If so, does it have attributes
associated with it? I'd like to see if one particular section of beach results in greater nesting success,
false crawls, etc to see if there are any trends. Feel free to call me.

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From: DuBose Griffin
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:49:34 PM

There are ordinances in place for lighting. It is a matter of getting the town to do a better job bringing
property owners' homes into compliance.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:12 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

2010,2011,2012 .

As for the disorientations. Did you get a chance to look at the town's new beachfront management
plan? OCRM completed it for them sometime in the early spring this year. Not sure what it has in there
for beach lighting, but that would be a good start. What are some other issues that USACE can address
if we move forward with a beach nourishment?

Thanks - Mark

-----Original Message-----
From: DuBose Griffin [mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Hi Mark,

I am sorry for the delay. I am going to put this data together for you this week! What years do you
want exactly? We also need to use any opportunity we have to work with the town to reduce
orientations. They were really bad this year.

DuBose

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 3:36 PM
To: DuBose Griffin
Subject: Edisto sea turtle nests (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Dubose - hope you've been doing well. I'm preparing for a meeting with our HQ folks on the Edisto
Beach Feasibility Study. Could you please send me the sea turtle nesting data from the last few years.
I've been on this site, http://www.seaturtle.org/nestdb/?view=2 , and it'd be nice to have the
spreadsheet or database that the info is pulled from. In 2009 you sent me an xls of the statewide data.
Also, do you have coordinates (GIS data) for the locations of the nests? If so, does it have attributes

mailto:GriffinD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
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associated with it? I'd like to see if one particular section of beach results in greater nesting success,
false crawls, etc to see if there are any trends. Feel free to call me.

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From: Mark_Caldwell@fws.gov
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: Re: Edisto (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:22:15 AM

Mark,

This is to confirm that integration of the Edisto Beach renourishment project CAR into the feasibility
study/EA is acceptable.

Mark A. Caldwell
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
South Carolina Ecological Services
176 Croghan Spur Road - Suite 200
Charleston, SC  29407
843-727-4707 ext. 215
843-727-4218 - facsimile

"Messersmith, Mark J SAC" <Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>

08/21/2012 09:40 AM To
Mark Caldwell <Mark_Caldwell@fws.gov>
cc
Subject
Edisto (UNCLASSIFIED)

       

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Mark - a while ago we spoke about the CAR for Edisto... we talked about it being okay to integrate it
into the feasibility study/EA. Just want to confirm that this is still okay with your office?

Thanks  - Mark

Ps. Sorry for not having any meetings the last few weeks!

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

mailto:Mark_Caldwell@fws.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


Caveats: NONE



From: Melissa_Bimbi@fws.gov
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Cc: Mark_Caldwell@fws.gov
Subject: Re: Piping plovers
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 9:25:56 AM

Hi Mark,

I do have PIPL info for SC, but I don't have anything specific for Edisto. The South Carolina Shorebird
Project report is in the process of being finalized. It contains all the SC info from 2006-2008. There are
also International Non-breeding Piping Plover Census reports and our latest status review online. I
would expect plovers on the State park end if the disturbance is minimal. It may be worth another site
visit.

Melissa Bimbi
Endangered Species Biologist
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
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PREDATION RISK TO LOGGERHEAD HATCHLINGS AT A 
HIGH-DENSITY NESTING BEACH IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA


Kelly R. Stewart and Jeanette Wyneken 


ABSTRACT
It has been suggested that mortality is high for early life history stages of long-lived 


vertebrates such as sea turtles. However, few studies have quantified mortality rates for 
these stages. We assessed the risk to loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings at the commence-
ment of their offshore migration from a natural high-density nesting beach (Juno Beach, 
Florida), and at high-density (managed) open-beach hatchery sites. We followed indi-
vidual hatchlings by kayak, at night as they left the beach, to document the proportion 
of turtles that survived their initial 15 min in the water. Of the 217 hatchlings followed, 
206 survived for an observed survival rate of 95%. Tarpon were the most common 
predator observed. This in-water survival rate is much higher than that previously ob-
served in the waters adjacent to a Florida hatchery (72%) and may be due to reduced 
risk associated with temporal and spatial variation in nest location at the natural beach, 
but not at the hatchery.


Sea turtles are iteroparous and produce numerous, small offspring in several clutches 
(Miller, 1997). These characteristics indicate that, over time, evolutionary pressures have 
selected for a life history strategy in which investment in individual offspring is minimal 
and survival of young is low (Frazer, 1992). Many authors agree that mortality in early 
life stages is probably extremely high in turtles (Richardson and Richardson, 1982; Stan-
cyk, 1982; Frazer, 1986; Heppell et al., 1996). Egg loss and nest predation by mammalian, 
avian, and crustacean predators are well documented (Witzell and Banner, 1980; Stancyk, 
1982; Gyuris, 1994a). Because sea turtles have high fecundity, some laying 200–600 eggs 
per nesting season (Hirth, 1980; Van Buskirk and Crowder, 1994; Miller, 1997), perhaps 
one in 10,000 hatchlings will survive to maturity (Frazer, 1986). Important information 
can be obtained from the nesting beach regarding the reproductive cycles, fecundity, and 
variables that determine nest success of sea turtles, however, disproportionately little is 
known about mortality after hatchlings have entered the water.


Life for hatchling sea turtles is inherently risky. Besides their small body size (around 
4 cm carapace length), hatchlings have few defenses against predators. During their 
offshore migration, they may dive to avoid aerial predators (Frick, 1976; Witherington 
and Salmon, 1992) or tuck in their flippers and float motionless to avoid detection (With-
erington, 2002). Threats to survival include predation at the nest, during the crawl from 
the nest to the ocean, during the swim through nearshore waters, and during growth on 
pelagic nursery grounds. Predation risk decreases with size. Other sources of mortality 
for young turtles include incidental capture in fishing gear, entanglement in marine de-
bris, and ingestion of foreign materials such as tar and plastics (Lutcavage et al., 1997).


Baseline population sizes (e.g., for hatchlings, juveniles, adults), recruitment levels, 
and mortality/survival rates for loggerhead turtles [Caretta caretta (Linnaeus, 1758)] 
in the U.S. are estimated from limited empirical data (Frazer, 1986; Crouse et al., 1987; 
National Marine Fisheries Service, 2001; Heppell et al., 2003). Few studies have quanti-
fied or partitioned mortality at various life stages. The pelagic stage of loggerheads may 
last for 6.5–11.5 yrs (Bjorndal et al., 2000), and begins when hatchlings enter the water 
after having traversed the beach from the nest. To date, no demographic baselines based 
on empirical data have been established for this early stage. Quantification of mortality 
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for different life stages is important to our understanding of basic life history charac-
teristics of loggerhead sea turtles, and is critical to managers charged with formulating 
and implementing recovery plans. Empirical data become the baseline against which to 
measure future trends.


Many authors speculate that the first few hours or days in the sea are particularly 
dangerous times for hatchling sea turtles (Carr and Ogren, 1960, Ireland et al., 1978; 
Frazer, 1986; Salmon and Wyneken, 1987, Wyneken and Salmon, 1992) due to high 
predator abundance in nearshore waters (Gyuris, 1994a; Wyneken, 2000). Booth and 
Peters (1972) documented that green turtle [Chelonia mydas (Linnaeus, 1758)] hatch-
lings in Australian waters were taken by crabs, black-tipped sharks, and other species 
of fish. Gyuris (1994b) suggested that most of the first-year mortality of green turtles at 
the Great Barrier Reef could be attributed to aquatic predation within the first hour after 
entering the ocean. Using a variety of techniques, she followed 1740 hatchling green 
turtles offshore over three seasons finding that predation rates in the water ranged be-
tween 0–85%, with a mean predation rate of 31% (69% survival rate). Caldwell (1959), 
Witham (1974), Fletemeyer (1978), and Vose and Shank (2003) documented predation 
on loggerhead, green turtle, and leatherback [Dermochelys coriacea (Vandelli, 1761)] 
hatchlings in Florida waters. Aquatic predators took 6.8% (5 of 74) of loggerhead hatch-
lings during daytime and nighttime swimming trials in turbid waters off the east-cen-
tral coast of Florida (Witherington and Salmon, 1992). Glenn (1996) reported an 89% 
survival rate for migrating loggerhead hatchlings (11/100 taken by predators) in clear 
nearshore waters off southeastern Florida (Palm Beach). Wyneken and Salmon (1997) 
occasionally found high levels of predation (0–100%) on loggerhead hatchlings in the 
waters off open-beach hatcheries in southeastern Florida (Hillsboro Beach). That study 
dealt specifically with the risks associated with artificially high hatchling densities due 
to hatchery management of nests.


In Florida, coastal development and artificial lighting has degraded nesting habitats 
in many areas, and may be responsible for the present spatial concentration of turtle 
nesting beaches (Salmon et al., 2000). As a result, some loggerhead rookeries have very 
high nest densities (400–600 nests km−1) along the east coast of Florida (Withering-
ton and Meylan, 2001). Spatial concentration of nests elevates risks for nests as well as 
hatchlings leaving these beaches. At hatcheries, high hatchling densities attract aquatic 
predators (Wyneken et al., 2000). Predation rates at hatcheries (average mortality was 
approximately 40%) are an order of magnitude higher than at adjacent low-density sites 
(4% mortality; Wyneken, 2000).


Here we quantify, at a high-density natural nesting beach, predation rates upon hatch-
ling loggerhead sea turtles during their first few minutes in the water, and compare those 
to studies done at other sites. We addressed the following four questions. (1) How many 
hatchlings entering the water survive the initial phase of offshore migration? (2) Do 
predation rates vary seasonally (July–September)? (3) Do survival rates vary when shal-
low reef structure is present? (4) How do survival rates compare between high-density 
natural and hatchery sites in Florida? We observed individual turtles to obtain predation 
rates, and then calculated an estimate of survival based on productivity measures.


MATERIALS AND METHODS


STUDY SITES AND NEST LOCATIONS.—The study sites were located within Juno Beach and south-
ern Jupiter Island (Palm Beach County, Florida, U.S.; 26°90 N, 80°05 W; Fig. 1) where turtles nest 
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in large numbers (400–600 nests km−1 yr−1). Hatchlings at these sites emerge from natural nests 
and swim offshore over sand, rock reef, or transitional bottom substrates toward deep water.


We conducted the initial qualitative assessment of 15 km of nearshore and offshore waters us-
ing a fixed-wing aircraft to categorize bottom habitat. Substrate categories along the shore were: 
(1) sand – no rock or hard-bottom, (2) transitional – sand with limited rocky outcroppings, rock 
not extensive, and (3) reef – rock dominated, sand rarely visible. We then assessed fish abundance 
and species compositions by snorkeling (Dolloff et al., 1996) both by day and night for each of 
the three site types. We systematically surveyed each of the site types for 30 min, from shore out 
to a depth of 6 m at 6 m intervals parallel and perpendicular to shore. Once the initial assessment 
of the area was completed, six sites (two of each bottom type) were chosen (Fig. 1), and random 
sampling (assessing predation risk by direct observation and predation capture) of these sites was 
conducted over the course of the season.


During the nesting season (May–July) on morning surveys, 43 natural loggerhead (C. caretta) 
nests at Juno Beach were randomly selected and marked with stakes. We monitored nests daily to 
document any perturbations (over-wash or predation) and to determine when turtles were ready 
to emerge from nests. Turtles used in experiments were collected from these marked nests on 
the night they were due to emerge. They were collected in the afternoon, placed in a lightproof 
Styrofoam® cooler, and held at ambient temperatures (24–28ºC) until their release that night. At 
the conclusion of the season, hatchling production for the site was determined using excavation 
data from 626 marked nests.


SURVIVORSHIP, MORTALITY, AND PREDATOR IDENTIFICATION.—Several techniques were used to 
document hatchling survival and mortality rates and to identify predators in the water at the sites. 
These included: (1) following hatchlings offshore to quantify mortality, (2) capture of predatory 
fish during the season, and (3) visual identification of predators, (when possible) as hatchlings 
were taken.


Figure 1. Location of the study sites in Palm Beach County, Florida, U.S. Six sampling sites are 
indicated by labels at right of the shoreline map of Palm Beach County. Three site-types were 
qualitatively identified; sand, reef, and transitional categories were based on bottom substrate.
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ASSESSING MORTALITY RATES AND RISK.—Individual turtles were followed by kayak for 15 min, 
according to a randomly scheduled order of the six sites between July 5 and September 27, 2000. 
We used the 15 min sampling time because previous studies (Glenn, 1996; Wyneken and Salmon, 
1997) showed that hatchlings were able to cross the first reef and get into relatively deep water (> 
6 m) within that time. Hatchlings were followed as they swam over reef (n = 74), transitional (sand 
with rock outcroppings; n = 74), and sand (n = 69) sites. We followed 5–14 hatchlings per site per 
night depending on weather conditions.


Hatchlings were followed individually as they migrated offshore. Each hatchling pulled a 
streamlined balsa wood float (Witherington and Salmon, 1992) attached to its body by 150 cm 
of smooth, lightweight cotton thread. The float was painted flat black and had a cavity in its top 
surface which contained a green, cold-chemical glow stick (2.4 cm in length); the glow was vis-
ible only above the water. The float did not attract fish predators when towed offshore on a 10 m 
cotton thread without a hatchling (n = 31) and the float was never attacked when hatchlings were 
taken. Towing the float did not keep hatchlings closer to the surface than they normally swim. 
The weight of the float was negligible (1.9 g in air); however, it did slow the hatchlings by ~ 20% 
(Witherington and Salmon, 1992). Swim speeds were still within normal published values of 
18.3–22.9 m min−1 (Salmon and Wyneken, 1987).


Each hatchling, once fitted, was allowed to crawl down the beach, enter the water, and begin 
swimming. Each was followed at a distance of 5–20 m to minimize drawing the attention of 
predators to the kayak or float. At the end of observations (15 min), the hatchling was recaptured 
and released. When a hatchling was taken by a predator, we recorded the time it had been swim-
ming, water depth (in m), bottom topography at the predation site, and its final position and head-
ing (using a hand-held GPS - Garmin® Models 12 and 38). On some occasions, we could identify 
the predator species (e.g., if it jumped out of the water during hatchling capture, or if the hatchling 
was taken close to the kayak so we could see the predator clearly). In these cases, we usually re-
covered the float and tether, with the line cut and the hatchling gone.


CAPTURE (HOOK AND LINE) METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING PREDATORS.—At each of the sites, we spent 
six nights angling for predators. Angling was done over a 5-mo. period (June through October). 
Two fishing lines were used each night. Angling (surfcasting) began at 2000 ± 1 hr and continued 
for 3 hrs. Baits used were frozen/thawed or live scaled sardines, (Harengula jaguana Poey, 1865), 
squid (Loligo spp.), cut fish (Mugil cephalus Linnaeus, 1758), penaid shrimp, and mole crabs, 
Emerita talpoida (Say, 1817). When a fish was caught, the time of capture was recorded. The line 
was quickly returned to the water and fishing resumed.


The length of time each line was in the water (~3 hrs) was converted into a measure of fishing 
effort. Predatory fish were defined as those having mouth morphologies (teeth and/or a gape) 
sufficient to take a hatchling, or species known to consume hatchlings (Stancyk, 1982; Wyneken, 
2000). Non-predatory fish were immediately released into the water; predatory fish were anes-
thetized by immersion in ice water, and killed by decapitation. Later that evening, their stomach 
contents were examined and recorded.


STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.—We used power analysis and sample size estimates to determine that 
96 turtles followed offshore were needed to accurately assess survival at the six sites (Box et al., 
1978). Chi-square tests (Steel and Torrie, 1980) were used to compare predation rates by site and 
by season. We also compared predation rates at a hatchery (based upon Wyneken et al., 2000) 
with those at natural beach (this study) sites. Rayleigh tests (Zar, 1986) were used to determine if 
swimming hatchlings at each site were normally oriented.


RESULTS


PREDATION RATES AND PREDATORS.—We followed 217 loggerhead hatchlings as they 
migrated from nearshore waters to deeper waters (average 4.5 m) offshore. Hatchlings 
swam on an average heading of 77.8º (ENE; range 72–84º, P < 0.001) offshore. When 
close to the hatchlings, we did not observe any behavior (tuck, dive, etc.) that suggested 
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that the hatchlings detected predators before capture (Witherington and Salmon, 1992; 
Wyneken and Salmon, 1997). Swimming slowed only when the hatchlings surfaced to 
breathe.


Aquatic predators took 11 hatchlings during trials. Predatory attacks came without 
warning, and when taken, the hatchling and the float apparatus submerged immediately. 
The glowing float was sometimes observed underwater, moving faster than any hatch-
ling could swim. Often the float and thread bobbed to the surface shortly after the attack 
and were recovered, without the hatchling. Tarpon (Megalops atlanticus Valenciennes 
in Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1847) took four hatchlings, a carcharhinid shark took one, 
and unidentified predators took six (Table 1). On three of the four predation events at-
tributed to tarpon, the predators were observed leaping out of the water after catching 
the hatchling. All predatory fish (n = 43) caught while angling or seen while conducting 
underwater observations at each site are listed in Table 2. The most commonly caught 
species were gray snapper, Lutjanus griseus (Linnaeus, 1758), ladyfish, Elops saurus 
(Linnaeus, 1766), blue runner, Caranx crysos (Mitchill, 1815), bluefish, Pomatomus sal-
tatrix (Linnaeus, 1766), and catfish, Arius felis (Linnaeus, 1766). Of the predatory fish 
caught, only one individual (A. felis) had eaten any loggerhead hatchlings (four).


SITE TYPE, SEASON, AND SURVIVAL.—There were no significant differences in preda-
tion rates among sites. Survival was 97.3% (72/74) at transitional sites, 95.7% (66/69) 
at sand sites, and 91.9% (68/74) at reef sites (χ2 tests; P = 0.31). Therefore, data were 
pooled to calculate a survival rate of 95% (power = 0.96). There were also no significant 
differences in predation rates among months; however, trends of increased predation as 
the season progressed were suggested (χ2 tests; P = 0.058). Survival in September was 
somewhat lower (87.5%) than during the preceding 2 mo (July and August; 96.1 and 97% 
respectively).


PRODUCTIVITY.—The average emergence success for hatchlings at Juno Beach was 86.5 
hatchlings per nest, based on excavations from 626 nests. The total number of loggerhead 
nests recorded for the season was 7200 (Juno Beach and south Jupiter Island). Therefore, 
we estimated that 622,800 hatchlings emerged from nests on those beaches. We assume 
that all emerged hatchlings including those that we used for study reached the ocean, and 
that 591,660 (95%) were recruited to ocean waters after 15 min of swimming.


Table 1. Predation events for 11 hatchlings, listed by site type, date, predator (if known), final 
heading, and water depth.


Number of turtles Site type Date Predator Heading Water
depth (m)


Dist. from 
kayak (m)


1 Sand 7/11 Tarpon 73° 7 6
1 Sand 7/13 Tarpon 60° 4 10
1 Sand 7/13 Shark 73° 4 5
1 Reef 8/1 Tarpon 105° 5 7
1 Reef 8/11 Unknown 85° 2.5 5
1 Reef 8/31 Unknown 84° 6 10
1 Transitional 9/15 Tarpon 76° 4 15
1 Transitional 9/15 Unknown 80° 4 12
1 Reef 9/23 Unknown 70° 5 5
1 Reef 9/23 Unknown 88° 5 7
1 Reef 9/23 Unknown 61° 5 25
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DISCUSSION


Our estimate of mortality in nearshore waters, while only covering a brief time in-
terval, is valuable for use in population models and for developing recovery plans for 
marine turtle species in Atlantic waters. Sea turtles must overcome many obstacles to 
survive to adulthood (Richardson and Richardson, 1982; Stancyk, 1982; Heppell et al., 
1996) and stage-specific mortality is poorly documented. Few studies have quantified 
mortality associated with the earliest stages of a sea turtle s̓ life (Frick, 1976; With-
erington and Salmon, 1992; Gyuris, 1994b). One objective of this study was to assess 
hatchling predation rates at a natural beach during the turtlesʼ first few minutes in the 
water (commencement of offshore migration). This survival estimate provides a baseline 
for future comparison with other natural beach sites, as well as where hatcheries are 
maintained.


Presumably, the first hour of a hatchling s̓ life is the most treacherous. The time inter-
val chosen to follow the hatchlings in this study (15 min) is based on empirical estimates 
of the time needed for hatchlings to cross the nearshore reef line (a source of concen-
trated predators) and to get into deep water. We expect survival to increase after this 
time due to a decreased concentration of predatory fish and invertebrates, and increased 
safety while in the epipelagic habitat (hatchlings are spatially dispersed and are cryptic 
when in sargassum). Wyneken et al. (2000) and Glenn (1996) found that nearshore pre-
dation on swimming hatchlings after 15 min (up to 1 hr) was negligible.


As with previous studies that involved observations of individual swimming hatch-
lings (Frick, 1976; Ireland et al., 1976; Gyuris, 1994b), our presence on the water ap-
peared to have little or no effect on either hatchling or fish behavior. Hatchlings were 
followed (n = 217) at 5–25 m by kayak and were captured both when they were close to 
the kayaks and when the boats were at maximum distance.


There was no significant difference in hatchling survival among sites; a mean survival 
rate (95%) was used for the entire study area. Although not significant, hatchling sur-
vival tended to be lower at the reef sites when compared to the sandy and transitional 
sites. Based upon other studies of predation (Witherington and Salmon, 1992; Gyuris, 
1994b), we expected to see a higher level of predation at reef sites, since site complexity 
and structure provide habitat for more species of fish (Table 2). Hatchling survival (95% 
- 206/217) at Juno Beach (this study) was significantly greater than hatchling survival 
(72% - 96/125) at the hatchery site (χ2 = 35.9, df = 1; P < 0.001; Wyneken and Salmon, 
1997).


Although hatchlings enter the water nightly, they are not spatially predictable so resi-
dent fish may utilize them opportunistically and may not actively target hatchlings or 
respond to them in the same way they would to a school of baitfish. Predatory reef fish, 
which tend to be ambush predators, especially at twilight (Helfman, 1993), can also 
become confused when several prey items appear at once in a tight group (Goodenough 
et al., 2001) because they are not able to choose which target to attack. Non-resident or 
wide-ranging cruising species, such as bluefish (P. saltatrix), rely on visual cues to lo-
cate schools of prey, and may be able to take advantage of high prey densities (Collette, 
1999). At a natural high-density nesting beach, resident aquatic predators, such as tarpon 
(M. atlanticus; Lieske and Myers, 1994) may encounter more loggerhead hatchlings than 
at less densely nested sites, but loggerhead hatchlings may not be as temporally predict-
able as other potential prey (e.g., other fish species, invertebrates).
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Our angling survey results suggest that loggerhead hatchlings are not a key prey item 
for shallow water predatory fish at Juno Beach. Of the 24 predatory fish caught during 
our study, only one individual catfish had recently consumed four hatchlings. In this 
study, only 11 of 217 turtles were taken by fish, yet large predatory fish were seen in 
the water at the study site. It appears that predatory fish do not specialize on loggerhead 
hatchlings per se and instead may take them opportunistically. However, catch-per-unit-
effort in angling was low, even for the reef sites. Thus it was not an effective assay for 
predation risk for this particular study because of the low total captures and high vari-
ability in the number of captures for each site.


At Juno Beach, loggerhead nest numbers are consistently high (~500 nests km−1 yr−1). 
Loggerheads nest 2–7 times per season (Hirth, 1980; Van Buskirk and Crowder, 1994), 
roughly every 2.5 yrs in Florida (Turtle Expert Working Group [TEWG], 2000). Succes-
sive clutches by the same female are laid at least a few km apart depending on the locale 
(Miller, 1997). This behavior allows turtles to distribute reproductive effort over time 
and space, and helps to ensure that in a highly dynamic and temporally unstable environ-
ment such as a beach, chances are minimal that all clutches could be lost (Miller, 1997). 
High nest density on a natural beach, combined with spatial and temporal variation of 
nesting, may have contributed to the observation that there was no significant difference 
in survival rates for hatchlings at the three site types. However, this is in contrast to the 
higher predation rates observed near hatcheries, where hatchlings leave the beach at un-
naturally high densities from the same 100 m stretch each night (Wyneken et al., 2000). 
Hatcheries in Florida (and worldwide) may have nest densities that are an order of mag-
nitude higher than even the most densely nested natural beaches. The same strategies for 
escaping aquatic predators that are successful for hatchlings at a natural beach may fail 
to help them survive at hatcheries. For hatchlings in the waters adjacent to hatcheries, 
the advantage of being part of a group may be reduced, because a higher concentration 
of prey can attract and support higher concentrations of predators (Goodenough et al., 


Table 2. All predatory fish species seen (U = underwater observations, A = angling) during our 
study. Sizes of fish are estimated. Bottom substrate for the sites is indicated by: R = reef, S = 
sand, and T = transitional.


Scientific Name Common Name Site Type Observed Size (cm)
Sphyraena barracuda Barracuda RT U 30–150
Caranx crysos Blue runner TS A 30
Pomatomus saltatrix Bluefish S A 25
Centropomus undecimalis Common snook TR U/A 100
Caranx hippos Crevalle jack R A 35
Mycteroperca microlepis Gag grouper R U 30
Lutjanus griseus Gray snapper RTS U/A 26–35
Arius felis Hardhead catfish TS A 32–40
Elops saurus Ladyfish TS A 40–65
Lutjanus synagris Lane snapper TR U 30
Ginglymostoma cirratum Nurse shark TR U/A 45–100
Haemulon parrai Sailorʼs choice TR U/A 42
Lutjanus apodus Schoolmaster R U 30
Carcharhinus brevipinna Spinner shark S A 105
Elops atlanticus Tarpon R U 200
Caranx bartholomaei Yellow jack R U 45
Ocyurus chrysurus Yellowtail snapper R U 35
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2001), if only seasonally. Aquatic predators may cue in on a hatchery site as one that 
spatially and temporally concentrates a predictable source of food.


We estimated the productivity of Juno Beach at 590,000 hatchlings for the year 2000. 
This estimate suggests that Juno Beach is one of the most important beaches for logger-
head nesting in Florida, and points to its critical role for recruitment of hatchlings in the 
U.S. loggerhead population. Ninety-five percent of the Juno Beach hatchlings escaped 
predation in shallow nearshore waters. Even though additional hatchlings may be taken 
by predators as they continue their migration, hatchling survival rate should increase 
due to lower predator densities beyond the reef (Witherington and Salmon, 1992). As the 
turtles age and grow, they become less susceptible to predation and the daily mortality 
rate undoubtedly declines (Petersen and Wroblewski, 1984). While a 95% survival rate 
in the first 15 min at sea may seem trivial relative to the lifespan of a loggerhead turtle, 
prior to this study there was no estimate of nearshore mortality for loggerhead hatchlings 
produced by natural nests. The survival rate at the beginning of the migration (presum-
ably the most dangerous time for hatchlings) now has an empirical baseline for at least 
one major rookery. If survival was as low as 20, or even 50%, turtles would have to have 
much higher annual survival rate in the pelagic stage if they were to achieve a stable 
population level (Congdon et al., 1993).


There are relatively few empirical data for in-water life stages to incorporate into many 
sea turtle population models, and the best ʻguessesʼ are used to move forward. Models 
can improve as empirical data become available. One of the research recommendations 
suggested by the TEWG (2000) is the quantification of empirically derived parameters 
that can help define annual survival rates of different age classes of turtles. The empiri-
cal data we collected can be incorporated into a population model for loggerheads nest-
ing in SE Florida, the largest of the 4–5 subpopulations currently identified (Encalada 
et al., 1998; TEWG, 2000). Our survival rate can be used in population models to adjust 
the fertility parameter for adult females and improve the accuracy of estimates of female 
productivity. Fertility (F), in terms of offspring production per female, should be: F = {(# 
eggs × # nests)/remigration interval)} × sex ratio × nest survival × nearshore survival, or 
F = {(103 × 4)/2.5} × 1 (sex ratio may not be 1:1) × 0.84 × 0.95 = 132 hatchlings female−1 
yr−1 for the Juno Beach study. If our survival estimate was incorporated into the first year 
survival rate parameter of a model, we could refine survivorship estimates to age one.


In conclusion, risk to hatchlings from nearshore predators is very low at the Juno 
Beach rookery. Hatchling survival nearshore is similar across sites and seasons. This 
stretch of beach appears to be equally risky for hatchlings swimming over different 
bottom substrates —and much less risky than hatchery sites. We estimated that recruit-
ment to the pelagic stage was ~590,000 loggerhead hatchlings for the year 2000. These 
data illustrate the important contribution of this small beach to the south Florida log-
gerhead population. This study is the first to quantify the initial risk to hatchlings from 
a natural loggerhead rookery and the production once hatchlings have crossed the first 
nearshore reef. At a fundamental level, these data provide a much needed productivity 
baseline. Such data will assist managers in the development of more robust conservation 
strategies by improving the data used in population and simulation models that form the 
basis of recovery plans. Further, such data may assist managers in the development of 
sound spatially explicit nesting beach management policies. If predation on hatchlings 
is significantly higher near hatcheries than at natural beaches, perhaps conservation al-
ternatives should be re-examined to reduce the mortality risk associated with placing 
hatcheries in places where survival of hatchlings will be very low. These comparative 
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data suggest that attention to natural processes shaped by evolution, will provide the 
context for robust conservation plans. Reduction or mitigation of negative anthropogenic 
effects (lighting, traffic, beach use, homes, and multiple-family dwellings, etc.) will al-
low the reproductive strategies of the turtles to function and should be more successful 
than intensive management at hatcheries.
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From: Myra Brouwer
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: trawl line data
Date: Monday, June 07, 2010 10:33:03 AM

Hey Mark! Thanks for sending this info. I'm glad you were able to get it from the DNR.
Things are going to be a bit sketchy this week: we are in Orlando for the Council meeting and we are
expecting hordes of angry fishermen to show up because of the whole red snapper issue, etc.  Yikes!
Take care,
Myra

________________________________

From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Mon 6/7/2010 10:14 AM
To: Myra Brouwer
Subject: FW: trawl line data

Myra - We spoke awhile ago about trawling boundaries in SC. I was able to get
the attached data from DNR. Just wanted to pass it on to you and your office.
Also, check out the following link. Hope you've been doing well.

http://www.dnr.sc.gov/licenses/pdf/TrawlingFY2010.pdf

- Mark

Mark J. Messersmith
Biologist
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers - Charleston District
(843) 329-8162
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

mailto:Myra.Brouwer@safmc.net
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/licenses/pdf/TrawlingFY2010.pdf


From: Pace Wilber
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: Re: EFH for Edisto Beach
Date: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 12:12:21 PM

Hi Mark.

A couple of pints (and I apologize for our web site not making these
clear) . . .

For South Carolina waters, there are three federal entities that manage
fish: the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC),
Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC), and NMFS.  SAFMC is by
far the bigger player, so it is not unusual for people to think they are
the only player, but this is not the case.

The species you list are managed by SAFMC, with the exception  red
drum.  It is a long story, but in November 2008, the federal government
backed out of managing Atlantic stocks of red drum and deferred all mgmt
of this species to the states.  As such, the red drum FMP, along with
its EFH designations, was repealed.  Your list suggests that red drum is
in the same FMP as snapper/grouper, which is not the case. 
Snapper/grouper have their own FMP.

MAFMC manages bluefish and summer flounder north of NC, but the EFH that
MAFMC designates for these species extends southward into Georgia (for
summer flounder) and central Florida (for bluefish).  Essentially MAFMC
designates "estuarine waters" as EFH for these species and does not
designate any HAPCs.  In practice, nothing is lost from an EFH
assessment when  summer flounder and bluefish are excluded because of
the overlap with the designations for SAFMC-managed species, so it is
seldom that we get picky when an assessment does not list summer
flounder or bluefish.  But if you are looking to be complete and a model
for others, summer flounder and bluefish should be included.

Separately from the Councils, NMFS manages highly migratory species
(~billfish, tunas, and sharks).  Info on these species and their EFH can
be found at:
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/sfa/hms/EFH/index.htm
Due to overlaps with SAFMC-managed species, projects limited to state
waters and away from inlets often do not omit anything consequentional
from at EFH assessment if the highly migratory species are left out, but
highly migratory species should be included in the assessment.

On to maps . . . . the GIS data available from SAFMC's website and NMFS'
"EFH Mapper" website should be used very cautiously (to be frank, we
usually advise applicants to not use these data for inshore
projects--the EFH Mapper website does not go to this extreme, but you
may have noticed all the caution icons).  The data have scale issues
(many small areas of EFH are missing) due to the coarseness of the data
and some data layers depict areas in manners that are inconsistent with
the text-based EFH designations; and the rule is quite clear that the
text-based designations take precedence.   I know this mismatch is a
source of frustration (it is for us too!!), but it will be with us for
some time.  If you'd like, I'd be glad to proof any maps you are
developing to make sure what is shown in consistent with how we comment
on EFH in SC.  

mailto:Pace.Wilber@noaa.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/sfa/hms/EFH/index.htm


Pace

Messersmith, Mark J SAC wrote:
> Hi Pace -
>
> Hope you enjoyed your Memorial Day weekend. Just wanted to inform you that
> I'm working on an EFH for the Edisto Beach project that you're familiar with.
> We're still exploring nourishment, groin modification, and artificial reefs
> as potential measures for protecting the beach. I have pulled a bunch of info
> from the NMFS website on EFH and want to make sure that I include everything
> that I should. I have pdfs of the following:
>
> - coastal migratory pelagic EFH FMP
> - dolphin wahoo FMP
> - other inverts, corals, live bottom EFH
> - Penaeid shrimp EFH
> - red drum, snapper-grouper EFH
> - south atlantic golden crab habitat plan
>
> I believe that is all that came up for SC. Am I missing anything? Do you have
> a list of species particular to coastal SC that I should focus on? I also
> pulled all the GIS layers to make some nice maps.  
>
> Thanks, and hope you've been doing well. - Mark
>
>
> Mark J. Messersmith
> Biologist
> Planning and Environmental Branch
> US Army Corps of Engineers - Charleston District
> (843) 329-8162
> mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil
>
>
>  

--

---------------------------

Pace Wilber, Ph.D.
Atlantic Branch Chief, Charleston (F/SER47)
Southeast Regional Office, NOAA Fisheries
PO Box 12559
Charleston, SC 29422-2559

Street address:
219 Ft Johnson Road
Charleston, SC 29412

843-953-7200
FAX 843-953-7205
pace.wilber@noaa.gov

http://sero.nmfs.noaa.gov/hcd/hcd.htm

http://sero.nmfs.noaa.gov/hcd/hcd.htm


From: Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Cc: O"Donnell, Patrick E SAC; Pace.Wilber@noaa.gov
Subject: Re: Edisto Beach storm damage reduction meeting
Date: Monday, January 04, 2010 9:32:14 PM

Hello Mark and Patrick,
I will discuss the meeting with Pace Wilbur in our office, and one of us will plan to attend the meeting
on January 20.  Thank you for keeping us informed of the project.

Best Regards
Prescott Brownell
843-953-7204

----- Original Message -----
From: "Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC" <Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil>
Date: Monday, December 21, 2009 8:59 am
Subject: Edisto Beach storm damage reduction meeting
To: "smtp-Brownell, Prescott" <Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov>
Cc: "O'Donnell, Patrick E SAC" <Patrick.E.ODonnell@usace.army.mil>

> Mr. Brownell,
> 
>  Hope you've been doing well. As you know, the US Army Corps of
> Engineers is
>  working with the Town of Edisto on a feasibility study to examine
>  alternatives for the reduction of hurricane and storm damages. In addition,
>  we are evaluating the potential for environmental benefits associated
> with
>  providing protection of the beach, maritime forest and marsh habitat
> that
>  exists along the Edisto Beach State Park area. We spoke awhile ago about
>  involving your agency and others in the planning process for this
> study. On
>  Wednesday, January 20 from 0900 - 1100 we would like you to join us
> at our
>  office to discuss the project. During this meeting we will present the
>  various project reaches that we have defined. We will also discuss
> the pros
>  and cons of various measures to address the erosion problem along Edisto
>  Beach. Such measures may include: no action, renourishment (varying beach
>  profiles), fencing and grassing, groin construction, existing groin
>  modification, multi-purpose reefs, and structure relocation. Your
>  participation in this meeting would be very much appreciated. If you
> have an
>  opinion one way or the other regarding these measures, please try to
> provide
>  some evidence in support of your opinion. Thanks for your involvement
> in this
>  process. Please let me know whether or not you will be attending.
> 
>  What: Edisto Storm Damage Feasibility Study Alternative Formulation Meeting
>  Date: January 20, 2010 (Wednesday)
>  Time: 0900 - 1100
>  Location: US Army Corps of Engineers, 69A Hagood Ave, Charleston, SC

mailto:Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Patrick.E.ODonnell@usace.army.mil
mailto:Pace.Wilber@noaa.gov


> 29403
> 
>  Respectfully,
> 
>  Mark J. Messersmith
>  Biologist
>  US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
>  (843) 329-8162
>  mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil
> 
> 
>  



From: Ray Stevens
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto Agency Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, June 14, 2012 4:29:12 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Mark

As you had mentioned it has been a while. Can you please remind me the exact content/project of the
meeting?

Thanks,

Ray T. Stevens

Regional Chief, Coastal Region

SC Department of Parks Recreation and Tourism

2555 Sea Island Parkway

Hunting Island, South Carolina 29920

Phone (843) 838-4868

Mobile (843) 441-2542

IP Phone 6864

rstevens@scprt.com

Description: Description: SPSlogo

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Collins.Garyw@epa.gov; Jaclyn Daly; Susan Davis; Andrea J Grabman; MartoreB@dnr.sc.gov; Ray
Stevens; Susan Spell; ihill@townofedistobeach.com; Mark_Caldwell@fws.gov
Cc: Gravens, Mark B ERDC-CHL-MS; Williams, Brian P SAC; McGuire, Julie W SAM; Lackey, Ben SAW;
Fersner, Jeffery W SAC; Lin, Jeffrey P SAW; O'Donnell, Patrick E SAC
Subject: Edisto Agency Meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

mailto:rstevens@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil



Caveats: NONE

All - I only heard back from 2 people on their availability for this meeting. Rather than having a small
meeting, I'd like to open up availability to more dates. Please use the "Doodle" link to add your
availability by June 22. Thanks.

http://www.doodle.com/meb3bmsarrr8ubsa <http://www.doodle.com/meb3bmsarrr8ubsa>

Mark

Here is my last email and rough meeting information:

It's been a while since we've last been in contact as a group on this project. We are currently close to
holding our "Feasibility Scoping Meeting" with our Division and HQ offices. This process will result in the
approval of the without project condition and our "measures" to carry forward to the next stage. We'd
like to have another meeting with you all to discuss these components and gain your input. SCPRT
indicated a while back that they were not in a position to cost share on the project, but I think it'd be
valuable for them to stay engaged. An agenda will be forthcoming. By COB Friday, May 18, please send
me the dates of your availability for a 2-3 hour meeting in mid to late June at the Charleston District
Office. Telecon and webinar can be arranged if needed.

Mark Messersmith

Planning and Environmental Branch

US Army Corps of Engineers

Charleston District

69A Hagood Ave

Charleston, SC 29403

(p) (843) 329 - 8162

(f) (843) 329 - 2231

http://www.doodle.com/meb3bmsarrr8ubsa
http://www.doodle.com/meb3bmsarrr8ubsa


mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil <mailto:mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil>

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE
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From: Ray Stevens
To: edistohill@bellsouth.net
Cc: Susan Spell; James Thompson; Phil Gaines; David Simms; Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: FW: ACOE Feasibility
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:01:25 AM

Iris,

Susan forwarded your email on the feasibility study and your request for the State to consider funding
the remaining amount of $281,000. We did discuss and consider the request however at this time the
State Park Service is unable to contribute funding to the feasibility study. Hopefully at a later date
economic times and budgets will allow us to partner with the town if and when a plan is implemented.
If we can be of assistance with providing information from our end or answering questions during the
planning process we will be happy to do so.

Respectfully,

Ray T. Stevens

Regional Chief, Coastal Region

SC Department of Parks Recreation and Tourism

2555 Sea Island Parkway

Hunting Island, South Carolina 29920

Phone (843) 838-4868

Mobile (843) 441-2542

IP Phone 6864

rstevens@scprt.com

www.southcarolinaparks.com

 Visit our website to sign up for our e-newsletter and to view our hot deals on cabins and camping this
summer

mailto:rstevens@scprt.com
mailto:edistohill@bellsouth.net
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________________________________________

From: Iris Hill [edistohill@bellsouth.net]

Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 11:46 AM

To: Susan Spell

Subject: ACOE Feasibility

Susan:

The Town has already paid the ACOE $594,000 with $281,000 remaining.  We request that the State
consider funding this remaining amount.

(excerpt below from Patrick O’Donnell ACOE)

Right now, we're looking at several alternatives- beach renourishment, groin modifications, and artificial
reefs.  We'll look at each as a stand-alone and see what it could do to reduce storm damage, and we'll
look at them in combination.  For the different reaches, we're looking at (1)the state park as one reach;
(2)about one mile of your beach from the beginning of Palmetto Blvd. southward as another reach;
(3)the rest of the Atlantic coast as a third reach; and (4) the Edisto River side of town as the fourth
reach.  We will look at the costs and benefits of doing a project at each reach, and then combined- all
reaches, the three reaches along the Atlantic, just the two reaches in the Town of Edisto.

We'll end up with a lot of different options.

We also want to know if there is any other agency that would like to help pay for the cost of the study,
design, and construction.  We're thinking that it might be possible to have state parks, DNR, or some
other state agency help pay for a project if it has a good habitat value by creating artificial reefs.  If the
reefs also reduce storm surges to Edisto, we could have a project that helps in more than one way.

FYI.  CSE (Dr. Kana) is coming to Edisto on Feb 12 to present their 3rd year beach monitoring report
post renourishment.  Please come if you can.   Meeting starts at 10:00 am.

Iris Hill

Town Administrator

Town of Edisto Beach

2414 Murray Street



Edisto Beach, South Carolina  29438

(P) 843 869 2505

(f) 843 869 3855

email edistohill@bellsouth.net

[cid:image001.jpg@01CA8EC5.ECA813A0]



From: Shannon K. Berry
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: Edisto Data
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009 1:19:35 PM
Attachments: Messersmith.xls

Mark

If you need past year please let me know.

Shannon

Shannon Berry
Program Coordinator
Beach Monitoring
803-898-3541

Each day I'll do a golden deed.

mailto:berrysk@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil

Messersmith

		Station		Inspection Date		Insp Time		Lab Number		Inspection Type		E Sign		ETCOC		Rainfall		Tide		Wind Dir.		Weather

		LC-082		19-May-09		1005		519093014		Routine Inspection				31		0.024		1/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-081		19-May-09		952		519093013		Routine Inspection				20		0.024		1/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-080A		19-May-09		945		519093012		Routine Inspection				211		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-079A		19-May-09		923		519093010		Routine Inspection				52		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-078		19-May-09		905		519093007		Routine Inspection				41		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-078B		19-May-09		911		519093008		Routine Inspection				63		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-079		19-May-09		918		519093009		Routine Inspection				63		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-080		19-May-09		936		519093011		Routine Inspection				74		0.024		1/2 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-077B		19-May-09		858		519093006		Routine Inspection				20		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-075		19-May-09		750		519093001		Routine Inspection				15		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-076		19-May-09		820		519093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-077		19-May-09		830		519093003		Routine Inspection				10		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-077A2		19-May-09		839		519093004		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-077A		19-May-09		850		519093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.024		3/4 flood		NE		Cloudy

		LC-080A		20-May-09		1355		520093005		Repeat Inspection				20		0		3/4 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-082		15-Jun-09		1004		615093014		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		South		Fair

		LC-080A		15-Jun-09		953		615093012		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		South		Fair

		LC-077		15-Jun-09		909		615093003		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-077A2		15-Jun-09		913		615093004		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-077A		15-Jun-09		916		615093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-077B		15-Jun-09		920		615093006		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-078		15-Jun-09		924		615093007		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-078B		15-Jun-09		930		615093008		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-079		15-Jun-09		935		615093009		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-079A		15-Jun-09		941		615093010		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-080		15-Jun-09		946		615093011		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-075		15-Jun-09		843		615093001		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-076		15-Jun-09		903		615093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		NE		Fair

		LC-081		15-Jun-09		959		615093013		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 flood		South		Fair

		LC-079		22-Jun-09		1017		622093009		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-078B		22-Jun-09		1011		622093008		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-075		22-Jun-09		925		622093001		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-076		22-Jun-09		946		622093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-077		22-Jun-09		953		622093003		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-077A2		22-Jun-09		956		622093004		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-077A		22-Jun-09		959		622093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-077B		22-Jun-09		1002		622093006		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-078		22-Jun-09		1006		622093007		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-082		22-Jun-09		1044		622093014		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		North		Fair

		LC-081		22-Jun-09		1037		622093013		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		North		Fair

		LC-080A		22-Jun-09		1032		622093012		Routine Inspection				41		0		1/2 ebb		North		Fair

		LC-080		22-Jun-09		1026		622093011		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-079A		22-Jun-09		1022		622093010		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-082		8-Jul-09		918		708093014		Routine Inspection				58		0.06		1/4 ebb		Calm		Fair

		LC-075		8-Jul-09		800		708093001		Routine Inspection				10		0.06		3/4 flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-077A		8-Jul-09		839		708093005		Routine Inspection				10		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-078		8-Jul-09		846		708093007		Routine Inspection				20		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-078B		8-Jul-09		850		708093008		Routine Inspection				31		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-079A		8-Jul-09		859		708093010		Routine Inspection				20		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-080A		8-Jul-09		907		708093012		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.06		1/4 ebb		Calm		Fair

		LC-079		8-Jul-09		854		708093009		Routine Inspection				20		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-077B		8-Jul-09		843		708093006		Routine Inspection				10		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-077A2		8-Jul-09		836		708093004		Routine Inspection				30		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-076		8-Jul-09		826		708093002		Routine Inspection				20		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-077		8-Jul-09		833		708093003		Routine Inspection				30		0.06		flood		Calm		Fair

		LC-080		8-Jul-09		903		708093011		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.06		1/4 ebb		Calm		Fair

		LC-081		8-Jul-09		913		708093013		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.06		1/4 ebb		Calm		Fair

		LC-082		29-Jul-09		926		729093015		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-075		29-Jul-09		805		729093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		ebb		SW		Fair

		LC-076		29-Jul-09		824		729093003		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-077		29-Jul-09		831		729093004		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-077A2		29-Jul-09		835		729093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-077A		29-Jul-09		839		729093006		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-077B		29-Jul-09		843		729093007		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-080		29-Jul-09		907		729093012		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-079A		29-Jul-09		901		729093011		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-079		29-Jul-09		856		729093010		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-078		29-Jul-09		847		729093008		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-078B		29-Jul-09		851		729093009		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-080A		29-Jul-09		913		729093013		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-081		29-Jul-09		919		729093014		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 flood		SW		Fair

		LC-082		5-Aug-09		911		805093014		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-081		5-Aug-09		907		805093013		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-080A		5-Aug-09		901		805093012		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-080		5-Aug-09		855		805093011		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-079A		5-Aug-09		852		805093010		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-079		5-Aug-09		847		805093009		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-078B		5-Aug-09		843		805093008		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-078		5-Aug-09		839		805093007		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-077B		5-Aug-09		835		805093006		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-077A		5-Aug-09		832		805093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-077A2		5-Aug-09		829		805093004		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-077		5-Aug-09		825		805093003		Routine Inspection				31		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-076		5-Aug-09		820		805093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-075		5-Aug-09		800		805093001		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		SE		Fair

		LC-082		17-Aug-09		1031		817093014		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-079		17-Aug-09		1005		817093009		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-078		17-Aug-09		949		817093007		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-075		17-Aug-09		908		817093001		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-076		17-Aug-09		929		817093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-077		17-Aug-09		935		817093003		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-077A2		17-Aug-09		938		817093004		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-077A		17-Aug-09		942		817093005		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-077B		17-Aug-09		945		817093006		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-078B		17-Aug-09		1000		817093008		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-079A		17-Aug-09		1009		817093010		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-081		17-Aug-09		1025		817093013		Routine Inspection				10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-080A		17-Aug-09		1019		817093012		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-080		17-Aug-09		1013		817093011		Routine Inspection				20		0		3/4 ebb		East		Fair

		LC-082		2-Sep-09		956		902093014		Routine Inspection				52				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-081		2-Sep-09		952		902093013		Routine Inspection				41				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-080A		2-Sep-09		947		902093012		Routine Inspection				20				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-080		2-Sep-09		942		902093011		Routine Inspection				10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-079A		2-Sep-09		938		902093010		Routine Inspection		<		10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-079		2-Sep-09		934		902093009		Routine Inspection		<		10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-078B		2-Sep-09		928		902093008		Routine Inspection		<		10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-078		2-Sep-09		924		902093007		Routine Inspection				20				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-077B		2-Sep-09		913		902093006		Routine Inspection				10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-077A		2-Sep-09		910		902093005		Routine Inspection		<		10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-077A2		2-Sep-09		906		902093004		Routine Inspection				20				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-077		2-Sep-09		903		902093003		Routine Inspection				20				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-076		2-Sep-09		857		902093002		Routine Inspection				10				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-075		2-Sep-09		832		902093001		Routine Inspection				20				1/2 ebb		NE		Fair

		LC-082		16-Sep-09		936		916093014		Routine Inspection				20		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-081		16-Sep-09		933		916093013		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-080A		16-Sep-09		928		916093012		Routine Inspection				31		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-080		16-Sep-09		925		916093011		Routine Inspection				20		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-079A		16-Sep-09		922		916093010		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-079		16-Sep-09		919		916093009		Routine Inspection				41		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-078B		16-Sep-09		915		916093008		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/4 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-078		16-Sep-09		912		916093007		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-077B		16-Sep-09		909		916093006		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-077A		16-Sep-09		906		916093005		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-077A2		16-Sep-09		903		916093004		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-077		16-Sep-09		900		916093003		Routine Inspection				20		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-076		16-Sep-09		854		916093002		Routine Inspection		<		10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-075		16-Sep-09		829		916093001		Routine Inspection				10		0		1/2 ebb		NW		Fair

		LC-082		13-Oct-09		938		1013093032		Routine Inspection				52		0.16		ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-081		13-Oct-09		932		1013093031		Routine Inspection				74		0.16		ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-080A		13-Oct-09		927		1013093030		Routine Inspection				75		0.16		ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-080		13-Oct-09		921		1013093029		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-079A		13-Oct-09		917		1013093028		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-079		13-Oct-09		912		1013093027		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-078B		13-Oct-09		908		1013093026		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-078		13-Oct-09		905		1013093025		Routine Inspection				20		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-077B		13-Oct-09		901		1013093024		Routine Inspection		<		10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-077A		13-Oct-09		857		1013093023		Routine Inspection				20		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-077A2		13-Oct-09		854		1013093022		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-077		13-Oct-09		851		1013093021		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-076		13-Oct-09		845		1013093020		Routine Inspection				84		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy

		LC-075		13-Oct-09		815		1013093019		Routine Inspection				10		0.16		3/4 ebb		North		Cloudy







From: SPIREK, JIM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Dobrasko, Rebekah
Subject: RE: Edisto Beach borrow area surveys (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:10:12 PM

Mark,

Please find below our comments regarding the SOW for the Edisto Beach borrow area survey project. 
We also concur with the SHPOs comments to provide SCIAA with copies of the draft/final reports.

1--In reference to the side scan sonar--we recommend that this instrument is operated concurrently
with the magnetometer, which is the primary cultural resources survey instrument, at the 20m lane
spacing for efficiency sakes.

2--In the General Requirements section the graphically illustrated letter report with preliminary findings
should also include a magnetic contour map along with the sonar mosaic--also mag/acoustic anomalies
should be cross-referenced to each other if applicable.  Any potential cultural resources should also be
identified for potential historical/archaeological significance.  This is mentioned in the Cultural Resources
Analysis section but should be referenced in the Gen. Reg. section as well.

3--Recommendations:  While a meeting prior to implementation of Phase 2 is appropriate, this meeting
should only occur after all appropriate materials have been produced by the Contractor consisting of the
graphic report as well as historical/archaeological information in order to more fully discuss/understand
the findings--i.e., magnetic/acoustic anomalies in connection to historic record.  Would preferably occur
after the Rough draft has been submitted for reviewed by the SHPO/SCIAA.

4--A deliverable in the report should include a magnetic contour map.

5--In the accompanying figure, assume Appendix A mentioned in the SOW--I see the refined borrow
area (RBA) but the .25 mi buffer zone does not extend all around the RBA?  Why not?

If you have any questions, etc. about our comments please contact me.  Thanks for your efforts in
protecting submerged cultural resources in South Carolina waters.

Sincerely,

Jim

James D. Spirek
State Underwater Archaeologist
Maritime Research Division
South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
1321 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC  29208 USA
Office phone: (803) 576-6566
Fax: (803) 254-1338
E-mail: spirek@sc.edu
SCIAA Web Site: http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/
Maritime Research Division Website: http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html

mailto:SPIREKJ@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Dobrasko@SCDAH.STATE.SC.US
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html


From: SPIREK, JIM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC; Dobrasko, Rebekah
Cc: Means, Alisha N SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto: Cultural/Hardbottom Report Review (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:50:49 PM

Mark,

Thanks for the update.  I have in contact with the contractors about arranging a visit to the SC
Archaeological Site Files and gathering some reports of interest. 

Jim Spirek
SCIAA

mailto:SPIREKJ@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Dobrasko@SCDAH.STATE.SC.US
mailto:Alisha.N.Means@usace.army.mil


From: SPIREK, JIM
To: Means, Alisha N SAC; Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: "Dobrasko, Rebekah"
Subject: Review of draft report of Edistor beach renourishment project
Date: Friday, April 12, 2013 2:50:04 PM
Attachments: SCIAA_DC_review_13.pdf

Dear Alisha,

Please find attached a PDF of our response letter to the above re: project report.  We agree with the
contractors recommendations, offer a few editorial comments, and find no objections to dredging in the
proposed borrow site.  If you have any questions, comments, etc. please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Jim

James D. Spirek

State Underwater Archaeologist

Maritime Research Division

South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology

University of South Carolina

1321 Pendleton Street

Columbia SC  29208 USA

Office phone: (803) 576-6566

Fax: (803) 254-1338

E-mail: spirek@sc.edu <mailto:amerc@sc.edu>

SCIAA Web Site: http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/ <http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/>

Maritime Research Division Website: http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html
<http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html>

mailto:SPIREKJ@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:Alisha.N.Means@usace.army.mil
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:Dobrasko@SCDAH.STATE.SC.US
mailto:amerc@sc.edu
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html
http://www.cas.sc.edu/sciaa/mrd/mrd_index.html
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12 April 2013 
 
 
Alisha N. Means 
Biologist 
Planning & Environmental Branch 
US Army Corps of Engineers-Charleston District 
69A Hagood Avenue 
Charleston SC 29403-5107 
 
Re: Review of Edisto Beach Renourishment Project report. 
 
Dear Ms. Means, 
 
 Our office has reviewed the draft report of the Hardbottom and Cultural Resource 
Surveys, Edisto Beach Offshore Borrow Site, Edisto Beach, South Carolina, prepared by 
Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. for the Edisto Beach hurricane and storm damage 
protection project.  Our review is focused on the submerged cultural resources aspects of 
the project.  The report is a solid discussion of the scope, methods, research, and findings, 
especially in its awareness of inundated paleolandscapes bearing the potential of 
prehistoric cultural materials along the South Carolina coast.  
 
 We concur with the contractor’s recommendations to place a 1,500 ft. buffer zone 
around the two arbitrary center points: Site 1—E2213373, N232446; and Site 2--
E2218203, N227338 (NAD83 South Carolina State Plane East U.S. Survey Feet) as 
potential paleolandscape features.  We also agree that no additional inspections of the 
magnetic, acoustic, or sub-bottom reflectors is warranted in the designated borrow site.  
We do, however, request that any inadvertent discovery of potential archaeological 
materials, i.e., wood structure, prehistoric lithics, ceramics, etc. during dredging 
operations cease from that area until inspections may reveal the source of this material.  
Please contact my office or the SHPO for further guidance in this instance.  Our office 
has no objections from a submerged cultural resources viewpoint for dredging operations 
to occur in this borrow site.  If plans change, please consult with our office for additional 
guidance.   
 
 We do though offer several editorial comments to improve the graphics for the 
final report:  
  


1. Fig. 34, p. 47—please choose a color scheme to more fully reveal the trackline 
points, as well as to bring out the contours. 


2. The above recommendation would also go for the Appendix B contour maps. 
3. Please ensure the PDF images are of good quality in 100% zoom. 







 
Thank you for this opportunity to review the report and your support of preserving the 
submerged archeological legacy in South Carolina waters.  If you have any questions, 
comments, etc. about this matter please contact me.    
 
 
Sincerely, 


 
James D. Spirek 
State Underwater Archaeologist 
Maritime Research Division 
 
 
Cc:  Rebekah Dobrasko, SC SHPO 







From: Susan Spell
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Subject: RE: Edisto Beach hurricane and storm damage reduction project
Date: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 3:08:23 PM

Mr. Messersmith,

As I mentioned in my earlier email, I have forwarded the emails to our engineer, David Simms but I
wanted to go ahead and give you his contact number (803-270-0258). 

Susan

Susan Spell
Manager, Edisto Beach State Park

SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism

8377 State Cabin Road

Edisto Beach, SC 29438

Phone: (843) 869-4425

Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina

 <http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/>

Visit our website to sign up for our e-newsletter
<http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/enewsletter.aspx>  and to view our hot deals
<http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/hotdealspackages.aspx>  on cabins and camping this summer.

________________________________

From: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC [mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 8:12 AM
To: Susan Spell
Subject: Edisto Beach hurricane and storm damage reduction project

Ms. Spell,

mailto:sspell@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/enewsletter.aspx
http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/hotdealspackages.aspx
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil


Sorry to belabor the point, but since we are having a public meeting on this project next Thursday, Oct.
29 at 7pm at the Edisto Beach Civic Center, I wanted to let you know about it in case you wanted to
attend. Ideally, I would like to discuss this project with someone from PRT beforehand. I just started
working on this project, but I'm not sure if we've gotten any feedback from PRT regarding our letter we
sent last summer. Please let me know who I should talk to in Columbia, or feel free to call me at the
number below. Thanks.

Respectfully,

Mark J. Messersmith
Biologist
US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
(843) 329-8162
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

-----Original Message-----
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAW@SAC
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 10:01 AM
To: 'Susan Spell (sspell@scprt.com)'
Cc: Shirey, Alan D SAW@SAC
Subject: Edisto Beach Shore Protection Project

Ms. Spell,

This email is in response to our recent phone conversation….

I was hoping to speak to someone from SCPRT regarding a feasibility study that the US Army Corps of
Engineers is undertaking with the Town of Edisto Beach and Colleton County as the sponsors. For this
project we would like to coordinate with PRT to see if there are any options we can explore to help: (1)
ease the erosion problems, (2) create more and higher quality habitat for various species, (3) protect
the salt marsh on the north end of the island on the beach side of the State Park, and (4) increase
recreational opportunities as an incidental benefit of the project. Please let me know who would be the
most appropriate person for me to talk to regarding this effort. Thank you.

Respectfully,

Mark J. Messersmith
Biologist
US Army Corps of Engineers - SAW@SAC
(843) 329-8162
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil



From: Susan Spell
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Ray Stevens
Subject: RE: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:16:42 PM

Mr. Messersmith,

I'm afraid will not be able to attend.  I am out of town on some personal business.

Susan

Susan D Spell
Manager,
Edisto Beach State Park
8377 State Cabin Road
Edisto Island, SC 29438
Office 843-869-4425
Fax 843-869-4428
www.southcarolinaparks.com

________________________________________
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:08 PM
To: Susan Spell
Subject: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Ms. Spell - Will you be able to attend tomorrows USACE meeting on the Edisto Beach Storm Damage
Reduction study?

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

mailto:sspell@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:rstevens@scprt.com


From: Susan Spell
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Ray Stevens
Subject: RE: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 10:04:00 AM

Mark,

I feel certain our position on this is the same.  There is not money in the budget for this.

On the subject of Andrea, I don't really know where she went.  I heard she was married recently.  I'm
assuming she will be staying in the Charleston area but I don't know that.

Sorry,

Susan

Susan D Spell
Manager,
Edisto Beach State Park
8377 State Cabin Road
Edisto Island, SC 29438
Office 843-869-4425
Fax 843-869-4428
www.southcarolinaparks.com

________________________________________
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:37 PM
To: Susan Spell
Cc: Ray Stevens
Subject: RE: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Ok... awhile ago your agency mentioned that there was no money in the budget to cost share a
nourishment on your beach. Is this still the case? I'm fighting hard to keep yall in the mix.

My family and I were camping there last weekend and I noticed some substantial dunes at the RV area,
but heading north to Jeremy inlet was still looking rough. What are your thoughts? Lastly, I heard that
Andrea has left PRT. She was a good interpreter. Where is she working now? (I went to grad school
with her).

Thanks - mark

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Spell [mailto:sspell@scprt.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:17 PM
To: Messersmith, Mark J SAC
Cc: Ray Stevens
Subject: RE: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)

mailto:sspell@scprt.com
mailto:Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil
mailto:rstevens@scprt.com
mailto:sspell@scprt.com


Mr. Messersmith,

I'm afraid will not be able to attend.  I am out of town on some personal business.

Susan

Susan D Spell
Manager,
Edisto Beach State Park
8377 State Cabin Road
Edisto Island, SC 29438
Office 843-869-4425
Fax 843-869-4428
www.southcarolinaparks.com

________________________________________
From: Messersmith, Mark J SAC [Mark.J.Messersmith@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:08 PM
To: Susan Spell
Subject: Edisto meeting (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Ms. Spell - Will you be able to attend tomorrows USACE meeting on the Edisto Beach Storm Damage
Reduction study?

Thanks - Mark

Mark Messersmith
Planning and Environmental Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District
69A Hagood Ave
Charleston, SC 29403
(p) (843) 329 - 8162
(f) (843) 329 - 2231
mark.j.messersmith@usace.army.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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1.  David Cannon Public Comment 26 August 2013
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Corps Response: 

1) The methodology used for determining the groin lengthening and locations is detailed in section 
9 of the Coastal Appendix.  Essentially the groins are lengthened proportionally to the seaward 
offset of the shoreline compared to the existing conditions within the constructed shore 
protection project.  The goal is to maintain the equilibrium that currently exists between the 
existing groin field and representative beach profiles along the project shoreline.  The project 
alternative selected is based on maximizing project net benefits and the project dimensions for 
the selected project alternative dictate which groins would require extensions.  There is no 
justification (in terms of project net benefits) for extending the lengths of the groins beyond 
what is currently included in the project report.   Reducing the groin lengths within the beach fill 
limits to allow for increased groin lengths within the inlet area would change the beach fill 
response rate within the project area and would not be reflective of the assumptions used to 
develop the proposed NED.  Constructing groins without a corresponding beach fill could result 
in downdrift erosion. The Corps approach provides a justifiable means to determine the 
minimum amount of groin lengthening required to hold the created berm in place. With a 
federal commitment to renourish the beach, there will be no adverse impacts downdrift from 
the groins. This analysis was performed in an effort to not be arbitrary. The total length of 
recommended groin lengthening cannot be altered without introducing bias into the 
methodology.   

2)  The Corps received a copy of the January 2013 CSE report via email on October 2, 2013. 
3) The proposed project was developed exclusively to maximize net benefits of the project.  Groins 

were only lengthened in areas along the beach where the NED project was proposed.  The area 
between compartment 24 and 27 do not include a beach width extension beyond the existing 
condition beach width and as a result no groin extension is required.  However, the proposed 
project does include protection throughout the area between these groins through a 
combination of dune (15’ high and 15’ wide) and beach berm (variable width) construction. 
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2.  Dave Blauch & David Lybrand 26 August 2013 
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Corps Response to Dave Blauch card comments: 

1.  The analysis used to determine the NED plan proposed is a life cycle analysis using a suite of 
storms randomly applied to the coast line at varying stages of project conditions with the goal of 
reducing storm damages over a 50 year life cycle.  The plan selected is the most efficient plan 
with respect to dollars invested versus potential damages reduced.  The proposed NED plan is 
not designed to prevent damages from any particular event, rather it is designed to reduce 
damages over the life of the project. 

2. Project schedule-The suggested project schedule includes time for authorization, appropriation, 
plans, designs, and permits.  The 2018 construction start is suggested based on other similar 
beach nourishment projects that have been constructed in the past.  Construction start is 
influenced by Corps priorities but more so by Congressional authorization and funding.   

3. 4 wheel drive access –USACE cannot address these impacts, as they are not a direct result of the 
federal project. An operations and maintenance plan will be developed for the town. These 
plans include language to not allow pedestrian or vehicular access across vegetated dune areas.  

Corps Response to David Lybrand card comments: 

1. Are there similar projects along the east coast that involve Beach-FX and groin extension – To 
the Project Delivery Team’s (PDT) knowledge there are no other projects that involve both of 
these elements.  Beach-FX has been used on other projects along the east coast that are in 
varying states of the approval process (Bogue Banks, NC; Fort Walton Beach, FL; etc).  Beach-FX 
is currently the only Corps approved software for life cycle analysis of beach nourishment 
projects and as a result all new projects are required to use the program to determine proposed 
NED project plans (Engineering Circular 1105-2-412). 

2. The quantity in Appendix D is a target amount of material to be identified for use as borrow to 
assure there is enough material to complete the 50 year project.  It is inflated to include 
placement losses and contingencies. The quantity in Appendix E is the actual quantity required 
for the project. 

3. Corps study of effects on St Helena Sound – The shoreline of the inlet portion of the Town has 
been accreting over the last few decades. OCRM has documented this accretion at roughly 1-2 
feet per year. Certainly, the addition of sand on the Atlantic facing portion of the beach can be 
transported to the inlet shoreline. However it is difficult to attribute any sand accretion to 
natural processes or due to increased sand to the system. The amount of littoral transport will 
remain the same with the project. Because of this it is not anticipated that after construction 
more sand than historically occurs would move into the inlet shoreline.  

4. Timeline for groin construction relative to beach fill – The groin fill is essential to the 
assumptions made in determining the NED plan through Beach-FX.  The timing of the groin field 
extensions should correspond to initial construction.    No decision on the exact sequencing of 
the construction is available at this time.  The timeline and construction methods will be 
determined by the contractor in consultation with the Corps and the Town.  

5. Permit question – There is no permit in question for this project. USACE performs the analysis 
and gets a coastal zone consistency from OCRM.  It is not cost effective to mobilize 2 or more 
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times to piecemeal the project if funds are limited. Besides not being cost effective, the 
environmental impacts would increase due to longer construction times at differing times.  

6. Is EM1110-2-1100 applicable – This project is extending the existing groin field along Edisto 
Beach to maintain the equilibrium that currently exists along the Island between the beach 
profiles and longshore transport, which maintains the initial condition assumptions used to 
develop the NED plan.  Consideration to optimize the longshore spacing of the groin field was 
not part of this study. 

7. Not applicable since response to #6 is no. 
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3. Joe Mole and Richard Nemes Comment Card 26 August 2013 
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Corps Response to Joe Mole card comments: 

1. Dune height is too high at our property – The dune height was selected to maximize the net 
benefits along Edisto Island, which are derived from the reduction of potential damages as a 
result of coastal storms.  Reducing the dune height would result in increased damages and 
would negatively impact the project benefit/cost ratio. USACE understands that there will be 
some properties that will have a limited view of the beach and ocean from the ground level. This 
is documented in the Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) and will be expanded in the Final EA, 
to include aesthetics, noise, and other environmental considerations.  

2. Difficulty crossing the dune to access beach – Crossovers may be built by the landowners subject 
to all Federal, State and Local regulations and permits. 

3. Request to limit dune height to 12’ – As previously stated in response #1 the selected dune 
height maximizes the net benefits for the project along Edisto Island.   

Corps Response to Richard Nemes card comments: 

1. No response required. 
2. No response required. 
3. The groins need to be a) heightened and b) impermeable – This project is extending the existing 

groin field along Edisto Island to maintain the equilibrium that currently exists along the Island 
between the beach profiles and longshore transport, which maintains the initial condition 
assumptions used to develop the NED plan.  The determination of whether groins are 
constructed to be impermeable or not will need to be made during the engineering and design 
phase, in consultation with the contractor, Corps, environmental agencies and Town.  
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4. Joe Mole via Beatty Heaton Comment email 27 August 2013 

Mr. Mole asks if USACE is going to grout the rock placed to extend the groins.  Previously, this was not 
done and the rocks washed to either side of the groin. 

Corps Response: 

See response #3 above.  The engineering design of the groin field has not been completed as of yet.  The 
extensions will be designed to replicate the performance of the existing structure within the current 
regulatory restrictions; however, the exact methods to be used are not available at this time.  The rock 
size will be designed based on the wave climate for the area to ensure stability of the rock. 
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5. Nancy Newton Comment email 17 September 2013 
 From:                         Nancy Newton 
To:                              DLL-CESAC -Edisto_Commments 
Cc:                              davidcannon@bellsouth.net 
Subject:                    [EXTERNAL] Groin project at Edisto Beach 

 
Date:                         Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:22:51 PM 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I am writing concerning the proposed groin modifications for Edisto Beach. 
 
I own a house on the front beach at 2704 Point Street. Groin #25 is on the north property line of 
my house. My father built my house in 1965. Since then, we have experienced two episodes of 
severe erosion. Both occurred soon after construction or elongation of groins #23 and/or #24.  I 
have extensive documentation of these events and would be happy to share this with you. Based 
on the historical data, I think we can predict with certainty that if you extend groins #23 and #24 
without modification of the southward groins, as called for in your current draft plan, that you 
will again cause extreme erosive damage to the properties in the point region. 
 
Coastal Science and Engineering has developed a plan with the input of the Beachfront 
Management Committee of Edisto Beach. This plan takes into consideration past experience with 
groin construction on Edisto Beach. Their plan includes modification of groins #25-27 which may 
help protect the point region of the beach. Please refer to this information before finalizing a 
plan. There is no reason for history to be repeated a third time because of lack of attention to the 
results of past groin modification projects. 
 
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have or supply any information I have 
in my extensive files on this matter. 
 
Sincerely,  

Nancy Newton 
 
Nancy Newton 
1058 Clifton Road, 
N.E. Atlanta  GA 
30307 
404-275-2777 

 

Corps Response – Nancy Newton: 

Downdrift erosion is likely to occur when groins are built/extended without filling the compartment 
between groins with sediment.  Unfilled groin compartments serve as sediment traps for the sand in the 
longshore sediment flow.  The trapping of this material will result in downdrift erosion.  The groin 
extension proposed by the USACE along Edisto Island includes complete filling of the compartments 
between the groin extensions.  With these compartments full, the longshore sediment transport would 
be uninterrupted and would not produce downdrift erosion in the area of concern.  For additional 
information, see response to David Cannon’s comment #1. 

mailto:newtonglass@aol.com
mailto:Edisto_Comments@usace.army.mil
mailto:davidcannon@bellsouth.net
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6. Bob Sandifer Comment email 19 September 2013 

From: Beverly Sandifer [mailto:sandifeb@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:23 AM 
To: DLL-CESAC-Edisto_Commments  
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Edisto Beach Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project  
  
I have the following questions on the proposed berm and dune line location and its relation to 
impact on property owners: 
 
1. Can you confirm where the dune line will be in relation to the seaward property lines? 
2. What will be the elevation difference between the native ground and the top of the dune? 
3. Will the proposed renourishment restore the native ground level uniformly up and down the 
beach before the dune line is constructed? 
4. How many instances are there of the proposed construction necessarily falling partially on 
private property? 
5. Can you relabel your charts with where the MSL will be as well as the high water mark?  It 
simply is not clear what the dune height will be in front of our beach property. 
 
Thanks, 
  
Bob Sandifer 

 

Corps Response: 

1. The baseline has been established to avoid structure impact and to minimize impacts to the 
existing dune system, however the construction baseline does intersect most parcels along the 
island.  Easements will be required from each homeowner and will be acquired by the local 
project sponsor prior to any construction activities. 

2. The elevation distance is variable throughout the island.  Within the 4 inlet reaches the average 
difference is 4.4’.   The 2 reaches near the southern point (P1 and P2) have an average 
difference of 5’ increase.  The average increase along the Atlantic facing portion of the project in 
approximately 3.6’. 

3. The construction of the berm and dune are typically completed simultaneously with final 
shaping occurring just behind pumping operations.  Refer to Section 7.02 of the Draft EA for 
additional discussion. 

4. No construction will occur on private property that has not been authorized through a proper 
easement.  As stated in the real estate appendix, there are approximately 187 perpetual beach 
storm damage reduction easements over private property where the landward toe of the 
beachfill material is placed above the mean high water line. 

5. The charts will be clarified.  The answer to question 2 above should clarify some of the questions 
relating to the increase in dune height along the project dimensions.   

mailto:sandifeb@bellsouth.net
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7. Senator Ronnie Cromer 20 Sep 2013
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Comment: excluding area of beach between groins 24-29 from berm and groin expansion.  

Corps Response:  

The extension of all groins from 1 through 29 was never part of the NED plan. The amount of groin 
lengthening of the last few groins (i.e., 22, 23, & 24) is minimal (20ft). This amount of groin lengthening 
is only needed to hold the newly constructed berm in place. The existing condition in front of the area in 
question does not necessitate lengthening groins. Additionally, a berm and dune will still be constructed 
in this area that tapers from around groin 29 up to groin 24 to be 50 feet wide for the berm and the 
dune will be 15ft high throughout the whole area. This plan offers the most economically beneficial level 
of protection.  
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8. From Coastal Conservation League: 

RE: Integrated Report and Environmental Assessment for Edisto Beach, Colleton County, South Carolina 
  
Dear Charleston District USACE: 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the integrated feasibility report and environmental 
assessment of coastal storm damage reduction for Edisto Beach.  
  
The Coastal Conservation League has several serious concerns about both the scope of review and the 
tentatively selected plan. 
  
Impact on the immediate environment of the project area is our first concern. Benthos both offshore 
and onsite, as well as wildlife, are clearly affected by the extension of groins and other hard structures. 
For instance, there is no definitive way to determine how nesting sea turtles will respond to the altered 
area. But the limited scope of the project as determined by the Corps neglects the impact on nearby 
environmental resources. Place Edisto Beach State Park back in the scope of review. The ACE Basin and 
other pivotal areas are not mentioned at all in the review.  There seems to be a bad habit of narrowing 
the scope of review to the immediate project area, so that potential impacts to nearby areas of 
ecological significance are not considered. The League encourages the Corps in general to widen scopes 
of review for projects so that a cumulative impact assessment is done—in an instance like this proposed 
project, the cumulative assessment is vital to protecting nearby areas of major environmental 
importance. The federal government has already invested a major amount in the protection of ACE 
Basin’s natural resources—it makes no sense to not include damage to that federal investment in the 
scope of this review. We also question the efficacy of mining an ebb tidal delta—this type of activity 
disrupts the natural sand movement systems, causing downdrift shore erosion. The practice is widely 
recognized as a bad idea and a serious cause of environmental degradation.  
  
The draft assessment examines the project’s viability over fifty years, and as mentioned previously, 
clearly does not properly cover a more cumulative impact review. The Corps has not compared the cost 
of renourishing this unstable beach beyond fifty years with the cost of acquiring the private properties—
thus, the Corps, the project sponsor, the townspeople of Edisto, and ultimately the taxpayers have no 
real understanding of whether the proposed project is a sensible and successful investment. In fact, the 
Corps inexplicably places limits on acquiring the beachfront home properties (to reaches E14 and E15), 
thus providing us with a false conclusion with its proposed “choice.”  
  
We are also concerned with the Beach-fx model used to estimate damage and damage reduction. There 
is no explanation as to how the simulated iterations used to determine damages in the project area 
actually result in the asserted loss of more than $2 million each year. Based on historical analysis, this 
conclusion does not sync with the much smaller amount of combined financial loss experienced by 
Edisto over the past fifty years.  
  
The Corps makes assumptions designed to further the potentially faulty and wasteful process of keeping 
private development too close to rising sea levels while taxpayers across the nation foot the bill of 
“protection.” Because we are facing sea level rise, as well as increased storm events in both frequency 
and intensity, to limit the option of buying out owners does not make sense. The conclusion, therefore, 
shows that a non-structural alternative is not feasible. This stance is hardly surprising when one 
examines the alternatives comparison in Table 5.6: impacts to marine and terrestrial environments from 
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non-structural alternatives will allegedly be greater than the option of nourishing the beach and 
lengthening the groins, yet there is no data presented to reinforce the conclusion. This lack of data 
places the entire analysis into question.  
Thank you for including the League’s comments in the administrative record, and please notify me of 
any future decisions, reports, and public meetings for this project.  
  
Respectfully, 
  
  
  
Katie Zimmerman 
Program Director 
Air, Water, & Public Health 
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Comment:  “Benthos both offshore and onsite, as well as wildlife, are clearly affected by the extension 
of groins and other hard structures.” 

Corps Response:  

This impact is acknowledged within the report. Direct burial of nearshore benthic invertebrates will 
occur; however, it is well demonstrated that hard substrate serves as habitat for sessile benthic 
invertebrates. In addition, hard structures will serve as habitat for nearshore fish species. No new groin 
is being constructed. Existing groins are being lengthened a relatively minimal amount. Only two groins 
will be lengthened by 100ft, and the others will be lengthened by lesser amounts. 

Comment: “there is no definitive way to determine how nesting sea turtles will respond to the altered 
area.” 

Corps Response:  

The EA and the BA both address this issue. The shore perpendicular orientation of the lengthened groins 
will not affect the ingress/egress of nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. Additionally, since the berm is 
being expanded too, the effective length of the groins past the slope of the beach will not change. The 
project recommends renourishment of the beach every 8 years (Revised to 16 years for final report). 
This schedule will ensure that there continues to be adequate nesting habitat for turtles. CSE has 
repeatedly documented that Edisto Beach is a sand starved system. Without a nourishment project, 
there will eventually be no dry beach habitat for nesting turtles. The report documents that Palmetto 
Blvd will be protected at all costs by the Town and the State because it is the only evacuation route off 
the island. The protection of the road will likely be riprap revetments/sea walls/raising the road, all of 
which will create a hostile environment for nesting turtles.  

Comment: “Place Edisto Beach State Park back in the scope of review.” 

Corps Response:  

An effort was made to include the park.  The SC State Park Recreation and Tourism Office has been 
involved in the study process. They indicated that they do not have funds to cost share on a project. 
Additionally, the lack of economic damageable elements (existing infrastructure) inhibits the ability for 
the federal government to involve the Park in the study.  

Comment: “The ACE Basin and other pivotal areas are not mentioned at all in the review.  There seems 
to be a bad habit of narrowing the scope of review to the immediate project area, so that potential 
impacts to nearby areas of ecological significance are not considered.” 

Corps Response:  

The impacts on the ACE Basin will be included in the Final EA; however, USACE does not anticipate any 
adverse impact on ACE Basin. Impacts to Pine and Otter Island (both within ACE Basin) are the only 
significant resources that may be impacted; however, our document describes the fact that a major river 
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system (South Edisto River) separates the project from these resources. These areas will be affected 
more by river dynamics than by more sand placement along Edisto Beach. The only reasonable affect 
that could occur would be sand transport to the islands. No erosion would occur to these islands as a 
result of the project (CSE Report January 2013).  

Comment: “The League encourages the Corps in general to widen scopes of review for projects so that a 
cumulative impact assessment is done—in an instance like this proposed project, the cumulative 
assessment is vital to protecting nearby areas of major environmental importance. The federal 
government has already invested a major amount in the protection of ACE Basin’s natural resources—it 
makes no sense to not include damage to that federal investment in the scope of this review.” 

Corps Response:  

The EA includes a cumulative effects assessment of nearby areas. Please see the EA to read the 
cumulative effects assessment.  

Comment: “We also question the efficacy of mining an ebb tidal delta—this type of activity disrupts the 
natural sand movement systems, causing downdrift shore erosion. The practice is widely recognized as a 
bad idea and a serious cause of environmental degradation.” 

Corps Response:  

The ebb tidal delta is the best source of beach compatible sand for Edisto Beach.  SCDNR indicates that 
these sites, if mined appropriately, will fill in with beach quality material quicker than other locations. 
This is based on extensive monitoring over the last couple decades paid for by USACE. See: South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources. 2009. Characteristics of the borrow area impacted by the 
2007 Folly Beach emergency renourishment project. Final Report, Prepared by: Derk Bergquist, Stacie 
Crowe, and Martin Levisen. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers. SCDNR Technical Report Number 
104. March 2009. This is cited in the main report.  

Comment: “The Corps has not compared the cost of renourishing this unstable beach beyond fifty years 
with the cost of acquiring the private properties—thus, the Corps, the project sponsor, the townspeople 
of Edisto, and ultimately the taxpayers have no real understanding of whether the proposed project is a 
sensible and successful investment. In fact, the Corps inexplicably places limits on acquiring the 
beachfront home properties (to reaches E14 and E15), thus providing us with a false conclusion with its 
proposed ‘choice’”. 

Corps Response:  

The 50 year period is considered the project economic life in which any alternative plan would have 
significant beneficial or adverse effects. For planning purposes, the project life does not exceed 50 years 
in comparing alternative plans to the without project condition according to the USACE Planning 
Guidance Notebook.   
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As stated in the draft feasibility Main Report section 5.6.2 and the Economic Appendix, section 7.0, the 
non-structural measure, property acquisition, was considered as a hurricane and storm damage 
reduction measure.  Property acquisition would take place in the northern most reaches only because 
they are the most erosion- and damage-prone reaches in the study area.  The reaches evaluated were 
E14 and E15, it was determined that additional reaches would be evaluated if these two reaches yielded 
the highest net benefits.  

 A total of 19 shorefront houses located within reaches E14 and E15 were evaluated for the 
nonstructural alternative. The goal of this screening level evaluation was to estimate if a non-structural 
measure or plan would a) be economically feasible and b) if it was economically feasible, the magnitude 
of net benefits would be comparable to those derived from a structural plan. A more refined non-
structural analysis would only be conducted if a and b were found to be true through the initial analysis. 

The benefits from the non-structural alternative were calculated based on the assumption that the 
average future without project condition structure/content damages to these 19 structures (taken from 
the earlier Future Without Projects (FWOP) Beach-fx run) as well as emergency nourishment costs in 
reaches E14 and E15 would be reduced to zero when the plan is implemented.  Costs for the non-
structural plan were based on an acquisition cost using the actual land and structure value taken from 
the Structure Inventory Analysis for each structure, and a demolition cost for each structure. For 
simplification, an identical demolition/removal and land value acquisition cost was used for every 
structure and lot.  The benefits were then compared to the cost for the two reaches and the result was 
negative benefits.  The thought was if these two reaches where erosion prevailed were justified then the 
other reaches would be further analyzed to determine if the non-structural plan was viable.     
Therefore, net benefits of a nourishment project outweighed the benefits of property acquisition. 

Comment: “We are also concerned with the Beach-fx model used to estimate damage and damage 
reduction. There is no explanation as to how the simulated iterations used to determine damages in the 
project area actually result in the asserted loss of more than $2 million each year. Based on historical 
analysis, this conclusion does not sync with the much smaller amount of combined financial loss 
experienced by Edisto over the past fifty years.”  
 
Corps Response:  

The damage reduction and cost avoidance monetized benefits resulting from implementing a Federal 
project are accumulated and discounted using the FY13 discount rate to express the benefits as a single 
total benefit figure.  Although the analysis shows $2 million per year in benefits, it is recognized that $2 
million in damages will not be incurred every year; the purpose is to measure project justification and 
optimization for economic purposes.   For additional information, reference comment response number 
2  (comment 1 from David Lybrand). 
 

Comment: “The Corps makes assumptions designed to further the potentially faulty and wasteful 
process of keeping private development too close to rising sea levels while taxpayers across the nation 
foot the bill of “protection.” Because we are facing sea level rise, as well as increased storm events in 
both frequency and intensity, to limit the option of buying out owners does not make sense. The 
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conclusion, therefore, shows that a non-structural alternative is not feasible. This stance is hardly 
surprising when one examines the alternatives comparison in Table 5.6: impacts to marine and 
terrestrial environments from non-structural alternatives will allegedly be greater than the option of 
nourishing the beach and lengthening the groins, yet there is no data presented to reinforce the 
conclusion. This lack of data places the entire analysis into question.” 

Corps Response:  

The Corps’ analysis is based on existing infrastructure. No additional development was assumed.  
Additionally the no action alternative has adverse impacts to the environment.  As stated in the report, 
the impacts of doing nothing will have greater consequences to the dry beach environment than any of 
the alternatives. This is because the road will serve as a sea wall when erosion gets to that point. The 
Town and State will make all efforts to protect the road, most likely by rip rap placement and/or raising 
the elevation of the road. Palmetto Blvd. is the only evacuation route off the island. These points are 
made in the report.. The above clarifications will be incorporated in the final integrated feasibility 
study/environmental assessment. 

9. Mike Farrar Email Comment 20 September 2013 

From: MikeFarra@aol.com [mailto:MikeFarra@aol.com]  
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: DLL-CESAC-Edisto_Commments 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2nd Email regarding questions on Edisto Beach Rernourishment Proposal 
 
   
I was not able to attend the meeting at Edisto Town Hall regarding the beach renourishment project 
and had a question regarding the addition of the dunes in the "Inlet Reach" section of the proposal. 
  
Do you have topographical maps to get a better understanding on actually how high the dunes will 
need to be built and how wide and how much possible encroachment into private properties? 
  
Specifically, our address is 3206 Palmetto Blvd Edisto Beach, SC....if you could be specific to that 
property would be great.  It is an old beach house, I think built in the 40's or 50's, so not built on the 
taller piers like the newer homes, but also not ground level either...my concern is tall dunes would 
take away any views we may have of the Sound and the Atlantic.  Also we have been noticing more 
sand/vegetation our way between the high tide mark and the actual beach, since the last 
renourishment... 
  
Also if the new dunes go into place, who pays for the new boardwalk to get over those dunes or 
how do people travel over the dunes? 
  
I appreciate any answers you can offer. 
  
Best Regards, 
  
Mike Farrar 

mailto:MikeFarra@aol.com
mailto:MikeFarra@aol.com
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Corps Response: 

The proposed dune at 3206 Palmetto Blvd is 14’ high and 15’ wide.  This property is located in inlet 
reach 1 where the typical existing conditions were measured to show a 7’ high natural dune with no 
measurable width at the peak.  The proposed project will have the same landward dune tie in position 
and will be built seaward from that point.  Views may be blocked as a result, however without knowing 
the elevation of the subject property living area it is difficult to estimate.   

Crossovers may be built by the land owner subject to all Federal, State and Local regulations and 
permits.  Public crossovers may be built by the Local Project Sponsor subject to the same regulations 
and permitting process. 
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10.  Patrick Sheehan Email Comment 21 September 2013 

From: Patrick Sheehan [mailto:patricksheehan@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: DLL-CESAC-Edisto_Commments 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] GROIN LENGTHENING 
 
Patrick H. Sheehan 
Elizabeth C. Sheehan 
2805 Point St. 
Edisto Beach , S.C. 29438 
843-869-2714 home 
803-640-0419 cell 
 
patricksheehan@bellsouth.net 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
As a home owner at  2805 Point St.,Edisto Beach , I am adamantly opposed to the plan to 
lengthen groins 23 and 24.  
My wife and I lost our home and lot in 1971 due to erosion caused by groin 23 . Again in the 90's 
our home was threatened because groin 23 was lengthened once again. To lengthen groins 23 
and 24 without modifying 25 to 27 would be a catastrophe. 
I urge you to adopt the Costal Science and Engineering plan for erosion control as recommended 
by Edisto Beachfront Management Committee. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Patrick H. Sheehan 
 Elizabeth C. Sheehan 
 

 
Corps Response: 
 
The proposed groin lengthening within this project will be accompanied by a beach and dune 
construction project that will fill the littoral cells of all groins lengthened.  As a result of the beach fill 
placement of material between the lengthened groins, there is no anticipated downdrift erosion 
associated with the project.  Groins outside the project area that are not lengthened will continue to 
function similarly to pre-project conditions. 

  

mailto:patricksheehan@bellsouth.net
mailto:patricksheehan@bellsouth.net
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11.  Jerry Hansen Public Comments 19 September 2013 
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Corps Response: 

Concerns are noted.  Mr. Cannon’s comment 1 is addressed within this document for your review. 
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12.  Elizabeth Penfield Public Comment 28 September 2013 

 

From: Elizabeth Penfield 
To: DLL-CESAC-Edisto_Commments 
Cc: davidccannon@bellsouth.net 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Groin Projet at Edisto Beach 
Date: Saturday, September 28, 2013 1:09:47 PM 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
As one of the owners of 2804 Point Street, which lies between groins 26 and 27, I urge the Corps to 
hold a discussion of all the proposals for renourishing the Beach at Edisto and then protecting it by 
lengthening groins 1-23. Such a meeting will show why groins 24-29 should be included in the Corps 
plan. 
For over the 25 years I have enjoyed the house and beach, I have seen the sand in front come and go, 
mostly go. In the past, lengthening groins 23 and 24 caused substantial erosion between groins 25-29. 
Under the present Corps plan, that would happen again, a conclusion reached by two recent studies: 
one by Coastal Science and Engineering and the other by The Beachfront Management Committee of 
Edisto Beach. 
While an argument can be made that the continuing renourishment and protection of the beach is a 
waste of taxpayers' money (a view I do not share), it is true that protecting a substantial part of the 
beach at the expense of The Point is ecologically and fiscally unwise. 
Please reconsider the plans for protecting Edisto Beach and include groins 24-29. 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth F. Penfield 
95 Skidaway Island Park Road, #34 
Savannah, GA 31411 

 

Corps Response: 

The proposed groin lengthening within this project will be accompanied by a beach and dune 
construction project that will fill the littoral cells of all groins lengthened.  As a result of the beach fill 
placement of material between the lengthened groins, there is no anticipated downdrift erosion 
associated with the project.  Groins outside the project area that are not lengthened will continue to 
function similarly to pre-project conditions.  The previous lengthening projects you refer to were not 
accompanied by a beach fill of the impacted groins and as a result they acted as sediment sinks until the 
groin cell had reached an equilibrium state.  This is the main contributor to the downdrift erosion 
observed following the previous lengthening.  
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13.  Alester Spears Public Comment 18 September 2013 

 

From: ALESTER SPEARS 
To: DLL-CESAC-Edisto_Commments 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Edisto Beach Renourishment Project 
Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:41:01 PM 
To Whom It May Concern, 
I was just recently copied on some information regarding the Renourishment Project at Edisto Beach. 
My family and extended family have multiple lots and properties on the beach. 
Seems renourishment will need to happen every eight years. As a suggestion, perhaps you could tackle 
two issues with this project. The Yacht Basin on the beach has been filling in continuously for the past 
several decades as a result of inadequate water flow from the poorly built causeway ( the original bridge 
was washed away in a prior hurricane but replaced with a causeway) going to the beach from the 
island. Consequently, the property owners on the Yacht basin have had to deal with decreased property 
values, less water sport activities and water that gets more and more shallow every year. This area use 
to be considered deep water. However, I am not sure that is still the case today. 
Since this Renourishment Project requires dredging, I suggest the Town of Edisto Beach and Corps of 
Engineers utilize a mixture of sand and mud from the Yacht Basin. The combination of sand and mud 
should make for a longer lasting replenishing project on the front beach. Many beaches along the South 
Carolina coast have this type of naturally occurring mixture. By dredging the Yacht Basin and 
replenishing the front beach, you will be assisting two types of Edisto Homeowners, those who utilize 
the front beach and those who utilize the Yacht Basin. Both want to protect their property values and 
pay taxes, therefore both should be assisted. 
Thank you in advance for your consideration. 
Alester Spears 

Corps Response:  

The borrow area selected for the Edisto Beach Project is the closest match to the material presently on 
the beach.  The beach material contains very little fine grained soil and the sand is coarser than most 
beaches on the southeast coast.   
 
The material in the area of the yacht basin has not been sampled to determine the amount of fine 
grained material or the distribution of the sand sizes.  Typically material in a location such as this 
contains too much fine grained soil to match the beach material. The best match possible is important 
for the beach environment.  Also the Corps does not consider using material that contains more than 
10% fine grained soils.  The fine material does not last as long on the beach and would require more 
frequent renourishment, therefore increasing the cost of the project.  Dredging in this area would also 
require a different dredge than the one used offshore to perform the work.  The use of this additional 
dredge would also increase the cost to perform the work.  Overall the use of the yacht basin material is 
not believed to be a benefit to the project. 
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14.  Grace Sanders Public Comment 18 September 2013 
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Corp Response:  If the project is constructed the Town of Edisto Beach has the responsibility of 
monitoring and maintaining the dune. 

 
15. John Eady Public Comment 26 August 2013 

 
 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 1:19 PM 
To: Iris Hill 
Subject: Re: Corps of Engineers report and recommendations about management of storm damage. 
Ms. Hill, 
After I sent my E-Mail I reviewed the Corps of Engineers data. It is very complete and I agree with 

it. What can I do to help convince fellow property owners to support this project? John Eady 

Corps Response:  Noted. 
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Agency Comments 

16.  SCDNR Letter dated 9 Sep 2013 

 

South Carolina Department of                                
Natural Resources               
PO Box 12559 
Charleston, SC 29422 
843.953.9003 Office 
843.953.9399 Fax 
Daviss@dnr.sc.gov 
 
September 9, 2013 
 
 
Mr. Mark Messersmith 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 
69-A Hagood Avenue 
Charleston, SC  29403-5107 
 
Re: Draft Feasibility Report, Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) and Finding of No Significant Impact 
(FONSI) for the Edisto Beach Coastal Storm Damage Reduction General Investigation Study, Charleston 
County 
 
Dear Mr. Messersmith:  
 
Personnel with the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources have reviewed the above 
referenced documents and offer the following comments. 
 
The above referenced documents present the results of studies to examine the feasibility of federal 
coastal storm damage reduction for the Town of Edisto Beach, South Carolina. As an integrated report, it 
includes all elements that are required for a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Feasibility report, as 
well as an Environmental Assessment (EA) per the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The 
proposed project was selected after a detailed alternatives analysis. The tentatively selected plan will 
require an estimated 924,000 cubic yards of borrow material during initial construction, and about 
220,400 cubic yards during each renourishment cycle, which would occur every 8 years.  In total, it is 
estimated that 2.25 million cubic yards of material are needed for initial construction and subsequent 
renourishments during the 50 year project.  The use of an offshore borrow area is proposed using either 
a Hydraulic Cutterhead or Hopper dredge. The project also includes approximately 1,130’ of groin 
lengthening across 23 existing groins.  
 
The DEA includes an assessment of the potential environmental effects of the project.  With a few minor 
exceptions, we find this assessment to be adequate in evaluating the environmental consequences 
associated with the selected project. The selected project includes options for the use of either a 
Hydraulic Cutterhead or Hopper dredge to obtain borrow materials. The DEA does not address the 
environmental effects on sea turtles resulting from Hopper Dredge use during periods when sea turtles 
are concentrated in offshore waters (April 1 – November 30), nor does it outline measures to be taken 
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to minimize these potential impacts. We recommend the Final Environmental Assessment (FEA) address 
these issues.  
We understand the USFWS will be initiating a formal Section 7 consultation under the Endangered 
Species Act and will be preparing a biological opinion that will address the potential impacts of the 
proposed project on the loggerhead sea turtle. This biological opinion will include specific terms and 
conditions as well as a number of conservation measures that will address the protection of this species. 
We recommend that all conservation measures outlined in the biological opinion are incorporated into 
the FEA. 
Based on numerous studies conducted by our department on offshore borrow areas, we know that the 
degree of change to borrow site bathymetry and sediment type and rate of recovery is largely 
dependent on the location, configuration and cut depth of the proposed dredging operation. Improperly 
located and designed borrow areas can result in significant and persistent changes in sediment 
characteristics and biological communities in the borrow area. In an effort to minimize these impacts 
and ensure sustainable use of these borrow areas for future projects, hydrologic and sediment transport 
modeling studies should be conducted to determine the appropriate borrow pit depth to minimize the 
accumulation of fine sediments.  Dredging should be limited to those depths where beach compatible 
sands re-accumulate. The USACE is proposing to dredge to a maximum depth of 10.3 feet. Monitoring 
results for a number of previous projects has shown significant changes in sediment type and slow 
recovery rates at comparable dredging depths. We recommend the FEA address the potential impacts of 
dredging to these depths and identify measures to be taken to avoid and minimize long-term impacts to 
borrow areas.  
We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and ask that you consider the above 
recommendations in the preparation of a FEA for this project.  
 
Sincerely, 
Susan F. Davis 
Susan F. Davis 
Coastal Environmental Coordinator 
Cc: SCDHEC/Padgett 
      OCRM/Trumbull 
      USEPA 
      USFWS 
      NMFS 
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Comment: The DEA does not address the environmental effects on sea turtles resulting from Hopper 
Dredge use during periods when sea turtles are concentrated in offshore waters (April 1 – November 
30), nor does it outline measures to be taken to minimize these potential impacts. We recommend the 
Final Environmental Assessment (FEA) address these issues.  

Corps Response:  

The DEA does address impacts from hopper dredges on sea turtles (see quoted text below), albeit 
minimally. The draft BA addresses these impacts in more detail. The FEA will be revised to include 
more info on hopper dredging impacts to sea turtles taken from the BA. 

7.01.2 – “In order to minimize the risk of incidental takes of sea turtles, the USACE requires the use 
of sea turtle deflecting dragheads on all hopper-dredging projects where the potential for sea turtle 
interactions exist.“  

7.15.1 - “Therefore, the proposed dredging activity will have no effect on sea turtles if performed by 
a cutterhead dredge and is likely to adversely affect several species of sea turtle (i.e., loggerheads, 
greens, and Kemp’s ridleys) if performed by a hopper dredge.  Since all in water dredging activities 
are addressed and covered by reference in the 1997 NMFS SARBO, no additional sea turtle 
consultation with NMFS is required.” 

Comment: “We recommend that all conservation measures outlined in the biological opinion are 
incorporated into the FEA.” 

Corps Response:  

We make every effort to implement all reasonable and prudent measures (RPM). 

Comment: “Based on numerous studies conducted by our department on offshore borrow areas, we 
know that the degree of change to borrow site bathymetry and sediment type and rate of recovery is 
largely dependent on the location, configuration and cut depth of the proposed dredging operation. 
Improperly located and designed borrow areas can result in significant and persistent changes in 
sediment characteristics and biological communities in the borrow area. In an effort to minimize these 
impacts and ensure sustainable use of these borrow areas for future projects, hydrologic and sediment 
transport modeling studies should be conducted to determine the appropriate borrow pit depth to 
minimize the accumulation of fine sediments.  Dredging should be limited to those depths where beach 
compatible sands re-accumulate. The USACE is proposing to dredge to a maximum depth of 10.3 feet. 
Monitoring results for a number of previous projects has shown significant changes in sediment type 
and slow recovery rates at comparable dredging depths. We recommend the FEA address the potential 
impacts of dredging to these depths and identify measures to be taken to avoid and minimize long-term 
impacts to borrow areas.”  

Corps Response:  

Impacts to the borrow area are adequately addressed in the DEA. USACE has invested years of effort 
in working with DNR to monitor impacts to borrow area ecology. The selection of this borrow area 
and the inclusion of a 1 foot vertical buffer and the inclusion of the ability to use a hopper dredge 
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are all minimization measures recommended by SCDNR in the past. A trade-off must occur if 
shallower depths are to be mined. USACE and SCDNR staff has discussed this tradeoff in the past, 
which is basically that if you dredge shallower you have a larger area of impact and a higher cost. 
The DEA only addresses the depth of usable material. During the design phase we will look at your 
valid point. USACE continues to use adaptive management in the use of our borrow sites and will 
continue to work with DNR to ensure these practices are working and getting better over time. 
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17.  USFWS Comments Sep 11, 2013 
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Comment: include a may affect, likely to adversely affect determination for piping plovers 

Corps Response:  

USACE will adjust the Biological Assessment (BA) to reflect a determination of “may affect, not likely 
to adversely affect”. Edisto Beach has been nourished three times in the past and is still not 
recognized as supporting wintering piping plovers. There is no reason to think that this project will 
do so. USACE agrees that a reevaluation/resubmittal of a BA will be necessary for each 
renourishment, especially on the order of every 8 years. A full BA will not be needed, but rather a 
document that presents new information and new findings for the study area. Upon these future 
BA’s, we may revisit the determination for piping plovers. 

Comment: Expand timeframe for manatee watch. 

Corps Response:  

Recognizing the recent sightings of manatees in April and October, USACE will expand our manatee 
watch to include these months as per this recommendation. 

Comment: Add conditions for sea turtles 

Corps Response:  

Most of these will be added, except for:  

1. The prohibition of construction from May 1 through Oct 31. This is because sometimes the way 
funding falls and the availability of suitable dredging contractors, it is not feasible.  

2. Regarding the removal of derelict structures. USACE understands the concern. 

Comment: groin construction conditions 

Corps Response:  

Agree. However, USACE doesn’t agree that the lengthened groins cause more of an impact to 
nesting turtles. This is because the effective length of the groin will not be increased. See 
engineering analysis and response to Nancy Newton comment on page 12 in this document. 

Comment: include red knot in BA 

Corps Response:  

The red knot was proposed for listing on Sept 30, 2013 and will be included in the BA. The effect 
determination will be coordinated with USFWS staff.  

Comment: lighting concerns. 

Corps Response: All lighting issues are addressed in the BA.  
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18. OCRM Letter: 
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 Comment: Submit a Coastal Zone consistency determination document 

Corps Response: USACE will send this assessment to OCRM for concurrence. 

 

19. OCRM Coastal Zone Consistency Determination, 23 Dec 2013 
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USACE Response:  

Thank you for your comments and Coastal Zone Consistency conditions. The Charleston District concurs. 

20. NOAA Fisheries EFH letter 
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USACE Response:  

Thank you for your comments. Additional information has been added to the Final EFH on surf zone EFH 
and estuarine emergent vegetation. Also, the final EFH includes your conservation recommendations 
and the USACE revised conservation measures based on your expert analysis.  
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21. Catawba Indian Nation Letter:  
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Comment: The Catawba are to be notified if Native American artifacts and/or human remains are 
located during the ground disturbance phase of the project.  

Corps Response:  

Acknowledged. 
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